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January 6, 2010

We are writing in response to your Freedom oflnformation Act request to the National Capital
Planning Commission ("NCPC") dated December 26, 2010.
In your request you requested a copy of any written or emailed complaints or criticism or
concern received at NCPC concerning the Martin Luther Kin:;, Jr. National Memorial. We have
conducted a search of our records in response to your request, and have determined that the
enclosed documents are all of the documents that are responsive. We are not refusing to release
any responsive documents or invoking any exemptions.
This determination may be appealed administratively within si:.;.ty days of the date of this letter
by writing the Chairman, National Capital Planning Commission, 401 9th Street, NW, North
Lobby 51h Floor, Washington, D.C. 20004. You should clearly mark your envelope and letter:
"Freedom oflnformation Appeal." NCPC's Freedom of Information Act regulations are
available at 1 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Section 546. A copy may be accessed
electronically at http: //www.accecc.gpo.gov.
If you need any further assistance, please contact me at the above address, or you may reach
at (202) 482-7223.

SCt.
Anne Schuyler
General Counsel and FOIA Of
Enclosures
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NATIONAL CAPITAl rLANNING COMMISSION

401 9th Street, NW
North Lobby, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20004
Tel 202 482-7200
Fax 202 482-7272
www.ncpc.gov

Commission Members

IN REPLY REFER TO:
NCPC File No. 5907

Presidential Appointees

John V. Cogbill, Ill, Chairman
Herbert F. Ames

SEP 1. 4 2005

Jose L. Galvez, III

Mayoral Appointees

Arrington Dixon
Dr. Patricia Elwood

Ex Officio Members

Secretary of Defense
The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld

Mr. John Parsons
Associate Regional Director
Lands, Resources and Planning
National Capital Region
National Park Service
1100 Ohio Drive, SW
Washington, DC 20042

Dear Mr. Parsons:
Secretary of the Interior
The Honorable Gale A. Norton

Administrator
General Services Administration
The Honorable Stephen A. Perry

Chairman
:ommittee on Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
The Honorable Susan M. Collins

Chairman
Committee on Government Reform
U.S. House of Representatives
The Honorable Tom Davis

Mayor
District of Columbia
·he Honorable Anthony A. Williams

Chairman
council of the District of Columbia
The Honorable Linda W. Cropp

Executive Director
Patricia E. Gallagher, AICP

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the review of the Environmental
Assessment (EA) prepared for the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial, on
a site approved by the National Capital Planning Commission (NCPC) in
December 1999.
My review of the EA finds the document essentially well supported by the
information analyzed. Additionally, the Park Service has thoughtfully reviewed
many of the issue areas initially discussed by the Commission in the 1999
approval of the memorial location, including potential historic impacts. Some
characteristics of the alternatives reviewed by the EA, however, remain to be
further appraised, especially as they pertain to the earthen berm that is proposed to
frame the site. The historic landscape of West Potomac Park consists of level
topography with expanses of grass stretching east to west through the Park and
terminating at the edge of the Tidal Basin. As noted in the EA, few man-made
elements are dedicated within this area; however, the Commission staff believes it
would be of value to the EA process to identify the presence and attributes of
features at the FDR Memorial near the Tidal Basin. A review of visual impacts
from that memorial in relation to West Potomac Park's visual resources would
assist in defining the comparative similar or dissimilar long-term potential effects
of a new memorial. While the document includes a photograph of the proposed
memorial site from the Jefferson Memorial, there should be specific text in
section 4.2.3 analyzing any impacts on the view from (not just to) the Jefferson
Memorial, especially since the view from the memorial would be altered by
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hardscape, a proposed bridge, and a change in grade resulting from the proposed
berm.
An additional issue to be further analyzed by the EA is the amount of vehicle
parking within a reasonably convenient walking distance for the memorial. The
EA concludes the proposed memorial would not have adverse cumulative parking
impact on other memorials in the Monumental Core but then adds that various
communication media could be used to inform prospective visitors of parking and
access provisions for the new memorial. NCPC staff maintains the conclusion
may be supportable, but further finds the perceived supply of parking should be
better specified regarding whether it is reasonably situated near the memorial, and
that a commitment be made by NPS to identify informational signage or other
actions advising visitors about parking availability.

As specified by the EA, measures to mitigate the periodic flooding of the new.
memorial must be incorporated into the design. The· Commission staff agrees that
the memorial shall be developed to withstand the impacts of flooding given that
the whole of the Tidal Basin is subject to flood events, and that the measures of
protection be consistent with Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management.
Due to the lowering of the plaza from the existing level, there would be a slight
but negligible net gain in flood storage area. Stormwater management has been
specified by the Park Service EA to be incorporated into the site landscape.
Your consideration of our comments at this stage of the environmental review is
most timely and I look forward to examining the final Park Service National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) determination when available. If you have
technical questions concerning the information related in this letter, you may
contact Eugene Keller or Nancy Witherell, in the Office of Urban Design and
Plans Review, at (202) 482-7251 or 482-7239, respectively.
Sincerely,

allagher, AICP
Executive Director

COMMISSION ACTION
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. MEMORIAL
TIDAL BASIN, WEST POTOMAC PARK
Washington, D.C.
Submitted by the National Park Service
December 1, 2005

Commission Action Requested by Applicant

Approval of concept design plans pursuant to Public Law 104-333, Public Law 105-201, and
Public Law 99-952, as amended and the Commemorative Works Act(40 U.S.C. 8905).

Commission Action

The Commission:
The Commission comments favorably on the overall design concept for the 1\tlartin Luther
King, Jr. Memorial except for:
The horizontal bridge of the Memorial Walk, adjacent to the "Mountain of Despair,"
which destroys the intended strong visual relationship between the signature "Mountain of
Despair" and "Stone ofHope."
The narrow entrance portal through the "Mountain of Despair" because it creates the
potential to impede visitor movements through the memorial's main entrance.
The Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.
Recommends that, the NPS and the MLK Foundation, as they develop preliminary design plans
for the memorial:
Redesign the entrance portal between the Mountain of Despair to remove the bridge of
the Memorial Walk that interrupts views to the Stone of Hope and beyond, and to provide more
space for visitor movement in this entry area.
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Provide more detailed photo simulations that clearly indicate the visual impact that the
berm ofthe proposed memorial would have on views to the Tidal Basin and beyond.
Coordinate with NPS on the size, location, and programmatic requirements for the
Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

J
NCPC
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. MEMORIAL
TIDAL BASIN, WEST POTOMAC PARK
Washington, D.C.
Submitted by the National Park Service
November 23, 2005

Abstract
The National Park Service (NPS), on behalf of the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial
Project Foundation, Inc. (MLK Foundation) has submitted a design concept for the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Memorial to be located in West Poto!llac Park at the Tidal Basin.

Commission Action Requested by Applicant
Approval of concept design plans pursuant to Public Law 104-333, Public Law 105-201, and
Public Law 99-952, as amended and the Commemorative Works Act (40 U.S.C. 8905)

Executive Director's Recommendation
The Commission comments favorably on the overall design concept for the Martin Luther
King, Jr. Memorial except for:
The horizontal bridge of the Memorial Walk, adjacent to the "Mountain of Despair,"
which destroys the intended stron~ visual relationship between the signature "Mountain of ·
Despair" and "Stone of Hope."
The narrow entrance portal through the "Mountain of Despair" because it creates the
potential to impede visitor movements through the memorial's main entrance.
The Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.

Recommends that, the NPS and the MLK Foundation, as they develop preliminary design plans
for the memorial:
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Redesign the entrance portal between the Mountain of Despair to remove the bridge of
the Memorial Walk that interrupts views to the Stone of Hope and beyond, and to provide more
space for visitor movement in this entry area.
Provide more detailed photo simulations that clearly indicate the visual impact that the
berm of the proposed memorial would have on views to the Tidal Basin and beyond;
Coordinate with NPS on the size, location, and programmatic requirements for the
Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.

*

*

*

BACKGROUND AND STAFF EVALUATION

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
Background
The NPS has submitted, on behalf of the MLK Foundation, a design concept for the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Memorial. The authorizing legislation was signed by President Clinton on
November 12, 1996. The Commission approved the site for the memorial at its December 2,
1999 meeting.

The site for the memorial is a four-acre, triangular-shaped parcel of land located in West
Potomac Park on the northwestern side of the Tidal Basin. The boundaries generally include
Independence Avenue on the north, the Tidal Basin along the south and east, and a realigned
West Basin Drive on the west. The larger setting includes views of the Washington Monument
and across the Tidal Basin to the Jefferson Memorial. Views to the Lincoln Memorial are
obstructed. The most memorable aspect of the site is the expansive view across the Tidal Basin
while at the same time, the inlet of the Tidal Basin provides a sense of enclosure and intimacy.
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Design Concept
The design concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial is centered on an overall geometric
relationship of a crescent superimposed within a triangle. The arching arms of the crescent
visually embrace the adjacent Tidal Basin. The primary vehicle entrance to the memorial is from
Independence Avenue on the north and from West Basin Drive on the west. Parking for four
tour buses and six handicapped parking spaces are provided curbside along West Basin Drive.
The primary memorial pedestrian access is provided from the intersection of Independence
Avenue and West Basin Drive. Additional access points are from a connecting walkway from
Independence Avenue and from West Basin Drive. Finally, three access points are provided
from the existing Tidal Basin walkway.
The memorial is comprised of several major elements:
•

Mountain of Despair - This element is a large stone that is approximately 30 feet high
and forms a portal for the main entrance to the memorial. This stone would be sliced
operi to provide an approximately 12-foot wide entry portal. The intention is to channel
visitors_ihrough a narrow entrance that would open to the principal grand memorial space
and the vista beyond to the Tidal Basin and the Jefferson Memorial.

•

Memorial Walk- This element forms the crescent geometry of the memorial. It would be
elevated to a maximum height of 14 feet as it forms a bridge in front of the opening of the·
mountain of despair. It would add to the feeling of being channeled and confmed in the
narrow principle entrance to the memorial plaza. This walkway would be 12 feet wide
and incorporate 15 semi-circular niches along its northern side. As the crescent-shaped
memorial walk lowers in height to approximately 3.5 feet at the ends of its arching arms,
connecting walkways are attached and· lead visitors to either the principal memorial
plaza, West Basin Drive, Independence Avenue, or to the existing Tidal Basin walkway.

•

Water Wall - This element forms the south side of the arching elevated memorial walk. It
would extend approximately 468 feet. The intent of this wall is to provide a series. of
quotes from Dr. King's orations that would be inscribed on the wall. There would be
approximately 11 polished granite wall panels that would contain inscriptions. These
inscribed panels would be separated by a series of agitated waterfalls. The waterfalls
would become more and more agitated as they increase in height as the visitors mQve
toward the central entrance near the mountain of despair.· A thin, calm sheet of water
would flow over the inscriptions.

•

Niches - The niches are intended to be places of repose, reflection, and observation.
They would provide space to look out beyond the memorial towards the Tidal Basin and
beyond. There would be a total of 15 niches, each with a radius of 7 feet, 6 inches and
spaced approximately 34 feet apart.

•

Stone of Hope - The Stone of Hope is the principal element of the Memorial. This stone
will be "sliced" from the Mountain of Despair and positioned within the memorial plaza.

NCPC File No. 5907
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This · elefu'ent i·s also approximately 30 feet high . . \Two sides of the stone would be
po.lished with inscriptions and the rough side facing the Tidal Basin would have a carving
of Dr. King looking towards the Jefferson Memorial.
•

Landscaping - Landscaping proposals for the memorial would provide a variety of new
plant materials that include additional Yoshino Cherry trees, Crape Myrtle trees, Eastern
White Pines, and American Elms. Several existing cherry trees would be relocated.
Groundcover would be predominantly turf grass with flowering azaleas and trailing
shrubs.

In add.ition to the memorial elements described above, the MLK Foundation is proposing a

ranger and visitor information kiosk that would include space for a NPS ranger station, two
restroo'ms, information dispensing area, and a gift shop.
·
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PREVIOUS COMMISSION ACTION
At its December 2, 1999 meeting, the Commission approved a four-acre site adjacent to the Tidal
- Basin for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial. The -Commission also approved design
_parameters for the eventual development of the memorial on this site that were jointly developed
by NPS, NCPC, and the MLK Foundation:
- •

The size of the site will be approximately four acres. No less than three acres, excluding
. West Basin Drive, and no more than four acres, including West Basin Drive, shall be
devoted to the MLK Memorial.

•

The Tidal Basin side of the site will be defmed by the western edge of the existing
walkway along the Tidal Basin (i.e. where pavement meets grass), thereby excluding the
walkway from the site; the northern boundary of the site shall be approximately ·19 feet
south of the curb along Independence Avenue.

•

The Foundation, in collaboration with NPS, will provide a general design for and
construction of a relocated West Basin Drive.

•

All of the cherry trees along the Tidal Basin must be preserved with the understanding
that three trees may be removed or repositioned if absolutely necessary for the purposes
of access between the Tidal Basin walkway and the MLK Memorial at the location of the
existing access way.

NCPC File No. 5907
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•

No MLK Memorial element shall be placed in the Tidal Basin.

•

The existing visual transparency from Independence Avenue to the Tidal Basin shall be
maintained.

•

The relationship of hardscape to softscape shall be no greater than one-third hardscape
and no less than two-thirds softscape (tllls does not include West Basin Drive or the Tidal
Basin walkway).

• ·No single element of the MLK Memorial shall exceed a height of 20 feet.
•

There shall be no restroom facilities in the MLK Memorial.

•

There shall be no vehicle parking at the MLK Memorial; however, space for no less than
three buses and six disabled spaces must be accommodated along West Basin Drive, or
other locations as specified by NPS.

PROJECT ANALYSIS
Staff is generally pleased with the overall design concept for the memorial and recommends
that the Commission comment favorably on. several elements of the design that include:
•

The Mountain of Despair and the Stone of Hope are the signature elements of the
memorial. At the entry portal, two stones are parted, and a single stone is pushed back in
the horizon, appearing as the missing piece of what was once a single bolder. The Stone
of'Hope with the carving of Dr. King emerging, as the Stone of Hope emerged from the
Mountain of Despair is a powerful relationship that is well conceived.

•

Staff is particularly pleased with the landscape proposal in that it appears to seamlessly
integrate the memorial's landscaping with the existing landscaping around the Tidal
Basin. The landscape proposal would provide additional cherry trees, new Crape
Myrtles, Pin Oaks, American Elms, and Easteri:l White Pines. ·

•

The water wall, with its gradation of water intensity, is an effective metaphorical
reference to Dr. King's orations. The use of "calm" and "agitated" water flow along the
water wall provides both auditory and visual relief and variety. Further, the water
elements of the memorial visually relate to the water of the Tidal Basin.

•

The overall crescent-shape of the memorial creates a dynamic tension with this form
superimposed within a triangular-shaped site. This shape also embraces the Tidal Basin.

•

The provision of tour bus parking and handicapped parking along West Basin Drive is
compatible with similar activities along West Basin Drive near the Franklin Delano
Roosevelt Memorial. This is a good relationship in that all of these types of activities
would be located along West Basin Drive and serve both memorials.

NCPC File No. 5907
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Although staff believes that the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial will be welcomed addition to,
and compatible with other existing memorials in the area, there are several elements of the
memorial that raise concern:
•

As proposed, the bridge portion of the Memorial Walk adjacent to the Mountain of
Despair has a major adverse impact on this signature element. The strength of the
Mountain of Despair and Stone of Hope relationship is that the visitor should be able to
clearly "see" that the Stone of Hope has emerged from the Mountain of Despair. The
bridge element severely interrupts the dynamic visual tension that is intended to be
created by these elements. Additionally, the horizontality of the bridge diminishes the
necessary strong visual verticality of these stones. The bridge would also provide a place
for visitors to stand above the primary important entrance to the memorial, thereby,
further reducing the strong relationship between the Mountain of Despair and the Stone
of Hope. NPS and the MLK Foundation should remove the bridge portion of the
memorial walk.
·

•

The main entrance walk area to the memorial goes from approximately 90 feet wide and
narrows to approximately 10 feet wide when the visitor reaches the Mountain of Despair.
This narrow passageway creates a high potential to create a bottleneck as visitors pause in
the narrowest portion to read inscriptions that would be located on the flanking polished
sides of the Mountain of Despair.
·

•

Although the design parameters for the development of the memorial indicated that there
shall be no museum facilities or testrooms at the memorial site, the proposal calls for a
Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk that would include a ranger station, two restrooms,
information dispersing window, and a gift shop.· Staffbelieves thatthere is a need for a
ranger station and information dispersing window because similar activities are provided
at other memorials. However, the gift shop component is not necessary nor is it
encouraged. The MLK Foundation should coordinate with the NPS on size, location, and
programmatic requirements for the Ranger Station and Visitor Information Kiosk.

Finally, although there were visual simulations of views to the Tidal Basin from Independence
Avenue, staff requests that more detailed simulations from Independence Avenue· be developed
to clearly indicate where the important views to the Jefferson Memorial are located and how they
would be impacted by the proposal
CONFORMANCE'
Comprehensive Plan
The proposal is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital. Specifically,
policies contained in the Parks and Open Space Element state that the federal government
should:
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Enhance the great cross-axes of the Mall, and protect them from inappropriate
development (policy # 4, page 109).
Use monumental parks and landscapes to provide settings for public buildings,
monuments, and memorials, and to create special environments for limited activities
(policy# 5, page 109).
Site memorials in monumental and designed landscape parks in compliance with the
Memorials and Museums Master Plan (policy #6, page 109).
Maintain East and West Potomac Park as an extension of the Mall, as a valuable
recreational open space, and as a space that can be used for outdoor cultural events,
gatherings, and celebrations (policy # 8, page 109).
National Environmental Policy Act
NCPC staff has analyzed, in conformance with the requirements of NEPA, the prepared
Environmental Assessment (EA) of July 2005 completed by the Park Service. After complying
with the procedural requirements of the Commission's Environmental and Historic Preservation
Policies and Procedures, staff has prepared a Finding ofNo Significant Impact based on adoption
of the EA.
The EA reviews two alternatives for implementing the Martin Luther King Jr. National
Memorial; the preferred alternative to locate the memorial at a site at the Tidal Basin and the
"No Action" alternative. Other alternative site locations are also reviewed by the EA, but the
evaluation. describes the judgment that the alternate locations did not achieve the purpose and
need to establish and operate. a national memorial to· Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in Washington,
D.C., that is envisioned as a contemplative space for the memorial.
With implementation of the proposed design, approximately two acres of the site would consist
of green softscape and one acre of hardscape area (an additional one acre would be dedicated to
the realignment of West Basin Drive and its associated sidewalks to the west). A bus drop-off
area, with three bus parking spaces and six disabled.parking, spaces, ·would be provided. The
entire memorial would be compliant for accessibility pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities
Act.
With the No Action alternative, all existing features of the three-acre site would remain in their
current available condition and use. There would be no new development or re-configuration of
the site boundaries or open space. The existing configuration of the roadways and parking would
also be maintained. The existing trees, including cherry trees, would not be affected and no new
plantings would be added to the site. West Basin Drive would remain in its current configuration,
as would the surrounding recreational fields. The existing p~thways, fence lines, and site.
furniture would remain in. their existing locations, without any imp:rovements. The potential
environmental consequences of a No Action Alternative have been considered in the NCPC staff
·review of the EA analysis.
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Issues of the NCPC environmental evaluation of the EA focused primarily on alteration of site
topography, cultural/architectural resource effects (including viewshed impacts), and the
potential erosion and water resource impacts from construction of the memorial. The possible
impacts and the identified National Park Service mitigation measures that will be included in the
project development address the following:
Topography and Geology: Construction would primarily occur in previous fill material and
disturbed soils. The topography, soils, and groundwater would be minimally affected in
constructing the memorial. Soil cut-and-fill operations would be conducted particularly at the
semicircular water wall, the Mountain of Despair, and the Stone of Hope. L!Uld area slopes
would be altered starting at Independence Avenue and extending through the Memorial Plaza
(elevation eight feet) and ending at the cherry trees to avoid the Tidal Basin edge (elevation four
feet). The Memorial Plaza would consist ofhardscape and softscape altering the current road and
grass terrain. However, at least 87,120 square feet (67%) of the memorial would consist of green
space. Surface soils will be reworked and recompacted under structures, paving, and soil fill.
The soils that would be disturbed are fill soils that were previously added to the site when the
retaining wall for the Tidal Basin was created. Site grading would be balanced to the extent
possible to minimize the need for importing or exporting soils during construction, and no
storage of soil will be allowed on site. Ground settlement that may occur due to fill and loading
would be controlled to an acceptable level by engineering techniques such as control of
compaction, subgrade modification, arfd foundation design.
·
Geologic resources would not be adversely altered by the proposed memorial. Foundation piles
would be driven 45 to 50 feet to reach bedrock and strengthen the stability of the area. The
pilings and grade beams would be located to provide a sound and sufficient foundation for the
memorial, particularly with respect to the Water Wall, Mountain of Despair, and Stone of Hope.
The use of the noted foundation structures would also avoid settlement of the berm, and
eliminate any shear condition for any utilities that may be routed within the berm and pass into
the retaining wall.
Site soils would be subject to clearing and grubbing ofvegetation and surface grading to prepare
the site for the new facilities. Therefore, the preferred alternative would have a moderately minor
impact on site topography, a minor impact on site soils, and no impact on site geology.
Mitigation
Temporary soil erosion impacts due to disturbed soil and vegetation would be mitigated by
implementation of the measures described for water resources by the Park Service (see next
paragraph). If encountered, contaminated soils would be collected, transported, and disposed of
using appropriate best management practices (BMPs).
Water Resources: The proposed memorial will result in increased impervious surfaces;
therefore, stormwater management will be required under current District of Columbia water
quality regulations. The National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) categorizes the Tidal Basin as a
lacustrine unvegetated wetland. The proposed·memorial will not alter or ·impact the Tidal Basin,
and there will be no dredging or filling of wetlands. The proposed memorial will not adversely
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impact the floodplain of the Potomac River. Due to the lowering of the plaza from the existing
·
level, there would be a very minimal net gain in flood storage area.
Staff review of the submitted project design has found the proposed alternative entails no
significant displacement of floodplain storage area but that project elements will be subject to
inundation during flooding. Site grading restrictions are being enforced by the National Park
Service to minimize ground surface modifications; consequently, the flooding characteristics· of
the Potomac River at this location are not altered. Proposed memorial amenities included in the
proposal will be designed to withstand flooding impacts. Natural landscape features and ground
surface grading would allow positive drainage of the site and would adhere to the National Park
Service objectives of minimizing flood effects to Park Service facilities. Establishment of the
memorial within the floodplain is the only viable alternative given the locations available within
West Potomac Park and the Mall for its creation. No long or short-term adverse impacts are
associated with the occupancy and modification of Park floodplain area. NCPC staff has
determined that the proposed action, to the maximum extent practicable, avoids indirect
floodplain development through the design established for the memorial.
A critical action is defined by the Water Resources Council Floodplain Management Guidelines,
developed to implement Executive Order 11988, Flood Plain Management. As defined, these are ·
activities for which even a slight chance of flooding is too great. For example, if an action would
create an added dimension to the flood, as would be the case for facilities producing or storing
volatile or toxic materials, or if the occupants of a building located in the floodplain (hospitals,
schools) were.not sufficiently mobile to evacuate, the planned project would be regarded as a
critical one. The loss of irreplaceable records or emergency services involved in a planned action
would also-he considered critical actions. NCPC has determined the proposed memorial is not a
· critical action as required by the evaluation of floodplain actions, in accordance with the
Executive Order.
Mitigation
Prior to beginning construction activities, erosion· and sedimentation control plans and a
stormwater management plan would be prepared by the construction contractor and submitted to
the D.C. Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA). The erosion and
sedimentation control plan would include measures to prevent erosion of cleared areas and the
transport of soil and sediment.
To minimize the potential impact of the additional stormwater runoff that the increased surface
area would generate, appropriate BMPs would be implemented by the National Park Service to
control stormwater quality and quantity on the project site maintaining current stormwater
discharge rates near the Tidal Basin watershed. Stormwater runoff collection and roadway
drainage systems would be upgraded by the demolition and replacement of failing pipeline and
appurtenances on-site.
·
·To mitigate the periodic flooding of the memorial, provisions in the design would include design
materials, element corifigurations, and the location of electrical and mechanical systems that
would withstand the impacts of flooding, consistent with specifications of Executive Order
11988, Flood Plain Management. The Park Service anticipates that it will except the memorial
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construction and operation as an action under its compliance procedures for floodplain review.
That review indicates the action has no long-term impact to the functional aspects of the
floodplain and will not involve critical loss of human life or activities should flooding occur.
Vegetation: Within the site construction of the memorial the plans would involve the
disturbance of trees and grasses including approximately 85 existing deciduous trees. However,
except for one specimen tree, the on-site trees are immature and small, and no habitat of rare,
threatened, or endangered flora or fauna species would be disturbed.
The existing cherry trees next to the site at or near the Tidal Basin would be protected during
construction. However, depending on slope and alignment, up to nine cherry trees would be
relocated to allow for a handicapped ramp connecting the memorial to the Tidal Basin walkway.
During construction of the memorial, the Park Service would establish and maintain clearance
around trees using fences and other resources including structural platforms around the base of
trees to minimize soil compaction. Upon completion of construction, grassland areas would be
regenerated with sod, and substantial trees would be planted according to the memorial design,
resulting in a net gain in planted woodland on the site.
With the Park Service establishment of appropriate BMPs, the vegetation disturbance would be
minor and short-term. Additional vegetative species would be introduced in the project area. The
re-vegetation plan will be prepared as directed by the Park Service in compliance with applicable
District of Columbia regulations. This aspect of the project will be incorporated into future
submissions to review agencies, such as NCPC.
Mitigation
To minimize the short-term impacts from tree and other vegetation removal, phased construction
of ground surfaces will occur to minimize vegetation and ground surface exposure. To maximize·
the ecological value of new vegetation being added to the project, the new trees and shrubs
would be clustered as depicted on the submitted project plans. Additional landscape plant
material selections will be achieved by the Park Service as the design progresses into detailed
preliminary and final plans.
Cherry trees will be protected by fencing during construction and will receive special care,
including root pruning and mulching. Avoidance and protection of tree root zones will be
maintained. During construction, foundation piles will be predrilled and heavy equipment will be
strictly confined to areas of proposed development to limit disturbance of vegetation to the
minimum extent necessary. Should dewatering prove necessary, special irrigation measures will
be provided for cherry trees in the vicinity as monitored by the National Park Service.
Historic Resources: The National Park Service initiated consultation during the site selection
phase with the District of Columbia State Historic Preservation Office (DC SHPO) in March of
1999, determining that there was a potential for an adverse effect on the landscape and National
Register qualities of West Potomac Park. NPS renewed consultation with the DC SHPO on
September 13, 2005, determining that "the proposed concept design would potentially have an
adverse effect on the National Register qualities of West Potomac Park. The construction of an
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earthen berm, above the historically flat topography of the park, will introduce another raised
element into the historic landscape."
The Park Service NEP A review concluded that the proposed memorial would not adversely
affect the Tidal Basin, which would remain a landscaped water element surrounded by cherry
trees. Additionally, NPS concluded that the project would not affect the stone seawall at or near
the Tidal Basin, which is a contributing structure to the West Potomac Park Historic District.
Construction of the memorial, including all of its direct physical elements such as foundation
piles and walkways, would not negatively impact the seawall.
The EA indicates an impact to the historic Japanese cherry trees, which are contributing elements
to West Potomac Park. While up to nine recently planted cherry trees may be relocated, none of
these trees will be eliminated. Although the proposed memorial plans would require modification
to the recreation fields, the specific field locations and their configurations are not considered to
be historic.
In terms of cumulative effects, the proposed memorial will not adversely impact other memorials
in the area. The World War II Memorial, Washington Monument, Lincoln Memorial, Franklin
Delano Roosevelt Memorial, and Jefferson Memorial will continue as distinct features within the
overall landscape setting of the National Mall and West Potomac Park.
The historic landscape of West Potomac Park consists of a level topography and expanses of
grass stretching from one natural or man-made water body to. another. This green horizontal
ground plain is punctuated and accentuated by canopy-deciduous trees, embellished with
flowering trees, and interspersed with evergreens. The plant palette on the west side of the Tidal
Basin provides the shade and pastoral quality that is the signature of the park.
The existing visual permeability of the site is limited and varies according to the vegetative cover
and season. The quality of existing views across the site also varies. The EA analysis maintains
that with the proposed memorial, current filtered views to the Tidal Basin from Independence
Avenue would be screened, particularly for motorists. However, views through the site would
still be available to pedestrians who could experience the entry vista and other views that occur
as a visitor to the memorial enters its environs and would note additional sub-area views that
would be augmented by the presence of the memorial.
NCPC staff, in its comments to the Park Service on the EA, maintained that the view from .the
memorial would be altered by hardscape, a proposed bridg~, and a change in grade resulting
from the proposed berm. These results, in the determination of NCPC staff, would result in a
partial direct adverse effect (displacement of cherry trees) change in character of a resource
(West Potomac Park) and the replacement of views within the context of the Park as a whole.
The National Park Service responded in the Service's environmental fmdings, still under
development, that changes do result from the· Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial, but only to a.
limited degree. Their position is that the context is only partially altered because the berm is
replacing an interrupted view that is affected by vegetation. They riote that the FDR Memorial
introduced a similar vegetated berm into a filtered or interrupted viewshed expanse of West
Potomac Park in the 1990s, and has not adversely diminished any significant view resources
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within the Park or has adversely affected the Jefferson Memorial. Additionally, they found that
the hardscape features of the memorial will not be significantly discemable. They noted that the
existing views from the Jefferson Memorial, in the direction of the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial, include the foreground expanse of the Tidal Basin, the large deciduous trees that rise
above the new memorial site, and the upper portions of the Lincoln Memorial in the distant.
background. Park Service personnel did acknowledge that the Stone of Hope would likely· be
visible for the Jefferson Memorial-but would not dominate the overall view, since other
elements are present in a larger scale and extent.
NCPC staff concludes that the alteration and impacts of the memorial must continue to be
examined to ensure the preservation and continuity of the character of the existing historic
landscape. NCPC staff can accomplish this through the request and review of additional studies
of the height of the proposed memorial· in relation to its setting and of vistas through the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Memorial. Should the review find the measures effective, staff would
recommend these actions to the Commission for implementation at the Commission's direction.
Mitigation
The National Park Service has yet to conclude the Section 106 compliance process. NPS has
drafted a proposed Memorandum of Agreement and circulated it to agencies for comment. At
present, the Park Service would ensure that the following measures be implemented in the
preliminary and fin~ design of the memorial:
•

•

In the event that archaeological resources are uncovered during ground-disturbing
activity, construction should be stopped until the appropriate archaeological studies have
been completed.
The National Park Service will continue to consult with the District of Columbia Historic
Preservation Office (DC-SHPO), the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, NCPC,
and other p~es to ensure that the Undertaking meets the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards, or accomplish a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) to complete the Section
106 compliance process

The draft MOA proposes terms by which the Park Service will conduct future design review and
Section 106 consultation for the project with agencies and the interestedpublic. The draft MOA
also determines theArea of Potential Effect, the determination of effeCt, and the affected historic
resources. The National Park Service held a consultation meeting on September 19, 2005 that
included representatives from the Foundation, the DC SHPO, the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation, NCPC, The National Coalition to Save Our Mall, and the Committee of 100. The
Park Service will continue to address historic preservation issues through Section 106
consultation as design development continues, with the goal of avoiding, minimizing, or
mitigating adverse effects to West Potomac Park and of accomplishing a Memorandum of
Agreement to complete the compliance process. NCPC staff has thoroughly reviewed the action
and its impacts and concludes that continued implementation of the Section 106 process will
reduce the impacts below the level of significance in consideration of those indicators specified
by Section 9 of the Commission's environmental procedures.
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Hazardous Materials: Soil borings in the proposed project area were achieved but detected no
contaminated fill material. Should contaminants be found at any stage of utility demolition or
site excavation, disposal efforts would be monitored by both the National Park Service and
appropriate District of Columbia government officials.
Mitigation
To minimize the potential adverse impacts should any hazardous materials result from the
construction stages of the project, the following measures would be provided by the Park Service
in the submission of project plan to the District of Columbia Environmental Health
Administration, Hazardous Waste Division and the District of Columbia Department of
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs, to demonstrate a written plan:
•
•

•

•
•
•

To remove and contain hazardous waste materials consistent with applicable
handling regulations by licensed contractors and trained personnel.
To accomplish environmental soil testing for contamination that includes analysis
of soil samples by a certified lab, and development of provisions for removal and
containment consistent with applicable regulations.
That addresses hazardous materials to be removed and which would be shipped,
consistent with applicable transfer regulations and procedures, to· a hazardous
waste disposal facility. There are a number of such facilities in the surrounding
states that are licensed to handle such material.
To segregate wastes to reduce quantities ofhazardous waste.
To haul hazardous wastes by a licensed hazardous waste hauler with permanent
htbeling.
To dispose of hazardous and non-hazardous waste in accordance with all federal,
state, and local regulations.

Noise: Noise effects from the preferred ·alternative would not significantly impact noise
receptors of any Park area or adjacent memorial sites. Noise sensitive activities on and adjacent
to the project site would be subject to noise from demolition, grading, and construction tasks
associated with the proposed project.
The predominant existing source of noise in the project area is vehicle traffic and aircraft overflight noise. The allowable noise levels of the District of Columbia regulations for construction
and demolition activities (excluding pile driving) prescribe noise limits of 80 dB(A), and that
may. occur only from 7:00a.m. to 7:00p.m. during the standard workweek.
Mitigation
To minimize the potential adverse impacts resulting from noise during the construction stages of
the memorial, the following measures would be undertaken by the Park Service:
•

Control construction-related noise at the source, through implementation of best·
management practices in construction specification requirements, as necessary to meet
the District of Columbia noise standards.
• . Monitoring of construction activities and the temporary discontinuation of construction,
if necessary for ceremonies or special events in the area, as noted in the general
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requirements of the contract documents developed by the National Park Service for the
permit to construct the .memorial.
Air Quality: The impact of the propo~ed memorial on ambient air quality would be mainly
associated with temporary construction activities on the site. Because visitor parking will be.
limite4, and most memorial visitors will arrive on foot or by Metrorail or tour bus, there would
be negligible additional long-term motor vehicle air emissions. Only three designated bus dropoff spaces would be associated with the memorial and the resulting emissions from the buses
would be minimal and not reach any threshold limit of oxide orparticle impact established under
the General Conformity Rule of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
Construction of the proposal may affect air quality as a result of construction equipment
emissions, including transportation of trucks to and from the proposed site; fugitive dust from
demolition and earthmoving; and the emissions from vehicles driven to and from the site by the
construction workers. Based on the standard types of construction equipment that would be
needed at the memorial during its erection, and in reviewing the standard air pollution emission
factors (commonly referred to as AP-42 for construction activity), the estimated emissions for
the proposed site are predicted to be less than the de minimis thresholds, and less than 10 percent
of the projected area emissions, in accordance with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
criteria. Therefore, it is estimated by the EA evaluation that construction emissions resulting
from the proposed construction would conform to the metropolitan Washington air quality
attainment plan and that there would be no significant local or regional air quality impact from
these sources.
Mitigation
Actions regarding any potential air management emissions under the proposed construction
would include specification measures stipulated by the Park Service toward the use of alternative.
power sources during air episode events in the metropolitan. air basin. These include:
•

•

Use of electric power for construction would be provided by available commercial power
sources, and limited, in-lieu of the use of onsite portable fossil-fueled generators when
·feasible.
Water spray would be used on active grading areas and unpaved construction area roads
to reduce or eliminate visible dust plumes.

Staff fmds the environmental effects of the project attributes and the specified mitigation, as
previously noted, supportable as characterized by the EA evaluation. Staff reviewed the action
for extraordinary circumstances as sanctioned by NEPA and recommended adoption of the EA to
the Executive Director and a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) determined in
accordance with the Commission's procedures.
·
Historic Preservation Act
The National Park Service (NPS) is serving as lead agency for both NEP A and NHP A
compliance. In March 1999, at the time the Tidal Basin site was being considered, NPS wrote to
the D.C. State Historic Preservation Officer (DC SHPO) determining that a memorial at that
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location would potentially have an adverse effect on the landscape and National Register
qualities of West Potomac Park.
On September 13, 2005 NPS wrote again to the D.C SHPO determining that the proposed
concept design would potentially have an adverse effect on the Nati01ial Register qualities of
West Potomac Park: "The construction of an earthen berm, above the historically flat topography
of the park, will introduce another raised element into the historic landscape." NPS noted that
similar modifications to the 20th-century engineered fill have occurred at other memorials. "As
the design development and consultation continue, other potential adverse effects may be
identified."
The letter continues:
Mitigation of the impacts associated with other raised elements in this flat landscape has
been accomplished during the design approval process by considering height and visual
openings in the design. The Foundation, National Park Service, NCPC and CFA have
agreed to limit the access of the memorial design from the area of the historic cherry
trees, allowing an entrance, not unlike that of the FDR Memorial, but considerably less
than was introduced by the construction of the Thomas Jefferson memorial. This initial ·
mitigation requirement is reflected in the submitted design and will be adhered to by the
National Park Service in the ensuing design approval process.
NPS held a consultation meeting on September 19, 2005 that included representatives from the
Foundation, the DC SHPO, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, NCPC, The National
Coalition to Save Our Mall, and the Committee of 100.
·
NPS has since circulated a first draft of a Memorandum of Agreement to the agency signatories
for their comments. The draft MOA proposes terms by which NPS will conduct future design
review and Section 106 consultation for the project with agencies and the interested public. The
MOA also determines the Area of Potential Effect, the determination of effect, and the affected
historic resources. NPS, in consultation with the DC SHPO and other parties, has determined that
West Potomac Park is the affected area. The historic resources are the contributing structures and
features of West Potomac Park.
NPS's determination of effect is described in its draft MOA: "The NPS has determined that the
Undertaking, which includes site regrading and construction of an earthen berm; the relocation or
removal of 9 cherry trees; demolition, realignment and reconstruction of a portion of West Basin
Drive and its signalized intersection with Independence Avenue may have an adverse effect on
West Potomac Park, properties included in the National Register of Historic Places."
Staff notes that the current staff report includes the recommendation that photo simulations be
undertaken to clearly indicate the visual impact that the berm of the proposed memorial would .
have on views to the Tidal Basin and beyond.
The memorial will become a prominent and much-visited attraction in Washington, and will
have a strong presence in West Potomac Park, in an immediate setting that is now dominated by
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the Jefferson Memorial and that also includes the FDR Memorial. The King memorial will take
its place among these memorials. The goal of the Section 106 review is to avoid, minimize, or
mitigation those effects, and to ensure that the King memorial complements the character of
West Potomac Park and that the National Register qualities of West Potomac Park and its
contributing historic resources are preserved.
CONSULTATION
Coordinating Committee·
The Coordinating Committee reviewed the proposal on November 9, 2005. The Committee
forwarded the proposal to the Commission with the statement that the project has been
coordinated with all agencies represented, the participating agencies were: NCPC; the District of
Columbia Office of Planning; the District Department of Transportation;. the Department of
Housing and Community Development; the Fire Department; the General Services
Administration; the National Park Service and the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority.
Commission on Fine Arts
At its October 20, 2005 meeting, the Commission of Fine Arts reviewed the concept design for
the memorial. The Commission thought that generally the proposed design could be very
powerful and that it was an appropriate landscape-oriented solution given its location on the
Tidal Basin. They did, however, raise several issues that they felt should be studied further
before giving concept approval (see attached).
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Dear Ms. Gallagher:
We are writing on behalf of the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation,
Inc. (Foundation) to request that the National Capital Planning Commission place a revised
design concept for the main entry at the Mountain of Despair portal into the memorial to honor
Martin Luther King, Jr. on the agenda of the Commission's July 6, 2006 meeting. The materials
that for this submission have been prepared by the Foundation and the ROMA Design Group and
have been submitted under separate cover.
Should you require additional information, please feel free to contact me or Glenn DeMarr,
Project Manager, in our Office of Lands, Resources and Planning at (202) 619-7027.
Sincerely,
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D.C.
··-MARTIN LUTHER KING, jR.
NATIONAL MEMORIAL PROJECT

RECEIVED

FOUNDATION, INC.
401 F Street N.W. • Washington, D.C. 20001-2637
Tel (202) 737-5420 • Fax (202) 737-5421
www.mlkmemorial.org
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June 1, 2006

Ms. Patty Gallagher
Executive Director
National Capital Planning Commission
401 9th Street, NW
North Lobby, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20004
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Re: Submission for July 6, 2006 Public Hearing

Ms. Gallagher,
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The Washington, DC Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation
would like to present for your review and consideration a revised "entry concept" to the
approved Design Concept dated March 1, 2006 and presented to the NCPC on April 6,
2006. It is the belief of the Foundation that this revised entry concept will accomplish
two important visual experiences for visitors to the memorial.
First, the addition of a waterfall to the entry sequence not only opens and enlarges the
view of the Mountain of Despair from the plaza, but also enhances and supports the
imagery of the Stone ofHope emerging from the Mountain ofDespair. Second, the
waterfall element aids in the visual transition between the natural form and shape of the
Mountain of Despair and the polished surfaces of the memorial wall. Both elements are
made of granite, but distinctly different in appearance, and it is our belief that the
waterfall proves an effective visual transition between the two.
Enclosed please fmd 4 copies of the approved Design Concept dated March 1, 2006 and
two perspective drawings of the main entry concept. The first concept depicts the main
entry as designed in the approved plan, while the second depicts the Foundation's
preferred alternative, which encompasses a waterfall.
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. NATIONAL MEMORIAL
TIDAL BASIN, WEST POTOMAC PARK
Washington, D.C.
Submitted by the National Park Service
July 10, 2008

Commission Action Requested by Applicant
Approval of preliminary site and building plans pursuant to Public Law 104-333, Public Law 105-201,
and Public Law 99-952, as amended and the Commemorative Works Act (40U.S.C. 8905).

Commission Action
The Commission:
Approves the preliminary site and building plans for the memorial's Visitor Contact
Station/Bookstore/Restroom Building only, as shown on the NCPC Map File No. 1.51(73.10)-42570,
and;
Notes that the Commission supports the overall design of the memorial, but is unable to move
forward at this time because of unresolved issues surrounding the proposed introduction by the
National Park Service of perimeter security elements that will impact the memorial design, and
because the location of West Basin Drive is subject to change during the conclusion of the Section
106 consultation process;
/t
Discourages the. National Park Service from adding perimeter security to the design of the memorial
because it is likely to disrupt the design concept for the memorial;
Defers preliminary approval of the memorial other than the Visitor Contact
Station/Bookstore/Restroom Building, and requires the applicant to:
•

Provide the final alignment and roadway design for West Basin Drive.

•

Provide a design for proposed security elements for the memorial, if the National Park
Service demonstrates that such security elements are necessary. The submission for
perimeter security elements must include a threat assessment supporting the need for, and
design and placement of proposed perimeter security elements in accordance with: the
Commission's submission requirements; the Commission's National Capital Urban Design
and Security Plan Objectives and Policies (adopted May 5, 2005); an analysis by the Park
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Service of how such perimeter security measures are supported in the existing NEPA
document for the memorial project (or supplemental NEPA documentation); and evidence of
Section 106 compliance for the introduction of perimeter security elements.
•

Provide preliminary and final design for the sculpture for the Stone of Hope.

eborah B. Young
Secretary to the National C

-~ :
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~
~
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. NATIONAL MEMORIAL
TIDAL BASIN, WEST POTOMAC PARK
Washington, D.C.
Submitted by the National Park Service
July 3, 2008

Abstract
The National Park Service (NPS), on behalf of the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project
Foundation, Inc. (the Foundation) has submitted preliminary site and building plans for the Martin ~uther
King, Jr. National Memorial to be located in West Potomac Park at the Tidal Basin. The three main
elements of the preliminary design include the Mountain of Despair, the curved Inscription Wall forming
the main plaza area of the memorial interior, and the Stone of Hope that features the likeness of Dr. King
centered within the plaza. The preliminary plans submitted for the National Memorial further the design
of the concept of the Stone of Hope breakitig free from the Mountain of Despair. The preliminary plans
now fully depict the Visitor Contact Building in its new location and design.
Commission Action Requested by Applicant
Approval of preliminary site and building plans pursuant to Public Law 104-333, Public Law 105-201,
and Public Law 99-952, as amended and the Commemorative Works Act (40 U.S.C. 8905)

Executive Director's Recommendation
The Commission:
Approves the preliminary site and building plans for the memorial's Visitor Contact
Station/Bookstore/Restroom Building only, as shown on the NCPC Map File No. 1.51(73.10)-42570,
and; '
·
·
·
Notes that theCommission supports the overall design of the memorial, but is unable to move
forward at this time because of unresolved issues surrounding the proposed introduction by the
National Park Service of perimeter security elements that will ·impact the memorial design, and
because the location of West Basin Drive is subject to change during the conclusion of the Section
106 consultation process;
Discourages the National Park Service from. addirlg perimeter security to the design of the memorial
·
because it is likely to disrupt the design concept for the memorial;
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Defers preliminary approval of the memorial other than
Station/Bookstore/Restroom Building, and requires the applicant to:

the

Visitor

Contact

•

Provide the final alignment and roadway design for West Basin Drive.

•

Provide a design for proposed security elements for the memorial, if the National Park
Service demonstrates that such security elements are necessary. The submission for
perimeter sectirity elements must include a: threat assessmentsupporting the need for, and
design and placement of proposed perimeter security · elements iri accordance with: the
Commission's submission requirements; the Commission's National Capital Urban Design
and Security Plan Objectives and Policies (adopted May 5, 2005); an analysis by the Park
Service of how such perimeter security measures are supported in the existing NEP A
document for the memorial project (or supplemental NEPA documentation); and evidence of
Section 106 compliance for the introduction of perimeter security elements.

•

Provide preliminary and final design for the sculpture for the Stone of Hope.

*

·*

*

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
Background
The NPS has submitted, on behalf of the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project
Foundation, Inc. (the Foundation) the preliminary design for the Martin Luther King, Jr. National
Memorial.

The site for the memorial is a four-acre, triangular-shaped parcel of land located in West

PROJECT SITE VICINITY LOCATION
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Potomac Park on the northwestern side of the Tidal Basin. . The boundaries generally include
Independence A venue on the north, the Tidal Basin along the south and east, and a realigned
West Basin Drive on the west. The larger setting includes views of the Washington Monument
and across the Tidal Basin to the Jefferson Memorial.
The authorizing legislation for the memorial was signed by President Clinton on November 12?
1996. The Commission approved the site for the memorial at its December 2, 1999 meeting.

Preliminary Design Proposal
The preliminary plans submitted for theMartin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial implement a
The three main elements of the
project design that is centered on a geometric relationship.
preliminary design include the Mountain of Despair, the crescent Inscription Wall forming the
main plaza area of the memorial intexjor, and the Stone of Hope that features the likeness of Dr.
King centered within the plaza The preliminary plans now depict the revised location of a
Visitor Contact Buildmg for the· memorial and its intended associated features of a circulation
plaza and landscaping.
The primary vehicle approach to the memorial is maintained from Independence Avenue on the
north and from West Basin Drive on the west. The principal memorial pedestrian access is
provided from the intersection of Independence Avenue and West Basin Drive. Additional
access points are from connecting walkways at Independence Avenue and from West Basin
Drive further east and south of the main memorial entrance respectively.
The submitted preliminary plans further develop the design direction for the following elements
of the memorial:
- The Stone of Hope, which features the relief scuipture of Dr. King, maintains its
approved elevation of 30 feet-9 inches in height, and has been more fully designed as to
its method of construction an<i its base composition and placement within the plaza
pavement. Actual elevation design of the sculptUre and physical details of the image in
stone are still under development, and will be presented in the final project· design
submission to the Commission.
- The detailed building and interior space design of the visitor contact station and the
expanded use of its area for public restrooms and a bookstore.
- Changes in the preliminary design for the entry plaza situated at the front of the
memorial facing the intersection of Independence Avenue and West Basin Drive. The
revision now provides a refined and landscaped edge to the entry, with the western
plaza areas at West Basi.D. Drive forming a forecourt granite wall that exhibits the title
of the memorial and has cutved end walls near the sidewalk at the forecourt entry along
Independence Avenue and West Basin Drive.
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- The memorial interior inscription wall lighting has been modified from the concept
design to a continuous below ground light trench in the plaza at the base of the wall.
Changes were introduced in response to issues about lighting coverage and the barrier
created by the ground surface location of earlier light locations.
Of the preliminary design features, the location and details of the combined Visitor
Contact/Bookstore/Restroom Building are the elements that th~ Commission has not earlier
reviewed or commented on in detail. Moreover, because of the building's location, its connection
to the memorial has required introducing a pedestrian crossing point across West Basin Drive.
However, the important end-product of the building's location is that it will better focus the
approach of a majority of memorial visitors to the central memorial forecourt. Thus, people will
experience. the memorial from the intended and most desirable direction, by approaching and
passing through the Mountain of Despair portal pathway, and enter into the plaza featuring the
Stone of Hope.
The Visitor Contact/Bookstore/Restroom Building,·situated at the west side of West Basin Drive,
is approximately 60 feet south of the forecourt entrance to the memorial. A 40-foot wide distinct
paving pedestrian cross-walk connects the building and forecourt, and features cast-in-place
concrete as the surface material.
The building's exterior consists of granite stone panels, decorative. glazing, aluminum window
walls, insulated glazing, metal wall panels, and a sun screen system of louvers. Doors are glass
with metal framing at the Bookstore and Visitor Contact area, while at the Restrooms the qoors
are full metal clad hollow-core doors. Metal utility. doors are exhibited on the west fayade, at the
utility rooms.
The building's stone panel exterior consists of 1'14 inch granite veneer backed by 2-inch rigid
insulation. The glass curtain wall systems at the retail area are aluminum mullions spaced at 3
feet-10 inches square. The Bookstore's window area has an aluminum shade system of 4-inch
wide louvers situated in the mid-height area of the window walls. The translucent curtain walls
of the restrooms, at the south end of tlje building, are spaced on a metal frame module of 4 feet 7 inches square. The Visitor Contact/Bookstore/Restroom Building roof consists of a flat,
polymer-modified bituminous roofmg built on rigid insulation over a metal deck. The highest
level of the roof features a one-foot parapet that is faced in the granite veneer.
At the e~erior building plaza, the area has an exposed aggregate concrete pavement that is
covered by the 8 feet of overhang from the bookstore entrance. Three feet of overhang exists at
the sides of the building, for about two-thirds the length, along the building's east and west
facades. The plaza contains ·five granite benches and a high tree canopy that overshadows the
seating. areas.
At the memorial itself, the most significant change is the night lighting scheme at the inscription
wall that has been re-designed to. place a "lighting trench" at the base of the wall. This covered
trench contains the light fixtures focused to the elevated wall surfaces and is covered by a flush-

;
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mounted louver that is level with the interior memorial plaza pavement. A detail of this system is
shown on page 13.
The final aspect of the submission is the refinement of the plant material" design of the memorial
that now features additional cherry trees, particularly on the embankment of the memorial, and
additional ornamental shrubs (Compact Pink Abelia and Dwarf Sweetspire) and Winter Jasmine
that may overhang the inscription wall periodically. Moreover, additional canopy trees have been
located at the forecourt area near West Basin Drive.

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. NATONAL MEMORIAL
2006 REVISED CONCEPT SITE PLAN
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NEW LOCATION OF mE VISITOR
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ROAD ALIGNMENT TO BE CURVED

PRELIMINARY SITE AND BUILIDNG PLAN OF THE MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
NATIONAL MEMORIAL

The preliminary landscape plans identify all trees to be 4 to 6 inch caliper specimens and all
shrubs to be 18 to 30 inches in height. The planting design of the memorial also features
significant areas of bio-retention and soil permeability through the use of structural-cell
subsurface structures placed under the West Basin Drive sidewalks and Visitor
Contact/Bookstore/Restroom Building plaza.
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PREVIOUS COMMISSION ACTION
At its December 1, 2005 meeting, the Commission commented favorably on the overall design
concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial except for:
The horizontal bridge of the Memorial Walk, adjacent to the "Mountain of Despair,"
which destroys the intended strong visual relationship between the signature "Mountain of
Despair" and "Stone of Hope."
The narrow entrance portal through the "Mountain of Despair" because it creates the
potential to impede visitor movements through the memorial's main entrance.
The Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.
The Commission also recommended that the National Park Service and the Foundation, as they
develop preliminary desigh plans for the memorial:
- Redesign the entrance portal between the Mountain of Despair to remove the bridge of the
Memorial Walk that interrupts views to the Stone of Hope and beyond, and to provide more
space for visitor movement in this entry area.
Provide more detailed photo simulations that clearly indicate the visual impact that the
berm of the proposed memorial would have on views to the Tidal Basin and beyond.
Coordinate with the Park Service on the size, location, and programmatic requirements
for the Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.
At the Commission's April 2006 meeting the Commission:
Commended the Foundation for arriving at a simpler and refined focus to the Martin
Luther King, Jr., Memorial. The revisions appropriately respond to the Conimi.ssion's
earlier review comments.
Commented favorably on the revised design concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial, as shown on NCPC Map File No. 1.51(73.10)-41988, and reminded the
Foundation to coordinate with the Park Service on the size, location, and programmatic
requirements for the Ranger and Visitor Infol:mation Kiosk.
Recommended that the opening of the Mountain. of Despair be returned to its original
design concept of 12 feet, to reinforce the fundamental concept of the Stone of Hope
appearing to have been pulled forward from the Mountain of Despair.
Review of the project at the Commission's December 2006 meeting resulted in the Conrinission
commenting favorably on the revised design concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial,
as showrt on the NCPC filed plans.

•'
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NORTH ELEVATION OF VISITOR CONTACT/BOOKSTORE/RESTROOM BUILDING
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PROJECT ANALYSIS
Staff is pleased with the progress and preliminary design of the Martin Luther King, Jr. National
Memorial.
The design details included in the preliminary design for the building and many
memorial features are highly refmed and clearly noted. Furthermore, staff fmds the preliminary
design of the Visitor Contact/Bookstore/Restroom Building is light and simple in its material
composition; subd~ed in its massing; and .is appropriately located to best serve the memorial's
visitors.
Staff has become aware in recent weeks that the Park Service and the Foundation are evaluating
and may incorporate a realignment of the south end of West Basin Drive in order to achieve
added cUrvature to the road at the southwest area of the memoriat~ pursuant to District of
Columbia State Historic Preservation Office recommendations. Consequently the submitted
plans for West Basin Drive are subject to change to reflect this evaluation, which is also the
subject of further Section 106 consultation that began on June 30, 2008.
Of more significant concern is that staff has been informed by the Park Service in the past two
weeks that a security evaluation of the present design is necessary and will likely result in
security barriers at the three entry points to the memorial. At present, the Park Service is
considering· placing bollards into the memorial design, but has not yet settled on a security
solution. NCPC staff has requested a security threat assessment be provided to justify the
inclusion of security barriers if the Park Service decides to proceed with requiring them. Staff
recommends that the imposition of security barriers into this carefully designed memorial is
likely to· change the nature of the memoriBI design enough that granting preliminary approval
now would be premature. Consequently, staff recommends the Commission not approve the
preliminary site plans for the memorial. In full, the following additional information is required
to be submitted before staff can fully evaluate the effects of security elements and other
outstanding design changes on the memorial design:
•
•

•

A revised alignment and roadway design of West Basin Drive.
Proposed design and location of securitY elements, if security is deemed necessary. The
submission must include a threat assessment, evidence of compliance with NC:PC
submission requirements and design policies for perimeter security, and evidence of
compliance with NHPA and NEPA.
Proposed design changes for the sculpture for the Stone of Hope.

As noted by the earlier description of the sculpture issues, staff was present on June 19th when
the Foundation introduced a revised.image_to the Stone of Hope at the Commission of Fine Arts.
Staff believes the Foundation and Park Service should submit that revision to NCPC for r-eview
at the September Commission meeting along with the other noted items.
Consequently, the staff recommends the Commission:
•

Approves the preliminary site and building plans for the Martin Luther King, Jr. National
Memorial Visitor Contact/Bookstore/Restroom Building, as shown on the NCPC Map File,

.

'
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•

Confirms with the applicant the Commission's full support for the overall further detailed
design of the memorial site as identified by the present submission, but because of
unresolved and incomplete information,

•

Should highlight the lack of support from the Commission for any security measures at the
memorial site,

•

Defers approval on the preliminary memorial site plan and requires the applicants to:
Provide final alignment and roadway design of West Basin Drive.
Provide preliminary and final design of security measures for the memorial if deemed
necessary. The security measures submission must include a threat assessment
report, design location of all security features, and a documented Park Service review
of the measures in regard to site and environmental effects.
Provide preliminary and final design of the sculpture for the Stone of Hope.

FORECOURT ELEVATION AND PLANTING AT THE MOUNTAIN OF DESPAIR ENTRY
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CONFORMANCE
Comprehensive Plan·.·
The proposal is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital. Specifically,
poliCies contained in the Parks and Open Space Element state that the federal government
should:
•

Enhance the great cross-axes of the Mall, and protect them from inappropriate
development (Policy No.4, page 109).

•

Use monumental parks and landscapes to provide settings for public buildings,
monuments, and memorials, and to create special environments for limited
activities (Policy No.5, page 109).

•

Site memorials in monumental and designed landscape parks in compliance with
the Memorials and Museuins Master Plan (Policy No.6, page 109).

•

Maintain East and West Potomac Park as an extension of the Mall, as a valuable
recreational open space, and as a space that can be used for outdoor cultural events,
gatherings, and celebrations (Policy No.8, page 109).

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
Staff fmds that the preliminary design does. not constitute any appreciable change to the potential
environmental effects and related mitigation outlined in the project's July 2005 Environmental
Assessment (EA) adopted by the Commission in November 2005. Consequently, the
Commission's Finding of No Significant Impact remains valid for environmental review
purposes in compliance with the Commission's procedures. This finding does not cover the
introduction of perimeter security elements into the memorial design.
The preliminary design maintains mitigation actions defined by both the NEP A analysis and the
Commission staff comments on. the EA. The concept issues of height of the berm and viewshed
effects from that feature to and from the memorial have been addressed by the preliminary
design implementation and in the further progress of the National Historic Preservation Act
Section 106 Consultation process.
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA)
The Park Service is serving as lead agency for the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA)
· compliance. In March 1999, at the time the Tidal Basin site was being considered, NPS wrote to
the D.C. State Historic Preservation Officer (DC SHPO) determining that a memorial at that
location would potentially have an adverse effect on the landscape and National ·Register
qualities·ofWest Potomac Park.
On September 13, 2005 NPS wrote to the D.C. SHPO determining that the proposed concept
design would potentially have an adverse effect on the National Register qualities of West
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Potomac Park: "The construction of an earthen berm, above the historically flat topography of
the park, will introduce another raised element into the historic landscape." NPS noted that
similar modifications to the 20th-century engineered fill have occurred at other memorials. "As
the design development and consultation continue, other potential adverse effects may. be
identified."
The letter continues:
Mitigation of the impacts associated with other raised elements in this flat landscape has
been accomplished during the design approval process by considering height and visual
openings in the design. The Foundation, National Park Service, NCPC and CFA have
agreed to limit the access of the memorial design from the area of the historic cherry
trees, allowing an entrance,· not unlike that of the FDR Memorial, but considerably less
than was introduced by the const:rUctiori of the Thomas Jefferson memorial. This initial
mitigation requirement is reflected in the submitted design and will be adh~!ed to by the
National Park Service in the ensuing desigri apprqval process.
NPS held consultation-meetings on September 19, 2005, January 2008, March and. April 2008
that included representatives from the Foundation; the DC SHPO, the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation, NCPC, The National Coalition to Save Our Mall, and the Committee of
100.
The Park Service continues development of a draft of a Memorandum of Agreement that will be
sent to the agency signatories for their comments. The MOA proposes terms by which NPS will
conduct future design review and Section 106 consultation for the project with agencies and the
interested public. The MOA also determines the Area of Potential Effect, the determination of
effect, and the affected historic resources. NPS, in consultation with the DC SHPO and other
parties, has determined that West Potomac Park is the affected area. The historic resources are
the contributing structures and features of West Potomac Park.
NPS's determination of effect is described in its MOA: "The NPS has determined that the
Undertaking, which includes site regrading and construction of an earthen berm; the relocation or
removal of 9 cherry trees; demolition, realignment and reconstruction of a portion of West Basin
Drive and its signaliz~d intersection with Independence Avenue may have an adverse effect on
West Potomac Park, properties included in the National Register of Historic Places."
The major part of the discussion to date in the last months relate to the visitor services contact
facility design and the final alignment of West Basin Drive adjacent to the memorial. Comments
from the previous consultations have enabled the NPS to resolve the location, and to amend the
design to provide some sllelter along the building perimeter. Staff notes there remains an issue of
the location of the West Basin Drive and its final alignment that must be finalized for the
completion of the Memorial Design and the MOA. Further consultation is also required on any
proposed perimeter security elements.
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COORDINATION
Coordinating Committee .
The
Coordinating
Committee reviewed the
whole of the memorial ·on
June 18, 2008, The
Committee forwarded the
proposal
to
the
Commission with the
statement that the project
has been coordinated with
all agencies represented,
the participating agenCies
were: NCPC; the District
OVERVIEW OF MEMORIAL LOOKING WEST
of Columbia Office of
Planning; the District
Department
of
Transportation; the District of Columbia Office of Housing and Community Development; the
. General Services Administration; the National Park Service and the Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority.
Commission of Fine Arts
1n its meeting of April, 17, 2008, the Commission of Fine Arts (CFA) reviewed the revised
concept design for the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial. The Commission members
congratulated the applicant on the overall progress and recommended approval of many
components of the memorial. However, the Commission made a strong recommendation to
rework the depiction of Dr. King and considered the issue critic.al to CFA for memorial approval
under the Commemorative Works Act.
·
At its meeting of June 19, 2008, the CFA reviewed a revised sculpture of Dr. King. The revised
Stone of Hope now depicts Dr. King's form in its same basic appearance of the figure of Dr.
King with crossed folded arms at his chest. The image remains centered on the Tidal Basin side .
of the Stone of Hope. The edges of the sculpture are brought forward to reduce the apparent
amount of relief of the image thickness at its edges, and the base of the rough stone area has been
elevated to just above . the knee level of the figure on the · left~ as one views the figure. The
sculpture will also carry a rough stone appearance on the left side in the area of the suit-coat
pocket. Further, the face has been somewhat altered to remove some facial-lines around the
mouth and cheek area of the head.
The CFA members did request a plaster or bronze maquette of the Stone of Hope be delivered for
review by CFA at its next meeting, and a sample section of actual stone surface, with sculpted
detail, be submitted to gauge the amount of carved relief contrast allowed by the selected stone.
The members then moved to endorse the revised concept for the sculpture of the Stone ofHope.

.
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NATIONAL MEMORIAL PROJECT
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FOUNDATION, INC.
401 F Street N.W. • Washington, D.C. 20001-2637
Tel (202) 737-5420 • Fax (202) 737-5421
www.mlkmemorial.org

Septe!Dber 18, 2006

Mr. John Parsons
Associate Regional Director
National Park Service
National Capital Region
11 00 Ohio Drive, SW
Washington, DC 20024

Re: Commission Staff Meeting, September 15, 2006
Mr. Parsons,
The Washington, DC Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation, Inc.
would like to thank the National Park Service (NPS) for taking the time to meet on
Friday, September 15, 2006. The following is a record of the issues discussed during the
meeting.
The Foundation presented a package containing several drawings to the NPS, as well as
to the staffs ofboth the Commission ofFine Arts (CFA) and National Capital Planning
Commission (NCPC). The drawings presented were modified to better reflect the
Foundation's current desire to reintroduce a water element into the memorial design.
The Mountain of Despair was relocated 30 feet along the axis between the Lincoln
and Jefferson Memorials to allow the crescent-shaped inscription wall to intersect the
midpoint of the Mountain of Despair. The intent of this design change is to place
more emphasis on the conceptual/thematic framework of the memorial experience by
both visually and literally enhancing the relationship between the Mountain of
Despair and the Stone of Hope.
The Stone of Hope has been moved 20-25 feet towards the entry of the Memorial,
again, to further illustrate the relationship and symbolism of the two major design
elements.

In response to the suggestions provided at the meeting, the Foundation will further
modify the drawings to incorporate the necessary adjustments, specifically:
· To ease the curb radius at the intersection of West Basin Drive and Independence
Avenue to better accommodate the needs of tour bus traffic. This will also reduce the
size of the processional approach to the main entry, and slightly reposition the
pedestrian crosswalk on West Basin Drive.

Mr. John Parsons
September 18,2006
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Reduce the height of the sloping stone entry walls to a continuous 6-inch curb,
allowing the landscaped berms to meet the pavement, and enhancing the view of the
Mountain of Despair from the exterior of the memorial.
Adjust the width of the opening between the two halves of the Mountain of Despair
to 12 feet, the same width as the Stone ofHope.
In addition to adjusting said drawings, the Foundation also intends to present to the
Commissions detailed drawings of the water element describing flow, texture, shape, and
collection and dispersion methods.

Finally, at the conclusion of the meeting several dates were discussed for the next
submission to the Commissions. The Foundation will be prepared to submit to the CFA
by October 5, 2006 for the October 19,2006 Public Hearing. However, the Foundation is
unable to attend the NCPC Public Hearing on November 2. Therefore the Foundation
suggests submitting to the NCPC by November 3 for the December 7, 2006 hearing.
Please contact me at 202.654.4430 or ejackson@mlkmemorial.org with any concerns.

Vikki Keys, Ac · g Superintendent, National Capital Region, NPS
mas Lueb , Secretary, CFA
Frederic mdstrom, Assistant Secretary, CFA
Christine Saum, Director, Office of Urban Design and Plan Review, NCPC
Eugene Keller, Community Planner/Environmental Officer, NCPC

SITE PLAN

Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial
Prepared by the Washington, DC Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation, Inc.
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ENTRY PLAN

Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial
Prepared by the Washington, DC Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation, Inc.

ENTRY THROUGH "MOUNTAIN OF DESPAIR"

Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial
Prtpartd by tbt Uftshington, DC Martin Luthtr King, Jr. National Mttnorial Projtct li>undation, In~
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. MEMORIAL
TIDAL BASIN, WEST POTOMAC PARK

Washington, D.C.
Submitted by the National Park Service
April6, 2006

Commission Action Requested by Applicant
Approval of concept design plans pursuant to Public Law 104-333, Public Law 105-201, and
Public Law 99-952, as amended and the Commemorative Works Act (40 U.S.C. 8905).

Commission Action
The Commission:
.Commends the MLK Foundation for arriving at a simpler and refined focus. to the tv1artin
Luther King, Jr., Memorial. The revisions appropriately respond to the Commission's earlier
review comments.
Comments favorably on the revised design concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr~
Memorial, as shown on NCPC Map File No. 1.51(73.10)-41988; and reminds the MLK
Foundation to coordinate with the Park Service on the size, location, and programmatic
requirements for the Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.
Recommends that the opening of the Mountain of Despair be returned to its original design
concept of 12 feet, to reinforce the fundamental ~oncept of the Stone of Hope appearing to
have been pulled forward from the Mountain of Despair.
·
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. MEMORIAL
TIDAL BASIN, WEST POTOMAC PARK
Washington, D.C.
Submitted by the National Park Service
March 30, 2006

Abstract
The National Park Service (NPS), on behalf of the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial
Project Foundation, Inc. (MLK Foundation) has submitted a revised design concept for the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial to be located in West Potomac Park at the Tidal Basin.
Commission Action Requested by Applicant
Approval of concept design plans pursuant to Public Law 104-333, Public Law 105-201, and
Public Law 99-952, as amended and the Commemorative Works Act (40 U.S.C. 8905)

Executive Director's Recommendation
The Commission:
Commends the MLK Foundation for arriving at a simpler and refined focus to the Martin
Luther King, Jr., Memorial. The revisions appropriately respond to the Commission's earlier
review comments.
Comments favorably on the revised design concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial, as shown on NCPC Map File No. 1.51(73.10)-41988, and reminds the MLK
Foundation to coordinate with the Park Service on the size, location, and programmatic
requirements for the Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.
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BACKGROUND AND STAFF EVALUATION

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
Background
The NPS has submitted, on behalf of the MLK Foundation, a revised design concept for the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial. The authorizing legislation for the memorial was signed by
President Clinton on November 12, 1996. The Commission approved the site for the memorial at
its December 2, 1999 meeting.
Site
The site for the memorial is a four-acre, triangular-shaped parcel of land located in West
Potomac Park on the northwestern side of the Tidal Basin. The boundaries generally include
Independence Avenue on the north, the Tidal Basin along the south and east, and a realigned
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PROJECT SITE VICINITY LOCATION
West Basin Drive on the west. The larger setting includes views of the Washington Monument
and across the Tidal Basin to the Jefferson Memorial. Views to the Lincoln Memorial are
obstructed. The most memorable aspect of the site is the expansive view across the Tidal Basin
while at the same time, the inlet of the Tidal Basin provides a sense of enclosure and intimacy.
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Revised Design Concept
The revised concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial is still centered .on an overall
geometric relationship of a crescent superimposed within a triangle. The arching arms of the
crescent visually embrace the adjacent Tidal Basin. The primary vehicle approach to the
memorial is maintained from Independence Avenue on the north and from West Basin Drive on
the west. Parking is continued in the revised design concept for four tour buses and SlX
handicapped parking
spaces along · West
Basin Drive.
The
principal
memorial pedestrian
access is provided
from the intersection
of
Independence
Avenue and · West
Basin
Drive.
Additional
access
points. are from a
connecting walkway
from
Independence
Avenue and from
West Basin Drive.
Finally, three access
points are provided
from the memorial
perimeter.
The newly submitted
revised design concept
features three of the
six major elements of
the original memorial
concept in response to
NCPC
and
both
Commission of Fine
Arts concerns. The
following
elements
comprise the revised concept:

•

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. MEMORIAL
REVISED CONCEPT SITE PLAN

rJ:e Mountain of Despair - This element is a large stone that is approximately 30 feet
high and forms a portal for the main entrance to the memorial. This stone would be
sliced ~pen to provide a revised 15-foot wide entry portal and gathering point (increase of
approximately 3 feet) .

----------------------------·'
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•

Stone of Hope - The Stone of Hope is the principal element of the Memorial and remains
as originally proposed.
·

•

Landscaping ~ The landscaping proposal for the memorial would provide a variety of
new plant materials that include additional Yoshino Cherry trees, Crape Myrtle trees
Eastern White Pines, and American Elms as originally proposed. Pavement areas hav;
increased slightly and the earthen berm has been reduced in height by 2.5 feet throughout.

iNCREASED WIDTH OF
ENTRANCE AREA TO 15FT.

REVISED PLAZA WALL WITH INSCRIPTIONS
AND.liD WATER

REDUCED BERM HEIGHT AND
WALL-12FT.

COMPRESSED ELEVATION OF REVISED MEMORIAL BERM, WALL HEIGHT,
AND WIDENED "MOUNTAIN OF DESPAIR" ENTRANCE AREA, AS VIEWED FROM
INTERIOR PLAZA

------------ --------------------- -------- --~r----·--DASHED LINE INDICATES INTERIOR PLAZA LEVEL AND TIDAL BASIN WATER SURFACE

REVISED MEMORIAL BERM HEIGHT AS VIEWED FROM INDEPENDENCE
AVENUE
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---------.,L--------- --------------- ---·-- ------------- - ·
DASHED LINE INDICATES INTERIOR PLAZA LEVEL AND TIDAL BASIN WATER SURFACE

REVISED MEMORIAL BERM HEIGHT AS VIEWED FROM WEST BASIN DRIVE

PERSPECTIVE STUDY VIEW OF MAIN MEMORIAL ENTRANCE
DEMONSTRATING REMOVAL OF PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE AND NICHE AREAS AT
RIGHT AND LEFT
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The revised concept removes three earlier features that the Commission had expressed concern
about and where requested to be modified. These were:

•

Memorial Walk- This element was elevated to a maximum height of 14 feet as it formed
a bridge in front of the opening of the mountain of despair. It connected the two elevated
·
niche areas and 'walk at the top of the berm.

•

Water Element- This feature formed the basis for the inscribed panels that would be
separated by a series of agitated waterfalls. The waterfalls would become more and more
agitated as they increase in height as the visitors move toward the central entrance near
the "Mountain of Despair". A thin, calm sheet of water would flow over the inscriptions
of the wall that creates the main plaza for the "Stone of Hope".

•

Niches ~ The niches were intended to be places of repose, reflection, and observation. A
walkway connecting each area and would p.rovide space to look out beyond the memorial
towards the Tidal Basin and beyond. There were proposed to be a total of 15 niches,
each with a radius of 7 feet, 6 inches and spaced approximately 34 feet apart.

PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE AND
MEMORIAL WALK

NICHE AREAS AT TOP
OF BERM

WATERFALLS AND WATER AT
WALL

----.J

DETAILS OF WATER FEATURES, BRIDGE, AND MEMORIAL WALK THAT WERE
REMOVED FROM THE MEMORIAL CONCEPT DESIGN ·

..
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PERSPECTIVE STUDY VIEW OF THE REVISED MEMORIAL AS VIEWED ACROSS
THE TIDAL BASIN FROM THE VICINITY OF THE JEFFERSON MEMORIAL

In addition to the three memorial elements described above in the revised concept, the MLK
Foundation is proposing a ranger and visitor information kiosk that would include space for a
Park Service ranger station, two restrooms, information dispensing area, and a gift shop.
PREVIOUS COMMISSION ACTION
At its December 1, 2005 meeting, the Commission commented favorably on the overall design
concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial except for:
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- The horizontal bridge of the Memorial Walk, adjacent to the "Mountain of Despair,"
which destroys the intended strong visual relationship· between the signature "Mountain of
Despair" and "Stone of Hope·."
The narrow entrance ·portal through the "Mountain of Despair" because it creates the
potential to impede visitor movements through the memorial's main entrance. ·
The Ranger and Visitor IAformation Kiosk.
The Commission also recommended that, the National Park Service and the MLK Foundation, as
they develop preliminary design plans for the memorial:
- Redesign the entrance portal between the Mo\.intain of Despair to remove the bridge of the
Memorial Walk that interrupts views to the Stone of Hope and beyond, and to provide more
space for visitor movement in this entry area.
- Provide more detailed photo simulations that clearly indicate the visual impact that the
berm of the proposed memorial would have on views to the Tidal Basin and beyond.
- Coordinate with the Park Service on the size, location, and programmatic requirements for
the Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.
PROJECT ANALYSIS

Staff is very pleased and satisfied with the revisions to the design concept for the memorial
and recommends that the Commission comment favorably on the revised concept
submitted. The staff commends the MLK Foundation for arriving at a simpler and refined focus
to the Martin Luther King, Jr., Memorial. The revisions appropriately respond to the Commission's
earlier review comments. The changes achieve the following:
•

The Mountain of Despair and the Stone of Hope are the signature elements of the
memorial. At the entry portal, two stones remain parted with a more generous width to
the pedestrian entry area than previously proposed, yet maintains the focused view
through the foreground and into the plaza where the carving of Dr. King resides,
emerging, as the Stone of Hope. The removal of the elevated bridge and memorial walk
at the top of the landscaped berm is a very successful modification.

•

Staff continues to be· supportive and pleased with the landscape proposal that appears to
seamlessly integrate the memorial's landscaping with the existing landscaping around the
Tidal Basin. The revised design continues to maintain a landscape that establishes
additional cherry trees, new Crape Myrtles, Pin Oaks, American Elms, and Eastern White
Pines.

•

The plaza wall at the berm (formerly the water wall, with its gradation of water intensity)
now presents an opportunity of stronger visual focus to Dr. King's orations through the
unimpeded inscribed text area on the stone surface of the vertical wall.
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•

The revised berm height (reduced by 2.5 feet) visually proves to be less imposing on the
wide viewshed of the west end of the Tidal Basin and West Potomac Park, particularly
with regard to the views from Independence Avenue.

Although staff strongly believes that the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial, as revised, will be a
successful and most pleasing addition to the Tidal Basin and existing memorials in the area, there
remains an element of the memorial that the Commission asked for re-evaluation in December.
That component is the Ranger Station and Visitor Information Kiosk at the south boundary of the
memorial.
Staff accepts that there is a need for a ranger station and information dispersing window because
it has been demonstrated by the Park Service that similar activities are provided at other
memorials. However, staff still maintains that the gift shop component is not necessary, nor is it
encouraged. The December 2005 Commission review recommended that the MLK Foundation
should coordinate with the Park Service on the size, location, and programmatic requirements for
the Ranger Station and Visitor Information Kiosk and address these considerations at the
memorial's preliminary design stage. Staff reiterates that recommendation and requests that the
Commission remind the National Park Service and the MLK Foundation to resolve that
evaluation and design solution for the Ranger Station and Visitor Information Kiosk before
submitting of the memorial's preliminary design review information to the Commission.
CONFORMANCE
Comprehensive Plan
The proposal is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital. Specifically,
policies contained in the Parks and Open Space Element state that the federal government
should:
•

Enhance the great cross-axes of the Mall, and protect them from inappropriate
development (Policy No.4, page 109).

•

Use monumental parks and landscapes to provide settings for public buildings,
monuments, and memorials, and to create special environments for limited
activities (Policy No.5, page 109).

•

Site memorials in monumental and designed landscape parks in compliance with
the Memorials and Museums Master Plan (Policy No.6, page 109).

•

Maintain East and West Potomac Park as an extension of the Mall, as a valuable
recreational open space, and as a space that can be used for outdoor cultural events,
gatherings, and celebrations (Policy No. 8, page 109).
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National Environmental Policy Act
NCPC staff has analyzed, in conformance with the· requirements of NEPA, the revised concept
design. The staff finds the environmental effects of the project and the specified mitigation, as
discussed in the project Environmental Assessment (EA) of July 2005 and adopted by the
Commission in the November 2005 are still applicable, with no significant or appreciable change
to the potential environmental impacts of the revised concept as compared to the original NEP A
review. Consequently, the Commission's Finding of No Significant Impact remains valid for
environmental review purposes in compliance with the Commission's procedures.
The revised concept design has responded to mitigation actions defined by both the NEP A
analysis and the Commission staff comments on the EA. Primarily this involved the height of
the berm and viewshed effects from that feature to and from the Memorial. The reduction in
height of the proposed berm in the revised concept appropriately responds to this issue.
Removal of the use of water in the memorial contributes fully to reducing flooding impacts to the
memorial's infrastructure, and minimizes excavation and foundation impacts of the planned
memorial site due to the reduced need for large pump areas and piping, and the associated
maintenance areas required to support those features.
Historic Preservation Act
The Park Service is serving as lead agency for both NEP A and NHP A compliance. In March
1999, at the time the Tidal Basin site was being considered, NPS wrote to the D.C. State Historic
Preservation Officer (DC SHPO) determining that a memorial at that location would potentially
have an adverse effect on the landscape and National Register qualities of West Potomac Park.
On September 13, 2005 NPS wrote again to the D.C SHPO determining that the proposed
concept design would potentially have an adverse effect on the National Register qualities of
West Potomac Park: "The construction of an earthen berm, above the historically flat topography
of the park, will introduce another raised element into the historic landscape." NPS noted that ·
similar modifications to the 20th-century engineered fill have occurred at other memorials. "As
the design development and consultation continue, other potential adverse effects may be
identified."
The letter continues:
Mitigation of the impacts associated with other raised elements in this flat landscape has
been accomplished during the design approval process by considering height and visual
openings in the design. The Foundation, National Park Service, NCPC and CFA have
agreed to limit the access of the memorial design from the area of the historic cherry
trees, allowing an entrance, not unlike that of the FDR Memorial, but considerably less
than was introduced by the construction of the Thomas Jefferson memorial. This initial
mitigation requirement is reflected in the submitted design and will be adhered to by the
National Park Service in the ensuing design approval process.
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NPS held a consultation meeting on September 19, 2005 that included representatives from the
Foundation, the DC SHPO, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, NCPC, The National
Coalition to Save Our Mall, and the Committee of 100.
NPS continues to circulate a draft of a Memorandum of Agreement to the agency signatories for
their comments. The draft MOA proposes terms by which NPS will conduct future design
review and Section 106 consultation for the project with agencies and the interested public. The
MOA also determines the Area of Potential Effect, the determination of effect, and the affected
historic resources. NPS, in consultation with the DC SHPO and other parties, has determined that
West Potomac Park is the affected area. The historic resources are the contributing structures and
features of West Potomac Park.
NPS's determination of effect is described in its draft MOA: "The NPS has determined that the
Undertaking, which includes site regrading and construction of an earthen berm; the relocation or
removal of 9 cherry trees; demolition, realignment and reconstruction of a portion of West Basin
Drive and its signalized intersection with Independence Avenue may have an adverse effect on
West Potomac Park, properties included in the National Register of Historic Places."
Staff notes that the current submission responds to the recommendation that visual analysis be
undertaken to clearly indicate the visual impact that the berm of the proposed memorial would
have on views to the Tidal Basin and beyond.
The memorial will become a prominent and much-visited attraction in Washington, and will
have a strong presence in West Potomac Park, in an immediate setting that is now dominated by
the Jefferson Memorial and that also includes the FDR Memorial. The King memorial will take
its place among these memorials. The goal of the Section 106 review is to avoid, minimize, or
mitigation those effects, and to ensure that the King memorial complements the character of
West Potomac Park and that the National Register qualities of West Potomac Park and its
contributing historic resources are preserved.
COORDINATION
Coordinating Committee
The Coordinating Committee reviewed the proposal on November 9, 2005. The Committee
· forwarded the proposal to the Commission with the statement that the project has been
coordinated with all agencies represented, the participating agencies were: NCPC; the District of
Columbia Office of Planning; the District Department of Transportation; the Department of
Housing and Community Development; the Fire Department; the General Services
Administration; the National Park Service and the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority.
Commission on Fine Arts
At its October 20, 2005, meeting the Commission of Fine Arts reviewed the concept design for
the memorial. The Commission thought that generally the proposed design could be very
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powerful and that it was an appropriate landscape-oriented solution given its location on the
Tidal Basin. They did, however, raise several issues that they felt should be studied further
before giving concept approval and are now addressed by the revised concept design.
At the Commission of Fine Arts March 16, 2006, meeting of that body there was full
endorsement of the revised concept by the convening members. However, the CFA Chairman
requested further evaluation and relocation of the proposed Ranger Station and Information
Kiosk. The National Park Service responded indicating that issue assessment was already
underway and will be responded to and indicated in future project development.

....

·-·
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. NATIONAL MEMORIAL
TIDAL BASIN, WEST POTOMAC PARK
Washington, D.C.
Submitted by the National Park Service
September 4, 2008
Commission Action Requested by Applicant
Approval of preliminary and final site and building plans pursuant to Public Law 104-333, Public Law
105-201, and Public Law 99-:952, as amended and the Commemorative Works Act (40 U.S.C. 8905).

Commission Action
The Commission:
Approves the preliminary and final site and building plans for the Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Memorial including the final design of the Stone of Hope, as shown on NCPC Map
File No. 1.51(73.10)-42593, except for the security bollards because the submitted threat
assessment is inconclusive in supporting the need for perimeter security at the Memorial.
Notes that additional environmental information regarding the potential effects of perimeter
security on the Memorial and on West Potomac Park would assist the Commission in its
decision-making;
Disapproves the design and location of the interior donor wall within the Visitor Support
Building and requires the applicant remove the feature from the Memorial project in
compliance with the Commemorative Works Act and the Commission's policies on donor
recognition.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

~
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. NATIONAL MEMORIAL
TIDAL BASIN, WEST POTOMAC PARK
Washington, D.C.
Submitted by the National Park Service
August 28, 2008

Abstract
The National Park Service (NPS), on behalf of the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial
Project Foundation, Inc. (the Foundation), has submitted preliminary and final site and building plans
for the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial to be located in West Potomac Park at the Tidal
Basin. The three main elements of the design include the Mountain of Despair, the curved
Inscription Wall forming the main plaza area of the memorial interior, and the Stone of Hope that
features the likeness of Dr. King centered within the plaza. The preliminary and final plans submitted
for the National Memorial complete the design of the Stone of Hope and the Mountain of Despair.
The final plans depict the Visitor Support Building in its completed design with finishes.

Commission Action Requested by Applicant
Approval of preliminary and final site and building plans pursuant to Public Law 104-333, Public
Law 105-201, and Public Law 99-952, as amended and the Commemorative Works Act (40 U.S.C.
8905)

Executive Director's Recommendation
The Commission:

Approves the preliminary and final site and building plans for the Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Memorial including the final design of the Stone of Hope, as shown on NCPC Map
File No. 1.51(73.10)-42593, except for the security bollards because the submitted threat
assessment is inconclusive in supporting the need for perimeter security at the Memorial.

' r
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Notes that additional environmental information regarding the potential effects of perimeter
security on the Memorial and on West Potomac Park would assist the Commission in its
decision-making;
Disapproves the design and location of the interior donor wall within the Visitor Support
Building and requires the applicant remove the feature from the Memorial project in
compliance with the Commemorative Works Act and the Commission's policies on donor
recognition.

*

*

*

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
Background
The NPS has submitted, on behalf of the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project
Foundation, Inc. (the Foundation), the preliminary and final design for the Martin Luther King,
Jr. National Memorial.

The site for the memorial is a four-acre, triangular-shaped parcel of land located in West

PROJECT SITE VICINITY LOCATION
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Potomac Park on the northwestern side of the Tidal Basin. The boundaries generally include
Independence A venue on the north, the Tidal Basin along the south and east, and an area
adjacent to the realigned West Basin Drive on the west.
The authorizing legislation for the memorial was signed by President Clinton on November 12,
1996. The Commission approved the site ror the memorial at its December 2, 1999 meeting.

PRELIMINARY AND FINAL SITE AND BUILDING PLAN FOR THE
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. NATIONAL MEMORIAL
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Preliminary and Final Design Proposal
The submitted plans for the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial implement a project
design at its approved 1999 site.
The preliminary and final plans demonstrate the further final
design of the Visitor Support Building situated on the westside of West Basin Drive' and its
intended associated features of a circulation plaza and landscaping at that location.
.

'

The primary vehicle approach to the memorial is maintained from Independence Avenue on the
north and from West Basin Drive on the south. The principal memorial pedestrian access is
provided from the intersection of Independence Avenue and West Basin Drive. Additional
access points are from connecting walkways at Independence Avenue and from West Basin
Drive further east and south of the main memorial entrance respectively.
The submitted preliminary and final plans complete the design direction for the following
elements of the memorial:
- The Stone of Hope, which features the relief sculpture of Dr. King, maintains its
approved elevation of 30 feet-9 inches in height, and has been completely designed as
to its method of construction and its base composition and placement within the plaza
pavement. Final elevation design of the sculpture and physical details of the image,
including its latest minor revisions in stone, are provided in the submission.
- The final building plans for the visitor support structure are completed with its areas for
public restrooms, a bookstore, and Park ranger visitor contact station.
- Changes in the preliminary and final design for the entry plaza situated at the front of
the memorial facing the intersection of Independence Avenue and West Basin Drive.
This forecourt area now includes eight bollards located 37 feet from the Mountain of
Despair. The revision responds to the Park Service determination of a potential security
weakness to the entry of the memorial in the event of domestic terrorist activity
utilizing a vehicle. The design of the bollards utilizes a 36-inch-high bronze metal
finish, with each of the eight posts four feet from the other, and only 6.5 inches wide at
the bollard top and 8.5 inches wide at the bottom. Four bollards are also located at each
memorial side entry sidewalk for the same purpose and of the same finish, dimensions
and spacing within the walkways. All bollards are fully within the memorial precinct.
- The memorial planting design has been slightly modified at the forecourt to introduce
three Red Maple trees at each side of the forecourt to 'provided more shade to the
overall forecourt area.
- The memorial final site design incorporates a curved alignment for West Basin Drive
that has been accepted by the District of Columbia State Historic Preservation Officer
and other review agencies as the vehicle access approach along the west perimeter of
the memorial.
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Of the submitted final design features, the location and details of the bollards and added trees are
the memorial elements that the Commission has not earlier reviewed in detail, along with final
design details of the Visitor Support Building. Additionally, the applicant now submits the final
Stone of Hope sculptural design for the Commission's review.
The Park Service has also
responded to the request
for a threat assessment
supporting the need for,
and
placement
of,
proposed
security
elements m accordance
with the Commission's
submission requirements;
the
Commission's
National Capital Urban
Design and Security Plan
Objectives and Policies
(adopted May 5, 2005);
and an analysis by the
Park Service of how such
perimeter
security
measures are supported in
the
existing
NEPA
document
for
the
memorial project.

A revised Finding of No
Significant Impact has
been developed by the
National Park Service,
with evidence also of
National
Historic
Preservation Act, Section
106 compliance for the
introduction of security
measures at the memorial.
The
drafted
Memorandum
of
LOCATION OF EIGHT BOLLARDS AT MEMORIAL'S
Agreement for Section
FORECOURT
106 review discusses the
use of a security barrier noting "the NPS has determined that the undertaking will constitute an
adverse effect on historic properties through physical alteration of site features; relocation or
removal of nine cherry trees; demolition and reconstruction of a portion of West Basin Drive;
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provision of a visitor support facility which includes a bookstore for interpretive purposes; and
the potential realignment of West Basin Drive and introduction of security barriers."
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FORECOURT SECTION AND DETAIL INDICATING BOLLARD LOCATION
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FOUR BOLLARDS AT
NORTHEASTERN SIDE
ENTRANCE WALKWAY

FOUR BOLLARDS AT
SOUTHWESTERN SIDE
ENTRANCE WALKWAY

.•
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The Visitor Support
Building, situated at
the west side of West
Basin
Drive,
is
approximately 40 feet
south of the forecourt
entrance
to
the
memorial. A 40-foot
wide distinct paved
pedestrian cross-walk
connects the building
and forecourt, and
features cast-in-place
concrete
as
the
surface material of the
pedestrian cross-walk.

''
''
'
'

''
''
''
''
''
''
''
''

. __ _
The building's final
---- ---- --exterior consists of
--granite stone panels,
decorative
glazing,
aluminum
window
walls,
insulated
glazing, metal wall
panels, and a sun
screen system of
louvers.
Doors are
glass
with
metal
framing
at
the
bookstore and Park
ranger area, while at
the restrooms the
doors are full metal
PROPOSED DESIGN OF BOLLARD
clad
hollow-core
doors. Metal utility
doors are exhibited on the west fac;;ade at the utility rooms. Roof overhangs have been increased
slightly (1 foot) .

The building's stone panel exterior consists of 1Y4 inch granite veneer backed by 2-inch rigid
insulation. The glass curtain wall systems at the north end of the structure are aluminum
mullions spaced at 3 feet-10 inches square. The bookstore's window area has an aluminum
shade system of 4-inch wide louvers situated in the mid-height area of the window walls. The
translucent curtain walls of the restrooms, at the south end of the building, are spaced on a metal
frame module of 4 feet -7 inches square. The building roof consists of a flat, polymer-modified
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bituminous roofing built on rigid insulation over a metal deck. The highest level of the roof
features a one-foot parapet that is faced in the granite veneer. Total height of structure is 14 feet.

FINAL EAST BUILDING ELEVATION AS SEEN FROM MEMORIAL AND WEST BASIN DRIVE

VISITOR SUPPORT BUILDING
LAYOUT AND PLAZA DESIGN
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VISITOR SUPPORT BUILDING
DETAILED FLOOR PLAN,
WITH DONOR WALL
HIGHLIGHTED AT RIGHT
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PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF VISITOR SUPPORT BUILDING AS SEEN FROM NORTH
The final design of the exterior building plaza exhibits exposed aggregate concrete pavement that
is covered by the nine feet of overhang at the bookstore entrance. Four feet of overhang exists at
the sides of the building, for about two-thirds the length, along the building's east and west
fa9ades. The plaza contains five granite benches and a high tree canopy that overshadows the
seating areas.
As noted earlier, the forecourt planting is slightly modified by the introduction of three Red
Maple trees on each side of the forecourt plaza. The addition of these trees, which feature a
slightly higher growth profile, adds shade to the forecourt. Otherwise, the final landscape plans
identify all trees to be 4 to 6 inch caliper specimens, as initially planted, and all shrubs to be 18
to 30 inches in height. The planting design of the memorial also features significant areas ofbioretention and soil permeability through the use of structural-cell subsurface structures placed
under the West Basin Drive sidewalks and Visitor Support Building plaza.

PREVIOUS COMMISSION ACTION
At its December 1, 2005 meeting, the Commission commented favorably on the overall design
concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial except for: ·
The horizontal bridge of the Memorial Walk, adjacent to the "Mountain of Despair,''
which destroys the intended strong visual relationship between the signature "Mountain of
Despair" and "Stone of Hope."
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The narrow entrance portal through the "Mountain of Despair" because it creates the
potential to impede visitor movements through the memorial's main entrance.
The Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.
The Commission also recommended that the National Park Service and the Foundation, as they
develop preliminary design plans for the memorial:
Redesign the entrance portal between the "Mountain of Despair" to remove the bridge of
the Memorial Walk that interrupts views to the "Stone of Hope" and beyond, and to provide
more space for visitor movement in this entry area.
Provide more detailed photo simulations that clearly indicate the visual impact that the
berm of the proposed memorial would have on views to .the Tidal Basin and beyond.
Coordinate with the Park Service on the size, location, and programmatic requirements
for the Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.

Yoshino Chtny

FORECOURT PLANTING MODIFICATION WITH
RED MAPLE TREES (THREE ON EACH SIDE)

At the April 2006 meeting the Commission:
Commended the Foundation for arriving at a simpler and refined focus to the Martin
Luther King, Jr., Memorial. The revisions appropriately respond to the Commission' s
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earlier review comments.
Commented favorably on the revised design concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Memorial, as shown on NCPC Map File No. 1.51(73.10)-41988, and reminded
the Foundation to coordinate with the Park Service on the size, location, and
programmatic requirements for the Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.
Recommended that the opening of the "Mountain of Despair" be returned to its original
design concept of 12 feet, to reinforce the fundamental concept of the "Stone of Hope"
appearing to have been pulled forward from the "Mountain of Despair".
Review of the project at the Commission's December 2006 meeting resulted in the Commission
commenting favorably on the revised design concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr. National
Memorial, as shown on the NCPC filed plans.
At the July 10,2008 NCPC Meeting, the Commission:
-

Approved the preliminary site and building plans for the memorial's Visitor Contact
Station/Bookstore/Restroom Building only, as shown on the NCPC Map File No.
1.51 (73 .1 0)-42570, and;

-

Noted that the Commission supports the overall design of the memorial, but is unable to
move forward at this time because of unresolved issues surrounding the proposed
introduction by the National Park Service of perimeter security elements that will impact
the memorial design, and because the location of West Basin Drive is subject to change
during the conclusion of the Section 106 consultation process;

-

Discouraged the National Park Service from adding perimeter security to the design of
the memorial because it is likely to disrupt the design concept for the memorial;

-

Deferred preliminary approval of the memorial other than the Visitor Contact
Station/Bookstore/Restroom Building, and required the applicant to:
o Provide the final alignment and roadway design for West Basin Drive.
o Provide a design for proposed security elements for the memorial, if the National
Park Service demonstrates that such security elements are necessary. The
submission for perimeter security elements must include a threat assessment
supporting the need for, and design and placement of proposed perimeter security
elements in accordance with: the Commission's submission requirements; the
Commission's National Capital Urban Design and Security Plan Objectives and
Policies (adopted May 5, 2005); an analysis by the Park Service of how such
perimeter security measures are supported in the existing NEPA document for the

•
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memorial project (or supplemental NEP A documentation); and evidence of
Section 106 compliance for the introduction of perimeter security elements.
o

Provide preliminary and final design for the sculpture for the Stone of Hope.

The applicant has submitted all information detailed in the items above as requested by the
Commission's July lOth action. These include:
•
•
•
•

•

A threat assessment of the memorial developed by the Department of Interior's office of
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Law Enforcement and Security.
A revised environmental finding supporting the review and evaluation of modifications
of the memorial development datedAugust 2008;
Further detailed final design of the relocation of West Basin Drive that is a required
element of the memorial for access to the memorial site.
The design and placement of proposed perimeter security elements in accordance with
the Commission's submission requirements and the Commission's National Capital
Urban Design and Security Plan Objectives and Policies.
Submission of the preliminary and final design of the Stone of Hope.

PROJECT ANALYSIS
Staff fmds the submitted project drawings of the preliminary and final design of the Martin
Luther King, Jr. National Memorial are substantially complete to a 95 percent information level,
with modifications fully noted. The final design details included in the submission for the
building and many memorial features are highly refined and clearly noted. Staff continues to
view the final design of the Visitor Support Building as light and simple in its material
composition; subdued in its massing; and is appropriately located to best serve the memorial's
visitors. Nevertheless, an issue remains with the structure that limits staffs ability to recommend
final approval without modification. That issue is the presence of an interior donor wall located
at the north end of the building within the bookstore. The existence of this feature is in direct
conflict with the Commission's polices on donor recognition specified by the Commission in
1988. Specifically, the building's interior donor wall conflicts with policy 2 which cites:
"Donor/sponsor contributions to memorials to be located on public lands in the National Capital
shall not be visibly acknowledged anywhere at the memorial site, including in or on an
associated memorial building," (see attachinent). Furthermore and perhaps most significant, the
Commemorative Works Act that directly applies to this memorial specifies at Section 8905, Site
and design approval, (b) Decision Criteria, Item 7: "Donor contributions. -Donor contributions
to commemorative works shall not be acknowledged in any manner as part of the
commemorative work or its site." Staff, consequently, fmds the design and location of the
interior donor wall within the Visitor Support Building unacceptable, and requests the
Commission require the applicant remove the feature from the memorial project.
Regarding the bollards proposed for inclusion in the final design, staff has analyzed information
provided by the Park Service in support of incorporating the bollards into the Memorial and
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recommends to the Commission that the information is inconclusive. Staff recommends
that the Commission disapprove the proposed bollards at this time.
Additionally, staff is unconvinced that inclusion of bollards as shown on the drawings will fully
address the security concerns outlined by the applicant. Given this and given the potential visual
and physical intrusion that the bollards will have upon the Memorial; staff at this time cannot
support the placement of bollards in the Memorial's forecourt or side entry walkways. Also,
additional information on the potential visual and physical effects of the bollards would assist the
Commission in its decision-making.
Staff acknowledges. the applicant has. investigated alternative approaches to addressing the
inclusion of perimeter security at the Memorial. These alternate designs included· creation of a
landscaped "tiger trap" area at the front of the forecourt; the use of larger and more numerous
bollards at the curb line of the Memorial site; the use of "boulder and rock" elements at the
forecourt; and the use of site furniture-such as benches to establish a secure perimeter. Each
approach was found by NCPC staff, the Commission of Fine Arts staff, and the consultants to the
Foundation to be either out of place; disrupting to pedestrian pathways or viewsheds; more
adverse to the simple design themes of the memorial; and further imposing toward the scale and
pedestrian environment of the forecourt zone.
Pending additional information that more, conclusively supports the need for perimeter security,
staff recommends approving preliminary and fmal design for the Memorial with the
exception of the proposed bollards, and also recommends that additional environmental
information regarding the potential effects of perimeter security on the Memorial and West
Potomac Park would assist the Commission in its decision-making in this matter.
The staff recommends this approach in support of the completed fmal design of the full
memorial as a whole, .and with the time constraints that are facing the Foundation to begin
memorial construction.
In the context of the .complete memorial design, realignment of the south end of West Basin

Drive to achieve added curvature to the road at the southwest area of the memorial has been
finalized pursuant to District of Columbia State Historic Preservation Office recommendations.
The Section 106 Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) has been completed, with a signed
document agreed upon by the required signatories as to the status of West Basin Drive.
As noted by the earlier description of the sculpture issues in this report, the staff is pleased to
observe the Foundation has submitted to NCPC the revised image for the Stone of Hope as
requested. The revised Stone of Hope now depicts Dr. King's form in its same basic appearance
of the figure of Dr. King with crossed folded arms at his chest. The image remains centered on
The edges of the sculpture are brought forward to
the Tidal Basin side ofthe Stone ofHope.
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EARLY CLAY MODEL OF SCULPTURE WITH MODIFICATIONS NOTED ON
ORIGINAL IMAGE OF DR. KING AT LEFT

reduce the apparent amount of relief of the image thickness at its edges, and the base of the
rough stone area has been elevated to just above the knee level of the figure on the left, as one
views the figure. The sculpture also carries a rough stone appearance on the left and right side in
the area of the suit-coat pocket. Finally, Dr. King's face has been somewhat altered to remove
some facial-lines around the mouth and cheek area of the head. Images of the sculpture are
revised and submitted, as requested, for final approval. .Staff recommends their approval.
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UPDATED SCULPTURE IMAGE PORTRAYED IN BRONZE, AS OF AUGUST 2008

The final minor alteration to the memorial is the introduction of Red Maple trees to the front
edge of the memorial forecourt_, at the north and south walls near West Basin Drive. This
revision, after further study by the Foundation as requested by CFA, established an increased
shade area within the forecourt for the comfort of visitors. Staff finds the revision acceptable.
Consequently, the staff recommends the Commission:
•

Approves the preliminary and final site and building plans for the Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Memorial, as shown on the NCPC Map File, except for the bronze bollards at the
forecourt and side entry walkways;

•

Approves the Stone of Hope, as submitted to NCPC;
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•

Disapproves the design and location of the interior donor wall within the Visitor Support
Building and requires the applicant remove the feature from the memorial project in
compliance with the Commemorative Works Act and the Commission's policies on
donor recognition.

CONFORMANCE
Comprehensive Plan
The proposal is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital. Specifically,
policies contained in the Parks and Open Space Element state that the federal government
should:
•

Enhance the great cross-axes of the Mall, and protect them from inappropriate
developmenf(PolicyNo. 4, page 109).

•

Use monumental parks and landscapes to provide settings for public buildings,
monuments, and memorials, and to create special environments for limited
activities (Policy No.5, page 109).

•

Site memorials in monumental and designed landscape parks in compliance with
the Memorials and Museums Master Plan (Policy No.6, page 109).

•

Maintain East and West Potomac Park as an extension of the Mall, as a valuable
recreational open space, and as a space that can be used for outdoor cultural events,
gatherings, and celebrations (Policy No.8, page 109).

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
Staff fmds that the preliminary and final design does not constitute any appreciable change to the
potential environmental effects and related mitigation outlined in the project's July 2005
Environmental Assessment (EA) adopted by the Commission in November 2005. Consequently,
the Commission's Finding of No Significant Impact remains valid for environmental review
purposes in compliance with the-commission's procedures.
The submitted design maintains mitigation actions defmed by the NEP A analysis of the EA. The
concept issues of height of the berm and viewshed effects from that feature to and from the
memorial have been addressed by the preliminary design implementation and in the further
progress of the National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 Consultation process. The
evaluation by staff of the location of the Visitor Support Building finds the 14-foot building
height and the use of expanses of glass and exterior material finishes sustains the EA conclusions
that the structure be small in scale and discreet. The EA specifically notes "An attractively
designed structure located in the southwest comer of the site would enhance visitor comfort and
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could also be used to house ranger or interpretive functions. Such a facility should be
unobtrusive in scale, with a height similar to the memorial berm and a footprint of 1,750 square
feet (approximately 1 percent of the site area)." The presently designed structure, at 2,932.5
square feet, is 1.9 percent of the memorial area and 1.6 percent of the complete project work site
area. Staff fmds the variation of the preliminary and final design, and the conceptual description
of the possible structure in the 2005 EA, within the range of normally seen revision and
refmement of building plans, as a project is brought to conclusion, and within less than one
percent of a change in project site area as a result of its modifications. Consequently, no
appreciable variance to the environmental outcome exists in regard to the structure.
The 2005 EA notes that visitors to the memorial would generate the need for a variety of on-site
services, including restroom and interpretive facilities. Given that the nearest restrooms would be
located more than 750 and 1,000 feet away at the World War II and FDR Memorials,
respectively, numerous memorial visitors would be inconvenienced and discomforted by a lack
of restroom· facilities at the new memorial. Further, memorial visitors typically desire a
bookstore or interpretive ranger to learn more about the subject matter. The EA cites that such
facilities would be inconsistent with the design parameters established for the site under a
previous NPS policy that emphasized centralized restrooms in the Mall area. However, NCPC
project review of December 2005 noted the Park Service was reconsidering that policy in regard
to this memorial. The EA of 2005 stated that because the memorial would attract more than 1.2
million visitors per year, restroom facilities should be provided as mitigation for memorial
development.
Relative to its present location, as noted to all consulting parties under the NHP A Section 106
process, the Commission of Fine Arts (CFA) requested the Visitor Support Building be re-sited
in November 2007. The CFA endorsed the relocation of the visitor support facility northward to
be closer to the memorial entrance in April 2008. The members were critical of its earlier scale
and location at the southwest, and also. the building layout with its separated two-structure
configuration, with an open shade-court centered between the walled buildings. CFA
recommended consolidating the program into a single smaller building, compared to the central
court configuration with flanking structures at each end.
In context to the building location near the forecourt entrance, the, 2005 EA examines the
viewshed area of West Potomac Park and observes: "Since the existing visual permeability ofthe
site is limited and varies according to the vegetative cover and season, the quality of existing
views across the site also varies. With the proposed memorial, current filtered views to the Tidal
Basin from Independence Avenue would be screened, particularly for motorists. However, views
through the site would still be available to pedestrians w!J.o could experience the entry vista and
other views that the memorial would offer." Staff found the EA evaluation applicable to the
Visitor Support Building area as it is adjacent to West Basin Drive and the memorial's forecourt.
The preliminary and final site plans for the building maintain the character of varied vegetation
screening and filtered views from Independence Avenue and West Potomac Park. Much of the
existing vegetation northwest of the bul.lding is existing trees and shrubs adjacent to
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Independence Avenue. It is supplemented by new additional plantings immediately north of the
building site (see below). Thus, no change in the definition of the impact's context or intensity
occurs as a result of the building location and the overall anticipated impacts as described by the
existing EA. Consequently, the NCPCfindings established from the EA remain unchanged.

EXISTING VEGETATION OF WEST POTOMAC PARK

On the issue of the introduced bollards, the Park Service has revised its fmdings and
supplemented it with a description of the bollards located within the memorial and its site. The
Park Service review notes the EA evaluation of forecourt pedestrian pathways and access to the
memorial remains applicable. NCPC staff fmds that the information submitted by the National
Park Service regarding the bollards does not fully address the need for the bollards or the
potential impacts to the memorial's design and operation.
National Historic Preservation Act (NHP A)
The Park Service is serving as lead agency for the National Historic Preservation Act (NHP A)
compliance. In March 1999, at the time the Tidal Basin site was being considered, NPS wrote to
the D.C. State Historic Preservation Officer (DC SHPO) determining that a memorial at that
location would potentially have an adverse effect on the landscape and National Register
qualities of West Potomac Park.
On September 13, 2005 NPS wrote to the D.C. SHPO determining that the proposed concept
design would potentially have an adverse effect on the National Register qualities of West
Potomac Park: "The construction of an earthen berm, above the historically flat topography of
the park, will introduce another raised element into the historic landscape."
NPS noted that
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similar modifications to the 20th-century engineered fill have occurred at other memorials. "As
the design development and consultation continue, other potential adverse effects may be
identified."
The letter continues:
Mitigation of the impacts associated with other raised elements in this flat landscape has
been accomplished during the design approval process by considering height and visual
openings in the design. The Foundation, National Park Service, NCPC and CFA have
agreed to limit the access of the memorial design from the area of the historic cherry
trees, allowing an entrance, not unlike that of the FDR Memorial, but considerably less
than was introduced by the construction of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial. This initial
mitigation requirement is reflected in the submitted design and will be adhered to by the
National Park Service in the ensuing design approval process.
NPS held consultation meetings on September 19, 2005, January 2008, March and April 2008,
and on June 30, 2008. At the most recent meetings, the parties had discussed a further review
period that was initiated on or about July 17 and extended to August 11, 2008. The June 30th
meeting included representatives from the Foundation, the DC SHPO, the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation, NCPC, The National Coalition to Save Our Mall, and the Committee of
100.
The Park Service completed a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) on August 25, 2008. The
MOA proposes terms by which NPS will conduct future design review and Section 106
consultation for the project with agencies and the interested public. The MOA also determines
the Area of Potential Effect, the determination of effect, and the affected historic resources. NPS,
in consultation with the DC SHPO and other parties, has determined that West Potomac Park is
the affected area. The historic resources are the contributing structures and features of West
Potomac Park.
NPS's determination of effect is described in its MOA: "The NPS has determined that the
Undertaking, which includes site regrading and construction of an earthen berm; the relocation or
removal of nine cherry trees; demolition, realignment and reconstruction of a portion of West
Basin Drive and its signalized intersection with Independence Avenue may have an adverse
effect on West Potomac Park, properties included in the National Register of Historic Places."
The major part of the discussion for completing the agreement in the last months related to the
Visitor Support Building design and the final alignment of West Basin Drive adjacent to the
memorial. Comments from the consultations and review have enabled the NPS to resolve the
location, and to amend the building design to provide shelter along the building perimeter. Other
consulting party questions and issues have been directly responded to by the Park Service (see
attachment). Staff notes there remains an issue of final design details of the West Basin' Drive
and its final alignment that must be consulted upon by the Park Service pursuant to MOA
requirements. Further consultation is also required for any security measures for the memorial.

.-
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COORDINATION
Coordinating Committee
The Coordinating Committee reviewed the final memorial design and its updated modifications
on August 13, 2008, The Committee forwarded the proposal to the Commission with the
statement that the project has been coordinated with all agencies represented, the participating
agencies were: NCPC; the District of Columbia Office of Planning; the District Department of
Transportation; the District of Columbia Office of Housing and Community Development; the
General Services Administration; the National Park Service; and the Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority.
Commission of Fine Arts
At its meeting of June 19, 2008, the CFA reviewed a revised sculpture of Dr. King. The revised
Stone of Hope now depicts Dr. King's form in its same basic appearance of the figure of Dr.
King with crossed folded arms at his chest. The image remains centered on the Tidal Basin side
ofthe Stone of Hope.
The CFA members requested a plaster or bronze maquette of the Stone of Hope be delivered for
review by CFA at its next meeting, and a sample section of actual stone surface, with sculpted
detail, be submitted to gauge the amount of carved relief contrast allowed by the selected stone.
The members then moved to endorse the revised concept for the sculpture of the Stone of Hope.
The CFA has yet to review the further requested information on the Stone of Hope and the
bollards at the memorial. The Commission meeting is scheduled for September 18, 2008.

NATIONAL CAPITAL PlANNING COMMISSION
8Cl1 PENNSYLVANIA AVINUI, N.w.. SUJ'1"E 301
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NCPC File No. 2904
POUClES
RELATING TO mE tmCOGNITION OF
PRIVATE CONTlUBtmONS TO
MEMORIALS, MUSEUMS. AND 01HER CULTURAL FAcn.JTIES
ON PUBLIC LANDS JN THE NATIONAL CAPITAL*
The National Capital Planning Commission bu adopted the ioDowing policies as a guide to public
agencies. memorial sponsors, special interest sroups ad private dtizent soliciting privato donations
and/or contributed services for public projects in the National C.pital. Although the Commbsion will
review individual proposals for the recognition of donors and sponsors on their merits. ~wants to
alert these sroups. prior to the solicitation of fUnds or contributed services. that it will not approve
donor or sponsor adtnowJedpmcnts whic:b intrude on the integrity of the particular project or its
environs.
Policies
1.

Private donations or contdbuted services to memorials. museuJN and other cultural f&cilities
to be loeated on public lands in tbe National Capital may be acknowledged in one or lllOR of
the following ways:
(a)

O·onor/sponsor names and/or the names of those whom doaon/sponson wish to
commemorate may be ins~oed on an honor ron and buried in a time capsule
somewhere in or on the site.

(b)

Donors/sponsors may be appropriately recogni.Zcd at dedication ceremonies. e.g.. in
speeches and/or on the prosram.

(e)

Respontible landholding agencies may give donors/sponsors ceniieates or plaques
of appreciation that are suitable for display in their home or office.

2.

Donor/sponsor contn'butioas to memorials to be located on public lands in the National
capital sbaU not be visibly acknowlettaed anywhere at the lnemorial sito, including in or on
an assodated. memorial building.

3.

Donor/spomor contributions to non..building kinds ofcultural tk:ilities. sueh as gardens, to
be located on public tands in the National Capita) smD not be visibly acknowledged at the. site
itself.

4.

Dooorlspansor contributions to museums and other w1turat Dcilities that ate t.o be Jocated
in public buildings in the National Capital shall not be viSJ'bly admowled.ged on the exterior
walk of the buikling itself or on its srowuts.

*Approved by the Commission at its meeting on December 1; 1988.

United States Department of the Interior
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National Capital Region
1100 Ohio Drive, S.W.
'Wuhlngton.. D.C. 20241!

AUG 2 1 2008

National Coalition t.o Save Our Mall
9507 Overlea. Drive
Rookvi1le, Maryland 20850
Dear Ms. Feldman:

1 am writing in response to your letter of August ll, 2008 regarding the Memorandum of
Agreement for the establishment of tho Marlin Luther King Jr. MemoriaL According to your
letter, the greatest concern of the National Coalition to Save Our Mall at this stage of design
development is the Visitor Contact!Bookstom/R..estroom facility. I will attempt t.o address the
major issues raised in your letter.
Initial Size and Location of the Yis:itor Services Facility
We must respectfully disagree with your assertion that the Visitor Services Facl1ity was not part

of the 2005 design. The December 2005 Concept PJan for the Memorial, as presented to the
National Capital Planning Commission (NCPC), included a visitor services facility of
approximately 3600 square foot (SF) whleh was intended to be similar to the 2800SF visitor
services f~Hity at the Franklin Delano Roosevelt {FDR) Memorial. The exact size,
C<»lfiguration. and location of the facility have changed over the course of design developmen~
in part as a result of Section 106 COl'I$Ultation, but the basic program has not changed. In faet, the
size of the facility has instead been reduced by approximately 1S percent to approximately
3100SP. Attaclled is a drawing which was part of the NCP.C presentation as confirmation that the
facility has been part of the pt·ogram for the memorial since 2005.

Section 106 Consultation Meetings during 2006 and 20Q7
As you know. the initial Section 106 consultation meeting occurred in September 2005 upon
release of the Environmental Assessment (BA). After the submission of the Concept Design to
the Commission of Fine Arts (CFA) and the NCPC in the fall of2005, the size. configuration,

and location oftlle visitor services facility wu refined tbrougb consultation with me staff of the
commissions and through a series of Revised Concept submissions. The Revised Concept
submission was approved by NCPC in December of2-006. Between January and November of
2007, the Martin Luther King. Jr. Foundation reorganized its design team. and it was not until the
November that the design of the Metn0ria1 -was again moving forward. In the February of2008,
the Sectwn 106 prQCe$$ was recommenced and the consulting parties were re--engaged. For
further illumination of the history of the development of the design of the visitor facility,
attached is the chronology that was developed at your request during the Section 106 process.
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Inclusi.on of the Visitor Services Facility in the Environmental Assessment
We must also disagree with. the assertion that the visitor services facility is not addressed in the
Environmental Assessment. The need for visitor services fur the initial2-5 miUion annual
visitors to the Memorial and the expected long-term average of 1.2 million visitQrs per year is
clearly expressed in the EA. Section 4.0~ Environmental Consequences. provides the framework
for the services that are to be provided by the memoria] project. In particular, on page 4-5, the
need for visitor services created by the memorial are described:
Visitors to tbe Memorial, particularly families and the elderly, would generate the need for a
variety of on-site service, including restroom and interpretive facilities. Given tbat the nearest
restroorns would be located more than 750 and 1000 feet away) at the World Warn and FDR.
Memorials. respectively, numerous. Memorial visitors would be inconvenienced and
discomforted by a lack of restroom ftwilities. In addition,. Memorial visitors typically desire
a bookstore or interpretive ranger or museum space to learn more about the subject matter.

Your letter correctly states that the provision of such visitor services at the site of a new
memorial were inconsistent with a National. Park Service (NPS) policy which had guided the
establishment of design parameters for the n1emorial. as recognized in the Ek
However, such facilities would be inconsistent with the design parameters established for the
site under a previous NPS policy that emphasized centralized restrooms in the Mall area.
The discussion of visitor facllities does not end with thl$ recognit~ however. Rather the
provisioo ofthe visitor facility is suggested as mitigation for the environmental effect of the
newly created visitor needs:

Because the Memorial would attract more than 1.2 million visitors per year, restroom
facilities should be provided. An attractively designed structure located in the southwest
comer of the site woukl enhance visitor comfort and could also be used to bouse ranger or
interpretive functions.

The V:isitor Se!Yices Facility is not a Visitor Center
NPS*s Visitor Facility Planning Model (December 2004) describes the services that are typically
found in a •'Visitor Center*", which include, but are not limited to a lobby, information desk,
exhibit area. public restrooms, theater~ int«}lretatkm offices, and support spaces. In contrast, the
proposed visitor services facility for the Martin Luther King Jr Memorial includes only
t<";Strooms,. mechanical space to support the Memorial, a ranger contact station; and a bookstore
to serve the interpretive needs ofthe public. The propqsed fucility does not include an exhibit
~ theater, or interpretive offices that are part of a typical NPS Visitor Center. It is also worth
:noting that according to the planning model~ NPS Visitor Centers typically achieve a minimum
size of 5000SF to 7000SF.

The NPS policy has been consistent with regard to what is or is not a Visitor Center. The
restroomslboolcst;{)re services that are currently provided at the Lincoln Memorial. the
Washington Monument. tbe Jefferson Memorial, and at the FDR Memorial are basic servi¢e!,
necessary to the visitor experience. These facilities do not constitute Visitor Centers.

The Proposed Visitor Services Facility is Within the BoW1dm:i~ Q{ the AJmrovm Site
During the Section 106 process and consultation with NCPC and the Commission ofFine A:rts
(CFA), the design has been refmed and the Memorial bas been reduced in scale. As a result of
that refinement and the proposed reconstruction of West Basin Drive, the entire Memorial.
including the visitor services facility. fits within the approved 4-aae site, Attached is a diagram
based on the "Station and OffSet Plan,. from Construction Documents for the Memorial on which
we h~e superimposed the dimensions of the 4-acre site as identified in the EA. As it is still
within the limits of the originally-defined site. its impact to recreation in West Potomac Park is
no greater than that of the original Concept Design. We also note that various locations for the
visitor support facility were considered through the Section 106 prooess and ultimately tbe
location west of the roadway was selected because it minimized impacts on the existing cherry
trees and upon historic views within West Potomac Park. Finally~ we note that 1be District of
Columbia State Historic Preservation Officer (DCSHPO) has agreed that the visitor services
facility creates no significant impacts beyond those of the Memorial itself, which the
Memorandum of Agreement seeks to mitigate.

fYrlher Rg19nss Issues I.W§e.4 bx th; CgaJ,itism
Your l-etter includes a list of ten specific questions. some of which have been addressed above.
For the sake of completeness we have addressed any unanswered questions below.
1. The visitor support facility is considered part of the Memorial undertaking. as necessary
support to the primary purpose of the Memorial as authorized by Congress.·
2. The issue of the need for interpretive services was addressed in the narrative above.
3. The decision to locate the visitor facility west of West Basin Drive W41S made during
200~ between tbe Marth and December presentations to NCPC, as a result of
consultations with NCPC, CFA, and the Memorial Foundation 5 s design team. The
effects on recreation are discussed above.
4. As discussed above) the visitor facility is within the 4-aere site.
5. As described a~ the visitor facility confotms to the Commemorative Works Act.
6. The NPS definition of a Visitor Center is deseribed above.
7. The National Mall Plan, now in progress, will address broader NPS policies with regard

to the development of additional comfort facilities.
8. The proximity of restrooms at other memorials is addressed above and in the EA.
9. There is no universal policy regarding visitor support facilities at memorials- the need
for such faeilities is evaluated based. on the location. subjeet matter, expected visitation,
and other faetors. Retail facilities are considered only to the extent that such serviees
are necessary to the interpretation of the memorial. These policies are consistent with
the Commemorative Works Act
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10. NPS?s support of the proposed visitor services facility is based on the information
provided abovet not just on the premise that a portion of the Memorial site the fonner

focation of temporary buildings.

Conc.lusion
We appreciate the Coalition's comments on the development of the Martin Luther King Jr.
Memorial and we b.ope that we have addressed your concerns regarding the visitor support
facility. However, we also recognize that the Coolitlo~ and other consulting parties, may wish to
discuss tilrther the development of the visitor support facility. To\wrd this end we have amended
the MOA to include the treatment of the visitor services facility as one of the three issues subject
to further consultation. We hope that the Coalition wiU agree to support the MOA as it has been
amended.

I would like to thank you for your patience in working out the MOA and I want to thank you for
agreeing 1o review this response expeditiously.

Sincerely.

Peter May
Associate Regional Director
Lands, Resources and Planning
Enclosures

United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
National Capital Region
1100 Ohio Drive, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20242

IN REPLY REFER TO:
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SEP 2 5 2008
John V. Cogbill, III
Chairman
National Capital Planning Commission
401 9th Street, N.W.
North Lobby, Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20576
Dear Mr. Cogbill:
This is to advise the National Capital Planning Commission (Commission) ofhow the National
Park Service (NPS) intends to proceed in light of recent Commission action excluding necessary
security provisions for Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial (Memorial). We believe that
this action was: 'butsid:e;the s'Cop·e of the Commissiort?s 'atlthority;ittrejectingthe l)epartment of

tlfetiifei16r'(00I)'-:ieeunty:;th'ieat ass~ssme'n'r:tegatdirtg·the··Memorialr::Unf6rtunately,'itmayalso

result iri~defaililig"th'e"~~t3:blisnment<of:the-Memoriab' !This.:6oJ.11tltiS$'iOfi <aetio~;niay. jeopardiz~ .
the ;ability 'of1he;·MeifltjJiaes\sp6nsors:to:obtaitl aii' adinin..istra~iVe;ext~sit')n: o'f. its a~tJmrity · · :~
bef'ore'ifex~ires :6ri1 Noveriibefl2~:200'8,··an&With· it all existing.site·and design approvals>.

As you know, the NPS recently submitted site and building plans for the Memorial for
preliminary and ·final approval by the Commission. Those plans included security provisions,
which the NPS and the DOl detertnined are necessary to protect the Memorial, its visitors, and
the parkland of the National Park Systei:nwhere the Memorial willbe lo·cated. The DOl moved
to approve an amended version of the Commission's Executive Director's Recommendation, so
as to remove the language "except for the security provisions because the submitted threat
assessment is inconclusive in supporting the need for perimeter security at the Memorial." This
motion by the DOl was seconded, discussed, but then it was neither voted upon by the
Commission, nor removed from consideration by the DOI. Instead, the Commission adopted a
new motion and voted to approve the plans except for the security provisions because the
Commission opiried that "the submitted threat assessment is inconclusive in supporting the need
for perimeter security afthe'Memorial.~'
. '
We recognize the Commission's ability to weigh in on the security features of this and other
Iriemori'als prirsuarit to' it~Hi.titlioiicy)t:ilider.the,Coimilemorative ·works.'A~t~ which is to approve
mertiorlal sikfiand'ffeSignl! we'··'r:iettfth:at'oll'Septembtrr·.,l8F2008'; ·the eoqunissic;m ofFine: Arts
(CPAj'isstieul':fiilal ;a:pprovk11Wttie<Memoriarun.aer this.:Sanie~authpFity;:res~rvingsth~:ability to
te'Colisidertiie:"destgn ic)f;secunty elements; :and We !look fonvatdttd .tbe~~; ~ture :discu'ssions:with.
the· CFkbn: tliis.iriiponant subject.' The· recent Conumssioh·action;~ the other:han~ :was.·
·.:-

...
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·'' :;:
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outside the scope of its authority, which does not extend to approving or disapproving NPS and
Departmental threat assessment determinations. For this reason, at the upcoming October 2,
2008 Commission meeting, the DOI will move to amend the Commission's September 4, 2008
decision to include the security provisions~ Should this motion fail,. we believe it is unlikely that
an administrative extension for this memorial can be granted because there will not be a final
approval from this Commission.
The NPS and the DOI are committed to providing all security features that we deem necessary to
protect the Memorial, the surrounding parkland, and its visitors, and these are what have been
proposed. Security threat assessments like these are our responsibility and we have not learned
anything that would allow us to change the threat assessment. Nevertheless, we appreciate the
Commission's interest and concerns about security matters and we would welcome further
discussions with the Commission about the design of the security provisions for this memorial.
Moreover, as soon as it is available, we intend to provide the Comm:is~io.,TI with the Federal
Bureau of Investigation's forthcoming threat assessment which supports o\rr position, although
this assessment may not reach the Commission before the next meeting.
We hope this information is useful to you as the Commission prepares for our next meeting. In
the meantime, please contact Peter May, Associate Regional Director for Lands, Resources and
Planning at (202) 619-7025 if you would like to explore with us the options for the Memorial
and this vote prior to the upcoming Commission meeting.
Sincerely,

Acting R~gional Director, National Capital Region

COMMISSION ACTION
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NCPC

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. MEMORIAL-REVISED CONCEPT
TIDAL BASIN, WEST POTOMAC PARK
Washington, D.C.
Submitted by the National Park Service
December 7, 2006

Commission Action Requested by Applicant
Approval of concept design plans pursuant to Public Law 104-333, Public Law 105-201, and
Public Law 99-952, as amended and the Commemorative Works Act (40 U.S.C. 8905)

Commission Action
The Commission:

Comments favorably on the revised design concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial,
as shown on NCPC Map File No. 1.51(73.10)-42150.
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. MEMORIAL-REVISED CONCEPT
TIDAL BASIN, WESTPOTOMAC PARK
Washington, D.C.
Submitted by the National Park Service
November 30, 2006

Abstract
The National Park Service (NPS), on behalf of the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial
Project Foundation, Inc. (the Foundation) has submitted a revised concept design for a portion of
the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial to be located in West Potomac Park at the Tidal Basin.
Commission Action Requested by Applicant
Approval of concept design plans pursuant to Public Law 104-333, Public Law 105-201, and
Public Law 99-952, as amended and the Commemorative Works Act (40 U.S.C. 8905)

Executive Director's Recommendation

The Commission:
Comments favorably on the revised design concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial,
as shown on NCPC Map File No. 1.51(73.10)-42150..
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
Background
The NPS has submitted, on behalf of the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project
Foundation, Inc. (the Foundation) a revised design concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial. The authorizing legislation for the memorial was signed by President Clinton on
November 12, 1996. The Commission approved the site for the memorial at its December 2,
1999 meeting.

The site for the memorial is a four-acre, triangular-shaped parcel of land located in West
Potomac Park on the northwestern side of the Tidal Basin. The boundaries generally include
Independence Avenue on the north, the Tidal Basin along the south and east, and a realigned

\,..,_
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PROJECT SITE VICINITY LOCATION
West Basin Drive on the west. The larger setting includes views of the Washington Monument
and across the Tidal Basin to the Jefferson Memorial. Views to the Lincoln Memorial are
obstructed. The most memorable aspect of the site is the expansive view across the Tidal Basin
while at the same time, the inlet of the Tidal Basin provides a sense of enclosure and intimacy.
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Revised Design Concept
The revised concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial is still centered on an overall
geometric relationship of a crescent superimposed within a triangle. The primary vehicle
approach to the memorial is maintained from Independence Avenue on the north and from West
Basin Drive on the west.
The
principal
memorial pedestrian
access is provided
from the intersection
of
Independence
Avenue and · West
Basin
Drive.
Additional
access
points
are
from
connecting walkways
at
Independence
Avenue and from
West Basin Drive
further east and south
of the main memorial
entrance respectively.
The newly submitted
revised design concept
features three changes
to the memorial layout
that · was previously
approved.

The
Mountain
of
Despair · is a large
stone approximately
{£\J
30 feet high that forms
\..L
a portal for the main
APRIL 2006 MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. MEMORIAL
entrance
· to
the
CONCEPT SITE PLAN
memorial. This stone
is pierced and opened
to provide a 12-foot wide entry threshold and now exhibits a simple one-level cascading
waterfalls flanking the stones at the interior side of the memorial. The revision to re-introduce
water to the portal area is indicated in the following graphic on page 4 and in the subsequent
graphics that provide detail on the concept.
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An additional change occurs at the front of the portal entry facing . the intersection of

Independence Avenue and West Basin Drive. The revision now provides a more naturalistic and
landscaped edge to the Mountain of Despair, by eliminating the retaining walls that were
originally featured at the front of the portal area along the entry plaza. This revision is
demonstrated in the perspective highlighting that area on page 5.

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. MEMORIAL REVISED CONCEPT SITE PLAN

The fmal alteration in the concept is the relocation of the Stone of Hope that features th~ relief
sculpture of Dr. King. This element is now moved approximately twenty feet closer to the

;
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memorial entry point to strengthen the relationship ofthe stone to the Mountain ofDespair. This
refinement is demonstrated on the revised site plan.

ELIMINATION OF
RETAINING WALLS

REVISED ENTRY PLAZA EDGE AT THE EXTERIOR OF
THE MOUNTIAN OF DESPAIR

PREVIOUS COMMISSION ACTION
At its December 1, 2005 meeting, the Commission commented favorably on the overall design
concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial except for:
The horizontal bridge of the Memorial Walk, adjacent to the "Mountain of Despair,"
which destroys the intended strong visual relationship between the signature "Mountain of
Despair" and "Stone ofHope."

/.
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The narrow entrance portal through the "Mountain of Despair" because it creates the
potential to impede visitor movements through the memorial's main entrance.
The Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.
The Commission also recommended that the National Park Service and the Foundation, as they
develop preliminary design plans for the memorial:
- Redesign the entrance portal between the Mountain ofDespair to remove the bridge of the
Memorial Walk that interrupts views to the Stone of Hope and beyond, and to provide more·
space for visitor movement in this entry area.
- Provide more detailed photo simulations that clearly indicate the visual impact that the
berm of the proposed memorial would have on views to the Tidal Basin and beyond.
Coordinate with the Park Service on the size, location, and programmatic requirements
for the Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.
At the Commission's April2006 meeting the Commission:
Commended the Foundation for arriving at a simpler and refined focus to the Martin
Luther King, Jr., Memorial. The revisions appropriately respond to the Commission's
earlier review comments.
Commented favorably on the revised design concept for the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial, as shown on NCPC Map File No. 1.51(73.10)-41988, and reminded the
Foundation to coordinate with the Park Service on the size, location, and programmatic
requirements for the Ranger and Visitor Information Kiosk.
Recommended that the opening of the Mountain of Despair be returned to its original
design concept of 12 feet, to reinforce the fundamental concept of the Stone of Hope
appearing to have been pulled forward from the Mountain of Despair.

PROJECT ANALYSIS
Staff is very receptive to the idea of the re-introduction of water as a transitional element
between the portal of natural stone and the finished inscribed wall with Dr. King's orations. The
proposed form of the waterfall and its simple single-height cascade reinforces the simplicity of
the other memorial forms, and also relates to the rising wall. Most importantly, the spatial
presence, and impact of the strong vertical form of the main interior wall is now transitioned by a
fluid and lighter element, which provides the contrast but harmonizing relationship of water and
stone Within the context of the interior finished wall. The design, with its simpler and restrained
water form does not compete nor diminish the Mountain of Despair. And while staff
enthusiastically supports the concept design refinements, staff is concerned about the interface of
the fountain with the larger stones at the portal. Whether this touch-point is achieved by an

NCPC File No. 5907
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altered physical connection or requires a complete break-away from the larger stones of the
portal appears to be the dilemma that the applicant has not yet resolved. Staff clearly recognizes
the design refinement of the fountain can be pursued and submitted at the preliminary project .
design submission stage.
As an additional note, staff acknowledges the revised concept plan relocates the Ranger and
Visitor Information Kiosk, shown on the revised concept site plan, but finds the submission does
not described its exterior features or other design aspects for the two . structures now indicated.
Staffbelieves the preliminary design stage submission, as recommended in Commission's April
2006 review, should address those aspects of that project.
Consequently, staff recommends the Commission comment favora.bly on the revised concept
of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial.

. ~t

E:tEVATED VIEW OF WATERFALL
'
LOCATION

INTERIOR PERSPECTIVE SKETCH VIEW OF THE RE-INTRODUCED WATERFALLS
FLANKING THE MOUNTAIN OF DESPAIR

..
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CONFORMANCE
Comprehensive Plan
The proposal is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital. Specifically,
policies contained in the Parks and Open Space Element state that the federal government
should:
•

Enhance the great cross-axes of the Mall, and protect them from inappropriate
development (Policy No.4, page 109).

•

Use monumental parks and landscapes to provide settings for public buildings,
monuments, and memorials, and to create special environments for limited
activities (Policy No.5, page 109).

•

Site memorials in monumental and designed landscape parks in compliance with
the Memorials and Museums Master Plan (Policy No.6, page 109);

•

Maintain East· and West Potomac Park as an extension of the Mall, as a valuable
recreational open space, and as a space that can be used for outdoor cultural events,
gatherings, and celebrations (Policy No. 8, page 109).

National Environmental Policy Act
Staff· fmds that the revised concept design does not constitute an appreciable change to the
potential environmental effects and related mitigation outlined in the project's July 2005
Environmental Assessment (EA) adopted by the Commission in November 2005. Consequently,
the Commission's Finding of No Significant Impact remains valid for environmental review
purposes in compliance with the Commission's procedures.
The revised concept design maintains mitigation actions defined by both the NEP A analysis and
the Commission staff comments on the EA. Primarily this involved the height of the berm and
viewshed effects from that feature to and from the memorial, and remains unchanged from the
April 2006 approved-design.
The reintroduction of water in the memorial will require excavation and foundation development
that was fully analyzed by the July 2005 NEPA review. No significant adverse impacts result
from the use of water at the memorial nor does the reintroduction of water features introduce
qualities or effects outside the EA findings completed by the Commission in 2005.
National Historic Preservation Act
The Park Service is serving as lead agency for the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA)
compliance. In March 1999, at the time the Tidal Basin site was being considered, NPS wrote to
the D.C. State Historic Preservation Officer (DC SHPO) determining that a memorial at that
location would potentially have an adverse effect on the landscape and National Register
qualities of West Potomac Park.

;
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On September 13, 2005 NPS wrote to the D.C SHPO determining that the proposed concept
design would potentially have an adverse effect on the National Register qualities of West
Potomac Park: "The construction of an earthen berm, above the historically flat topography of
the park, will introduce another raised element into the historic landscape." NPS noted that
similar modifications to the 20th-century engineered fill have occurred at other memorials. "As
the design development and consultation continue, other potential adverse effects . may be
identified."
·
The letter continues:
Mitigation of the impacts associated with other raised elements in this flat landscape has
been accomplished during the design approval process by considering h~ight and visual
openings in the design. The Foundation, National Park Service, NCPC and CFA have
agreed to limit the access of the memorial design from the area of the historic cherry
trees, allowing an entrance~ not unlike that of the FDR Memorial, but considerably less .
than was introduced by the construction of the Thomas Jefferson memorial. This initial
mitigation requirement is reflected in the submitted design and will be adhered to by the
National Park Service in the ensuing design approval process.
NPS held a consultation meeting on September 19, 2005 that included representatives from the
Foundation, the DC SHPO, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, NCPC, The National
·
Coalition to Save Our Mall, and the Committee of 100.
The Park Service continues development of a draft of a Memorandum of Agreement that will be
sent to the.agency signatories for their comments. The draft MOA proposes terms by which NPS
will conduct future design review and Section 106 consultation for the project with agencies and
the interested public. The MOA also determines the Area of Potential Effect, the determination
of effect, and the affected historic resources. NPS, in consultation with the DC SHPO and other
parties, has determined that West Potomac Park is the affected area: The historic resources are .
the contributing structures and features of West Potomac Park.
·
NPS's determination of effect is described in its draft MOA: "The NPS has determined that the
Undertaking, which includes site regrading and construction of an earthen berm; the relocation or
removal of9 cherry trees; demolition, realignment and reconstruction of a portion of West Basin
Drive and its signalized intersection with Independence Avenue may have an adverse effect on
West Potomac Park, properties included in the National Register of Historic Places."
Staff notes that the previous revised concept submission responded to the recommendation that
visual analysis be undertaken to clearly indicate the visual impact that the berm of the proposed
memorial would have on views to the Tidal Basin and beyond, Those aspects of the earlier April
design remain unchanged.

COORDINATION
Coordinating Committee

"
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The Coordinating Committee reviewed the whole of the memorial on November 9, 2005, when a
water feature of greater dimension existed within the memorial. The Committee forwarded the
proposal to the Commission with the statement that the project ha$ been coordinated with all
agencies represented, the participating agencies were: NCPC; the District of Columbia Office of
Planning; the District Department of Transportation; the Department of Housing and Community
Development; the Fire Department; the General Services Administration; the National Park
.
Service and the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority.
Commission on Fine Arts
At its Octoberl9, 2006 meeting the Commission of Fine Arts reviewed the revised concepf
design for the memorial featuring the. waterfalls. The Commission did not approve the proposed
revision to add the two water features flanking the Mountain of Despair. The Commission
requested that the design team continue its study of the crucial connection of the water, the
Mountain, and the inscribed interior wall, recommending that several alternates be developed for
their consideration. It was recommended one of the alternatives should investigate completely
separating the wall from the Mountain of pespair.

EXAMPLE WATERFALL CONCEPT DETAILS
INDICATING FORM AND NATURE OF WATER FLOW
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August 11, 2009

Direct Dial

(202) 955-8658

Client No.

c 66571-00005

Fax No.

(202) 530-4212
Dan Wenk, Acting Director
National Park Service
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240

Re:

NPS's Lack ofResponse to June 24, 2009 Letter re: Martin Luther King
Memorial: Proposed Visitor Facility and Bookstore

Dear Mr. Wenk:
We are writing this letter to express our displeasure with the National Park Service's
failure to respond to, or even acknowledge receipt of, our June 24, 2009 letter requesting a
meeting to discuss outstanding issues with the Martin Luther King ("MLK") Memorial's
proposed visitor facility and bookstore. The June 24 letter was sent to follow up on a December
2008 letter sent by the National Coalition to Save Our Mall, which raised concerns about the
MLK Memorial visitor facility and bookstore. The National Park Service has also failed to
respond to, or even acknowledge, the December 2008 letter. We are concerned and distressed
that the National Park Service has, in almost seven months, made no efforts to address the
legitimate concerns raised by the Coalition's letters. The questions raised by the Coalition are
legitimate and should be dealt with in the ordinary course of business.
We still hope to be able to resolve the issues raised in both the Coalition's December
2008 letter and reiterated in our June 24, 2009 letter in an informal, personal meeting, and
without resort to the courts. If, however, the National Park Service continues to ignore our
requests for such a meeting and refuses to discuss the legitimate issues we have raised, we will
be forced to explore other options for addressing these issues.
We strongly encourage the National Park Service to respond to this letterwithin the next
seven days and begin the necessary dialogue to avoid involving the courts in this issue. As the
design of the MLK Memorial's visitor facility and bookstore will be discussed at the August 25
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Section 106 meeting, we urge the National Park Service to provide a prompt response so that we
might discuss our concerns and input prior to that meeting.

Sincerely,

JW/tm
cc:

Peter May, Associate Regional Director for Lands, Resources and Planning, National
Park Service
·
Edward A. Boling, General Counsel, Counsel on Environmental Quality
Lois Schiffer, General Counsel, National Capital Planning Commission
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Young, Deborah B.
From:

NCPC General Information

Sent:

Tuesday, July 08,2008 6:50 PM

To:

Young, Deborah B.

Cc:

MacSpadden, Lisa N.; Hernandez, Athena W.

Subject: FW: Martin Luther King Memorial and Need for a New Independent National Mall Plan
FYI

From: Mark Beisse [mailto:mabeisse@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 08, 2008 1:45PM
To: NCPC General Information
Subject: Martin Luther King Memorial and Need for a New Independent National Mall Plan
Dear John V. Cogbill, III:
I have reviewed the National Capital Planning Commission information on the meeting Thursday about
the proposed Martin Luther King Memorial and believe that there is immediate need for an independent
National Mall review leading to the preparation of a new comprehensive plan refinement.
The proposed memorial has many elements that I support. I know the Tidal Basin area very well having
visited the Thomas Jefferson Memorial and the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial
Park frequently while living for 18 years in the District of Columbia. I am an active supporter of similar
efforts including the United States Institute of Peace headquarters building and the National Museum of
the American Indian.
Please include in action the NCPC takes this week the recommendation to the National Park Service that
it seek urgent authority from Congress to appoint a special panel to engage in an overall National Mall
plan updating and ensure we exercise proper stewardship of individual memorials.
Sincerely,
Mark A. Beisse
2205 NE 92nd Street
Seattle, Washington 98115

7/9/2008
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December 31, 2008
Ms. Mary Bomar, Director
National Park Service
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240
Dear Ms. Bomar:
This letter is written on behalf of the National Coalition to Save Our Mall, a nonprofit,
charitable organization founded in 2000 that works to protect and enhance the integrity of the
National Mall, concerning the proposal by the National Park Service ("NPS") to include a
visitors facility/restrooms/bookstore structure as a component of the Martin Luther King, Jr.
("MLK") Memorial Project in Washington, D.C. While the National Coalition to Save Our Mall
strongly supports creation of the MLK Memorial itself, the organization believes that the belated
inclusion of a visitor facility in the MLK Memorial violates the Commemorative Works Act, 40
U.S.C. § 8908(c), and the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), 42 U.S.C. §
4332(2)(C).
Background
In July 1998, Congress passed and President Clinton signed into law authorization to
establish a memorial to honor Martin Luther King, Jr. in Area I of the Mall, pursuant to the
Commemorative Works Act. Pursuant to that authority, the National Capital Planning
Commission ("NCPC"), the Commission on Fine Arts ("CF A"), and the National Capital
Memorial Commission ("NCMC") proceeded with the evaluation and selection of a site.
On October 21, 1999, a joint CFA/NCPC-NPS task force agreement established 11
design parameters, which were approved by the NCPC and CFA in December 1999, including
the following:
4. "All of the cherry trees along the Tidal Basin must be preserved" although "[i]t is understand
that one to three trees may be removed or repositioned if absolutely necessary for purposes of
access between the tidal Basin walkway and the Memorial at the location ofthe existing access
way"
8. "No element of the Memorial shall exceed 20feet in height"
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9. "There shall be no bookstore, museum, or other rooms located at the Memorial, above or
below grade."
10. "There shall be no restroom facilities at the Memorial."
2005 Environmental Assessment ("EA''), at 1-11. In December 1999, the NCPC, CFA, and
NCMC also approved a four-acre site for the memorial in west Potomac Park, west of the Tidal
Basin, subject to these approved design parameters. EA, at 2-4.
The design of ROMA Design Group was selected in September 2000 following a design
competition. The memorial itself will be on a 3-acre triangular area bounded by Independence
Avenue, a relocated West Basin Drive, and the western edge of the Tidal Basin walkway. ld. at
2-6. Its main features include a central plaza partially enclosed by earthen berms, a symbolic
entranceway ("the Mountain of Despair," and a large sculptural element- "the Stone of Hope" -a 30+-foot boulder sculpted with Dr. King's image and writings. Id. Two acres of site would
be landscaped green softscape. An additional 1 acre is dedicated to the realignment of West
Basin Drive and associated sidewalks. Jd. The winning design did not include a visitor facility
and satisfied each of the 11 design parameters.
The NPS prepared an EA in July 2005, based on the Roma Design. In the section titled
"visitor use and experience," the EA contained a brief discussion about the need for "a variety of
on-site services, including restroom and interpretative facilities," particularly for families and the
elderly. The EA acknowledged that "Such facilities would be inconsistent with the parameters
established for the site under a previous NPS policy that emphasized centralized restrooms in the
Mall area." EA, at 4-6. Nonetheless, in the sub-section entitled "mitigation," the EA stated that
"an attractively designed structure located in the southwest corner of the site would enhance
visitor comfort and would also be used to house ranger or interpretative functions. Such a
facility should be unobtrusive in scale, with a height similar to the memorial berm and a footprint
of 1,750 square feet (approximately 1 percent of the site area)." EA, at 4-5. The EA also stated
that the Memorial would have no effect on cherry trees. EA, at 4-7.
In December 2005, the design of the Memorial was revised to include a visitor facility
containing a bookstore, interpretive center, and restrooms. NPS's FONSI, at 4-5. Subsequently,
the NPS consulted with the D.C. State Historic Preservation Officer ("SHPO") pursuant Section
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, 16 U.S.C. § 470f. The Section 106 consultations
resulted in design changes to the visitor facility to reduce its impacts on the Mall's historic
features. The facility, as finally approved, will be 14 feet high and approximately 3,000 square
feet, 1 wh~ch is 1.9 percent of the Memorial area and 1.6 percent of the completed project work
site, See NCPC Finding of No Significant Impact ("FONSI"), at 3.
1

According to the NCPC, the visitor support building will be 2,932.5 square feet. NCPC FONSI, at 3.
According to the NPS, the visitor facility will be 3,100 square feet. Letter from Peter May, NPS, to Judy
Scott Feldman, at 3 (Aug. 21, 2008).
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Despite these changes, the NPS never supplemented its EA and FONSI to evaluate these
impacts or determine whether the cumulative impact of these changes results in a significant
impact on the environment. Instead, the NPS and the NCPC reviewed the final plans for the
project, and prepared Findings of No Significant Impact ("FONSis") in August 2008. The
NPS's FONSI did not evaluate the impacts of the visitor's facility, or even disclose its size, but
continued to treat it as "mitigation." NPS' FONSI, at 4. The NCPC's FONSI address the visitor
facility and the relocated West Basin Drive (but not the security bollards), asserted its evaluation
included the visitor facility and the relocated West Basin Drive (but not the security bollards),
and concluded that these additions to the Memorial "do not constitute any appreciable change to
the environmental effects and related mitigation outlined in the project's July 2005
Environmental Assessment (EA)." NCPC FONSI, at 3. With respect to the visitor's facility, the
NCPC's FONSI assumed that the impact of the visitor's facility had been evaluated in the EA,
albeit at different location and smaller size, and concluded that the final design reduces the
potential environmental impact further and that there are "no appreciable changes to the
environmental outcome relative to the visitor support facility and location." Jd
Discussion
A.

Violation of NEP A

The first issue is whether the NPS violated NEPA by failing to fully assess the impacts of
the proposed "visitor facility."
While the 2005 EA discusses the possibility of an "unobtrusive" visitor facility of no
more than 1,750 square feet, the facility as finally designed is nearly double this size.
Moreover, the 2005 EA made no attempt to evaluate the impact of the visitor facility on the
natural, cultural, or aesthetic resources of West Potomac Park, or on water quality and
viewsheds, but instead characterized the visitor facility as "mitigation." However, the NEPA
regulations promulgated by the Council on Environmental Quality ("CEQ") define "mitigation"
as a way to avoid, minimize, rectify, or compensate for the impact of a potentially harmful
action. 40 C.F.R. §§ 1508.20(a)-(e). In order to be effective, a mitigation measure must be
supported by analytical data demonstrating why it will "constitute an adequate buffer against the
negative impacts that may result from the authorized activity." See Nat'! Parks & Conservation
Ass'n v Babbitt, 241 F.3d 722, 734 (9th Cir. 2001).
In this case, while the lack of on-site restrooms, a bookstore and ranger station may
detract from the "visitor's experience" in terms of comfort or convenience, the absence of these
facilities does not rectify or minimize any potential environmental impact. As the CEQ
regulations make clear, the project's "effects" (which are synonymous with "impacts") are
limited to "ecological (such as the effects on natural resources and on the components, structures,
and functioning of affected ecosystems), aesthetic, historic, cultural, economic, social or health,
whether direct, indirect, or cumulative." 40 C.F.R. § 1508.8(b). While the NEPA document
should consider environmental impacts on the visitor experience (such as impacts to views,
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aesthetics, noise, air quality, and cultural resources), 2 potential visitor discomfort and
inconvenience due the lack of an on-site book store alone cannot constitute an effect on the
environment that should be mitigated. Therefore the visitor's facility does not mitigate any
effects on the human environment.
Moreover, neither the NPS's FONSI nor the NCPC's FONSI cure the flaws in the 2005
The NPS's FONSI, like the EA, continues to treat the visitor facility as "mitigation" and
does not even disclose the increased size. The FONSI prepared by the NCPC does address the
visitor facility and the relocated West Basin Drive (but not the impacts of the addition of security
bollards), and concludes that "the action poses a minor range of activity and does not present any
major or significant adverse effects." NCPC FONSI, at 6. However, the NCPC's FONSI does
not evaluate the impacts of visitor facility itself based on the assumption that the impacts of a
smaller facility were evaluated in the 2005 EA, and only evaluated whether the subsequent
design changes to the Memorial would "constitute any appreciable change to the environmental
effects and related mitigation outlined in the project's July 2005 Environmental Assessment
(EA)." FONSI, at 3. Agencies "may not avoid preparing an EIS by making conclusory
assertions that an activity will have only an insignificant impact on the environment." Ocean
Advocates v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng'rs, 402 F.3d 846, 864 (9th Cir. 2005). "If an agency opts
not to prepare an EIS, it must put forth a 'convincing statement of reasons' to explain why a
project's impacts are insignificant" in an EA. 40 C.F.R. § 150l.4(a), (b), (e).
Accordingly, the FONSI does not correct the initial defect in the EA.

~A.

The NPS' NEP A compliance is also flawed because the inclusion of the visitor facility
violated the design parameters established for the Memorial. While these design parameters are not
independently actionable/ the NPS' environmental policies provide that "conflict with an up-todate and valid park plan, statement of purpose and significance, or other policy" is a reason for
eliminating an alternative. NPS, Director's Order 12 and Environmental Handbook, Section
4.5.E.6.(d). 4 In this case, the visitor facility violates two of the 11 design parameters: specifying
that "[t]here shall be no bookstore, museum, or other rooms located at the Memorial, above or
2

See Grand Canyon Air Tour Coalition v. F.A.A., 154 F.3d 455,466 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (evaluating
impact of noise on visitor experience of Grand Canyon); Greater Yellowstone Coalition v. Kempthorne,
577 F.Supp.2d 183, 205 (D.D.C. 2008) (evaluating impact on air quality on visitor's experience); Sierra
Club v. Mainella, 459 F.Supp.2d 76 (D.D.C. 2006) (rejecting NPS rationale that it did not need to
evaluate impact of surface drilling in areas remote from a visitor center on "visitor experience" ).
3

Agency guidelines that were not developed pursuant to delegated legislative authority and were
not promulgated under the APA's rulemaking requirements do not have the force of law. Coliseum Square
Ass'n, Inc. v. Jackson, 465 F.3d 215, 229-30 (5 1h Cir. 2006).
4

Likewise, the CEQ regulations provide that an EIS must "discuss any inconsistency of a
proposed action with any approved State or local plan and laws (whether or not federally sanctioned).
Where an inconsistency exists, the statement should describe the extent to which the agency would
reconcile its proposed action with the plan or law." 40 C.F.R. §1506.2(d).
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below grade," and that "[t]here shall be no restroom facilities at the Memorial."5
Neither the NPS's EA nor the FONSI acknowledge this conflict. To the contrary, the EA
asserts that the Memorial will "conform with established design parameters for height, bulk, nwnber
of stories, and open space of the proposed Memorial." EA, at 4-2. The NCPC's EA acknowledged
an inconsistency with a separate policy emphasizing centralized restrooms in the mall area, but
stated that· evidently the NPS "was reconsidering that policy in regard to this Memorial." NCPC
FONSI, at 3. However, neither FONSI indicate that the design parameters for the MLK Memorial
have been "reconsidered," or deal with the final design's inconsistency with these parameters.
According to the NEPA regulations of the Council on Environmental Quality, the
"significance" of a proposed action must be analyzed in the appropriate context and intensity,
taking into account "[u]nique characteristics of the geographic area such as proximity to historic
or cultural resources, park lands ... " 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27. As the NPS's environmental
policies make clear, an assessment of whether a proposed action may significantly affect the
environment should take into account "[t]he degree to which the action may adversely affect
historic properties in or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places, or other
significant scientific, archeological, or cultural resources." NPS, Director's Order 12, Handbook
on Environmental, Section 4.2.B.8, at 45.
Here, the NPS did not evaluate the impact of the visitor facility either as an impact itself,
or in the context of the relevant design parameters and unique characteristics of the National
Mall. While the MLK Memorial was found during the Section 106 process to have an adverse
effect on West Potomac Park, albeit one that "is limited and being mitigated," according to the
NPS, the DC SHPO apparently "agreed that the visitor services facility creates no significant
impacts beyond the Memorial itself." Letter from Peter May, NPS, to Judy Scott Feldman, at 3
(Aug. 21, 2008); NCPC FONSI, at 4. Accordingly, the NPS's conclusion in the FONSI that the
MLK Memorial and visitor facility will not have a significant impact on the environment was not
based on consideration of the relevant factors and does not make a convincing case that the
impacts of the visitor facility are insignificant.

B.

Violation of the Commemorative Works Act.

The next issue is whether the visitor's facility violates the Commemorative Works Act
Clarification and Revision Act of 2003, which establishes as the "Reserve" the area extending
from the U.S. Capitol, the Lincoln Memorial, the White House, and the Jefferson Memorial, and
5

Moreover, the NPS's management policies provide that, "[w]hen necessary to provide visitor
information and interpretive services, visitor centers may be constructed at locations identified in
approved plans." NPS, "Management Policies," Section 9.3.1.3 (Aug. 31, 2006). Assuming that the
visitor facility constitutes a "visitor center" (see discussion below), the inclusion of this facility as part of
the Memorial also violates the established design parameters also violates the NPS' management policies.
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provides that after the date of that act, "no commemorative work or visitor's center shall be
located within the Reserve." 40 U.S.C. § 8908(c). The 1998 legislation authorizing the
establishment of the MLK Memorial does not specifically authorize a visitor center. The visitor
facility was included in the design in 2005, after the passage of the moratorium in visitor's center
enacted by the Commemorative Works Act Clarification and Revision Act of 2003. There is
nothing in that statute that "grandfathers" previously-approved memorials from the prohibition.
Therefore, arguably, the MLK Memorial cannot include a visitor center unless one is specifically
authorized by Congress.
The NPS implicitly recognizes that the MLK cannot lawfully include a "visitor center"
by arguing that the visitor facility "does not rise to the broader level of services that are typically
found in a 'Visitor Center."' NPS FONSI, at 4. As the record makes clear, the MLK memorial
includes a "visitor support building," which will be 3,100 square feet, and will have a "rest
rooms, mechanical space to support the memorial, a ranger contact station, and a book store to
serve the interpretative needs of the public." Letter from Peter May, NPS, to Judy Scott
Feldman, at 2 (Aug. 21, 2008). According to the NPS, in order to be a visitor's center, it must
also "include a lobby, exhibit area, theater, interpretative offices and approach a minimize size of
5000SF to 7000SF." NPS FONSI, at 4. The NPS therefore assumes that the inclusion of the
visitor facility does not violate the prohibition on "visitor centers" enacted by the
Commemorative Works Act Clarification and Revision Act of 2003.
However, the NPS' argument that the visitor facility contemplated for the MLK
memorial is not a "visitor center" is not supported by the NPS' own management policies.
According to this policy, there is no facility that can be generically defined as a "visitor's
facility." Rather, there are four specific types of"visitor facilities": (1) "information and
interpretative facilities," (2) "overnight accommodations and food services, (3) "comfort
stations" (toileting facilities), and (4) "other visitor's facilities, (picnic and other day use area,
facilities for water recreation, and skiing facilities). NPS, "Management Policies 2006, Guide to
Managing the National Park System," Section 9.3 (Aug. 31, 2006)
(www .nps.gov/policy/mp/policies.html· 6 The facility at the MLK Memorial bests fits the
category of"information and interpretative facilities." ld Section 9.3.1.
The NPS' management policies further identify seven specific types of "information and
interpretative facilities": (1) signs, (2) "entrance stations" (used for fee collection), (3) "visitors
centers," (4) "amphitheaters" (including campfire circles); (5) "wayside exhibits" (exhibits
placed along roads and trails), (6) "viewing devices" (such as binoculars and telescopes), and (7)
"facilities for arts and culture" (such as concerts, films, lectures, plays, craft shows, and art
exhibits). Jd The proposed visitor facility is clearly neither an "amphitheater," a "viewing
device," or a "facility for arts and culture," and it includes too many interpretative functions and
information services (e.g. the book store and ranger contact station) to be a "wayside exhibit" or
6

The "visitor's facility planning model" is apparently a computer-based planning tool that
assists in the NPS is identifying the appropriate size and interior space needs in planning visitor
facility.
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a "comfort station."
By contrast, the proposed visitor facility does meet the definition of "visitor center" in the
NPS's Management Policies. These policies define "visitor center" as a type of"information
and interpretative facility" whose functions "may include," "[ajs appropriate":
information services, sales of educational materials and theme-related items, audiovisual
programs, museums, museum collections storage, exhibits, and other staffed or self-help
programs and spaces necessary for a high-quality visitor experience. Additionally, the
need for restrooms, drinking fountains, and other basic visitor requirements will be
considered during the planning and design stage. The size and scope of all visitor centers
will be evaluated using the Visitor Center Planning Model or similar tool before
submitting any visitor center project to the Director for approval.
ld. Section 9.3.1.3 (emphasis added).

The NPS nonetheless argues that a facility that contains a book store and interpretative
space at a ranger contact station, and mechanical space to support the memorial does not satisfy
the definition of "visitor center" because it does not have a lobby, exhibit area, or theater, and is
less than 5000 square feet. Letter from Peter May, NPS, to Judy Scott Feldman, at 2 (Aug. 21,
2008); NCPC FONSI, at 3. However, as the NPS' own Management Policies makes clear,
classification as a visitor center turns on whether the facility "includes" interpretative functions
and information services, such as "sales of educational materials." Nothing in this definition
suggests that a visitor center must include a lobby, exhibit area, or theater, or require a set
amount of space devoted to these functions. Accordingly, the "visitor facility" constitutes a
"visitor center" for purposes of the NPS' management policies. Since there is no other definition
of "visitor center" under the Commemorative Works Act, the NPS definition should control.
Indeed, not only does the provision of the visitor center violate the Commemorative
Works Act, the provision ofthis facility also violates the NPS's Management Policies. These
management policies provide that visitor centers "will be constructed only when it has been
determined that indoor media are the most effective means of communicating major elements of
the park story and that a central public contact point is needed." NPS, "Management Policies,"
Section 9.3 1.3. Further, "To minimize visual intrusions and impacts on major park features,
visitor centers will generally not be located ne~ such features." ld.
Here, the visitor support building is located within the three-acre MLK Memorial project
area. Indeed, in April2008, the facility was in fact re-located so as to be even closer to the MLK
Memorial. While the EA suggests that on-site rest rooms are necessary for families and elderly
persons who would be unable to walk 750 feet to the facilities at the FDR Memorial, this need
could have been met simply by providing on-site rest room facilities. There is no showing in the
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record that an on-site book store, ranger station, "mechanical space," or interpretative facilities
are in any way "necessary." Accordingly, inclusion of the visitor facility in the final plans for
the MLK Memorial violates the Commemorative Works Act, 40 U.S.C. § 8908(c).
Accordingly, the NPS violated the Commemorative Works Act, NEPA and its own
regulations by approving the visitor facility component of the MLK Memorial. We therefore
request that the NPS immediately take action to cure the aforementioned violations of law by
rescinding its August 22, 2008 Decision Notice and FONSI for the project.
Very truly yours,

c:

Ferster,
Andrea
Attorney for National Coalition to Save Our Mall
cc: Peter May, Associate Regional Director for Lands, Resources and Planning,
National Park Service
Edward T. Boling, General Counsel, Counsel on Environmental Quality
Lois Schiffer, General Counsel, National Capital Planning Commission
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The Honorable Peter Welch
U.S. House of Representatives
1401 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-4501
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Dear Representative Welch:
:-,1ayorat Apoo,nrees
Arrin~tan D~>on

Stacie S. T;,rner

Thank you for your kind letter of September 26, 2007. We very much
appreciate your recognition of the National Capital Planning Commission and
its work in helping to make the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial a reality. As
you know, we have reviewed and approved plans for the Memorial, and we
look forward to that memorial taking its rightful place on the Mall.
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Your letter also reminded us that Vermont granite is a part of some of the
most significant monuments and memorials around our country, including the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington. There is no doubt about the
quality and beauty of Vermont granite.
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You may recall that, under the Commemorative Works Act, sponsoring
organizations (the landowners of the land on which the memorial will be
located) bring their site locations and design proposals to us and to other
organizations, such as the Commission of Fine Arts, for review and approval.
While there are a number of design criteria specified in the Commemorative
Works Act, neither the National Capital Planning Commission nor the
Commission of Fine Arts· is in a position to select or designate the types of
materials to be used. The choice of materials is left up to the designer, the
memorial sponsor, and the government agency that owns the land and that
will ultimately be the host for the memorial.
We very much appreciate your interest in the National Capital Planning
Commission and this most important memorial. We would look forward to
answering any questions that you might have and providing any additional
information as may be necessary.
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The Honorable Bernard Sanders
United States Senate
SD-332 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-4503
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Dear Senator Sanders:
Mayorat 4ppounees
Arrinqton DivQn

Srac1e S.Tr,rner

E, Offtc;o Members
SeL~·etary

Thank you for your kind letter of September 26, 2007. We very much
appreciate your recognition of the National Capital Planning Commission and
its work in helping to make the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial a reality. As
you know, we have reviewed and approved plans for the Memorial, and we
look forward to that memorial taking its rightful place on the Mall.
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Your letter also reminded us ·that Vermont granite is a part of some of the
most significant monuments and memorials around our country, including the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington. There is no doubt about the
quality and beauty of Vermont granite.
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Acting Executive Director

You may recall that, under the Commemorative Works Act, sponsoring
organizations (the landowners of the land on which the memorial will be
located) bring their site locations and design proposals to us and to other
organizations, such as the Commission of Fine Arts, for review and approval.
While there are a number of design criteria specified in the Commemorative
Works Act, neither the National Capital Planning Commission nor the
Commission of Fine Arts is in a position to select or designate the types of
materials to be used. The choice of materials is left up to the designer, the
memorial sponsor, and the government agency that owns the land and that
will ultimately be the host for the memorial.
We very much appreciate your interest in the National Capital Planning
Commission and this most important memorial. We would look forward to
answering any questions that you might have and providing any additional
information as may be necessary.
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Dear Senator Leahy:
Thank you for your kind letter of September 26, 2007. We very much
appreciate your recognition of the National Capital Planning Commission and
its work in helping to make the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial a reality. As
you know, we have reviewed and approved plans for the Memorial, and we
look forward to that memorial taking its rightful place on the Mall.
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The Honorable Patrick J. Leahy
United State Senate
SR-433 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-4502

1

Your letter. also reminded us that Vermont granite is a part of some of the
most significant monuments and memorials around our country, including the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington. There is no doubt about the
quality and beauty of Vermont granite.
You may recall that, under the Commemorative Works Act, sponsoring
organizations (the landowners of the land on which the memorial will be
located) bring their site locations and design proposals to us and to other
organizations, such as the Commission of Fine Arts, for review and approval.
While there are a number of design criteria specified in the Commemorative
Works Act, neither the National Capital Planning Commission nor the
Commission of Fine Arts is in a position to select or designate the types of
materials to be used. The choice of materials is left up to the designer, the
memorial sponsor, and the government agency that owns the land and that
will ultimately be the host for the memorial.
We very much appreciate your interest in the National Capital Planning
Commission and this most important memorial. We would look forward to
answering any questions that you might have and providing any additional
information as may be necessary.
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September 26,2007
Mr. Roderick D. Gillum
Chairman
Washington, D.C. Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Foundation
401 F Street NW, Suite 334
Washington, D.C. 20001
Mr. John V. Cogbill Ill
Chairman
National Capital Planning Commission
40 1 9th Street, NW
North Lobby, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20004
Dear Messrs. Gillum and Cogbill:
Thank you for all ofthe work that you have put into the development and design of the
Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial. This memorial undoubtedly will become a hallmark of our
nation's capital, as well as an extraordinary tribute to one of America's greatest heroes. We
would like to share with you, though, our strong belief that this great American monument
should be built with American products.
Barre, Vermont, often referred to as the "Granite Capital ofthe World," produces the world's
finest granite. Barre granite has been used in some of the most significant monuments and
memorials around the country, including the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington.
Furthermore, Barre manufacturers provide their employees with excellent wages and ensure
the highest safety standards at their facilities.
Therefore, we strongly urge the memorial's designers and artists to use American granite in
the construction of this important project. In addition, we invite you to visit Vermont and
tour our world famous granite quarries in Barre at your earliest possible convenience.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. Please contact us if you have any
questions about our requests. We look forward to hearing from you and welcoming you to
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PATRICK LEAHY
United States Senator
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United States Senator

March 12, 2007
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Mr. Joe Hurwitz
19159 Stedwick Drive
Gaithersburg, MD 20886

North Lobby, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20004

Tel 202 482-7200
Fax 202 482-7272

www.ncpc.gov

Dear Mr. Hurwitz:
I am responding to your letter of March 8, 2007 expressing your disappointment in the
selection process and choice of sculptor by the Martin Luther King, Jr. Foundation.
Please know that this is a very important memorial. However, NCPC does not participate
in the selection of sculptors, architects or designers for projects that are submitted for its
approval. We are forwarding a copy of your letter and photos to the Foundation.
Sincerely, .

cc:

Harry Johnson, President
Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Memorial Project Foundation

March 8, 2007
Honorable John V. Cogbill ill, Chairman
National Capitol Planning Commission
401-9th Street NW Suite 500 N
Washington DC 20004

The Honorable John V. Cogbill ill,

I am writing to you today to exp~ss my disappointment in the selection process and
the choice of sculptor chosen by the MLK, Jr. Foundation's architects. I believe
everyone involved in the completion of the Mall memorial sincerely wants the best
possible result. So do I. When it comes down to it, I don't care if the best sculpture ever
made of Dr. King is made by a Chinese communist sculptor, or even a Martian.
However, the all-too-predictable result of selecting a School of Socialist Realism
sculptor, is a socialist realist image, a Chainnan King on the Mall- or, more likely, "Mao
on the Mall," or "Made in China on the Mall." There is a very real chance that this
sculpture of Reverend King, as approved by the U.S. Commission of Fine Arts, will be an
object of national ridicule and opprobrium.
I am an American sculptor who feels that somewhere in this country of ours, if an
open competition had been announced, that an American- possibly a black American
sculptor- might have produced the winning result. No such opportunity was permitted
by the Memorial Foundation. (I've included photos of my sculptural effort, copies of a
letter sent to the U.S. Commission of Fine Arts, and a copy of the newspaper article in
question for easier reference.)
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 301.948.0580 or
240.605.4141 or write the address below.
Sincerely,

,
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Joe Hurwitz
19159 Stedwick Dr.
Gaithersburg MD 20886

March 4, 2007
Hon. Carle A Powell III, Chairman
U.S. Commission of Fine Arts
National Building Museum
401 F St NW Ste 312
Washington DC 20001-2728
202.504.2200
The Honorable Mr. Powell,
I read with disappointment a picture article in the Washington Times of2116/07 by
Associated Press reporter Brett Zongker, entitled "Chinese sculptor picked to create King
memorial," that informs us that master sculptor, Lei Yixin, schooled in the tradition of
Socialist Realism, one of nine sculptors called ••national treasures" by the cotntriunist
government of China (and famed for his portrayal of Chairman Mao) was chosen by
architects with the memorial foundation at a stone-carving symposium in July 2006.
Lei Yixin, in the photo accompanying the article, is shown beside his maquette of Dr.
King, which is, in fact, masterfully executed, and is a good likeness of Dr. King. The
article goes on to state that on 2/15/07 the U.S. Commission ofFine Arts approved this
sculpture, an important step in the many sign-offs required for a new Mall monument.
Official approval notwithstanding, I object to this selection for these reasons:
The portrayal shows Dr. King as a massive physical champion of civil rights looking like a Mr. T meets Mr. Clean, in a posture ofboastful victory, chest puffed out,
arms tight across his chest, hands powerfully gripping his arms, feet wide apart like a
middle linebacker, head up with an all-conquering gaze on his face -rather than a
spiritual champion of civil rights, whose power springs not from a pumped-up physical
strength but from a rock-solid faith in a strength from without- his unwavering faith in
God. How could Mr. Lei alter his model to show spiritual, not physical strength? Bring
Dr. King's feet closer together, relax his arms and the steely grip of his hands, deflate his
chest, lower his head some and give him a thoughtful, contemplative look. One can go
only so far in secularizing Reverend King. Take the cleric's robe off. Show him in just
suit and tie. But bleach every hint of religion out of him and there's no more Dr. King.
In addition to my disapproval of the sculpture itself, I object to the process of its
selection. Why wasn't there an international sculpture competition to pick the best
completed sculpture model like there was for the design project as a whole? Why in the
world was a communist sculptor picked? Who thinks Dr. King approved of Chairman
Mao's human rights practices? Why would the Commission think politics doesn't
matter?
I am an American sculptor who welcomes competition of this sort. Yes, I have an
iron in this matter. I was looking forward to it. Enclosed are photos of my effort. Yes, it
looks like Dr. King, and, no, it doesn't make him look full of himself, and, no, I'm not
the only American sculptor who can do this, and I'm not the only American sculptor who
might feel this way.

-2-

Moreover, why wasn't a group of prominent sculptors assembled to help with the
selection of the sculpture? Why was this selection left to architects? There have been
dramatic technical advances in sculpture, enabling a sculptor to produce a plaster model
and having it enlarged up to ten times to be executed with computer-aided carving
machines in stone: Visit the websites of the non-profit Digital Stone Project,
www .digitalstorieproject.org and www .infodigitalstoneproject.org,
If you have any questions or comments please call me at 301.948.0580 or
240.605.4141 or write the address below.
Sincerely,

J~ Hurwitz
19159 Stedwick Dr.
Gaithersburg MD 20886
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the 6-year-old went upstairs
and then came back down
saying a-man was stealing
their safe. ·
The motber then called her
husband, who was a short
distance away, on her cell
phone. .
As the husband arrived
home, he saw a man fleeing
with the safe in a garbage bag
and tried to hold him until
police arrived, but the suspect
managed to eseape. He left
behind his coat, which
contained stolen jewelry.
Mr. Revels was later found
and arrested without incident
at Frostburg State University·~
athletic facility. All stolen
property was·recovered.
He was being held on
$200,000 bond at the Allegany
County Detention Center.
·

· problems yesterday.
Metro spokesman Steven
: Thubenkibel said Metrorail
: trains were operating nonnally,
· and Metrobuses were able to
' run.their posted routes.
He 8Iso said MetroAccess
· drivers have been able to
· respond to their calls for regular
.service.
The transit agency faced
. some weather-related problems
:yesterday, but service was
: adjusted to accommodate
: custcmers. Metrorail's mt>rning
commute period was extended
: until11 a.m. because so.many of
·the region's employers opened
· later than usual.
Metrobus operators also had
:to stay on snow-emergency
:routes because of icy conditions
on many streets. Dozens of
.buses were temporarily stuck.
Associated

Lei Yixin, a master sculptor from China, will carve Martin Luther
King's likeness on beige granite found in China's Fujian
province. The project is expected to be completed in 2008.
ALEXANDRIA

Officials look

to ·close power plant
Alexandria officials are
using a federal report to heip
support their efforts to close
the Mirant Potomac River
Generating Station.
The study suggests that
sulfur dioxide released by the
coal-burning power plant .
·could pose health problems for
people with asthma.
An official from the Federal
'Agency for Thxic Substances ·
and Disease Registry has
encouraged the city's health
:director to issue advisories
,infonnine people of hazards
!posed by certain air
.pOllutants.
~ · Alexandria is pursuing
;several legal efforts to force
closure of the plant.
; Mirant has insisted that
;emissions from the plant do
not pose a health risk to.the
.community.

CHESAPEAKE

~rgi._ia man among

;'ldoF semifinalists
; · It's down to 24 semifinalists
·~erican Idol!'
i·' · · · · · 'those
. - ~~inifiri:al
· i's·.u;· is Chris ·
- ·;R;ichardson, 22, of Chesapeake.
! . : The Fbx talent show trinuned
dt>Wn the competition
:Wednesday night, leaving 12 ·
nien and 12 women to vie for
the "Idol" title and a record
:COntraq. The decision-making
finale will be held in May.
: The last Virgini,a finalist was
Elliot Yamin of Ri~ond, whO
made it.to the final three last

t>n

Chinese sculptor picked
to create King memorial
By Brett Zongket
ASSOCIATED PRESS

OCEAN CITY

Police probe

sPecial treatment

Ocean City police have begur.
an internal investigation into an
anonymous charge that officers
acted improperly when they
failed to arrest Mayor Rick
Meeh8n's daughter on drunkendriving charges in 2005.
-The SalisbUry Daily Times
said it reeeived an \DlSigned
. document saying Ocean City
· Poli(:e didn't~ properly when
Kellie Meehan, 26, was stopped
and cited for speeding. At the
time, Mr. Meehan was 1bwn
Council president.
Mr. Meehan said his
daughter tbld police that she
had had a few beers, and they
called him to take her home as ~
safety precaution. He said his
daughter never mentioned her
father's title.
. "I had no knowledge of this
happening at the time. I'm
turning it over tO Internal
Affairs, and they're going to get
to the bottom of it." Ocean City
Police Chief Bernadette DiPino
told the Daily Times.

•.· .. A master sculptor from China was chosen yesterday to
carve the image of-Martin Luther King for a memorial to the
slain civil rights leader to be built on the Mall. .
· ·
Lei Yixin, one of nine sculptorS eonsidered national treasures
in Cbina, will carve King's likeness in the memorial's 28-foot
granite "Stone of Hope:• memorial officials said.
The sculpture, depicting a deterinined King with crossed
arms, will be carved over the next year from a beige type of
granite found in China's Fqjian province.
Earlier yesterday, the U.S. Conunission of Fine Arts, one of
the groups that oversees the architecture of the nation's capital,
approved the sculpture's design and 14 quotations from King to
be included in the memorial. The project will occupy a 4-acre
plot on the Tidal Basin facing the Jefferson Memorial and is expected to be completed in 2008.
Mr. Lei has carved sculptures of many national figures in
China, including Chairman Mao Zedong, the father of China's
Communist Party. several of his works are included in China's
National Art Gallery collection.
"Martin Luther King is well known all around the world. In
China, everyone knoWs about him." Mr. Lei said thioogh a
translator. He said he remembers reading about King's "I Have
a Dream" s~ in school.
· ·
·
Architects with the meiUOrial foundation found Mr. Lei at a
LAUREL
stone-carVing symposium in July 2006 and said he was recomLandmark.
mended by many of his peers.
...
. .· "When I was assigned to the task, I felt tremendous pressure
damaged by
and responsibility;" Mr. Lei.said. ''This is the most important
project I have eYer had:.'. ,,, ' . "" ·i .
,,.
nte.Bay-.n-Stirt'Restaurimt
_,·.. EtlJticlt9on·Jr:, ~liTeirltect' ror~ ·~ toun-&~.. · " ati\gtrrfae early}rest~af
tion, said he recently visited ]14r. Lei's studio in China and found
morning. .
all four walls covered with pictures of King.
The blaze broke out about
"We said we want you to capture the integrity and the spirit ·
6:30 a.m. at the restaurant in tho
of the man,'' Mr. Jackson said he told Mr. Lei. ''He was like a
14000 block of Baltiinore
sponge.''
. .
·.
· Avenue and severely damaged
its rear section.·
·
Quotations will provide part of the backdrop for the King
sculpture. They were choSen by the memorial's council of histoPrince George's Courity fire
~, department spokesman Mark
rians, including prominent professors and black leaders.
About $79 million has been raised for the memorial, which
Brady said damage is estimate'
was authorized'by President Cliriton in 1998; $100 million is
at about $200,000.
needed for construction. · ·
The,._.,...._:
cause of
the fire has not
__ .,.a 'L.- . ...

restaurant
fire

l

. ; ..

.

.
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Earl A. Powell, III
Chairman
Commission of Fine Arts
Central File -5907
Reading File

Testimony on the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial
before the National Capital Planning Commission
by the
National Coalition to Save Our Mall
October 26, 2009
The National Coalition to Save Our Mall fully supports the concept and the execution
of the MLK memorial. Our concern regarding the security planter is the configuration
of the security walls in relationship to the visitor services structure, as we described in
our October 22letter to the National Park Service. We hope you have been able to
review that letter and our October 19th comments on the new Environmental
Assessment for the project.
The Park Service is asking final approval for the security component alone. And the
Executive Director's Report supports fmal approval. But we believe this Commission
has a larger responsibility in its decision today - and an opportunity to assert its
planning authority on the longstanding problem of the proliferation of bookstores
and visitors centers on the Mall.
Even though the visitor facility is not before you, it is part of the project to which you
have given inadequate review. Today you are being asked to add to the piecemeal
approval of this project. As you are aware, the Coalition strongly disagrees with the
NPS decision to include a house-size structure across the street from the Memorial
and visible from within the "contemplative" area of the memorial to sell books and
souvenirs, and house bathrooms, a ranger station, and mechanical room. Not
only does the structure violate the Commemorative Works Act - as we explain
in our comments on the 2009 EA- but its functions can also be. accomplished
through less intrusive means.
The needs for restrooms and books can be met more simply, for example with a
smaller kiosk for pamphlets, books, and COs, and by renovating and expanding
existing bathrooms across Independence Avenue, without coming close to violating
the CWA. Or, as with the Vietnam Memorial visitors center, any new structure could
be required to be built underground. None of these alternatives are examined in the
2005 or 2009 EA and they were not discussed during the public consultation meetings
to which all parties, not just government agencies, were invited.
In our comments on the 2009 EA, we also point out that the visitor facility violates
NCPC's own policies. Page 8 of the EA states that the visitor facility is consistent
with the Memorials & Museums Master Plan. In fact, NCPC advises that these type of
facilities "be limited to only small information kiosks and restrooms facilities and
should not contain buildings or interior spaces housing exhibits, displays
collections or other interpretive products and programs normally found in
museums, visitor centers or education centers." (Design policy 7, page 32)
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While the National Park Setvice is asking the Commission only to review the security
component of the project, we believe the new 2009 environmental document, which
supercedes the 2005 document, requires the Commission to retake its vote on the
Memorial and visitor facility. N CPC based its 2008 decision on the 2005
environmental document that mentioned the possibility of a visitor facility but made
no attempt to evaluate its impact on the natural, cultural, or aesthetic resources
of West Potomac Park and the Mall, as required by the National Environmental
Policy Act. Even the new EA is incomplete as it does not show a single elevation of
the structure or evaluate impacts of the visitor facility on views to and from the
Memorial, the open space, and the 100-year flood plain.
This Commission could de-couple the visitor facility from the Memorial itself- as it
did in 2008 with the security component- and give final approval to the Memorial
and security, letting the Memorial itself move forward. De-coupling the visitor facility
would give the Park Service and the NCPC the time to revise the new EA, consider
alternatives, and develop and open for comment its Mall Plan, which should be
addressing policy questions of restrooms and visitor facilities - before erecting yet
another structure on the Mall.

For the National Coalition to Save Our Mall,
Judy Scott Feldman, PhD
Chair
9507 Overlea Drive
Rockville, MD 20850
301-340-3938/ jfeldman@savethemall.org
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Save Otu~ .\lall

J>reserving Our ~Monument to <Democracy
Judy Scott Feldman, PhD
Chair
National Coalition to Save Our Mall
9507 Overlea Drive
Rockville, MD 20850
August 11, 2008

Peter May
Associate Regional Director
Lands, Resources, and Planning
National Park Service- National Capital Region
1100 Ohio Drive SW
Washington, DC 20242 VIA EMAIL: peter may@nps.gov

RE: MLK Jr. Memorial MOA
Dear Mr. May:
The National Coalition to Save Our Mall is not prepared at this time to sign the MOA for
the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial project because of our concern about the lack of critical
documentation and adequacy of the consultation process. We stated some of our ongoing
concerns and questions in emails to the NPS on July 7 and August 6, 2008 and reiterate those and
other questions below.
The Coalition supports creation of the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial and has not
. opposed the Tidal Basin site, which was selected in 1999 before formation of our Coalition. Our
greatest concern at this stage of design development is the Visitor Contact/Bookstore/Restroom
facility, which was not part of the 2005 design so was not evaluated in the 2005 Environmental
Assessment, and which may have serious adverse impacts on the historic resources, including on
the Memorial itself.
We strongly disagree with NCPC staff's finding in the July 3, 2008 Executive Director's
Recommendation that recommended preliminary approval of site and building plans for the
bookstore/restroom structure since "the preliminary design does not constitute any appreciable
change to the potential environmental effects and related mitigation outlined in the project's July
2005 Environmental Assessment (EA) adopted by the Commission in November 2005 ." Where
is the documentation for that statement? The EA contains no plans, elevations, or views to
support that opinion. In our view, NCPC should not have given preliminary approval. Since
NCPC has not given preliminary approval to the Memorial itself, we recommend that NCPC
reconsider its preliminary approval of the visitor facility until the EA is amended to document
potential effects and the 106 consultation is completed.
Since a visitor contact element was first proposed in late 2005, after completion of the
EA, it has changed from a small "kiosk" structure at the south end of the Memorial site into a
substantial building, located across West Basin Drive (and, according to NPS, outside the original
4-acre approved parcel), with a much expanded program involving restrooms, storage, and a
bookstore. While the Memorial design itself has been scaled down and modified to preserve

historic vistas and views, the ancillary visitor support facility has grown progressively in
size, program, and visibility on this portion of the National Mall. In our study of the site, the
proposed structure competes with the Memorial itself. It will detract from and diminish the
contemplative experience of the Memorial and its powerfully evocative setting on the Tidal
Basin. What does it say about the Memorial itself that NPS has determined that retail and
interpretive facilities are needed?
Besides the bookstore component, we share with NCPC, DCHPO, and CFA concern
about NPS's latest "refinement" to the Memorial design in the form·of security bollards, not only
because the decision to add security measures goes beyond NPS's stated policy to only secure the
major icons on the Mall, but because it represents yet another incremental but significant change
to the Memorial as well as additional adverse impacts on this important area of the National
Mall-impacts that have not yet been identified or evaluated in a supplemental environmental
document.
As stated our emailsfrom July 7 and August 6, as well as during recent Section 106
consultations, the Coalition has questions about the lack of 106 consultation meetings during
2006 and 2007 during whiCh NPS made substantive changes to the Memorial design, including
addition of and modifications to the Visitor/Bookstore/Restroom structure. We believe that the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation has raised important questions about the adequacy of
the Section 106 process in its July 22,2008 letter to NPS and in its Case Digest from Spring 2008
that the NPS must still respond to and explain. That has not yet happened.
The Coalition has raised a number of serious questions about the lack of documentation
for critical aspects of the latest design revisions for the MLK Memorial project. We still seek
answers on several points before reevaluating our position regarding signing the MOA:
• What is the rationale and chronology for development of the visitor
contact/bookstore/restroom structure?
• What exactly are the adverse impacts of this structure to the historic resources that will
be mitigated in the MOA?
• What are the potential effects not only on West Potomac Park but also on the National
Mall, of which this area is part?
More specifically, we have the following questions:
l. Is the bookstore/visitor facility structure considered part of the MLK Memorial
undertaking? If so, was it authorized by Congress in the original memorial authorizing
legislation, or is subsequent amendments to that legislation? If not, did Congress
separately authorize a new multi-purpose structure for this area of the National Mall?
2. NPS representatives have stated that NPS decided in 2005 this bookstore/restroom/visitor
service structure was needed to provide interpretive services. Where is the
documentation of that determination? We can find no such documentation in the EA. On
the contrary, the EA states (Section 4-5) that such facilities "would be inconsistent with
the design parameters established for the site."
3. How was the decision made to move the building across West Basin Drive? What are the
potential effects of this new location on traffic, pedestrian safety, recreational uses of the
adjoining polo field?
4. Is the new bookstore location still within the approved 4-acre Memorial site? Where can
we find diagrams showing this? If the bookstore is located outside the approved site,
how was that decision made? Will NPS be seeking new site approval from NCMAC,
CFA, and NCPC-and Congress?

5. How does the bookstore/restroom structure conform with the Commemorative Works Act
and the Congressionally imposed moratorium on new visitor centers on the "Reserve"
portion of the Mall, of which this area is part? How was that determination made? At a
public meeting of the National Capital Memorials Advisory Commission?
6. NPS representatives have stated that the proposed bookstore/visitor facility is not a
"visitor center." How does NPS define a visitor center? Why is this structure not a
visitor center? When the Coalition raised similar questions about the "food/gift kiosks"
near the Lincoln Memorial, NPS representatives stated that a building is only a visitor
center if NPS rangers occupy it. Won't this structure include a ranger presence?
7. Based on what we hear from the public who walk or play sports on the Mall- as opposed
to driving around in a tour bus-, restrooms should be located where pedestrians need
them on the open space, not only at monuments for convenience of large tour groups.
People should not have to seek out a monument to find restrooms. What is the NPS
policy for locating restrooms for pedestrians and sports users?
8. NPS states that the public expects a bookstore and restrooms at memorials. But there is
no shortage of restrooms in this part of the Mall, with modem facilities at the nearby
FDR Memorial and the WWII Memorial. The FDR Memorial, a short walk from the
MLK location, also includes a bookstore. Where is the documentation of additional need
when nearby facilities are available?
9. Regarding public expectations, does NPS have a policy that supports bookstore and
restroom facilities at all new (and existing) memorials? The public also expects retail
including gifts and clothing. Does NPS have policies regarding which retail elements are
allowed or preferred? How does any such policy conform to Congress's determination in
2003 that the Mall is a "substantially completed work of civic art" and its moratorium
policy?
.
lO. The NPS appears to support locating the bookstore on this area based on a history of
temporary buildings having been located there-including in the July 25,2008 NPS
email to consulting parties. (During the June 2008 106 m~eting, the DCHPO stated flatly
that the bookstore/restroom structure would have no adverse impact on the National Mall
and pointed to photos of the site showing imprints of older temporary buildings.)
However, those were intended to be temporary, not permanent structures, and cannot be
the basis on which to justify new construction. Given this logic, new permanent
structures could be justified for locations at the base of the Washington Monument and
along both sides of the Reflecting Pool, where World War I and World War II "tempos"
were located for many decades. Is the agency position tenable from a historic
preservation perspective? Where is the documentation to support that view?
Finally, we have two questions about the context of the MLK Memorial project with
regard to the larger context ofthe National Mall and NPS's National Mall Plan.
First, does the NPS even consider the Memorial site to be part of the National Mall? The
EA and NCPC documentation seems oddly ambiguous on this point. While we are pretty certain
that Congress and the Memorial sponsor consider this site to be on the National Mall, most of the
documentation mentions West Potomac Park as the affected historic resource but not the National
Mall. NCPC's July 3, 2008 EDR, p. 15., in documenting compliance with the Comprehensive
Plan states that it will "Maintain East and West Potomac Park as an extension [our emphasis] of
the Mall." The Coalition, whose primary interest is in protecting the historic and cultural
integrity of the National Mall, believes that this point must be clarified by all agencies and
consulting parties. Any changes to this site on the National Mall must consider effects, and
cumulative effects, within the larger context of the Mall as a unified historic concept.
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Second, how does the proposed bookstore/restroom facility at the MLK Memorial site
conform to NPS policies for visitor services for the Mall as a whole? Regarding restroom policy,
in our August 4 email to NPS's Susan Spain, who is managing the 106 consultation for the
National Mall Plan, we inquired about NPS policy regarding restrooms on the National Mall. We
noted that the 2005 EA for the MLK Memorial mentioned restrooms but then ruled them out as
contrary to NPS policy:
"Visitors to the Memorial... would generate the need for a variety
of on-site services, including restroom and interpretive facilities .
... However, such facilities would be inconsistent with the
design parameters established for the site under a previous
NPS policy that emphasized centralized restrooms in the
Mall area." (EA, Section 4.1.4-- the third page in the attached
pdf)
Apparently there was a previous NPS policy not to have individual restrooms/bookstores and
visitor facilities. Has that policy changed? What are the policies now governing NPS placement
of new restroom and other facilities at the MLK Memorial and elsewhere, or for restoration of
existing facilities in the National Mall Plan? The policies NPS is applying to the MLK Memorial
and the National Mall Plan should be consistent.
In regard to visitor services/restroom policies, it would be helpful to the consulting
parties involved in the MLK Memorial Section 106 review as well as NPS's National Mall Plan
106 consultation if NPS could provide the following:
• A chronology and rationale for the development of the Visitor
Contact/Bookstore/Restroom facility for the MLK Memorial
• Any NPS policies governing locating restrooms and bookstores on the National Mall, and
any changes to policy made in 2005 that led the NPS to add those facilities to the MLK
Memorial.
The NPS has stated that it seeks to expedite review of the MLK Memorial project before
authorization for the Memorial expires in November 2008. However, deadlines such as that are
not justification for subverting the requirements for proper study and review. We feel strongly
that NPS could potentially be jeopardizing the successful completion of the MLK Memorial
design review process by its own decisions in recent years, including the bookstore structure and
security. In our view, NPS should reevaluate the relevance of this structure and instead focus on
achieving a successful completion of the Memorial itself.
Sincerely,

Judy Scott Feldman, PhD
Chair
National Coalition to Save Our Mall
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301-340-3938
P.O. Box 4709
Rockville, MD 208-19
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August 28,2008
John V. Cogbill, III
Chairman
National Capital Planning Commisison
401 9th Street, NW
North Lobby, Suite 500
Washington D.C. 20004
Dear Chairman Cogbill and Commissioners:
The National Coalition to Save Our Mall supports creation of the Martin Luther King Jr.
Memorial on the National Mall. We have been participating in the Historic Preservation
Section 106 public consultation process and have provided written comments on the 2005
Environmental Assessment for the project. In our opinion, the proposed Visitor Facility
(bookstore/restroom) component-added to the project in 2005 and enlarged in size,
location, program and design since that time-overwhelms the site and detracts from the
Memorial itself and should not be given final approval by the National Capital Planning
Commission. We have additional questions and concerns we hope NCPC will take into
serious consideration during its September 4 review of the MLK Memorial project.
In our August 11, 2008 letter to the National Park Service, which is attached, we stated
our view that NPS should not have sought on July 3, 2008 preliminary approval of site
and building plans for the Visitor Facility component of the Memorial project, and that
the NCPC should not have given approval. The decision was premature and should now
be reconsidered.
NPS's Legal Authority and Environmental Documentation for the Visitor Facility
We ask that you read our August 11 letter to the NPS in which we raise a number of
questions and concerns, in particular about the Visitor Facility element, including:
• What is NPS's legal authority for adding a Visitor Facility to the Memorial's
program in 2005, two years after Congress enacted a moratorium on memorials
and visitor centers on the National Mall?
• The July 2005 Environmental Assessment does not document or evaluate any
effects on the site of the Visitor Facility, which was added to the program only
after the EA was completed and mentioned the need for such a facility. Is there a
supplemental environmental document that actually studies the Visitor Facility's
location, size, program, style, and effects on views, vistas, public safety, traffic,
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lighting, and on the visitor experience of the memorial itself? Has it been put out
for public comment? We know of no such document.
There was, to our knowledge, no Section 106 public consultation meetings
between September 2005 and March 2008, during which time NPS apparently
made decisions about adding, locating, and designing the Visitor Facility in
informational (nondecisional) meetings with NCPC, the Commission of Fine Arts
and the DC Historic Preservation Office--decisions essentially making the facility
a "done deal" before public consultations were recommenced in 2008 and our
Coalition and other consulting parties had any opportunity to question the
location, program, and design of the structure. Meaningful public comment was
not possible.

In his August 21,2008 reply to the Coalition's letter, Peter May ofNPS confirms that
.decisions about the size, configuration and location of the visitor facility were made by
NPS and refined through consultation with NCPC staff before consulting parties were reengaged in 2008. He states NPS' s position justifying the adequacy of the EA as well as
the Visitor Facility's conformance with the moratorium, since, according to NPS
definitions, it is not considered a visitor center. We wonder if Congress intended such
subtle distinctions between a "visitor center" and a "visitor facility" or
bookstore/restroom structure. See our further comments below.
In his letter, Mr. May also appears to dismiss the need for any environmental review at
all of the Visitor Facility, citing that the DC Historic Preservation Officer "has agreed
that the visitor services facility creates no significant impacts beyond those of the
Memorial itself, which the Memorandum of Agreement seeks to mitigate." But what is
the documented evidence to support that astonishing claim by NPS and DCHPO-that a
new substantial structure, separate from the Memorial itself, creates no significant
impacts? Clearly, this determination needs to be explained and demonstrated, and that
has not yet happened.
Based on the ''Note to the Public" posted on the NCPC website, it appears that NCPC
agrees with NPS's conclusions about the adequacy of the EA and the Section 106
process. Indeed, during the June 2008 Section 106 consultation, the representative from
NCPC stated that it was not the job of NCPC or any project review agency to question
the NPS's decision to add the Visitor Facility to the Memorial program. Why is that?
Did that (in our view erroneous) deferral to NPS's supposed prerogative essentially shortcircuit the proper Section 106 and NEPA review? Does NCPC see itself as an advocate
for federal agencies? If so, how can NCPC carry out an objective urban planning review
including due priority to preservation of historic resources?
The Commemorative Works Act, the Moratorium. and Congressional Intent
Has the NCPC evaluated the project's conformance with the Commemorative Works Act
and with the Commemorative Works Clarification and Revision Act of 2003? We see no
mention or discussion in the July 3, 2008 Executive Director's Recommendation and
have not had the opportunity review any more current EDR. Has the NCPC evaluated
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how the Memorial itself and the Visitor Facility element satisfy provisions of the CWA
of 1986, particularly its protection of open space and historic resources? Has NCPC
studied the Visitor Facility's compliance with the Congressional moratorium? What is
the reasoning? Has NCPC sought Congress's advice regarding Congress's intent in
imposing the moratorium? Is this structure in keeping with NCPC's own policy
statement that the Mall is "a completed work of civic art"?
Regarding the Congressional moratorium, it is worth noting that the moratorium is
contained in Title II of Public Law 108-126 that authorized, in Title I, a visitor center at
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. The language in that law-which both imposes a
moratorium and exempts from it the Vietnam visitor center-raises questions in our mind
about whether the MLK visitor facility can be considered in compliance with the CWA.
• In the legislation itself for that visitor center, it.states the purpose of the
Vietnam visitor center is "to better inform and educate the public about the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial and the Vietnam War." The proposed facility at
the MLK Memorial is intended to perform a similar function. How is it not a
visitor/education center?
• With PL 108-126, Congress authorized the addition of a visitor center at the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial. Did Congress specifically authorize a visitor
facility at the MLK Memorial?
• The legislation also states that for the visitor center, the Commemorative
Works Act "shall apply, including provisions related to the siting, design,
construction, and maintenance of the visitor center." Congress's intent is
clear about the applicability of the CWA. Where is the documentation
showing that NCPC has similarly applied the CWA to its evaluation of the
MLK Visitor Facility?
• PL 108-126 states that "the visitor center shall be considered a
commemorative work for the purposes of that Act." Based on this, is the
MLK Visitor Facility also to be considered a commemorative work, in which
case it would require a special legal exemption from the moratorium? If not,
what is the reasoning?
• PL 108-126 does not define "visitor center" but it is very clear as to what
constitutes a "commemorative work"- which the Vietnam Visitor Center was
considered to be one. "The term 'commemorative work' means any
statue, monument, sculpture, memorial, plaque, inscription, or other
structure or landscape feature, including a garden or memorial grove ••• "
Surely, such clear intent to forbid these kinds of elements on the Mall would
apply also to a Visitor Facility structure of the size and kind proposed by NPS
for the MLK Memorial.
We have asked Congressional staff in relevant oversight committees their opinion about
NPS's legal authority to include the Visitor Facility as part of the MLK Memorial project
and we anticipate a response in the near future. In our view, this means NCPC should not
give final approval at this time.
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Inconsistencies between NPS and NCPC resarding the Visitor Facility's location and
effects on the 4-acre site
According to the August 21,2008 letter from NPS to the Coalition, "the entire Memorial,
including the visitor services facility, fits within the approved 4-acre site." However,
during the June 2008 Section 106 meeting, a NPS representative made a point of
clarifying that the Visitor Facility lies just beyond the boundaries of the site. And
NCPC's July 3, 2008 EDR describes the site whose "boundaries generally include
Independence Avenue on the north, the Tidal Basin along the south and east, and a
realigned West Basin Drive on the west." The EDR's plan clearly marks the east curb of
West Basin Drive as the "extent of memorial property." The Visitor Facility, though, is
west of the realigned West Basin Drive. Is the Visitor Facility part of the memorial site
or not? If outside, by what authority is the Memorial now occupying more of the open
space of West Potomac Park and the National Mall?
NPS, in asserting that the Visitor Facility lies within the original 4-acre site, states that
therefore "its impact to recreation in West Potomac Park is no greater than that of the
original Concept Design." But the Concept Design shown to NCPC in December 2005
included a visitor facility at the south end of the Memorial, east of West Basin Drivewithin the boundaries of what NCPC has identified as the site footprint. How does
NCPC reply to NPS's assertion? Does the new site not impact or reduce recreation
space? What about other impacts-open space, views and public safety, for example?
Unexplained chanses to the scope since completion of the EA
The EA lists the Design Guidelines that were developed by the memorial sponsor and the
NPS. These specifications were evaluated in the environmental document. But the
current design is different in significant ways that have not been evaluated in any
supplemental environmental document. For example, the Design Guidelines (EA 1-11)
state:
• "No element of the Memorial shall exceed 20 feet in height." Our understanding
is that certain elements now are 28 feet in height or more (approximately a 30%
increase). What effect will that considerable increase in height have on views?
Where is the documentation of effects?
• "There shall be no bookstore, museum, or other rooms located at the Memorial,
above or below grade." However, now the project includes a Visitor Facility.
• "There shall be no restroom facilities at the Memorial." Now there are proposed
restrooms.
• The EA states that a bookstore and restrooms are expected by visitors but that
they "would be inconsistent with the design parameters" and "previous NPS
policy that emphasized centralized restrooms in the Mall area." Did NPS change
policies to accommodate this new addition to the memorial project?
• Under "Mitigation" the EA states "restroom facilities should be provided ... should
be unobtrusive in scale." But adding the Visitor Facility structure cannot be
simply seen as mitigation. It is a substantial adverse effect in its own right.
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Yet, the EA never evaluates this structure with plans, elevations, views, and the
like.
In conclusion, there are substantial gaps and inconsistencies in information and
environmental documentation for the MLK Memorial project that do not allow for any
final decision to be made at this time. We are aware that Congressional authorization for
the Memorial expires in November 2008 and that NPS is rushing to meet that deadline.
We have no doubt, however, that Congress would reauthorize this Memorial, which has
so much national public support. Meeting artificial deadlines should not be the basis of
any official decision, especially when so many substantive questions remain unresolved.
Sincerely,

Judy Scott Feldman, PhD
Chair and President
Enclosure
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I HAVE NO OBJECTION TO A MEMORIAL BEING BUILT TO HONOR MARTIN LUTHER KING JR FOR HIS
SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO PROMOTE CIVIL RIGHTS IN AMERICA. I DO HAVE A PROBLEM WITH HIS
MEMORIAL BEING BUILT IN AN AREA THAT HAS ALWAYS BEEN PERCEIVED BY THE AVERAGE
AMERICAN AS RESERVED FOR PAST "GREAT" PRESIDENTS AND HOPEFULLY SOME DAY FUTURE
"GREAT" PRESIDENTS OF THESE UNITED STATES.
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR WAS A "GREAT" MAN AS FAR AS THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT IS
CONCERNED, BUT A PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES HE WASN'T. THEREFORE HIS MEMORIAL
SHOULD NOT BE IN CLOSE PROXIMITY OF THE EXISTING PRESIDENTIAL MEMORIALS. IF WE AS A
SOCIETY ARE GOING TO START ERECTING MEMORIALS (ESPECIALLY IN WASHINGTON DC) FOR
CERTAIN "GREAT" MEN OR WOMEN OF OUR TIMES, THEN MAYBE THE PLANNING COMMISSION
SHOULD GO AHEAD AND SET ASIDE AN AREA FOR THESE FUTURE MEMORIALS TO BE BUllT.
LETS KEEP OUR EXISTING PRESIDENTIAL MEMORIALS AND IMMEDIATE AREA FOR THE PAST AND
HOPEFULLY FUTURE "GREAT PRESIDENTS" THAT HAVE SERVED AND HOPEFULLY WILL SERVE
THESE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
SINCERELY,
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Deu Mr. Gantt.

Thoee of us following the process of lite selection for the proposed Martin Luther King. Jr.,

~appreciate the effort the staff and Coi!Ul'lissioners at the National Capital Planning Commission

have pat into identifying the right location. The choices have been disappointingly limited to two,
Co•tibltion Gardens and the Tidal~ and the Tidal Basin site you are considering today is nobody's
first choice. This memorial is too important, however, to be decided behind closed doors and with such
l.bnited options.
That ia why additioMl ac:tlona lhould be taken now to make the site selection process a solid
fouadation fw the long memorial building process that will follow in coming years. What is needed is
thinkiQg as bold u the Civil Rights Movement, as visionaty as Dr. King, as dear-sighted as those who
stood up to be counted in a struggle that reverberates in our own time.
WIIIDngton is in the midst of • buikltng boom, new growth, and record-setting tourism. All
put1 of the dty are involved in effor!s to resto1e neighborhoods, revitalize the L'Enfant Plan, and
implement concepts consistent with your Legacy Plan and the recent proposals of the Joint Task Force on
Memoria~~. Now is the opportunity to inject that vision and optimism for the future into the
d.m...tkma regarding site selection for the memorial. Dr. King's mission and message of freedom and
civil ft&hta is not hist<ny; it iA very much with us today and will 'be well into the future. The proposed
IMIIlOiiel will play an active part in American public life, as the site of public demonstrations, rallies, and
celebJ:aDns on a scale ~ed. except perhaps at the Lincoln MemoriaL Do we want to think of this as
the Jut memorial of2<Jd' century Waahington, following the old ways and old vision? Or should it be the
6nt of the new eentury, forging- in the spirit of Dr. King- new ground?
How could such a goal be ftllChecl? The following are four suggestions:
1.

Look beyond the limited sites the National Park Servi~ showed the memorial's sponsors. Consider
approvins two or three sites, one or more within the Mall area, as designated by Congress, others in
PIOiftinmt or soon-b-be pro~nt locations throughout the city. Consider that by the time the
Memorial is finally mmpllted., the Potomac and Anacostia waterfronts, South Capitol Street, the
Navy Yard.. Anacostia ancl other neighborhoods will be growing towards a new future. Trafficcloaed Iadependence Avenue, however, will still c:ut off the TidaJ Basin from the heart of the city
.Nithe FOR memortal will no longer be the tourist attraction it is now during its fir..t two years. An
adcliticmal benefit of multiple site is that they would open up possibilities for the design
competition. allowing a variety of approaches to Dr. King's legacy -an urban and dynamic message
vemaa a quiet and contemplative one.

2.

bwolve the city in the Process· The memorial will have special significance to the city's residents
who Witnessed the 1963 March on Washington and whose neighborhoods suffered riots and
devMtation following Dr. King'a-ination in 1968 and from which many areas of the city are
emagins only now, 30 years later. 11le mayor and new planning director have vigorously promoted
proposal& for planning and neipbodaood revitalization. ideas consistent with the Task Force's ideas
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_.the Legacy Plan. 'There is an opportunity here for the Memorial to be meaningful part of the
te"ritaJization of the Nation's Capibll
3. IMolft the profeaaional CDIDDlUIIity and public at all stages, and before final decisions are made.
Pllmwn and uchitects, historianB, profeaeional tour guides, and other citizens living and working in
tlw Wllhington area have~ and knowleclge that could be put to good use. They could assist
tlw memorial's sponsor in defining Dr. Kingslega'1', selecting the best sites for the Memorial, and
openins a two-war dialogue between the public and those involved in design review. Involving
IUII:h. p.tp& at early ancl aU stapa of praject development would mean that public input could be a
peaiti.Ye and. meaningful contriliution, instead of what is currently the case, a reaction to what is
a..dy decided and unlJkely ID be chanpd.

'· lmolY8 ~ people and think about the impact of the memorial on future generations. As a
a..:hftof con-ge students, I amnot o"Vaenaphasize what I have found to be a generational divide. I
:t.... ift the past b!stified that DIMlY of my students believe that the most appropriate memorial for the
:RIIInbow POol site on the MaD woald be one to Martin Luther King, Jr., and not to World War II.
Whlitever we may argue about their ignorallce about the war and its impact on world in our century .
........._.this is a annmon and heartfelt view. It is they, and future generations who know Dr.
not throush tiM! lens of penonal meJil01:Y and emotion but through the longer lens of history.
whD will make this a 1ivins memorial or one that dies with the last members of Dr. King's generation.
1M dty ill full of YOlml people; Qll on them.

ra.

TheM four suggestions are COI'lSiatent with the Comprehensive Plan and the Legacy Plan and

with 1M Commemorative Worb Ad passed by CollgftS& in 1986. It is worth emphasizing that in that

ec.ar-II'Uide

Act
an important statement alllcnlt the role of memorials in society. that they be not
moa-... to ourselves and our penonal memories but to persons or concepts whose significance has
•taocl tM test of time. Pu.blic involYeiRellt is the only way to assure this.

1...-cl of voting for one site today, take this holiday season now upon us as a time of reflection,
of 1ooWna 'blck and 1ooldng forwarc:L Or.Kin(s birthday comes soon thereafter, just over a month from
now. Why nat commemorate his birthday and federal holiday with a public meeting- perhaps modeled

on the tiDwn meetiftS Mayor WilliaJM held at the Convention Center a few weeks ago. Host a full-fledged
ttilcMIIiDn.led by historians and dvil rights veterans, of what role this memorial should play in the
NatiDR'• c.pitaL·llteae opinions and ideas coulcl pro1ride the foundation for a reevaluation by both
AJpha Phi Alpha Fraternity and the federal agencies charged with the care and preservation of the
Moa--.I Core ancl the entin city. Whatever debate fOllows in coming years- and just as certainly as
the .IMft ad the civil ripts movement. this memorial will stir debate-, there will be no second-guessing
ex mp'llls. becauae the proper, ~ solid groundwork will be in place.

n.nk you for your conaicllntion.
Yours tnily,

. Pat.,. ,.. r.-....w PQU cauld • • politic ..Wee by providing an article on the plans and players, a brief
prn ...._ ofdte Mall"s hi.eorial impor...., _,tile questioo ofDr. King's place in American history
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Dear Mr. Griffith:

I am looking forward to the opportunity to tesrify before the Commission tomorrow on
the King Memorial.
This morning's Philadelphia Inquirer editorial on tomorrow's NCPC vote on the site of
the King memorial raises some of the important questions. The strengths of the Lincoln
Memorial site are well argued in the Tennessean column. I am testifying tomorow, but wanted
you to have this in advance. Thank you for your consideration..
Sincerely yours,

/JJAMJ-~~~~
Stuart F. Feldman
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Statement to the National Capital Planning Commission
The Proper Site for the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial
"Should King sit side by side witb Lincoln?"
Suggested Ways to Answer the Question
December 2, 1999

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this distinguished Commission, as it
again considers the placement of the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial.
A tremendously important piece of federal land may be dedicated to the King memorial
forever, today. A new national symbol wiJl be created. The question is where is the place where
this monument can do the most good for the nation, thereby repeating the benefits of the
Washington, Lincoln and Vietnam Memorials? I believe the Commission needs to hear from
historians, civil rights leaders and architectural thinkers, before it decides, and should postpone
its vote, for in my mind the answer still needs work. As I have said in testimony to the
Committee on the Moratorium on Monuments, no outside experts have been heard from in this
process. Their breath of vision needs to be part of this process, as does more of the public. They
may even offer a third site that all will approve.
Today, I speak still on behalf of the many people who assisted me in my ten year effort as
a volunteer to help see that the King Memorial became law. Many of those people supported the
idea in the belief that the Memorial would join the legacies of Dr. King and President Lincoln.
They thought we would place our national ideals squarely before us on the great national MaJl.
Whatever you decide, all of us will help Alpha Phi Alpha raise money for the King monument
and work to see that it is as great as can be.
When I spoke on July 1, I made the argument that King and Lincoln's legacies should be
joined and will only briefly treat it now. In doing so, I wi11 quote from young Tom Beierle, who
works for Resources for the Future. He wrote Harvey Gantt yesterday:
,
"Only a site associated with the Lincoln Memorial would pay fuJI tribute to the struggle
for liberty that spanned the century between the two great leaders, King and Lincoln, and
challenge us to continue to pursue Dr. King's dream.
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The Lincoln Memorial is immensely powerful in its austerity. We are at once dwarfed by
the great ideals inscribed on its wall but inspired by the expansive vista across the
national mall. It challenges us to think beyond ourselves to the great experiment that is
the United States. In short, it does in architecture what Dr. King did in life and what his
'"I Have a Dream'~ speech did in America's soul. There is no more fitting place to pay
tribute to Dr. King, his dream and our nation's history.''
Finally, King's '"I Have a Dream" speech is the Second Emancipation Proclamation. As
Colin PoweJJ has said:
'"Abraham Lincoln freed the slaves, but it was Martin Luther King who freed the
whites and freed the American people."
Yesterday's Philadelphia Inquirer carried an editorial (attached) on the question facing
you today. It noted the fact that the Mall was becoming crowded with war memorials. In light of
that editorial, I will make another argument I made before. The fight for freedom comes in a
variety of forms. The King Memorial should embody the quest for freedom as did Dr. King's life.
Putting the struggle for equality at the Reflecting Pool will balance the war motif that will use
much of the ceremonial space between the Lincoln Memorial and the Washington Monument
grounds. America is concerned with great ideals, which its wars were fought to defend. Equality
is one such great, continuing national ideal, that Dr. King and his a11ies advanced enormously,
but which we are still striving to realize.

A Conception for the King Memorial
I will again describe the concept of one imaginative person for a memorial related to the
Lincoln Memorial. A possible King Memorial could consist of two, twelve to fourteen feet walls
on either side of the steps leading down to the Reflecting PooL On the South Side, the text of the
"I Have a Dream" speech would be memorialized in stone. On the North Side, excerpts from
other speeches would be carved on that wall, just as Lincoln's Second Inaugural and Gettysburg
Addresses are written on the walls of his memorial.
A slightly larger than life size sculpture of Dr. King, about seven feet high, would stand
either adjacent to the "I Have a Dream" speech or in the center of the steps leading down to the
Reflecting Pool. Tying the elements together, there would be a fountain whose source would
come from the earth, with the water flowing down the steps to the Reflecting Pool, in the center
of the steps.
That concept is the suggestion of one person. Others will suggest wonderful ideas when
the Alpha Phi Alpha competition begins. Another space that should be considered is on the right
hand side of the Reflecting Pool facing the Capitol. There is an alley of trees there in which a
more elaborate memorial to Dr. King could be done, as Carter Brown suggested at the March
23rd hearing. And it can be related to the King speeches carved at the steps going down to the
Reflecting Pool.

Further Observations
John Dixon Hunt, the Chairman of the Landscape Architecture Department of the
University of Pennsylvania, has proposed that the competition for the King Memorial include
more than one site. In th~t way, the Commissions, the sponsor and the public would be able to
select the most fitting design and place. Carter Brown suggested a similar idea.
Monuments are dialogues between the past, the future and the present, Paul Resnik,
another volunteer, has argued to me. The great monuments relate to one another. In terms of the
man-made urban landscape it is critical they relate to one another. Monuments should tell a
continuing story. When you write a news story you have to line up words, sentences, paragraphs
to get to the point.
As a society we are stamping our vision on that hallowed ground that is the Mall.
Through our emblems we are placing the symbols of our civil religion. The Mall is the place
where we display the moral values of which we are most proud. Politically these are our most
sacred ideas. The Mall is the church of our civic religion.
The Mall is the heart of our nation. We must treat it with the respect it deserves, and put
the national stories that are most essential to our image of ourselves there.
When you considered the Tidal Basin location in July, eight of you had serious concerns
and voted against it. Now you are again considering it, after you have re-examined the site and
tried to find ways to make it work. I worked on getting the legislation passed for ten years, and
George Sealey of Alpha worked far longer, as did some of his colleagues. One or two months
longer in search of the right site may seem costly, but fits into the scale of things. This decision
is for the ages, as are Lincoln and King.
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Attachments to NCPC Testimony (12/2/99)
1. Philadelphia Inquirer editorial 12/1/99
2. Dwight Lewis column Nashville Tennessean 10/31/99
3. John Egerton, future Washington Post piece, linking King and Lincoln
4. 111ustrative list of historians, architects and civil rights leaders
5. John Dixon Hunt letter, Univ. of Pennsylvania School of Architecture
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To honor Dr. King
Tomorrow, the site for a national memorial to the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. may be picked, after a fitful, confusing
process little noted by the public. That
doesn't mean the likely choice, a spot near
the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial
and the Tidal Basin, is bad But it requires
a leap of imagination and faith.
Unlike the other sites considered, this
spot is not on the Mall, where the 1963
March on Washington led by Dr. King
captured the nation's conscience. It's not
near the Lincoln Memorial, where Dr.
King delivered a speech that is the one
piece of American oratory quoted as often as Lincoln's Gettysburg Address.
West Potomac Park, until the FOR
Memorial, was off the usual tourist path.
It is in a flood plain, noisily beneath the
path of planes using National Airport.
Its benefits? For a tribute to the
apostle of nonviolence, this spot provides more space, real and psychic,
than a Mall becoming chockablock with
war memorials.
The King memorial must, above all,
make this point: Dr. King is a hero of
epochal greatness for all of America,

not just for one race or one cause. His
was a message to free, to heal, to inspire all people.
The risk is that this site might turn
the King memorial into a place One must
make a point of seeing, rather than an
integral part of every visitor's loop.
The bope, as outlined by Ed Jackson, a
spokesman for the nonprofit planning the
memorial, is that the Tidal Basin site will
help pusb an organic growth of the Mall,
creating what he calls "a path of leaders,"
from Jefferson to FOR to King to Lincoln.
This quanet, he argues, best expressed
the ideals for which the soldiers honored
along the Mall's main axis fought.
Tomorrow's key vote will be by the
National Capital Planning Commission,
one of three agencies that have batted
this site decision about. If the commission fixes on the Tidal Basin location,
which has the blessing of Caretta Scott
King, it should be with a solemn vow to
ensure that Mr. Jackson's vision comes
to pass, that the King memorial proves
central, not peripheral.
If that vow seems shaky, don't OK the
site. Step back. Get advice from top historians and architects. Think it through.
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Should King sit side by side with Lincoln?
Should the legacy of Martin Luther King Jr. be linked
forever with that of Abraham
Lincoln, one of America's
greatest leaders?
That's the question currently being debated these
days as federal officials and
others try to detennine the
best : location for the ·proposed Martin Luther King
Memorial in Washington
: ·Some, including the Martin
Luther King Jr. National
Memorial Project found ation, favor the TKial Basin site
between Washington's Jndependence Avenue and the
Franklin D. Roosevelt Memodal.
1 Others favor locating the it
near .the Lincoln Memorial.
~ "On Aug. 28,1963, close to a
quarier-million courageous
American citizens marched
into this city to petition their
govenunent for a redress of
grievances," Nashville author
and historian John Egerton
said recently. 'Their leaders
were African Americans, Dr.
King most memorably, and
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speech, and feel the powerful Lincoln's assassination."
· connection between the two.
When I talked to Feldman
"What Lincoln and the pre- over the telephone, he added:
served Union were to the "It was King and the civil
19th century, King and the rights movement he led that,
civil rights movement have nearly a century later, finbeen to the 20th: crowning lshed Uncoln's work."
eyents, defining moments,
The four groups directly
each personified by a singu- involved in trying to decide
their numbers included peo- Jar figure who symbolizes where the King memorial
pie from every class, calling our one nation, still striving should be located - the
and color.
to be indivisible."
MLK Memorial Project
·~11 along the reflecting
Stuart F. Feldman, who Foundation, the National
pool they stood, gazing up, lives in Philadelphia~ . Park Service, the U.S. Comlistening, cheering as one nior vice president of the mission of Fine Arts, and the
great speaker after another board for the National C~- National Capital Plannif!g
stood in the shadow of the stitution Center, agrees.r.- Commission - have not
brooding martyr Abraham
Feldman has beeD working been able to reach an agreeLincoln and dreamed aloud as a volunteer for this project ment on the most appropriof an America equal to its since 1988. .Jn October 1996, ate site. Congress has already
promises." ·
he told me: "lbe words of his voted that it be built, with priEgerton added: "There is (King's) immortal 'I Have A vale funds.
only one truly appropriate Dream' speech should be
•rn1e Tidal Basin site is tosite for the King Memorial. It carved in stone at a site by the tally disconnected from the
should be adjacent to the Lin- Reflecting Pool near the Lin- Lincoln Memorial," Feldman
coin Memorial, linked in coin Memorial
· told me Friday. "Monuments
physical proximity as in his"People who go there to and buildings must be related
tory. Visitors could then read read Lincoln's · thoughts to tell our national story, inand ponder Lincoln's Gettys- would be able to ponder the stead of arbitrarily placing
burg Address and his second ' truths that King spoke from pieces of history on the landinaugural address, followed atop the Lincoln Memorial's scape."
by King's 'I Have A Dream' steps nearly a century after
Feldman is correct. And
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he's right, too, when he suggests that Interior Secretary
Bruce Babbitt should assemble a group of folks -- some
civil rights leaders, architects
and planners, historians and
writers, and citizens of Washington - to advise him and
the National Capital Planning
Commission on what is the
most appropriate site for the
King memorial.
I'm sure that the four
groups working on the proposed site have good intentions, but maybe others could ·
help them come up with an
answer.
,
After all, Martin Luther
King Jr. was one of America's,
and the world's, greatest citizens, and with young people
visiting the nation's capual
day in and day out, every day
without a King memorial
there is a day when a chance
to tell his story is lost. •
(Lewis Is a cokrnnlst, 8 raglooal
adilor lor The lilnnessean, and 8
member of the~,·, e<:llorial
board. E·mall k:J Lewis can be Hot
k:J dlewlsOtennessean.ooml
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Nashville, !ennessee 37215

December 1. 1999

fax to:

Mr. Harvey Gantt, Chalnnan
National capital Planning Commission
202-482-7 272
Dear Mr. Gantt
As you prepare to convene the National Capital
Planning Commission tomorrow for a vote on the site
of a Washington memorJal to Dr. Martin luther King
and the heroes of the Civil Rights Movement, I beg
your consideration of the following opinion, which Is
scheduled to appear soon in the Washington Post:

The 1963 March on Washington, highlighted by Dr. Martin Luther King's
"I Have a Dream" oration from the steps of the Lincoln Memorial, still lingers
In the mind 36 years later as one of the most dramatic events in this nation's
history. It was a turning point in the long struggle of the African-American
minority to claim and assert their equity as citizens.
It may also have been the moment of Dr. King's greatest glory, for not
just the quarter-million people assembled there but millions more watching
on television saw and heard his eloquent rendering of an idea whose time had
come, the dream of an America equal to its promises. This 3 3-year-old black
minister from the South had come to symbolize the approaching liberation of
all Americans, whatever their class or color, from the paralyzing myth of
white supremacy.
The spirit of the March on Washington was that of a people's movement,
in the fmest tradition of the American democratic experiment. You cannot
read accounts of this historic event without hearing the echoing assurances
of the Bill of Rights, including the first of these: " ... the rtght of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of
grievances." The very meaning of our motto, E Pluribus Unum-out of ~y,
One-was given life and breath by 250,000 representatives of We the People.
Telephones: Area 615 - 297-8614

(offic~). 297-8607 (home)
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As the best-known leader among these petitioners, Reverend King had
the most prominent role to play that day, and his address-the- now-immortal
"I Have a Dream, speec}l-ranks with Lincoln's Gettysburg address among the
most famous orations in our nation's history. Now, at last, more than thirty
years after his death, we can all take reassurance and pride in the news that
there is soon to be a monument to Dr. King ln Washington.

Such a memorial could be placed almost anywhere ln Washington-this
is, after all, our City of Monuments. But in the clear light of history, there is
only one truly appropriate site for lt: on the Mall, beside the Reflecting Pool,
adjacent to the Uncoln Memorial•. It was to this place that the marchers came
from all over America on August 28, 1963. It was here that the Reverend
King and his compatriots, standing in ftont of the President who preserved
the Union, gave us a living vision of our "one Nation, under God, indivisible,
with Uberty and justice for all." And, 1n due time, it was here in this city that
the U. S. Congress did pass and President Lyndon B. Johnson dld slgn the
monumental Civil Rights Acts of 1964 and 1965.
All these events and developments-the march, the speech, the
legtslation-wm surely be used as featured elements tn the .King Memorial's
interpretation. But 1f the monument were to be placed elsewhere in the clty,
how could it then be satisfactorily explained that a site near the lincoln
Memorial, where these history-making events took place, was rejected in
favor of a less meaningful and appropriate location?
This is a unique opportunity to honor the memory of a great American
and the countless thousands who marched with him to secure the blessings of
the Blll of Rights for every person in the land. The Martin Luther King
Memorial should feature a statue of Dr. King delivering his oration, and the
full text of the "I Have a Oreamn speech should be engraved there, just as
President lincoln's Gettysburg address and his second inaugural address are
chiseled In stone at the Uncoln Memorial
The I<lng Monument should be located adjacent to Lincoln's, alongside
the Reflecting Pool where the vast throng stood to listen In 1963. And ln
keeping with the history of that tlme and the spirit of liberty that has kept
hope alive in generations of Americans for four centuries, there should be
engraved at this shrine the names of hundreds, perhaps thousands of people,
famous and anonymous, who took an active part in making the March on
Washington and the ClvU RJghts Movement a monumental success.
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In this manner, the powerful connection between Lincoln and King can
be forever sealed: the martyred President whose eloquence and courage
saved the Union in the 19th century, and the martyred preacher, equally
eloquent and courageous, who saved it in the 20th. It would be a tragic
and unnecessary lapse of common sense If this link across time were to be
severed by the misplacement of the Martin Luther King Memorial.
Mr. Gantt, this is more than a lifetime decisionit will define for all time the national expression of
historic significance attached to Dr. King and the Civil
Rights Movement. I pray that you and all the other
commisSioners wlth act with Solomonic wisdom.

t}
STUART F. FELDMAN
1830 RITTENHOUSE SQ., 12 B
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA 19103
TELEPHONE 215.546.3834
WASHINGTON ADDRESS:

1305 30Tii STREET N. W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20007
TELEPHONE 202.33 7.1785

11/16/99

Illustrative List of Attendees for a Discussion of the Site of the M. L. King Memorial
Civil Rights Leaden
Rep. John Lewis, Speaker at the March on Washington
Kweisi Mfume, President, NAACP
Hugh Price, National Urban League
Rev. Peter Gomes, Prof. at the Divinity School and Chaplain Harvard University
Correta Scott Kin~, The King Center
Rev. Jesse Jackson
Elaine Jones, Esq. Chief Counsel NAACP Legal Defense Fund
Julian Bond, Prof Univ. of Virginia, Chairman of the Board, NAACP

Architects and Plannen
Vincent Scully, Prof of Architectural History (Ret.) Yale University. He has given great
thought to the issue of placement of civic monuments and written extensively.
Prof. Nathan Glazer, editor The Public Face of Architecture, which treats issues like the King
site
John Chase, prominent Houston architect, African-American, former member Commission of
Fine Arts
Neil Porterfield, Architect, Chairman Departments of Architecture and Landscape Arch., Penn
State, former member Commission of Fine Arts
Richard Sennett, Prof at N.Y.U., prolific author on questions ofthe public sphere
Rebecca Stevens, NPS, historian of the Mall, architect Washington Monument restoration
Robert Venturi, noted architect and architectural thinker

,

()
Ada Louise Huxtable, architecture commentator, former New York Times critic
Maya Lin, designer Vietnam, and Montgomery civil rights memorials
Paul Goldberger, architectural critic, The New Yorker, former NY Times critic
Historians and Writers
Taylor Branch, biographer of Martin Luther King, Jr.
Prof. Christopher Edley, former coordinator Pres. Clinton's initiative on race
Toni Morison- novelist
John Egerton, chronicler of the civil rights movement, Speak Now Against the Day
Prof. Charles Johnson, author Dreamer, novel about last years of King's life, Univ. Washington
Prof. Henry Louis Gates, Harvard
Prof. Eric Foner, Columbia Univ. expert on Reconstruction
Prof. John Hope Franklin and other members of President Clinton's race initiative commission
Prof. James Horton, Dept. of History, George .Washington, African-American
Prof. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.
Gary Wills, author of Pulitzer Prize winning book on the importance of the Gettysburg Address,
and September Atlantic article on Lincoln's Second Inaugural Address
Prof. Roger Wilkins, Dept. of History, George Mason University
Citizens of Washington
James Gibson, civic leader, former President Meyer Foundation, African American, former
memberNCPC
Gen. Colin Powell
The panel should first be shown the sites on the Mall discussed, including the Lincoln
Memorial. The proponents should have a brief period to explain their views, with the
sponsors having the most time. Note: This list contains many busy people. Extra names are
included as it will be difficult to assemble a grou~ on short notice.
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The Graduate School of Fine Arts
Department of Landscape Architecture
and Regional Planning
119 \I everson Hall
Philadeiphia, PA 19104-6311
215-898-6591
Fax: 215-573-3770

John Dixon Hunt, Ph.D.
Professor and Chair
E-mail: jdhunt@pobox.upenn.edu

November 29, 1999
Harvey B. Gantt, Chairman
National Capital Planning Commission
Suite 301
801 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20576

Dear Mr. Gantt,
I am writing about the siting of the proposed Martin Luther King Memorial on tlie Mall in Washington.
I have been told of the various possibilities by Mr. Stuart F. Feldman. While I am personally of the
opinion that the Memorial would be most aptly sited where the Rev. King's famous and wonderful
speech \vas delivered- i.e. immediately adjacent to the Lincoln Memorial, my experience in landscape
design and especially as chair of a landscape design department suggests other perspectives.
The siting of the King Memorial, which will presumably need to include at th~ very least the famous
words of"I have a dream", will inevitably determine its form. And the form of the Memorial would
need to address its proposed siting as well as its content. It would seem therefore a useful strategy to
mclude as part of the design competition brief not only the program for the Memorial in itself, but also
the issue of its siting. Indeed, perhaps specific locations could be listed in the competition brief, as is
often done, including the Lincoln Memorial, the site near the Tidal Basin that (I gather) the Sponsors
favour and a few others that have been proposed during previous discussions. This would elicit from
competitors a richer set of proposals, having regard to siting and content; additionally, an exciting and
specifically sited design for the latter may well convince judges that a particular site is the
best one.
Yours sincerely,

ohn Dixon Hunt
Former Director of Landscape Studies, Dumbarton Oaks
Editor of Studies in the History of Gardens and Designed Landscapes

Cc:

Mr Harvey B. Gantt, North Carolina
Mr. Stuart F. Feldman 1./
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JOHN EGERTON • 4014 Copeland Drive •

I

Nashville. Tennessee 37215

December 1, 1999

fax to:

Mr. Harvey Gantt, Chairman
National Capital Planning Commission
202-482-7272
Dear Mr. Gantt:
As you prepare to convene the National Capital.

Planning Commission tomorrow for a vote on the site of a Washington memorial to Dr. Martin Luther King ::
and the heroes of the Civil Rights Movement, I beg :
your consideration of the following opinion, which is
scheduled to appear soon in the Washington Post:

The 1963 March on Washington, highlighted by Dr. Martin Luther King•s
"I Have a Dream» oration from the steps of the Uncoln Memorial, still lingers
In the mind 36 years later as one of the most dramatic events in thiS nation's
history. It was a turning point in the long struggle of the African-American
minority to claim and assert their equity as citizens.
It may also have been the moment of Dr. King,s greatest glory, for not
just the quarter-million people assembled there but millions more watching
on television saw and heard his eloquent rendering of an idea whose time had
come, the dream of an America equal to its promises. This 33-year-old black
minister from the South had come to symbolize the approaching liberation of
all Americans, whatever their class or color, from the paralyzing myth of
white supremacy.
The spirit of the March on Washington was that of a people's movement,
in the finest tradition of the American democratic ex-periment. You cannot
read accounts of this historic event without hearing the echoing assurances
of the Bill of Rights, Including the first of these: " ... the right of the people f
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of
(
grievances." The very meaning of our motto, E Pluribus Unum-Out of Ma~v
One--was given life and breath by 250,000 representatives of We the Peo(,·
Telephones: Area 615- 297-8614
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As the best-known leader among these petitioners, Reverend King had
the most prominent role to play that day, and his address-the now-immortal
"I Have a Dream, speech-ranks with Ilncoln's Gettysburg address among the
most famous orations in our nation's history. Now, at last, more than thirty
years after his death, we can all take reassurance and pride in the news that
there is soon to be a monument to Dr. King in Washington.

Such a memorial could be placed almost anywhere in Washington-this
is, after all, our City of Monuments. But in the clear light of history, there is
only one truly appropriate site for it: on the Mall, beside the Reflecting Pool,

adjacent to the Lincoln Memorial. It was to this place that the marchers came
from all over America on August 28, 1963. It was here that the Reverend
King and his compatriots, standing in front of the President who preserved
the Union, gave us a living vision of our "one Nation, under God, indivisible,
with liberty and justice for all.,. And, In due time, It was here in this city that
the U. S. Congress did pass and President Lyndon B. Johnson did sign the
monumental Civil Rights Acts of 1964 and 1965.
All these events and developments-the march, the speech, the
legislation-will surely be used as featured elements in the King Memorial's
interpretation. But if the monument were to be placed elsewhere in the city,
how could it then be satisfactorily explained that a site near the Lincoln
Memorial, where these history-making events took place, was rejected in
favor of a less meaningful and appropriate location?

This is a unique opportunity to honor the memory of a great American
and the countless thousands who marched with him to secure the blessings of
the Bill of Rights for every person in the land. The Martin Luther King
Memorial should feature a statue of Dr. King delivering hls oration, and the
full text of the "I Have a Dream" speech should be engraved there, just as
President lincoln's Gettysburg address and his second inaugural address are
chiseled in stone at the Uncoln Memorial.
The King Monument should be located adjacent to Uncoln's, alongside
the Reflecting Pool where the vast throng stood to listen in 1963. And in
keeping with the history of that time and the spirit of liberty that has kept
hope alive in generations of Americans for four centuries, there should be
engraved at this shrine the names of hundreds, perhaps thousands of people,
famous and anonymous, who took an active part in making the March on
'ashington and the Civil Rights Movement a monumental success.
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In this manner, the powerful connection between lincoln and King can
be forever sealed: the martyred President whose eloquence and courage
saved the Union in the 19th century, and the martyred preacher, equally
eloquent and courageous, who saved it in the 20th. It would be a tragic
and unnecessary lapse of common sense if this link across time were to be
severed by the misplacement of the Martin Luther King Memorial.

Mr. Gantt, this is more than a lifetime decisionit will define for all time the national expression of
historic significance attached to Dr. King and the Civil
Rights Movement. I pray that you and all the other
commissioners with act with Solomonic wisdom.

1312 18th Street NW #502
Washington DC 20036

The Progressive Review
NCPC
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Fife No.
Primary Stat. _ _....~Q~.-·
"'·p;t...'kc...____:
Due Date _ _ _ _ _ _ __

December 1, 1999
The NCPC
801 Penna. Ave. NW Suite 301,
Washington DC 20576

Copies:
LHAIRMAN~SST EXEC. D!R. (PRGRMS)
EXEC DJR.~ ASST. EXEC. DIR. CMGMT)
PUB AF.

CFN UJUNSa~
::ECRETARJAT -X,.

To the Commission:

7

LONG RANGE PLNG --:---/
PLANS REWIEW --l£'TDASUP!'ORT _
ADMIN __

I am writing to lend my support to creating a memorial to Martin Luther Kihg
Jr. at or near the Lincoln Memorial. I understand that consideration is also
being given a site near the Tidal Basin, but it seems this would be a far less
desirable location.
I have visited, on a number of occasions, the new FOR Memorial as I am an
admirer of Roosevelt as I am of King. While the monument is impressive, I
have an unavoidable sense that it is in a second-class location, in the back
of the Mall bus, so to speak. I imagine school children, having been taught
what a great individual Dr. King was, wondering why his monument has
been put in such an inconspicuous spot.
While there is a trade-off between space and position, the symbolic impact of
a smaller monument in direct proximity with the Lincoln Monument would be
immense, serving as iconographic witness to the dream of which Dr. King
spoke at that very location.
Sincerely,.

Sam Smith
Editor

202-835-0770 Fax 202~3fi,.oTT9·.
news@prorev:com··
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Wharton .EDvtronmon'tal
Management Program

The Wnait~ School
UniV9t'sity of ?eonsyivan:a

3620 :..ocust Walk
Phi<adev,)hia, PA 191Da.5369

\Vharton

2l5.898.3018~ne

215.572.2006 f~
or-..se@wharton.u;:~&nn.edu

EricW. Orts
Cirector
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November 30, 1999
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By Fax: 202.482.7272
Copies:

National Capital Planning Commission

CHAIRMAN~st EXEc. DIR CPRGRMS} ~

801 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 301
Washington, DC 20576

EXEC. DIR.--;:-- ASST. EXEC DIR (MGMf) ~
PUB. AF.....t::::..

GEN.COIJNsa~
SEClUn'ARIAr~

LONG RANGBP!JCJ
PLANSI£MEW "'\""

TO.\ Stll'ralfADNIN._

Re: Martin Luther King Memorial

DearNCPC:
I would like to add my voice in support of the proposal by Stuart Friedman and my
coUeaguc, Professor Jolm Dixon Hunt, to hold a competition for the best architectural proposal
for a memorial for Martin Luther King without limiting it to one specific site decided in advance.
From what I have read, it seems presumptuous to decide on one location in advance according to
the expressions of one interest group, however influential it may be. Instead, it seems appropriate
to give architects the latitude to choose among several appropriate sites and then to select the
most approp~iate design. Surely, a·decision oftbis magnitude deserVes careful consideration and
an open competition. On the merits, I am also persuaded that Stuart Friedman has advanced
some very strong historical arguments in favor of locating a new Martin Luther King Memorial

near the Lincoln Memorial.
Sincerely,

Eric W. 0rts
Associate Professor
cc:
Stuart Friedman (by fioc 215.546.3834)
John Dixon Hunt w/attachment (by intramural mail: Landscape Architecture)
Kenneth Shropshire w/attachment (by hand)
Elijah Anderson w/attaclunent (by fax: 3.2081)

The 'Wharton

Sd~ocJ

University of PelmsytvaRi.a

(O"d £OO"DN LS:£!
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STUART F. FELDMAi~

f)

1830 RITTENHOUSE SQ., 12 B

PHILADELPHiA, PENNA 19103
"l'El.EF.ioNE 215.546.3834

11/26199

Should tbe Legacy of King be Linked Forever witb that of President Lincoln?

The ~ational Capital Planning Commission's Crucial Vote December 2 on
the Location in Washington of the M.L. King Memorial
A group of people are working to see that the memorial to Dr. King that Congress
·authorized in 1998 is built at the right place. The choice is between a site at the Lincoln
Memorial steps going down to the Reflecting Pool and one beyond the Polo Field at the Tidal
Basin. I feel~ as do many others, that history requi:res that the Lincoln Memorial Reflecting Pool
area be selected. The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, with which I worked for ten years as a
volunteer, to get the legislation passed. an<L l believe, Mrs. King prefer the Tidal Basin. We
would very much like to get your advice and help.

A more expansive memorial can be built at the Tidal Basin. But, as has been pointed out,
the people that most need to reflect on the hundred years that it took after tbe Civil War to get
voting and other civil rights for African-Americans, are unlikely to go to a distant memorial at
the Tidal Basin. The Tidal Basin site ~as voted down 8-4 on July 1 by the NCPC. I was the only
public 'Witness. I "Wrote to Secretary Bruce Babbitt in early September requesting that he convene
a meeting. of the two commissions involved. the National Park Senice and the sponsors, to
discuss with Civil Rights leaders~ historians and architectural thinkers where the memorial
should be placed to do the most good for the country. That has never happened.
:0-..vight Lewis•s recent column in the Nashville Tenuesseaa and my briefing memo, as
well

as the backup articles. should explain the situation.

I feel strongly that King's '1 Have a Dream" speech is the Second Emancipation
Proclamation. As Colin Powell bas said:
""Abraham Lincoln freed the slaves, but it was Martin Luther King who freed the
whites and freed the American people."

It is vital to link the legacies ofKing and Lincoln, and the speeches in Lincoln's
Memorial with King's. The Tidal Basin site is totally disconnected from the Lincoln M~orial.
Monuments. Monuments and buildings must be related to tell our national story, instead of
arbitrarily placing pieces ofhistory on the landscape. J. Carter Brown, Chairman of the
Commission ofFine Arts. has written:

FiFi. nc; A oi\J

ann7_c-Jr_rT7•..,...,1
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"The Lincosn·Memorial site would be the highest tribute the nation could give to any
indi"idu.aL. The memorial to King there would need to gain its power, strength and
pc.)eny from physical understatement and oveT'\Ir-helming historical resonance..,.,
A Possibie Design- One sug_!!ested King Memorial would consist oft\\'-o marble tablets
flanking the steps ieading down to the Reflecting P~l.}be tex'1 of the immortal"I HaYe a
Dream"' speech would be etched on the.sOmh tablet, where hundreds of thousands on the March
on Washington heard it delivered On the north tablet, excerpts from the words of the "I Have
Been to the ~1ourr.Z:n Top., and other major speeches would be carved.
A slightly ~-ger-than-life size sculpture of Dr. King would stand adjacent to the "I Have
a Drea.--n" speech or at the center of the steps. Unifying the dements v."'uld be a fountain that
comes from L;e ea.:-rh, from ·which the water would flow down the steps to the. Reflecting Pool.

The Crucial Vote- Harvey Gantt. the NCPC Chairman and the executive director
Reginald Griffith S!rongly backed the Tidal Basin site and will presumably do so again. The
National Park Ser:.ice has resisted anything being built close to the Lincoln Memorial. But
Brov.-n. "Wilo is just as aware of the aesthetic concerns as the ~"PS, has supponed the idea One
possible compromise has been suggested by Professor John Dixon Hunt, Chairman of the
Deparunent ofLa."'1dscape Architecture at the University of Pennsylvania He suggests holding
the architecrural competition with a cho1ce of several sites and designs to match those sites.
Another possibility is to postpone the vote, until witnesses from the fields of Civil Rights,
historians and architectural thinkers can be assembled and testify.

Please write or fax tile NCPC, the Wasbiagton Post and Secretary of the Interior
Bruce Babbitt with your views. Two paragraph letters are best.
Addresses: 1. The NCPC- 801 Penna. Ave NW Suite 301. Wash. OC 20576 Fax 202 482-7272,

E-Mail NCPC.Gov
2. The Washington P~ Letters to the Editor 1150 15th ST. NW, DC 20071 no faxes but
E-mail to washingtonpost.com
3. Secretaty Broce Babbitt. 1849 C St NW Wash, DC 20240
Please send me a copy of anything you write. My fax is the same as my phone number
but you must call first E Mail Gibaa.@aol.com
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Should King sit side by side with Lincoln?
Should &he lt>WJCY uf Mar·

liJ\ lAdbcr King Jr. be linked

forever wilh lhnr of Abraham
l.inc:oln, m1e of America's
grc;ttesllendcrsl
1'hat's the 1JUC$llon currcnlly bet~ debntcd these
days as fedeml offidals and
others lry to delcrn»nc the
belle r l~atJon for the· pro·
posed Martin lucl~r King
Memorial In Wasbhsgton.
: Some,lndudlngthcMartln
l.uther Klng Jr. National
MemorJnJ l•rojccl fuumlatlon, favur the 'ndal Uasln ~tee
between Wasbb1gtun's lndc·
petlden<:e Avenue nnd the·
Fr~mldiu.t>. Roosevelt Mettle,.

.

Dwigbl
UWIS

&heir uumlx."!'s lnclmt~ll'cu·
t)le fh)m c~ry clas.'t, callng
nud culm:
·~11 Along the ref\ecllng
l1oul Ihey stood, gnzlng up,
Jsletung. clteerltJ8 as one
great spr.nk-er after another
5ttttXI hl tbe slmduw of the
brood lug martyr Abraham
Um:oln and dreamed aluud
riaL
·of an Amcricu cqnnllo Its
I Others (CM>r lucclliug tht! lt proanises." ·
·
~ar.lbe Unooln Memurinl.
tigerton nddcd: ••111cre lti
. "On Auu, 28,1963, clO!K! tu a ot\ly one Indy RJ,PWJ)rlatt!
qunr~eNnlllll>n courngcou.CJ site for the King Memorial. lt
Asnerleata clttzeu• m:.rch~d should be ndjl\cenl to tht! Un·
lntu this city lo pel Ilion their colu Metuorlul, linked lu
Btwcnumml for a redress of physlcul t>roximlly as In hls·
tfrll.'VIltl\."<.>S." Nashville author tory. Vlsiture could then rend
am.l historian John l:gcrton ant! Jlllnder l.ittt'(]ln'll Gett)~·
said r~c:cnlly... ll1clr waders ~ltir!J Address 11nd hilt; second'
\Wtc Afrknn J\mcrlcn•15, lJr. lllAtl(l\lml addrclls. followt'tl
KhiK must mcmuruhly, um\ b)' Kl11g's '1 lh\\'e A l>wmn'

sp~ct:h, nnd fecllh~ powerful
· contll"Ctltln ootwceu the two.
"What l.inmlnauu the ,,rc.
served Union were to tlac
19th cenuuy. King flnd th4!
t'lvil rights movement h!tVl!
been to the 20th: crowning
eycnts, defining rnument:t,
each pcrsonlflt-d by a slngu·
lsr n~ttre who symbulltcs
our uuc 11olior•. sHU !ltt·ivltl8
to be ludlvlsiblt.•."
Stunrt F. Feldman. wnc)
lives In l~uladclllhla and Is se·
nlor vkc J"esldt>.nl of &Ito
hom'll fur t w Nu:tionat Con·
stltulion Center, ugn.oes.
J~ldman has bceu worklus
a.~; 11 volunteer for this pn.~ect

Uncolu's ussasslnation."
Wl~en J talked lu t;,Jdman
over the telephone, be mldeu:
"It was Klug and the dvU
rirJ•Is mltvt"m~nt llt• led that•.
nt>arly R ccucury Inter, lin·
lsht.>d Uncoln's work.''
'J1ac ftmr groups directly
Involved In hJ1l118 to dcchfu
where the Klug memorial
shnuld he located - the
MI.K Memorial l,rojr.ct
Jt\1\mdnllon, lhe Nntlonal
l'ark Service, the U.S. Cttm·
. mission of Fine AflS, and lbe
Nalloua.l Capital l'l:uuah~g
Cummlssion - hav~ JI(Jt

been able to reach ~n agree·

ment on dw uiDSI na,pmprl·
slncc l9SU..Jt• October 19<)6, atcsile.Conf\rcmshasalt'Cady
he loJd me: ••111e wonls ofhllt voted Ibat II be buill, with 11ri(Kin!J's) hmnurtru 'lllave A vatc fundl9.
J)reum' speech &huuJd be
"l11c 'ltdultk1sh1 sltr l• to·
curved In 'tone at usite by the tnlly dlmmnectcd from the
itfllccting Pool near the l.bJ· Lli!C(tln Memol'inl,'' Feldman
wlu Memorial.
· told me 11·1day. "Monuments
"l'eot•le who go tbere to ·und buildings must be rchncd
rend l.lnt·uln's thoughts to tell uur national sltll'y, iu·
would he nblc to }louder the stcnd uf arbitrarily plrtclng
1ru1hs that Klng spoke from pieces ofJdstury or\ the land·
ntul' the l.lncolu Memutl.ltl's SCUJ'H.'."
sl<!ps uemly a ccnlury alter
h•l•""''" '

he's ri~fht, ltJO. wl1cu he ,;ug•
r,csls t tal Interior Secretary
nruce nnbbiu sh<lUld assem·
bit!~ grouJt of fOlks·- smnc

civil rl~htsl~·luitm~, nn:hil~ts

and phmnrrs, hlslorlruts iltld
writers, and cltl.tcns of Wash~
lngton -· tu udvlsc him and
the National C~pitnll'lam\lng
Commlssion on what Is the
mosl awmtJrlalc sllc f<lr the
Klug mcnwrlal.
·l'm sure tbat the f\IUr
gmups wmkiug ou lhe
posed slle have sood in ·
tluns, but maybe otbcu could'·
hel1• lh~til come up with nn

8·

answc1~

,

After ail, Martin tuther
KJng/r.wssoncofAincrlca's,
ami t ae world's, greatest cltl·
zcns, Rnd with young pcllple
\llslting the nation's cttpftnl
uay 1n1Wl d11y out, evtny day
without a King mcuaor.fal
them~ (!I a lilly when a chance
to tell his story is lost. •
.(lewis Is At"Oiumnl$1, fl f$Qion~

~~:~,~~!!!1\11 1oot!IQM
·
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Possible Sites
1. The Relecting Pool Steps
2. West Constitution Gardens preferred by the National Park Service
3. South side of the Reflecting Pool to be coupled ,~·ith 1
4 . The Tidal Basin site supported by Alpha Phi Alpha
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Time is Running Out on a \Vise Decision Making Process for the Site of the
Martin Luther King Memorial
~CPC to Hold Decisive Vote on December 2 on the Site
Time is running out to set up a wise dedsion making process for the site for the Martin
Luther King memorial on W~}tington's Mall that Congress authorized in legislation passed in
1996 and 1998. The NCPC wdl take the decisive vote on the site on December 2.

l. The Site Selectiou Process- Once a project is approved by Congress, there are three
commissions- The National Capital Memorial, the National Capital Planning and the
~ommission of fine Arts, the National Park Service, and ultimately, the Secretary of the Interior,
10 this awkward site selection decision making process. The National Capital Memorial
Commission approved the idea and seems to have no current role. The NPS is the steward of the
Mall and its environs.

The site selection process has been lengthy. The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity (the sponsor)
last fall requested a site at the east end oftbe Constitution Garden Lakes (17th and Constitution).
That was approved by the NCPC. Then the fraternity changed its position and asked for the site
at the Tidal Basin: NCPC r~iected that by one vote. The NCPC continued to back the
Constitution Gardens Site. The Commission of Fine Arts, on March 23, rejected the East
Constitution Gardens site. put the Tidal Bas1n on hold, and encouraged the fratenrity to consider
a site close to the Lincoln Memorial.
A task force was formed from the commissions, the ~"PS and the fraternity. I understand
that only limited consideration, at best~ was given to a Lincoln Memorial site. The NPS is
opposed to building anything close in: Secretary Babbitt can overrule that position. The task
force recommended the Tidal Basin site and the CFA approved it It then returned to the NCPC,
where it was rejected. The fraternity still prefers the Tidal Basin, as does Mrs. Coretta Scott
King, I think. She is the Cbainnan of the fraternity effort, although I don't believe that has been
announced publicly. A larger monument can be built at the Tidal Basin, but it is disconnected
from the Lincoln Memorial and the history made there.

l. Absence of Larger VteWS- The Tidal Basin site, a<ljacent to the Polo Field, was
rejeaed on Ju1y 1 by an 8-4 vote in the NCPC, witb thoughtful views expressed by opponents
and proponents on the commission. However. Harvey Gantt, Cbainnan of the NCPC, is working
to form a consensus within the commission for the Tidal Basin. At tbe meeting of the NCPC
October 7. he set up an internal task force to try and meet the objections to the Tidal Basin site-
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if they can be met Neither historians, civil rights leaders, nor leading architectural thinkers
(other than those few architects on tbe commissions and their staffs). have contributed to the
process. I wrote to Secretary Bruce Babbitt, early in September, proposing that he convene such
a group of thinkers to meet with the relevant commissions and Alpha. J. Carter Brown, fanner
Director of the national Gallery of Art and long-time Chainnan of the Fine Arts Commission
called the Lincoln Memorial area ''the highest tribute."

When I testified before the NCPC on July 1. I was the sole public witness. On March 23
before Fine Arts, there was one other witness, Judy Scott Feldman an Assistant Professor at
American University. She brought along one of her students (it was a class project) and the
student testified briefly. Ms. Feldman offered some excellent observations about the basic
questions. which have yet to be answered (see attached Jist and JSF memo and Jetter to Secretary
Babbitt).

3. The Sponsor- The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity has played a crucial leadership role,
originating the idea of a King memorial. George Sealey, Jr. led the effort from its inception in
1984, until the first piece of legislation passed in late 1996. John Carter,. a reti:Eed telephone
executive in Atlanta, leads the effon now. The fraternity must conduct the desi~ competition
and raise the money.
When my op-ed piece ran in the Washington Post in 1989, Sealey called and asked me to
join with Alpha I dld as a volunteer and worked to get the legislation passed (Rep. Connie
Morella was the leader, along with Senators Warner and Sarbanes). The fraternity had no site in
mind when I met with them,. but we used my article as a major legislative tool, and there
appeared to be considerable backing for the Lincoln Memorial area \\l"ben I diseuss the issue
with people, almost
of them favor the Lincoln Memorial.

an

4. A Solutioa- The site selection for the King Memorial is very important. Strong views
have been presented, but thoughtful experts need to be heard from. The Secretary of the Interior
should assemble historians, civil rights leaders and architectural thinkers. They would meet ~ith
the Commissions and the sponsors and discuss the top1c. With their insights added. a better
decision will be made that will serve the long-time interests of tbc nation. This memorial is
forever. Important monuments and building should be related to tell a national story. People that
have spent much of their lives thinking about these issues must be hear~ before the site is
approved, the architectural competition is launched and the stones are put in place.
S. A Possible DesigD- One suggested King Memorial would amsist of two marble tablets
flanking the steps leading do'Wil to the Reflecting Pool 1lle text of the immortal "1 Have a
Dream" spc=;h would be etched on the south tablet, where hundreds of thousands on 1he March
on Washington heard it delivered. On the north tablet, the words of the "'Have Been to the

Mountain Top" speech would be carved.
A slightly larger-than-life size .sculpture of Dr. King would stand adjacent to the "I Have
a Dream" speech or at the center oftbe steps. Unifying the elements would be a fountain that
came from the earth, from which the water would flow down the steps to the Reflecting Pool.
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was back-of-thebus location," Gantt said of the Ju!7
vote. "Some did not want to see Mar-

?Juia_.'

j:

I! _.;,~~

i,

l

~~:::~~:a~ ~~~~~~
~~:~;. L
o I
opposmon to
t 7·

~.. speeCh <m Washington's na-

ti~ mall. Now, there is a struggle
t~d the right place there :o mark

m;contrftrwtions.

~me planners worry that too

dny airplanes would zoom over
tlie" bead of Dr. King's statue ar a
p~ site near the Tidal Basin..·
t>thers fear that .an alternative loC3tion at Constitution Gardens. on
t~ mall near. Constitution Avenue,
would segregate memorials to
black leaders and heroes in one cor·
net of the capital's monument·
rUled core.
·
;t.nd still others are concerned
that a busy site, near ~ Vietnam

JOn:Y m

reconsider.
The memorial's sponsDrS hope be
can pull that off by the commission"s next meeting OcL 7.
'"We are trying to create in the
southeast eorridor of' the mall wr.at
we call a "path of leaders; whe..-e
the words of Lincoln,. FDR and Jetfenon will be c:ombined with the
words of Kin&"' said Ed Jackson,
chairman of the sponsonf design
committee. "It's one opporrmriry
where tbe son of a slave is placec in
the same cityscape as the owner of
a slave - which speaks volumes to
bow far America has come.'"

Veterans Memorial,
could distract viewers Desltr'IIAI"R
f~ the impact o! Dr.
._.-.. King's message.
!Jarvey Gantt, chairmtUI of tbe National
C4pital Pwming Com~on. which must 8Jr

pl'Oi-e memorial Ioca-

tiG$. is working to get

~.quarreling parties

to"'igree on one of the

UIIGI

&it· near the Lincoln Memorial,
wiWre Or. King gave his speech in
1963.

Without a quick Conserm15. Gantt
fears Dr. King's memorial will remain iD limbo too long.
"We bave been at an impaSse for
some time," Gantt said. '"What I do
kDDw 15 I bave to move it from this
~ ':"
Gmtt, an architect. is a former
mJa»r of Charlotte_ N.C., who ran
mllefcc:essfally qaiDst SeD.. Jesse
Hetiris <R., N.C.) m the 1990 .and
1-dedioAs. Last week, be invit·

ed-tif: memorial's spon10n1 to make

tbJitc:ue informally for tb: ndal

Balli site they {and he) like best at
ml~

session or the plan-

~
~

sPonsors- the Martin Luth·

~Jr. Memorial Projec:t Faundalitm and~ Phi .A1pba, an AfriAmerican fraternity - want to
~ the memorial an a 4-acre plot
n~e basin between the Lincoln

c3ti

~ #_efferson Memorials.

,:be plmmins c:ommission rejected.that site in July by a vote of 7-5,
cift1C airplane noise as one prol>, _ _.-..
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Jad:son, the research director I
for the American In...cti- !

Dr. Kine's
statue to help
create 1 "path

nati-'

j

~

tute of A.rchit~s in '

Washington,. said the J
sponsors want Dr. i ,
Kina's memorial to be a l

desti!lmiOD memorial- l
one you specifically 1·
trU to Washingtcm to )
see, rather tban one you !

may pass on a tour.
In 1996, Congress forma •
mally authorized the
memorial to be near the
mall. It !P've the sprmsors the task l
ot locating a site, choosing a desiiD. 1
and raising money for constrUc:rian.
The cost .is expected to exceed $10
million. aDd sponsors hope to com- 1
plete it by 2003.
l
Tbe spoDSOrS say airplane noise I·
at .the T!dal BasiD site is a moot l
point. Recat DOWeolevel readJngs ~·
were taken with similar results at
the Basin and the Omstitutioll Gar· i
dea sites.
But some commissioners will
need persuadiftg..
Gantt ami arhers say tbey sense
no animosity toward Dr. Kmg•s
memory, ORly f"amly differinl
vi~-s about bow best to respect.Dr.
King. In fact. tbe Kina memorial is
not the only JliCIPbSCd mcmamcm to 1
cause amttoversy. Officials ha'i'C !.
bad along debate over the dcsip of I
a World Wttr n memorial on the '!
natioMl mall.
)
..I had no idea before 1 got to
WashiDgtcm bow contentious same !
of tbese decislons are.,. Gantt said. l
"'Now I know there is a tremendous l
amount of emotion wrapped up in
anything having to do with mtmU- j
;1.
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1\~} Ile J'~<lt· · ~'ud
,(lf!ej_
Rights Leader
_).-H(lJ.
(tid/;!;~
''Then ore luo many thlngs here tha.t make

me feel like this is the ba-:k uf lhc bus," he saicl.
comnti.tslon would entloue lhe aante aite In au ..1am ~Ktrry, IIUI I cnn'l vote (ur il."
assessment to the board at vr•t~r•lay'a meellng.
Comutl1111lun Hxeculive Uircctor Griffith
<irifllth's te~tlimony was takea u • 11ign Uaat urge1l buartl members I•> louk "liCit al w'1al !11
lhere hul wllal could be there. We recumnumded
bulh board• would be in a.:cord.
Jlowever, Ute l,la,.nlng Cotnmluion·membera this 1.dle nut because U wna the back of the bus
did tml follow the alalf re~ommendallona. lk· , , . but because we hr.ll~vtd tbls cmlld he de(cue the vole was taken, sev~ral membera of· tigttcd i11 a way tltalls worlhy of Dr. K~nlf."
Cmnn1ininn Cha,rman U.'lf'\ley U. G11nU, a
fered emollonal1•leas for and agalnal Ute aile.
C<umnlulon member Margrarel G. Vand!r· preaidenUal lfll)olnlee, waa lhe last to Slltlk,
bye, a prelldentlal apa•ollee, spoke or he lor lhe ally lnl( he woula vut e tor Ihe site. "I 'vc aslc.ed my·
wciJK of the fountlallun but aald site waa opa1osetl self over aud uver again was tile ••roresa a fnlr
to the alte fur both land use and phllosopl•lc:al one," he aald. "I eouchaded Ute proceaa wasfalr.l
rra1on1. S\1e said the area lain a noocl ph1in anl.l lilted lhe C•,nallh1tlun Gardens site better •••
yet lhe 11clal naslll she Is Slll!cilll."
Is alreatly occut)led by a recreaUonal fielcl.
"Philosophically, tlaia aile jual dota.a't work
Ill! 'fCIII on IU 811Y he hDd been CUIICCJIICd tltllt
for me," 11he said. '"'llttslallol jusla men10riallo lhc memnrinl fmuulalion had heu coerced Into
a ~treal lraclcr llltl a tnemorl11llo lhe people he asking fur tl1e Tldal ll11sln site but' waa C(IU·
·
lell .... Whalrvtr we do lor a 111etnorial, It vinceallhal was IJ(Il lh~ case.
"We want,., mgve forward aud oot1lelay for a
shuuhl be a living enlit)', at is u~e Wasl•ln.cton
yef'r ur two. t)r mnyhe we will never do il, • lte
Mumuntnl.'"
She wenl on lo raug"esl 11reedom Plaza un snid. "I clhln'l gel the sile I w;mled, l>ut I can't
Pennsylva11la Avenue as a I)QIIsiblr aile because, say this won't be a great site."
Aller the voles were ~:ust, Julm llarsmu1. asso·
wthere JOts l•avl! {IC:Il·ple milling lllld mixhtjl Willt·
date regional dircchlf uf the Nallunall'nrk Str·
oul ft(fdrd to the rolor "' lhtir 11kir1."
Potricia ltlwood, cum•nisMion vice president vice's Naliuulll ca,,itrtl lteJtlou, said lte I!XIIIclt'd
and a mayoral ap1mintee, said 11h a~rreted with tile vote lo be ctnse and ha1ln'llaeen willing to
Vandrrhye bul alMl••1...llt.>ellerrible not lu sup· 1m••Ud the outcome, He sa,•t, lhc l~uk Servk'e
and the fmmdution woutclluok again at silrs :11
110r l t h111 11'illal U11sln I site:
Arrington Dixon, a mayoral appointee, sahl each P.nd of Con~lflutlm1 Gardtns.
ln nlher bu~lnus, lhe cCJmmiallfl)n gave flual
he llafl slruggled lo eome to lhe clfda!on nollo
support Ute aite selecllc,n, lie said he objeeled lo dnlgn llllt1fuval to the Nuth.11\11l Musemnof the
the adjni11lntr 110ln flelll, tbe rn11clway 1bro11gh Am('rlcan ludlan tlutl wlll be b1tilt al 'l'hlrd
Slrell't and hulca)endcllce fwcmue SW.
the slle and lh~ noise uf rdrpllltlCS cwerllead.
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Vc'Jte Lillcly to StalL /1rcy'ecl
JJy a leru; Supporters Say
flr l.tHIIA Wur.r.r.u
IJ:tUII i 11 ~~~~~~ Pu.\1 Slll/JII'rul'r
Plans In b11ild a memorial to Mtulln l.utb~r
King 1r. i11 the Mall arcu :mllcre•l a ntajm !iel·
back ye~ll·ulay wh~n a lct•y PJll'IICY rl'jet'll'tl n
aiCt. Sellll~h!d by the IIICfi\Urtal /I)IUIIIitlion 111111
olre11dy lllll)roved hy the Cmnmis:sicm ol Fine

....

cj

Arts.

In 1111 llto oi Yolc, the National Cat•ilt~1 l'lan·
uinlf Cnmmis.~ion disa1•1nove•l a lhr•~e-acre l!ih~
beside the Ti1lal ll.'lsiu, nut f;u lmm \be frilllk·
lin 0. ttuusrvc~ll M~rnnrial. Thl• vote mt~UIK the
· Wa:dtingllut D.C. Martin Luther Ki111o1 Jr. Me·
mori~tll'wjed l;muuhaliuu mu!lt heuin tlte lliU·
t~ess 1>f sclcl·tiu~ ;umlher ~ik and Ihen 5c~t'k 1111·
llfi)Vlll frCIIn both t'Uillllli~"liiii1S, t"l C:ltillg ;J 1ld:~y
of til h~ai\1 il )'cnr.
·"\~lire extrt•nwly Mlll1lc~ply di~<IJiflllinlctl, •
uwJnorilllttrujr.,~t IIHIIIIJI{Cr Juhn C.uh•r :;aict al·
lr.r tlte vul<'. ~we Wl'tJt 1hruu~:h Ihe l•tnt.•cs~. we
diclcvcryl hlnl(. We lmd luuke•t :el all the :~it<':t
... nnct this is slilllhe bt·~lsilc:.~
lly the 11mct•ss, he~ ntt.'lllll llw l',nt'fully ·nrchc•shllted Jlri.'S<'IIhtliuns In hnlh conuni!osion~
ami the fuu111fntiun'a tlllttidp:tlil)n in a lnsk
fmce nmtle 1111 u( r~au~scmtatives lmm hulb
r•,uml~sionli that llatlt•um·hult!•l lim Th.l~l U01·
sin !Cilr Willi Uu~ lwst. The fu11111h1tiou ('lltulot ~u

OS
FJIII>t\Y,

s.

ahtRd wilh a dt>!>ilfn t•nntt•••titiun or rais1: lund!~
unlillhey hllvl! a ~ilL•.
The King Mmwrial site h:•s IJ[•en rHnlru·
ver~h1l. lnlliPIJy, the luuncllllinn sdcd<'tl a 11il1~
at lhc ensl cud ul Com;lilutil)n G;\ult!ns. lll'Ar
thf 1)lanned Wnrld \Vnr II 1\·l~mminl 111111 u•·
l'tivctlrtl'llrnv;~llrnrnlhe! l'l;uming Cumm!s~imt
b11l WJM hlflll'ti down hy tlu~ Fine Art' Cmnr11issio11. Tllr. hmn•lallnn thl'n tcc·onsltll'tt••l lwn
ulfll'r llile~ lit:• I h;ul hl•t•n tli!lmi~st!tlt•llr lir till·
hraeetllbeo oul' nn lhe Ti•lal Uasin.
The l:inc Arl9 Conunissiun gave eniiiUSii\Sllc
SUIIIII>rllnlhat t•hokc
'
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j By Stuart F. Feldman

l

l~·

resident amto.n signed
isla'tion last month It.at will
l
allow co:iJS!I'Uction of a ~
i
mo:ial to :he Rev. Dr. Mar·
: ti:l Lu!herKingJr.on Washington's
) NatioDal Mall. We must ~ !t~Ie
1 that the Ilext steps lead to a monu-

!

!

menr that mon·.-ates the present
ge:J.~rz.tion to strive for Dr. Kmg's

I: wi:h
vision of. m undivided America
the saille power !hat trans1

, fo::med ~ country more than a

ge::J.eration ago.
.
A fittn.g monument for Dr. King

recuires three

~gs:

a

firs:-cl~

work of arc!ti:ec!:lre: a site :md desigD that tie !O~.her the King and
Lincoln Memo.."'ials. ml4 a message
:!le refleas Dr. King's complex and
b:illimt actievemen~
As we know from COllil.'tless design
banles in Washington, these reI qmemen1S are simple to state but
j hard to re8li%e.. Tms imponant uai tional proiect, to be led by Alpha
; Pl:i Alpha,.!he nation's largest black
1

L-ate:ui!Y. mus:: summon tbe great-

,

~

ialen!S.

to be reatzec1.
This dialogue between Lincoln
and Dr. King wouid lead us towa:d
the eternal goal of ~a!ion.al utilY.
for which l...inc:oln and a half-l!lillior. solCiers ~ :heir lives in conflict and which Kli:g played a signif-

icant role in so!icti.fyjng. Lincoln
and Dr. Kmg each redeemed for us
the better angl!ls of our rustotial

consciousness.

·

·

Finally. the Km.g memorial :nust
display the astonjsh•ng ac!lie-;ements of Dr. King ami ~ allies. Dr.
King emboctiecl the spi..-i.tuul, political and visiQIWy in a single pe."'SOI!
aDd. 2 smgle movement. He ~e'Vi!G
tl:ie tr.lth would set· us !ree. He
sou~t the Ulli-:y o! !he Ammam

people and an end to the evil separa-

tion of black and white. He embedded ill his tbought:i and deeds the
ideas of India's pacifists and ~

one

In
memorial, jotn
rhe visions of Lincoln
and Dr. King.

; The importance of the right axchi·
; teaural design ·is ill'llSII'&ted by

; Maya Ymg Lin's Vietnam Veterans

l

Memorlallt took Courage to slli>POn
. the be8utiful s:implidiy of Lin's proj posa1 in the face of intense opposii tiOD.. Such courage may be required
[ again. Great architecture tala to
! the past and loOks to the future.. De. signing a memorial to Kbieve all
these goals is a giant task.
:
The Mall is a great md muque
si!e. Its o~ ap4 digni~ must
be retained -:- po Small ~ .wben
setii:ng another.~ ln a Plm,:e

l

ca•s ideals of human. equality. He
used his powerful rhetoric: to help
break segregation's grip. Dr. Kmg
mew 4aily ·that he was the 'light·
ni:l.g rod for vile hat;reds- Yet he~

dllf8<1 _ to his personal cost aud
oar gam. .His thoughts are a }?eacoD.
for om future.
·
The }4arch on Wasllington set iD.
motion forces that changed our Da-

tion forever far the better. President Clinton us a wonderful oppor·
mnit:Y to commence the memorial
some._!~ J~..~ ~ · ·.,· ·· effon by b1iitcting em his racial~·
: Thi desii'Jl md. land~ have 1ogue.. Be shouicl suggest that :we
to~~ th~~-=~~~ . ded1cate the ~~rial.cm Dr. Xing's.
PreSidinriJ.i'!:'?lli::~"P,;-:~, . · .•, birthdaJ. 2om.)is <me step ~ .

m:

·King's ':'l~:a~ ~~ ·. R'Wzini·Dr. IGiag~~ of a 'tt'OlJ
livered 35·:,.m aao today.
integrated America. · · · :
be carved m stDJle near the ~coln . , ·Thls ehallmige.. and. Dr. lCmp
Memorial. wbich iD.cl:udes Iinc:oln"s dream. speak to us even more press.
Second Inaugural speech m<l Get- ,,...d today becauSe of the vast iml tySburg Address. I inking _the
~Y on of peoples fro1n ..aaass
i men~ speeches would umte their
to America since that r&o
l legaces and thoughts forever, high- marbble A1lPSt 4ay in 1963.
:
; !.ighting ·that it ~ook ~ ~ ~00
.
:_. •
: years for much of Lincoln's VlSl~ ..SbStt F. Feldmar. is a ~!tarn on~
public policy and a 10...-year_ vo!un1eer m
1he eftcrt U> build a rnemcnal to Or. ;
~ He ortginated the idea far a :
Na1fona! Corlstftuticn Cen!!lr on

I
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=be

l!"!depenaence Ma.'l.
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'feather

asninoton 0!

t

, Nlr: Sunny, huy, hol, llumid.
-< lgh 91i. l.uw 18. Wind 6· 12 mph .

· IHIIttthlr: Sunny, huy, .:llance of
- 'lemoOtl thunderstorm. lfil!h 96.
, 11l1nf.t~ AQI: 110. Temp.

) lflllt: 77·93. IJetailll on Page 82.
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Stuart F. Feldnaan

llcprinlctl iu :
'I Ju! Alltmltl Con~Jilllrhm

A King Memorial for Washington
Twenty nve years after tho slpins of the
Cl\'JJ Ri11hts Act of 1964, it Is Ume le
construct a memorial to Or. Martin Luther
King Jr. The words of his lmmortal"l Have 1
Dream" speech should be carved In ttone •t a
aile by the Reflecting Pool near the Lincoln

Memorial. People wh!J go there lo read
tJnc:oln's thoughts would be able to ponder
the truths that King spoke from atop the
Lincoln Memorial's stella nearly a cetltury
alter Llncoba'a aasaaalnuion.
Some will argue that K.lng already hAll hit
dav and that that Ia enouah !or one person.
But just aa the Vietnam MemGrlal by ill
physkal presence, has played a centra.! role
in easing the problems of indMdual veterans
and the nation's divisions over ·the Vle&QIIIl
War, so the problem• of individual blackt and
the nlltion'a long. tuglc division over r'llll
would yjeld in part t<J a healing Kina Memori·
at. It would commemorate not oldy Martin
' Luther King Jr. but also hJs many predece..,
sors, colleagues and foUoweraln the flabt tor
equality.
We've alreadv missed too many opportuni·
tiea to pay homase to Kin11. When h1a death
wae announced on the radio, I aeked bola
at the Transportation Deptrtmeat to call the
White House and propoae thllt tlut body be
brousht lo the Capitol to lie in etate u the
American hero lut wae.
A pressured aide answered with word• to
the effect that 'We've =-!ready taken e.ue of
it ~ llubtlrt's going to the fwtefll in Atlanta."
The next day as I watched smoke rising from
lar11e pu~ of the burning CJpilal, I won·
dered If this would have happened UKlng had

m,

hft6oo

I,.J., n ~" ohtA

with VA~I lines Of bJuk

and while Amene1ns waictng to pay their
respeda.

A memorial to those who dled lAthe civil
r1&hta movement la being dedicated lhia faU
Itt Montgomery, Ala. Yet, deaplle lhe
atrenllh of the MontQOJJUU'Y de•!sfn (by Ma·
ya Lin, who alao did lhe Vietnam Memorial)
there Ia no aubiUlute in the natJona6 ron·
aciou.nees tor Wa111Uns1on recognition.
An ardtitectural competition Uke that used
for the VIetnam Memorial abould .be em·
p.loyed to obtain the belt plan. Sen. PauJ
S.rbanet of Maryland and 13 c:oeponwa
have introduced tegialaUon for a memorial, as
have Wallet Fauntroy and 50 ooUeaaues in
the 1101111. The Sarbane1 bill haa bleJI re·
ported by Ote Hulet Conunittee and Ia now
on the Senate calendar for action. Alpha Phi
Alpha, the naUott'a lar1e•t blade lratemitv,
wtw:h requealed the leaillllt!on, will ''coordi·
nate" the dealp and conduct a pubUc lund
rai.U.g drive that will P'IV aU c:cm•tructlon
c:oMa. Now lathe time lo act, for we continue
to •tmale with tbe problem of race ln the
COIUlll'J IM with 111 unutclua that il aUen·
aled from IOdety. Amemorial WW Inspire ue
to renew our etforta.
The chtef Judae of the South Carolina
Court ol Appeall, Alelc Sander•. waa quoted
rec:entlv ln v. S. Naipaul'a boak "A Tum in
IJae &nuh," u sayina:
"ltla a W<Jtadroue thing. U you had toltlme
tn the filda and early •bctJea that In the very

neu future we were goln11

to

have an Inte-

grated eoclety, I wouldn't have believed you.
I tboosht even th~ It ndght be a hundred
yean In coming. lt may even be dlvlne, I he
change that h.. come d1oot-r don't !mow.
It's hard to underatand. llut DeODie aU of a

Cltwdmrtl l'lui11 /.Jealer
'Hr~

f>Jiilmlelpllitl buJuin!t

sudden saw that It was wrcng. And Ulat is

miraculou&. .•• "
It Ia lhat ''wondroua thin( the King Menlotial would keep aUve. WIIUe no one can be
sure of divine lntervenaiou, the courage,
integrity and peaceful methods of Kina and
hll ;~Illes De1noc:ratlc and Republican, and the
many black people, young a11d old, who
partkipalecl, despite real tlan11era lo thtun
and their white aUlet, deserve uiU naUon' a
appl'a(iat ion.
Tt.e procesa created by our Ctmtitutlon
frnaUy, under the apur ot Kmg's eloquefl(e
and dedication and that ol Ids fellow leadera,
wc1ked to ClftiUte equaUty before the law.
Their elfort1 brought an end to 11overnment·
authoaUed aesreaatlo&, and made black vot·
ina poulble In larse areu of the South where
blacka had been lor 1U vractkal pUC'J'0$!8
exduded from voting, thll n1011 fund•mentlll
democratic right.
'rhe nation ha• vee to ~arrive at the Alnerl·
ca Kina described hl his "l llave a l>ream"
&Cifech:
NNow Ia the time to rile Cram the dark ~and
desolate valley of &efJI'Cif(ltl.on to the sunlit
path of rac:lal JusUce. Now Is the tbne to Wt
nur nation from the qu.ickNnda of racial
Injustice to lhe lOUd rock of brotherhood."
Aut h&wever dltcou.raAing the rate of
pragreu sometimes has been, eap4!CIRUy (or
rhose In the !Mer clUes, the stl'tlggle l(oes
ou , CongreM should authorize now a site ror
a King Memorf11l on the Rotlecrlng Pool eo
that aU Amerk..na ever dt11r can ~adnlire aud
contemplate King's worda and t!eedJ and act
on lhem.

-Tir6 wriltr ua Wa.shinllfon lawyer.

King before lht Lincoln i'rlemodal, Aug.

~
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for the ML King Memorial

~=n•..uor in the Civil Rights.Division of the United States
~.~~:nn.oe from 1961 to 1964. I saw first hand the barriers

a:stc:tCK. Americans seeking to exercise their right to vote in

and Louisiana. I saw Black Americans denied service
in Savannah, Georgia where I went as Bobby Kennedy's
I saw the hatred and obstacles that met James Meredith
I was sent to help insure his safety_ The Civil Rights
Dr. King changed that forever, particularly after his March
I've.Got a Dream speech galvanized Congress to give the
Gc•vemrille,,t the tools necessary to bring the right to vote effectively
AIJ:i•bama

The
for equal rights was fundamental to the best ideas
America has.
story must be told, and retold, at our country's most
important public t~rc:ace dedicated to equal rights- the Lincoln Memorial. That
fight for justice
so central to the American promise that I feel it would be
best displayed
coupling Dr. King's immortal words with those of our
raham Lincoln.
greatest P
your consideration.
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NATIONAL CAPITAL PLANNING COMMISSION

COMMISSION
MEMB-ERS

IN REPLY REFER TO:
NCPC File No. 2786

Appointed by the
President of the United States
Harvey B_ Gantt
CHAIRMAN
Raben A- Games
Margaret G_ Vanderhye

Appointed by the

Mayor of the District of Columbia
Arrington Drxon
Dr. Patncia Elwood

Secretary of Defense
Honorable William S- Cohen

Mr. Ronald K. Peterson

Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
Office of Management and Budget
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D.C. 20503-0001
Dear Mr. Peterson:

Secretary of the Interior
Honorable Bruce Babbi"

Administrator of General Services
Honorable David J. Barram
Chairman. Comm1nee on
Governmental Affairs
United States Senat•
Honorable Fred Thomp:..on

Chairman. Committee on
Government Reform and Oversight
U S_ House of Representatives
Honorable Dan Burton
Mayor_ District of Columbia
Honorable Marion S- Barry, Jr_
Chairman. Counc1l of the
D•stnct of Columbia
- Honorable Linda W_ Cropp

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Reginald W- Griffith

This responds to your request for the views of the National Capital Planning
Commission on the letter and draft resolution prepared by the Department of the
Interior to be sent to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of
Representatives concerning a memorial to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Public
Law 104-333 authorized the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity to establish a memorial to
Dr. King on federal land. The draft Joint Resolution would, pursuant to the
Commemorative Works Act, Public Law 99-652, authorize the memorial to be
constructed in Area I.
You may be aware that the Senate Subcommittee on National Parks, Historic
Preservation and Recreation and the House Subcommittee on National Parks and
Public Lands held hearings this Fall on the Commemorative Works Act relative to the
memorial approval process and the siting of two pending memorials. During the
hearings, the Commission, as well as other commissions with responsibility for
approving memorials, was requested to review its approval process and the
Commemorative Works Act. The Commission's Memorials Task Force is in the
process of reviewing the Act, together with representatives of the Commission of Fine
Arts and the National Capital Memorial Commission. We are now working on a
proposal to redefine the siting of memorials in-Area I as defined in the Act, as well as
a recommendation to the Congress for reconfiguring Area I boundaries.

801 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE. N.W..

SUITE 301

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20578

(2021 482-7200
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Mr. Ronald K. Peterson
Page2
The Commission agrees that a memorial to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. would be of
"preeminent historical and lasting significance to the Nation" as required by Sec. 6(a)
of Public Law 99-652. Therefore, we concur in the recommendations of the
Department of the Interior.
Sincere ,
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LRM 10: EHF355

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT ANp BUDGET
Washington, D.C. 20603..0001
Monday, January 6, 1998

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM
TO:

Logislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below

FROM:
OMB CONTACT:
SUBJECT:

Ronald K. Pcters~n
(fo ) Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
E. Holly Fitter
·
PHONE: (20213 5-3233 FAX: (202)395·5691
INTERIOR Draft Bill on Martin Luther King Memorial

DEADLINE:

10:00 AM Monday, January 12. 1998

In accordance with OMB Circular A-19, OMB r6quests the views of your agency on the above
subject beforo advising on its relationship to the program of the President. Please advise ua If this
item will affect direct spending or receipts for purpose& of the "Pay-Aa-You·Go" provisions of Title
XIII of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.
COMMENTS:
DISTRIBUT19N...LIST

AGENCIES:
61-JUSTICE ·Andrew Fois- 1202) 514·2141
73-National Capital Planning Commission • Sandra Shapiro • (202) 482-7200

EOP:
J C. Crutchfield

Pemula L. Simms
David C. Childs

\

r.

LRM ID: EHF355

;_;~

SUBJECT: INTERIOR Draft Bill on Martin Luther King Memorial

RESPONSE TO

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL

MEMORANDUM
If your responae to this requast for views Is shorr (e.g,, concur/no comment), we prefer lhat you respond by
e-mail or by faxing us this response aheet. If the response ia ehort and you prefer to cal, pleue cal the
branch-wide Una ahown below (NOT the anaJyat'l Ina) to leave a me...ge with a leglalatlva assistant.

You may elsa respond by:
( 1I calling the analyst/attorney'• direct line (you wan be connected to voice maD If the analyst does nat
answer); or
(21 sending us a memo or Jener
Please Include the LRM number shown above, end the subject shown below.
TO:

E. Holly Finer Phone: 396-3233 Fa.: 395·5691
Office of Management and Budget
Branch-Wide Une (to reach leglalatlve asalatantl: 395-81 94

FROM:

- - - - - - - - - _ _ , (Date)
(Name)

---------(Agency)
-------(Telephone)
The following Is the response of our agency to your request for views on the above-captioned subject:

Concur
_ _ No Objection

No Comment
_ _ See proposed edlta on pages _ _ __
Other:----------FAX RETURN of

pagas. attached to thia response sheet

v ...
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(IDENTICAL L!TTE~ TO B£ Pk!RPARED
FOR THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE)

Honorable Albert Gore, Jr.
President of the Benate
The Capitol, Room S-212
Washington, DC
20.510
Dear Mr. President:
Public: Law 104-333, sect.1on

authorized the Alpha
to

Mar~in

~h1

Luther King,

~oa,

110 STA'I'. 41!57,

Cl99e5),

Alpha Fraternity to establ1sb a memorial

~r.,

in the uiatrict at Columbia pursuan:

to the Corr.memorative WorJcs Act, 40

u.s.c. SS

lODl-1010 (1994 &

Supp . 1 19 9 5) •

The Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity has requested that the memorial be
located in Area I, the area comprisinq the central Monumental
Core of the District of Columbia and its environe, which is
defined in section 1002(e) of the Commemorative Works Act by a
referenced map.
Secretary

Section 1006(a) of that Act provides that the

ot the Interior, after consultation with the National

Capital Memorial Commission, may recommend locating a
commemorative work in Area I only it the Secretary determines
that the subject of the memorial is of preeminent historical and
lasting significance to the Nation.

If a deter.mination of

~~--~~¥31/

preeminence and lastinq si9nificance is made, this eection
further provides that the Secretary shall notify the Congress and
recommend that the

me~rial

be located in Area I.

Following its public :meeting on July.29, 199'7, the National
capital Memorial commission advised me that Dr.

~1nq,

the central

figure o! the Civil Riqhts movement, a man who strove to advanee

the cause of equality for all Americans, and a man who dedicated
l'Jimsel! through nonvio::!.ent means to promote the principles ot

justice and equalil:y, who paid the ult.imate price for his
beliefs, has had a profound effect on all Americans which will
continue through history.
1 have considered the advice and fine the subject to be of
preeminent historical and lasting significance to the Nat·icn.
'l'he Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity should l>e granted the authority to

con!ider locatj.ons within Area I as potential sites tor the
memcrial to Martin Luther Kin9, Jr.
In accordance with sec't1on l006(a,) ot the Act, notice is hereby

given that I have, throu9h my desiqnee, consulted with 1-.'hA
National Capital Memorial Commission, and rP.r.nmm-.nn that th•

mem.ori.al be authorized a locRtinn
10C6(a)
Area I

~f

that

sh~ll

A~t.,

~Y

wi~hin

rAcommendetion to

h~ ~P~mP.d disappro~&d

J\.rea 1.
~ocate

Under section

this memorial

unless, not later than 150

oRyR "''=~t.· this notific~tion, the recommendation 1~ :lpprovcd by
law.

~n

~~;-~5-1998
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No eite8 have been con,idered in advance of this recommendation.
Enclosed is a draft of e joint
of this memorial in Area I.

We

~•solution

to author1&e location

recommend that 1 t he ref.erred to

the appropriate Committee for consideration.

Sincerely,

Enclosure

P.

tKUM: r lllhK, K

6:~

JOINT BESOLVTIQN

Approving- th• locat.iun ot a Martin

Lu~b•~

X1nv, .Jr., Mamorial in

the Nation.' & C•p.l. t.&l.

Whereas

••c~1on

tor placement of

&(a) ot the Act entitled "To provide atandar4a
commamo~ativa

work• on certain Federal landa in

the D1atrict ot Columbia and its environ•, ancl tor other
purpoaaa," approved November 14, 1986 (Public Lav t9-652;
100 stat. 3650), provi4as that the

looa~ion

of a commemorative

work in the area described as Area I •hall be da•m•d dieapprovad
unlaaa approved by law not later than 150 days

a~ter

notification

of con;rea1 that the commemorative work may be located in Area I;
...

Whereas Public Law 104-333, authorizea the Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity to e1tablish a memorial on Federal land in the
District of Columbia to honor Martin Luther Kin;, Jr.; and

Whereas the Secretary of the Interior bas notitie4 the Conqreas
of his determination that •uch memorial ahould be

Area I:

Now, thareforti, be it

Resolved

by

locate~

1n

the Senate and Houae of Repraaentativas of the UnitQd

States of America in conqr••• •••ambled, That the location of the

commemorative work to honor Martin Luther King, Jr., authorized
by Public Lav 104-Jll, within Area

i aa de•cribe4 in tublic Law

99•652 (100 Stat. 3SSO) is approved.

~·

J.~.l\-05-1998
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THE COhn1El\fORATIVE \VORKS ACT
An Act

To provide srandcuds for placemtnt of commemorative works on c:er.ain Federal lands in the
I>i~trict of Columbia and its environs, and for other pnrpbses.
1\t.. !j 'D"lrd hy the Stnatt JDd Hpu11 gf Btprnonwrivcs
of the Unjr!d States of Amerjcl in Cgnercss uymhl!d.

PURPOSES

SECTION 1. The= purposes of this Act are as follows.
(a) to preserve lhe inregrlty of the comprehensiv~ design of the l'Enfant and McMillan plans

f~lr

the Nation's Capital;
(b) tu ttn£ure the conrlnued public use and enjoyment of open

spact in the Oistri't of Columhia;

(r.) to preserve, protect and maintail'l the limited·arnount of open space available to
resldem1 of. and visitors to. the Nation's Capital: and
(d) ln eMure"'rh:u 1i1n1rP. commP..morative work& in areas admlnlsttrld by the National Park

Service and the General Services Administration ln the District of Columbia and its environs (1)
approprinttly designed, constructed, ahd lo,ated and (2) reflect a c.oNensus of the lasting
national slenific:anc:e of tha &ubjects involved,

IU'•

DEFINITIONS
SEC. 2. As u!.cd in this Act (a) the ttrm ·· Se.:retary" means the Secretary of the Interior:
(b) the ttrm • Administrator" means th~ Administrator of th~t Oeneral Ser..,ices Admlnlstratk)n:

(c) the term '\:omm"morativt work'' mc:ans any statue, monument, sculpture, memorial. plaqu~.
inscription, or other 1tru~turo or landscape feature, lncludln& a aarden or memorial srove,
d~iKned to perpetuattln a permanent manner the memory of an Individual. £rnur. 8\lenr nr orh~r
sl1niflcant elemenr of American history. The term doea not include any sud\ item which is
loc:arerl with In the intetior of 1 Jtruerurt or astruetura whi'h i1 primully used for ocher purpC•!iO$:
(d) ma term ~poreon· moons a p~blic aaency, and an individual, croup or orc1niution lha' i:.
dascrib~

in '"ction SO 1(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of J916, and e::~tempt from tall unde•
section SOl(a) of 1u~::h CuLic. amll whh:h hiiiUthurlzcd ts~ Conaress ro establista a ~mmcmorati\'~
work in the District of Columbia and its environs:

'•
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advi•e lhe Secrltary and tbt
Administrator on policy and procedures for establishment of (and proposals to establish)
commemnrArive works in tht District of Columbia and its environs. as weU -.s 5ucb other
matters concemin1 commemorative works in lhe Nation's Caphal as It may deem appropriate.

(b) The National Capital Memorial Commi,,inn shall

Tha Cornmlssion 1hall meet at leut twlct

AV AILABIUTY

0~

~nnually.

MAl» DEPICTING AREA I AND I1

5. The Secret:try ;:md the. Administrator shall mob available, for publi~ inape~liuuiiL
appropriate offic:cs of the National Park Servic:e and die General Servica Administration, the map
numbered. 869/86501, Ql'ld dated May 1, l98G, ·

SEC.

SPECIFIC CONDinONS APPUCABLE TO AREA l AND AREA II
SEC. 6. (a) The ~~t:rr.tary or AdminlmarC'r (u appropriote) mlly, after aeekln& the advlc~: of l11c
National Capital Memorial Commission, reeommend \he location of 1 commemorative work
in Area I only if the Se-:rttary or Admiui~LrMtt'r (u approprllle) de•mtnes that tne subject ot
tbe commemorative work Is of preeminent bi~torlcal. and lastina slanifit&ft" to the Nation.
nac So~o:r-=tlr)' or Administrator (U approprllll) shall notify cbe Natioi'lll Capital Memorial
Commission and the commln~ of Con1ross specified In section 3(b) of the recommendation
by the Secretary or the Admini5trator (as appropriate) lhu a commemorative work thould be
locattd In Aret I. The locarion of a commemorMJvt worlc in Area I ~th•ll he deemed not
euthoriz«l, ·unleas. not later m•n ISO calendar dayaafter S\lch notification, the
recommtndatinn I~ lf'J'rn....../1 hy law.
(b) Area It - Comm.,mC\rativc Worka of .subjc..:ts of lauiug

hiHurlr.:lllliiSnlflcance to the

Amerh!an pectf'lt ma)· he located !n Area II.

SITE AND DESJON APPROVAL
SEC. 7. (a) Any person authorized by law to estabiish a commemorative work in the District
of C~lumbla and iu environs shall comply with .ach of lht: followln1 rOQuilcmcms before
reques1lng the permit for lh~ c;onstructlon of the commemorative work.

Such person shall consul! with &he SationaJ Capital Memorial Commission
regudlnJ the selection of alt~trnative sites and desians for the commemorative work.

(1)

(2) Following consuha~lon in a~:cordancf with parqr1ph (1). che Secn:wy or
Administrator Cas appropriate) shall submii. nn h~:half of sueh ptr,on, sire and da,ian
proposals to the Commission of Fine Ans and the National Capital PlanninJ
C.nmmission for rhelr approval.

3
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· (I). Notwithstanding any other provisiQn of fliw. &II moneys provided by penons for
matnrenance pursuant 10 this subntlion shall bt "edited to a separate accounr in the

Treasury.

(2) Contres~ authnrl,ea and direct£ that the Sec:retary of the Trauury shall make all

or a portion of such moneys available to the Secretary or the AdministraiOr at bjs
request .for maintenan'' of eommcrnoracive works. Und;r no c:irc:&UlliL&IJI.:U may the
Secretary or Adminiatra1or requeat funds from me separate account exceedinalhe total
UJoneyii dt~puslled by pwsons establishlna commemonuve woru Jn areas he
ldmini5Lus. The S".rewy and llu~ Administrator shall maiatain an Inventory of fuud5
available fur such purposes: Provided, That 5Uda moneys shaJI not be subjec:t to
annual appropriations.
(c;)

(1) The Secrewy nr the Atiminfstrator (II appropriate) may suspend any a~vi&y
under the authority of this Aet with rapecr &o lh• esublishment of a commemorative
work if the Se~rttary or Adminl~etator determines that fundraisii\J eff'orta with re~pe~t
to the commemoradve work have misrepresented an aMii11ion with the
commemorative WOI"k 01 llic Unh.J Stlltt:S.

(2) The person 5hall tte rttquired to submit to the Secretary or Administrator an annual
report of operations. including tinanc:ial statemerus audited by an independent cenified
public a~countant. paid for by the person authorized to construcl the comm~morative
work.

TEMPORARY SITE DESIGNATION
SEC. 9. (a) If the Secretary, In consultation with the National Capital Memorial Commission,
determines that a site where .:ommemorative W()tks may be diiplayed on a temporary basis is
nece.ssar.,- in order lO aid in the pr~t~trvarion of the limiled amount of OPfn Apa~e avail:.hle rn
residents of. and vi~hon to, the Nation·s Capital, a site may be designated on lands
~t.lministttttad l\y thl! Seot:retar)' in 'h.t Di•trict of Columbia. A 'desl;nation may nat be mGdl)

under the precedini scntenc:c unless, at lost one hundred and twenty days before the
designation. th' s,~rvtary, In eonsyhation with th Nlllonal Cat>il&l Mcuaurilil Cummi~lun.
prepares and submits tO the Conaress a plan for the 5ite. The plan lhaiJ include specificarions
for the location, tonstrutclon. and administration of tile Slte, and criteria for displaying

conunemorative works • 1he she.
commernoratiYit work displayed at lhe she shall be installed. maintained. and
removed at the sol!! expense and risk of the persan aurhnrlzed to display the commemorative
works. Such per~;nn !ihall aer~e m indtm"lfy the Unir!d Sta~ for any liability uising from
die display of the commcnnoratlvlill work under this section.

(b) Any
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STUART F. FELDMAN
1830 RITTENHOUSE SQ., 12 B
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA 19103
TELEPHONE 215.546.3834
WASHINGTON ADDRESS:

1305 301H STREETN.W.
D.C. 20007
TELEPHONE 202.337.1785

WASHINGTON,

(text delivered)

Statement to the U.S. Commission of Fine Arts on the Placement of the
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial
March 23, 1999
I appreciate the opportunity to appear today before this distinguished Commission. I have

worked to see that the words of the "I Have a Dream" speech are carved in stone near the
Lincoln Memorial since December 1988. At that time, I tried to have President George Bush
propose the idea in his Inaugural Address. When I was unsuccessful, I wrote an op-ed piece
making that suggestion which ran in the Washington Post on July 25, 1989. George Sealey, Jr.,
who then headed the Alpha Phi Alpha King effort, asked me (then) to work with his group. I did
so as a volunteer for 9 years and look forward to working with the current leaders of the project
headed by John Carter.
Today, I am appearing as an individual, but also on behalf of many people who assisted
me in my efforts to help see that the legislation became law. The success of the civil rights
movement Dr. King personified is one of the greatest achievements in our nation's history. Dr.
King delivered his remarkable speech on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial almost 100 years
after President Abraham Lincoln delivered the Gettysburg and Second Inaugural Addresses
carved on his memorial. The lofty ideals Dr. King's challenged our nation to meet can, I hope,
be placed figuratively 100 yards from the Lincoln Memorial to symbolize the 100 years it took to

c
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give millions of African-Americans voting rights and equal access to public facilities in far too
much of the nation.
Visitors would read President Lincoln's addresses, traverse the separating space, and
ponder what it meant and means to America, that it took a century to execute fully the provisions
of the 13th, 14th and 15th amendments. And they should consider the more than 300 years that
have passed since the first African slaves were brought unwillingly to these shores.
You will choose today were to recommend placing the King Memorial. (Your decision
is vitally important.) I hope you will consider the following points:
1. The King speech should be memorialized close to where it was delivered, and linked
to the Lincoln Memorial visually, emotionally and spiritually. This would join the two men's
legacies forever. Amy Weinstein, a thoughtful Washington architect, said "The words of King's
speech have to be there with Abraham Lincoln behind Dr. King, just as Lincoln was behind Dr.
King when he delivered his great address. The Lincoln Memorial is incomplete without them"
2. The site should be one that puts the struggle for equality at the central symbolic place
in American history where it belongs. Now the entire area containing the blocks that comprise
this vast section of the Mall is devoted to memorializing wars. America is built on lofty ideals,
not war. No concept is more important than equality.
3. Vincent Scully, the noted Yale Professor of the History of Architecture, has studied
and written about the significance of where great societies place their monum~nts and major
public buildings. They have done so in a historic context and in coherent relationship to one
another. Citizens gain a sense of history, of who we are and where we want to go from those
relationships. I hope the Commission would consult Professor Scully, for his ideas should be

c
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compelling and pertinent. I would suggest Scully would say The Lincoln Memorial area is the
right place because that is where great history was made.
4. The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity has carefully sought the proper place for the King
Memorial. Vic and John Carter have both told me that the restrictions close to the Lincoln
Memorial are very limiting. I would hope those restrictions could be relaxed for a monument of
such importance. The story in March 5th's Washington Post on your pending decision made me
want to raise these specific issues, which I had assumed the National Capital Memorial
Co~mission

and the National Capital Planning Commission would develop.

5. If no suitable site for a proper monument to Dr. King can be found close to the Lincoln
Memorial, then an excerpt from the "I Have a Dream" speech, if not the entire address, could be
placed in front of the Lincoln Memorial. People would thus be able to read. the three great
speeches together, and be inspired to visit the larger King Memorial.
6. Finally, I would urge the adoption of the Tidal Basin/Polo Field site, if no major site
close to the Reflecting Pool is adequate. The advantage of that site over Constitution Gardens is
its proximity to the Lincoln Memorial. The Commission might also consider whether there is
sufficient space adjoining the Vietnam Memorial, where the memorial to African-American
)

patriots ofthe Revolutionary War is to be built. If space is adequate, the King Memorial can be
built there as well. That site would avoid the need for crossing traffic lanes and, more
importantly, be where thousands stood to hear Dr. King.
In the spring of 1979, Jan Scruggs proposed the Vietnam Memorial for the first time to a
group of Vietnam veterans and their allies at a meeting I convened to plan for a congressionally
designated Vietnam veterans week. I spent ten years as an advocate for opportunities for
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Vietnam veterans. While initially opposed to the memorial idea, because I thought its
completion would make it even harder to create opportunities for living vets, I became a
dedicated supporter, as individual veterans responded powerfully to the fund raising campaign.
The King Memorial Alpha Phi Alpha envisions will have the same creative effect on the nation
that Maya Lin's wonderful Vietnam Memorial has had on our national imagination.
This Commission, chaired by Carter Brown, played a critical role in seeing that a great
and powerful Vietnam memorial was built. I have no doubt you will do the same today. As a
result, the memorial to Dr. King that is constructed will challenge America to realize its greatest
aspirations for all our people.
Thank you.
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President of the Unijed States
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Mr. Mark Duffy
637 5th Street. NE
Washington. D.C. 20002

Appointed by the
Mayor of the District of Columbia
Arrington Dixon

Dear Mr. Duffy:

Dr. Patricia Elwood

Secretary of Defense
Honorable William S. Cohen
Secretary of the Interior
Honorable Bruce Babbitt

AdmlnJstrator of General Serv1ces
Honorable David J. Barram
Chairman. Committee on
Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Honorable Fred Thompson
Chairman. Committee on
Government Reform and Oversight
U.S. House of Representatives
Honorable Dan Burton
Mayor. District of Columbia
Honorable Anthony A. Williams
Chairman, Council of the
Distnct of Columbia
Honorable Linda W. Cropp

I enjoyed our telephone conversation last week and appreciated recetvmg the
additional materials you sent by facsimile. Your search for the original footage of
Dr. King •s I Have a Dream speech is indeed admirable and I look forward to
following your progress.
As we discussed. last week, I would like to reiterate that the National Capital
Planning Commission is one of three agencies that review new memorials on
federal land in the National Capital Region. The Commemorative Works Act, the
legislation that guides the development of new memorials. requires that in
addition to this Commission, the Commission of Fine Arts and the Secretary of
the Interior approve the site and design of all proposed memorials.
You may wish to inform Dr. Edward Jackson of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial sponsoring organization, about your desire to
find and restore the missing film and other activities honoring Dr. King. Dr.
Jackson may be contacted at (301) 794-4400.
Again, thank you for the information about the American Dream project and I
wish you every success in achieving your goals.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Reginald W. Grilfrth

Sincerely.
('Sgd. Reginald W. Griffith)
Reginald W. Griffith
Executive Director
cc: Dr. Edward Jackson, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity. Inc.
bee:

John Parsons, National Park Service
Charles Atherton, Commission of Fine Arts
Connie M. Harshaw
David A. Nystrom
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Re: A Lincoln Memorial Site for the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial
To Permanently Link the Legacies of Lincoln and King
Dear Mr. Griffith:
I know that as Executive Director of the National Capital Planning Commission you are
keenly interested in the location set for the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial. I think the
Lincoln Memorial area is the right place, and am scheduled to testify on July 1. J. Carter Brown,
Chairman of the Fine Arts Commission, also has expressed a belief in the importance of the
Lincoln Memorial area (see page 2 of attached letter of March 29th to Terry Carlstrom). Since
then, I am aware that the Fine Arts Commission has approved the Tidal Basin site.
We met when you eloquently presented the grand plan the NCPC has developed for
Washington's "Monumental Core" to the University ofPennsylvania's School of Fine Arts. I
joined Dean Gary Hack and others at dinner at the White Dog Cafe and I believe gave you a
copy of my enclosed 1989 Washington Post op-ed piece "A King Memorial for Washington."
I have been working as a volunteer since 1988 to have the words of the "I Have a Dream"
speech carved in stone near the Lincoln Memorial, and helped get passed the two pieces of
legislation that were required. The leadership of the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, which is
responsible for raising the money and constructing the memorial, is, as you know, passionate
about the Tidal Basin location, in part because of the restrictions on what can be done near the
Lincoln Memorial. The National Park Service, at least at the staff level, opposes the idea of
anything at the Lincoln Memorial. The NPS should relax its restrictions, because of the
overriding importance of uniting Dr. King's and President Abraham Lincoln's legacies.
John Egerton, a thoughtful Southern author, has written:
"What the American Revolution was to the Eighteenth Century, and the Civil
War to tlte Nineteenth, the African-American minority quest for Freedom is to the
Twentieth: a pivotal and defining chapter in the nation's history."
Symbolic Power of Lincoln Memorial Site- The Lincolq Memorial area is critical
because it is the nation's most powerful and important symb().ijp space. Furthermore, that
location creates a linkage between the legacies of King and Lincoln, which will be lost at more
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distant locations. If people read Lincoln's two great addresses in his memorial and then King's,
it wilUead them to ponder the effect of the terrible delay of a century in allowing many AfricanAmericans to exercise full citizenship. This juxtaposition is shown on the reverse side of my
August 28, 1998 op-ed piece in the Philadelphia Inquirer.
Needed and Significant Historical Markers- At the minimum, the words of the
"Dream" section of King's speech should be carved in stone as a vertical element at the
steps going down to the Reflecting Pool, even if the major King monument is elsewhere. A
similar vertical element should mark the Marion Anderson concert that took place at the Lincoln
Memorial, when that great singer was denied the right to sing in D.A.R. Hall. A fountain should
commemorate these events with water running down the center of the steps.
Two giant strides were taken to redeem the promise of American life, for so many African
Americans, who were denied the basic rights of citizens Those events, that took place at the
Lincoln Memorial, have made it the central symbolic place in the nation's capital. Now there is
no adequate recognition of these proceedings at the site where history was made. The NPS
should redeem that failure by installing such elements. In this way, Dr. King's leadership and
Marian Anderson's courage would be properly recognized, where he delivered the greatest
speech of the Twentieth Century, and she sang with such beauty and dignity. These
symbolic moments helped redeem America's long unrealized promises set forth in the
Declaration of Independence and most powerfully in Lincoln's Gettysburg Address.
I look forward to the opportunity to testify. Several weeks ago I sent similar remarks to
Harvey Gantt. I had assunied that my testimony before the Fine Arts Commission on March 23rd
would have been given to you by members of your staff that were in attendance. In any case, I
wanted you to have this in advance. Many thanks for your consideration.
Sincerely yours,

/~(?S~t1M
Stuart F. Feldman
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Dear Mr. Dixon:
I am writing to you in your capacity as a member of the National
Capital Planning Commission to urge your support for locating the
Martin Luther King, Jr., Memorial on the proposed Tidal Basin
site.
As you know, the Tidal Basin site, currently under consideration
by the National Capital Planning Commission (NCPC), is the
preferred location of the Washington, D.C. based Martin Luther
King Memorial Project Foundation (the Foundation). This site has
been approved by the Commission on Fine Arts and NCPC approval
will allow the Foundation to move forward with the design phase
of this memorial.
I have been closely involved in the effort to establish this
well-deserved memorial to Dr. King in our nation's capital. In
1996 Congress passed legislation (40 u.s.c. 1003 note; 110 Stat.
4157) authorizing Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., to build a
memorial to Dr. King in Washington, D.C. Last year, the Congress
authorized (P.L. 105-201) locating the memorial in Area I of the
Capital, as defined by the Commemorative works Act, which
encompasses the Mall and surrounding areas.
Dr. King's historic and distinguished contributions have
significantly advanced American ideals and his legacy clearly
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Mr. Arrington Dixon

June 29, 1999
Page 2

merits the distinct honor of a memorial in our nation's capitai.
I urge your support and consideration of my request, and thank
you in advance for your thoughtful attention to this letter.

of Congress
JCD:ct
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801 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 301
Washington, DC 20576
tel 202 482-7200
fax 202 482-7272
www.ncpc.gov

Commission Members
Appointed by the

IN REPLY REFER TO:
NCPC File No. 5907

President of the United States
Harvey B. Gantt, Chairman
Robert A. Gaines

JUL -7 1999

Margaret G. Vanderhye
Appointed by the Mayor of the
District of Columbia
Arrington Dixon
Dr. Patricia Elwood
Secretary of Defense
The Honorable WilliamS. Cohen

Mr. Teny R Carlstrom

Regional Director
National Capital Region
National Park Service
llOO Ohio Drive, SW, Room 336
Washington, D.C. 20242

Secretary of the Interior
The Honorable Bruce Babbitt

Dear Mr. Carlstrom:

Administrator of General Services
The Honorable David J. Barram

In response to your request, the National Capital Planning Commission, at its

Chairman, Committee on
Governmental Affairs
United States Senate

meeting on July 1, 1999, reconsidered the Tidal Basin site for the Martin Luther

The Honorab"le Fred Thompson
Chairman, Committee on

King, Jr. Memorial and did not approve the four-acre site for the memorial, as.

Government Reform
U.S. House of Representatives

shown on NCPC Map File No. 1.43(08.21)-40650.

The Honorable Dan Burton
Mayor, District of Columbia
The Honorable Anthony A. Williams

Sincerely,

Chairman, Council of the
District of Columbia
The Honorable Linda W. Cropp

(Sgd. RP.ainald\M Griffitht

Reginald W. Griffith
Executive Director
Executive Director
Reginald W. Griffith
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NCPC File No. 5907

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. MEMORIAL
West Potomac Park- Site Selection
Report to the National Park Service
July 1, 1999

Abstract
The National Park Service (NPS), on behalf of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Foundation (Foundation)
has submitted a proposed site on the Tidal Basin for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial.
A Work Group consisting of representatives of the Foundation, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity and staff
of NPS, NCPC, The Commission of Fine Arts and the District of Columbia Historic Preservation
Office analyzed four sites in the area of the Mall and reached consensus on the Tidal Basin site.

Authority
Public Law 104-333, Public Law 105-201, and Public Law 99-652, as amended.

Executive Director's Recommendation
The Commission:

•

Approves the four-acre site on the Tidal Basin for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial
(Memorial), as shown on NCPC Map File No. 1.43(08.21) - 40650.

•

Requests that NPS continue to study alternatives for the modification, reorientation and/or
relocation of the polo field and other existing recreation facilities that are immediately to the
west of the Memorial site.

Related Recommendation
The Commission requests that the National Park Service develop a long-term policy, and prepare
a conceptual design and strategic plan for -the future development of both East and West Potomac
Parks.

*

*

STAFF

*

DRAFT
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BACKGROUND AND STAFF EVALUATION

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED SITE
The National Park Service (NPS), on behalf of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial
Foundation (Foundation), has submitted a site for location of the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial (Memorial) on the northwestern edge of the Tidal Basin.
This is one of the few prominent memorial sites remaining in the Monumental Core (within Area
I of the Commemorative Works Act).
Site:
-

The proposed site for the location of the Memorial is generally bounded on the south and east by
the Tidal Basin, on the north by Independence Avenue, and on the west by the polo field and
other parkland of West Potomac Park.

-

The Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial (FDR) is immediately adjacent to the proposed site on
the south.

-

The site is a maximum of four acres in area.

-

The site will include relocated West Basin Drive.

Setting:
-

The Tidal Basin site is a prominent and symbolic location.

-

The site has views of the Washington Monument and across the Tidal Basin to the Jefferson
Memorial. Obstructed views exist of the Lincoln Memorial.

-

Placement of the Memorial in this location has the potential to reinforce the formal relationships
among these memorials.

-

The Memorial also has the potential to enhance the visitor experience through reinforcement of
the movement from the Jefferson and FDR Memorials to those on the Mall.

-

Although the most memorable aspect of the site is the expansive view across the Tidal Basin, the
Tidal Basin itself may be the most significant feature. While the views to the surrounding
memorials provide a sense of grandeur, the inlet of the Tidal Basin provides a sense of enclosure
and intimacy.

-

The existing cherry trees and the other trees that line the Tidal Basin provide continuity and
unity while also reinforcing this sense of enclosure.

i'
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Design Parameters:
NPS submission materials stipulate the following design parameters for the design and
development of the Memorial.
-

Views of the Tidal Basin from Independence Avenue and West Potomac Park must be
protected.

-

Continuity of the cherry trees along the Tidal Basin must be maintained.
The historic structure of the Tidal Basin (wall, coping, walkways, etc.) must be preserved.

-

The water of the Tidal Basin can be incorporated into the design of the Memorial.

-

The horizontal character of the existing ground elevation must be maintained.

-

A single design element of the Memorial is permissible at no more than 20 feet in height.

-

No more than one third of the site can be developed as paved surfaces with the remainder
landscaped. (This does not include the relocated West Basin Drive or the Tidal Basin
walkway.)

Accommodation of Visitors:
-

West Basin Drive currently runs through the middle of the proposed Memorial site. Recently
reconstructed in association with the construction of FOR, it provides one-way movement
from Ohio Drive to Independence Avenue. West Basin Drive is required for access to FOR
and to relieve Ohio Drive of traffic exiting West Potomac Park to Independence Avenue.

-

West Basin Drive is proposed to be relocated to the western portion of the Memorial site. The
western boundary of the site has been deliberately drawn to include this road to allow drop-off
and entry to the Memorial and to insure that its design is in keeping with the Memorial
setting.

. . . Primary access to the Memorial will be via the Tourmobile and other alternative modes of
travel. In addition to the existing Tourmobile stop on Ohio Drive, small tour bus and taxi
drop-off areas can be incorporated on-site within the design of the relocated West Basin
Drive.
-

Access by private automobile will be limited to West Basin Drive. Vehicle drop-off and
handicapped parking can be constructed; however, no additional parking will be provided.

Impact on Existing Recreation Facilities and Infrastructure:
-

West Potomac Park provides both passive and active recreational open space including a polo
field, softball and practice fields.

-

The northeastern-most corner of the polo field is located within the proposed· Memorial site.
The current field has been modified to accommodate its existing location and NPS has
indicated that a further modification to eliminate this corner is feasible and will allow the polo
field to remain in its current location.

NCPC File No. 5907
Page4

Other alternatives include reorientation of the polo field and relocation of the two associated
softball fields within this area. This could result in a larger (closer to regulation size) polo
field.
NPS has provided cost estimates for the relocation of West Basin Drive, the modification and/or
reorientation of the polo field, and the required relocation of utilities. The actual costs will be
assumed by the Foundation.
CONSULTATION

During deliberations at its March 4, 1999 review of sites for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial,
the Commission indicated the desire to have a comparative analysis of the two sites being reviewed,
" ..... a definition of the parameters for Constitution Gardens ... and a defmition of what you might do
at the Tidal Basin."
Chairman Gantt charged the applicant and sponsor, and other actors, to come back with
whatever guidelines and area requirements (they wished) to be decided by the Commission.
-

Specific to the Tidal Basin site, the Commission asked, "Who relocates the road (and) who
decides what the configuration of the polo field will have to be?"

At its meeting on March 23, 1999, The Commission of Fine Arts (CFA) postponed a decision on the
site selection for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial, stating that, "its location and siting should
leave no room for equivocation." The Commission added that "promising additional sites exist"
-

Specifically regarding the Tidal Basin site, the CFA requested, "a great deal more about the
exact parameters and competition guidelines ... "
CFA suggested two additional sites: the base of the knoll at the west end of the lake in
Constitution Gardens and a site in close proximity to the Lincoln Memorial.

In response to the requests of both Commissions, the Executive Director of NCPC convened a
Joint Work Group (Group) consisting of representatives of the Foundation and Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, and statTs of NCPC, CFA, NPS and the District of Columbia Historic
Preservation Office.
•

The Group met on six occasions with the objective of reaching consensus on a site for the
Memorial.

•

The Work Group conducted review and· analysis of four sites:
- Lincoln Memorial (recommended for consideration by CFA)
- Constitution Gardens West (recommended by CFA)
Constitution Gardens East (approved by NCPC)
- Tidal Basin (currently recommended by the Work Group)

(
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The Work Group reached consensus to support the proposed Tidal Basin site that has been
submitted for approval by NPS.
Group meetings are summarized as follows:
•

April 6. 1999:
-

-

•

April 20, 1999:
-

-

-

•

Reviewed NCPC and CFA decisions.
Described tasks to be undertaken by various members of the Group, including:
- Foundation definition of the program for the Memorial
- NCPC graphic portrayal of the candidate sites.
- NPS establishment of design parameters applicable to all sites.
Developed a schedule for reaching consensus on one site in time for review by both
decision-making bodies no later than July 1999.

Reviewed and discussed of the Foundation's program, and agreed that the Memorial
would not include a museum, library, Imax theater or bookstore, clarified the concept of
the Memorial.
The Foundation agreed to draft a "Statement of Principles" to assist competitors and
reviewers of the design for the Memorial.
NCPC presented a slide show of each of the four candidate sites.
Detailed discussion of each of the candidate sites resulted in the elimination of the
Lincoln Memorial site from further consideration.
NPS agreed to provide a comparative analysis of the opportunities and constraints as well
as any costs associated with the development of each of the remaining sites.
NCPC would incorporate NPS's analysis in an expanded graphic presentation of these
three sites.

May 3, 1999:
-

-

NPS presented their "Comparison of Proposed Sites" (Comparison) including setting,
design parameters, accommodation of visitors, impacts on existing infrastructure and
associated cost estimates.
NCPC presented a graphic interpretation of the NPS analysis.
Discussion of the Comparison identified areas of concurrence and those in need of
clarification, refinement and/or revision.

(
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May 18, 1999:
-

The Group further reviewed and modified the NPS Comparison.
The Foundation distributed copies of the Martin Luther King, Jr. International Memorial
Competition: Preliminary Draft Program (Competition Program) for review and
discussion at the next meeting.

-

NPS indicated that they felt it was premature to determine the future of the
Constitution Gardens East site until the completion of the World War II Memorial
and assessment of the visual relationship and visitor use patterns.
NPS indicated it supported a three-acre site on the Tidal Basin (Site A), that it did not
support a four-acre site in this location (Site B), and that Constitution Gardens West
would also be a good site for the Memorial.
The Foundation indicated preference for a four-acre site on the Tidal Basin.

•

May 26. 1999:
-

-

•

The revised NPS Comparison was again reviewed and agreed to with one exception;
consensus could not be reached regarding the requirement to incorporate height limits
under "Design Parameters."
The Competition Program was reviewed and the Foundation agreed to incorporate
comments.

-

The Work Group reached consensus for support of a site for the Memorial on the
Tidal Basin.

-

The Group would meet once more to attempt to resolve differences regarding Tidal Basin
sites A and B.

June 10. 1999:

-

The Work Group reached consensus on support of one site for location of the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial on the Tidal Basin.

-

NPS will amend the "Comparison of Proposed Sites" to reflect this consensus - there no
longer being a reason to describe both sites A and B.
NPS will submit the consensus Tidal Basin site for CFA review on June 17, 1999 and
NCPC review on July 1, 1999.
The Foundation distributed a revised draft of the Martin Luther King, Jr. International
Memorial Competition: Preliminary Draft Program.

The NPS "Comparison of Proposed Sites" is appended to thi.:; report.

(
\
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EVALUATION

Tidal Basin Location:
•

Staff believes that the visual prominence and symbolic location of the proposed Tidal Basin
site are appropriate for siting a memorial to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Setting:
•

Staff feels the setting that is provided by the proposed Tidal Basin site offers a unique
opportunity and significant potential for the siting and design of the Memorial.

- · The most memorable features of the proposed site of the Memorial are the views across the
Tidal Basin, most significantly the view of the Jefferson Memorial.
-

The views of the surrounding monuments and memorials provide a sense of expansiveness
and grandeur.

-

The. Tidal Basin gives the site identity and a sense of place. The inlet provides a sense of
enclosure and intimacy. The water provides a contemplative setting- one of serenity.
The existing trees reinforce the sense of enclosure and place. The cherry trees unify the site
within and beyond - linking the site to the other memorials on the Tidal Basin and the Mall
beyond.

Site:
•

The proposed four-acre site is felt to be adequate in size to allow for the creation of a setting
appropriate to the Memorial.
Although the design concept for the Memorial has yet to be defined, it is assumed that
the primary buildable area will be limited. The desire to set-back (buffer) the central area
of the Memorial from Independence Avenue on the north and the relocated West Basin
Drive on the west will, by definition, limit the buildable area to points of entry and
movement to the central area.
The site is dominated by the existing landscape features characteristic of urban parkland
-grass, trees and water. This sense of enclosure and buffering is assumed to continue to
be primarily defined by the location of trees and other plant materials.
• There should be no berms or mass plantings that will interrupt the existing
horizontal character of the site and preclude existing views of the Tidal Basi11
from Independence Avenue or West Potomac Park.

Design Parameters:
•

Staff agrees with the majority of the design parameters stipulated by NPS.
-

The open views and horizontality of the site will be maintained.

\
-
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The Tidal Basin walls, sidewalk and the continuity of the cherry trees shall be preserved.
No more than one-third of the site will be developed as paved surfaces with the remainder
landscaped, (not including the relocated.West Basin Drive or Tidal Basin walkway).

-

The water of the Tidal Basin may be incorporated into the design of the Memorial.

•

Staff agrees that there should be no walls, berms or mass plantings that will interrupt the existing
horizontal character of the site and preclude existing views of the Tidal Basin.

•

Whereas NPS has specified that a single design element of the Memorial cannot exceed 20 feet
in height, NCPC staff is opposed to the prescription of a specified height limit or limits.
Prescriptive height limits tend to curtail creativity and can be misunderstood.
-

NCPC favors language that identifies what must be protected on the site and in its related
environs.

West Basin Drive:
•

Staff agrees with the proposal that the relocated West Basin Drive should be located within the
Memorial site boundaries.
-

Incorporation of the relocated West Basin Drive within the Memorial site will insure that its
design is in keeping with the Memorial setting.

-

The design of this road should be developed in association with the design of the Memorial.
This will also insure the appropriate design of the related aspects of vehicular drop-off and
entrance.

-

The design of the entrance to the Memorial is of vital importance to the creation of a sense of
arrival, a sense of place and identity.

Recreation Facilities:
•

•

Although staff is pleased that NPS has indicated that a modification of the existing polo field (to
eliminate the northeastern-most comer) will allow the field to remain in its existing location, this
is not felt to be the best available solution (for polo and for the Memorial).
-

The polo field will remain in close proximity to the proposed Memorial.

-

The edge of the polo field will require a 12-foot-high chain link fence (similar, if not
identical, to that which currently exists on the edge of the polo field on West Basin Drive).

-

Beyond the negative visual impact; the fence presents a physical barrier that limits the use of
the parkland immediately to the west of the Memorial. This area could be used by large
gatherings associated with special events and celebrations.

Although the exploration of alternatives to the fence is encouraged (a retractable fence or net),
staff feels that the reorientation of the polo field in this area is a more desirable alternative.

c

•
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-

Reorientation of the polo field could result in a larger- closer to regulation - field.

-

This will allow the relocation of the two existing softball fields (and the related practice
field) to the east of the polo field.

-

Located immediately to the west of the Memorial (adjacent to the relocated West Basin
Drive), these fields would result in the creation of open, accessible parkland.

Staff also recommends that the alternative of relocating the polo field to other NPS parkland be
studied.
-

The polo field occupies a large area of valued parkland in the Monumental Core of the
Nation's Capital.

-

The current polo field is, to a large extent, fenced and its use for other purposes is
discouraged.

-

The current, and the reoriented polo field, are not of a regulation size and the ability to
provide required support areas is severely limited.

-

Relocation of the polo field to, for example, East Potomac or Anacostia Parks could enable
the provision of a regulation field with adequate support facilities.

-

Removal of the polo field would provide the opportunity to locate up to three additional ball
fields in West Potomac Park as well as enhance pedestrian access, landscaping and other
amenities, and the overall visitor experience.

NPS has provided cost estimates for the relocation of West Basin Drive, the modification and/or
reorientation of the polo field, and the required relocation of utilities. These costs will be
assumed by the Foundation.
Related Recommendation:
•

Staff recommends the preparation of a long-range (50-year) plan for the future use and
development of West Potomac Park.
-

NPS needs to establish policy as to the long-term, both active and passive, recreational use of
this parkland.

-

Policy on the siting of future memorials (in West Potomac Park) needs to be addressed.

-

A plan identifying future use areas, circulation, and the location of associated ·support
facilities, should be prepared.

-

The plan should include a conceptual landscape plan and/or concept design alternatives.

-

The plan should, to the extent possible, include a strategic plan for its implementation.

(
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PREVIOUS COMMISSION ACTION
The NCPC, at its meeting on March 4, 1999, considered sites for the proposed Martin Luther King,
Jr. Memorial and approved a site in Constitution Gardens.
The Work Group identified this 4.5-acre site, located immediately to the east of the lake, as the
Constitution Gardens East site.
THE COMMISSION OF FINE ARTS
•

•

At its March 23, 1999 meeting, The Commission of Fine Arts:
-

Unequivocally recommended against the Constitution Gardens East site.

-

Postponed a decision on site selection for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial pending the
"need to know a great deal more about the exact parameters and competition guidelines, as
well as the possibility of approval by the other bodies statutorily concerned ... "

-

Identified two additional possible sites for consideration.

At its meeting on June 17, 1999, CFA approved the Tidal Basin site for the Martin Luther King,
Jr. Memorial and requested that the design guidelines proposed to be incorporated into the
Martin Luther King, Jr. International Memorial Competition be submitted for review and
approval.

COORDINATION
Coordinating Committee
The Coordinating Committee reviewed this item at its meeting on June 9, 1999, and forwarded
the proposal to the Commission with the statement that the project has been coordinated with all
agencies participating.
The participating agencies were NCPC; the District of Columbia Office of Planning; the Fire
Department; the Department of Housing and Community Development; the National Park
Service; and the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority.
CONFORMANCE
Comprehensive Plan
Several policies contained in the Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital apply to the proposed
location for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial on the northwestern edge of the Tidal Basin in
West Potomac Park.
•

West Potomac Park is an extension of the Mall, a National Landmark. West Potomac Park is
also a designated Special Place in the Preservation and Historic Features Element of the
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Comprehensive Plan. Independence Avenue is a designated Special Street. Applicable policies
relating to the protection and enhancement of historic properties, Special Places and Special
Streets apply. •

The Parks, Open Space and Natural Features Element of the Comprehensive Plan designates
the Mall and East and West Potomac Park for Monumental Park use.
Monumental and Decorative Parks ... should serve as settings to enhance public buildings,
monuments and memorials; as such, their fundamental integrity should be protected ...

•

Criteria for the location of Cultural, Memorial and Information Facilities contained in the
Federal Facilities Element also specify that:

-

Federal memorials, as authorized by the Congress, should locate with appropriate
areas throughout the National Capital. Preference should be given to sites within
Special Places, along Special Streets, at locations which provide visual
prominence, gateway entrances, vistas or overlooks or have special features that
would enhance the memorial.
Only Federal memorial facilities that are of exceptional national or international
significance, such as those associated with presidents and/or momentous national
or international events, should locate within the central monumental area. 1
Memorials to persons or events having strong functional or traditional association with
specific areas of the National Capital should be given preference in locations in those
areas.
Memorials should be designed and sited to be sympathetic to their locations.

•

Existing Special Places should be protected, enhanced, and strengthened. New ones should be
created. Historic plans and their underlying principles should be used for guidance. Civic art
should be used to enrich such places and to establish their identity and image.

•

The distinguishing qualities or character of Historic Landscapes should be protected and
enhanced.

•

New sites with monumental potentials should be designed so as to insure integration with
appropriate natural settings and architectural backgrounds, as well as reciprocity with other
monuments and with other features of the National Capital.

•

The Tidal Basin is located within a floodplain and is subject to periodic flooding. Applicable
polic-ies in the Environmental Element state:
-

1

The site should be returned as close as possible to its natural contours.

Includes the Mall, the Ellipse, the Washington Monument Grounds, East and West Potomac
Parks, Theodore Roosevelt Island, and Lady Bird Johnson Park.

,'

-

(
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Floodplain fill should be minimized.
Grading requirements should be minimized.
Free natural drainage should be preserved.

Historic Preservation
The State Historic Preservation Office advises that Section 106 review has not been initiated at this
time.
Environmental Impact
Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), NPS has developed a programmatic
environmental assessment for the proposed location and program of the Memorial.
The proposed Memorial site location is considered acceptable to advance the concept site
development and design that will incorporate further tiered environmental documentation occurring
in conjunction with this effort. At that time, impacts associated with specific proposals for the
relocation of West Basin Drive, the provision of access and assembly will be evaluated.
•

The Memorial is consistent with other land uses within West Potomac Park.

•

The proposed site requires the modification, reorientation or relocation of the existing polo field.
Further evaluation of the Memorial site's impact on the polo field will be discussed in
subsequent tiered environmental documentation at the time of concept design.

•

The importance of maintaining a traffic circulation route in the vicinity of Ohio Drive is
important for the Cherry Blossom Festival and the adjacent FDR Memorial.
Relocation of West Basin Drive is required and is proposed to be situated to the immediate
west of the Memorial.

•

•

Circulation routes for both pedestrian· and vehicular traffic can be reasonably accommodated at
the proposed Memorial site.
-

Tour bus and taxi drop-off areas can be incorporated into the relocation.

-

Accommodation for handicapped accessible parking will also be provided. No additional
parking spaces will be provided for the Memorial.

The Memorial is subject to flooding.
-

As with the existing FDR Memorial, the design of the Memorial will be developed to
withstand the impacts offlooding.

-

The proposed action will be consistent with Executive Order 11988, Flood Plain
management, pursuant to the NPS statement of fmdings.

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED SITES FOR
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. MEMORIAL
AT
TIDAL BASIN, CONSTITUTION GARDENS LAKE (East End) & CONSTITUTION GARDENS (West End)
Constitution Gardens Lake <East End)

Tidal Basin

Constitution Gardens Lake (West End)

Settinf{

Setting

Setting

•

•

5 acre precinct

•

7 acre precinct

•
•

Limited visibility of Lincoln Memorial
Views of Washington Monument and future World
War II Memorial
Aircraft noise (60 decibels±)
Not in 100-year flood plain; inside flood berm

•
•

Limited visibility of Lincoln Memorial
Views of Washington Monument and U.S. Capitol

•
•

Aircraft noise (60 decibels±)
Not in 100-year flood plain; inside flood berm

4-acre precinct, including relocated West Basin
Drive (I acre)
Limited visibility of Lincoln Memorial
Views of Jefferson Memorial and Washington
Monument
Aircraft ~toise (95 decibels±)
Within I 00-year flood plain

•
•
•
•

•
•

........_,\

Design Parameters

Desi!QI Parameters

Design Parameters

•

Views of Tidal Basin from Independence Avenue
and West Potomac Park must be protected.
Horizontal character of existing ground elevation
must be maintained.

•

Views toward World War II Memorial and distant
views of elms on 17tJo Street must be protected.
Existing elevation of terrace can be modified

•

Single design element of memorial cannot exceed 20
feet
Ratio of hardscape to softscape cannot exceed 1:3
Water of Tidal Basin can be incorporated into
memorial design
Historic structure of Tidal Basin (walkway, coping,
etc.) must be preserved
Continuity of cherry trees along Tidal Basin must be
maintained

•

Single design element of memorial cannot exceed
average height of elms on 17th Street
Ratio of hardscape to softscape cannot exceed I :3
Water of Constitution Gardens Lake can be
incorporated into memorial design
Existing structure of Constitution Gardens Lake
(walkway, coping, etc.) can be modified
Existing trees can be removed, replaced or
augmented.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Views of Washington Monument and U.S. Capitol
from Vietnam Veterans Memorial must be protected.
Existing elevation of hilltop (26 ') can be increased
up to 3 feet.
Overall height of memorial cannot exceed height of
adjacent hilltop
Ratio ofhardscape to softscape cannot exceed 1:3
Water of Constitution Gardens Lake can be
incorporated into memorial design
Existing structure of Constitution Gardens Lake
(walkway, coping, etc.) can be modified
Existing oaks on knoll must be retained and could be
augmented if outside protected vistas

Accommodation of Visitors

Accommodation of Visito.rs

Accommodation of Visitors

•

Requires redesign of vehicular circulation from FDR
Memorial

•

•

Possibly requires redesign of existing pedestrian
circulation system

•

Large gatherings could be held on open recreation
space that will be separated from memorial by a road
and fence.
Utilizes existing general public parking
Utilizes existing Tourmobile stop on Ohio Drive

•

Requires redesign of pedestrian circulation system
between Constitution Avenue and future World War
II Memorial
Large gatherings could be held on the walks and
lawn around the lake

•

Large gatherings could be held on the walks and
lawn around the lake, or on sloped hill side.

•
•

Utilizes existing general public parking
Utilizes a new Tourmobile stop to be constructed on
Constitution A venue at 20th Street

Small tour bus drop off and handicapped parking can
be constructed.

1•

Utilizes existing general public parking
Utilizes new Tourmobile stop on Constitution
Avenue to be constructed for World War II
Memorial
Tour bus drop off and handicapped parking along
Constitution A venue in lieu of existing parking
spaces

•

Tour bus drop off and handicapped parking along
Constitution A venue in lieu of existing parking
spaces

•
•

•

•
•

~\

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED SITES (CONT.)

Tidal Basin (cont.)

Constitution Gardens Lake (East End) (cont.)

Constitution Gardens Lake (West End) (cont.)

Impact on Existing Infrastructure & Facilities

Impact on Existing Infrastructure & Facilities

Impact on Existing Infrastructure & Facilities

•

RECREATION FACILITIES
Requires modification of polo field

•

RECREATION FACILITIES
No impact on multi-purpose sports fields

•

RECREATION FACILITIES
No impact on multi-purpose sports fields

•

ROADS
Requires relocation of West Basin Drive

•

ROADS
No road relocation required

•

ROADS
No road relocation required

UTILITIES
Potential relocation of 18-inch water line required

•

•
•
•

UTILITIES
Requires relocation of main feeder water line serving
FOR Memorial
Requires relocation of electric power line serving
FOR Memorial
Requires relocation of network telephone connection
to Arlington County

I•

UTILITIES
Potential lowering of manhole for lake water
treatment system
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NCPC
801 Ptnnsylvania Avtnue, NW

Suite 301
INU!Iing\on, DC 20576
tel 202 482-7200
far 202 48Z-7l7Z
w-.ntpc.gow
Cammlnion

M~mllers

Appolmed bJ tnt
Pnsidmt of tlt.r tl"lttd States
Harwcy B. G&lllt,. ChalrlllAn
Robert A. Cai!lei
Ma19aret G. Vlnder~
A,.ppoinlell by die MIJOr of lhe

Dlstrlc:t of Columbia
Arri11g1011 Oiaon
Dr. PauiciJ Elwood

Sectel!II'JII DH~
Tht Honarablc Willi11111 S. Cahan
SKretary of IIIII "teriw
"Tttt H011orable Brvct Babllitt
Adm iRi!lnlor of General Services
The Honorable David J. Bur;am

October 21. 1999

Mr. John Carter
Projec~ Director
Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Memorial Project Foundation. Inc.

2313 St. Paul S~et
Baltimore. Maryland 21218
Dear Mr. Carter:
This letter sets forth the parameters for the Martin Luther King, Jr. memorial at
the proposed Tidal Basin site as discussed at the Task Force meeting on October
12, 1999.

Chairman, Cammittct on
Governmenllil Ar'-in
Unilell SlaW Se~l\.1
The Honorable Fred Thofnpson

1. The size of the site will be approximately 4.0 acres. 1 No less than
3 acres excluding West Basin Drive, and no more than 4 acres
including West Basin Drive, shall be devoted to the memorial.;

Chalr111111. Cammltlft on
Government Rtform

2. The Tidal Basin side of the site will be defined by the western edge
of the existing walkway along the Tidal Basin (i.e. where
pavement meets grass), thereby excluding the walkway from the
sitc;2 the northem boundary of the site shall be approximately 19
feet south of the curb along Independence Avenue; 3

U. '5. Hause o( Fteptesanllllvet'
Tht ttollorallle Dill Burlon

M1110t District of totuollbia
WllliiiiiS

The Honcnabllt A~t~onr A.

Chairrna11. Cauoodl of lite
DIStriCt af Calumbla
Tl'ot- Honorable Linda W. Crop(!

3. The Martin Luther King, Jr. Foundation in collaboration with the
NPS will provide a general design for and construction of a
relocated West Basin Drive;

£ucuUn Diru:tor
Reginald w. Grlllitlt ,

4. All of the cherry trees along the Tidal Basin must be preserved
with the understanding that one to three trees may be removed or
repositioned if absolutely necessary for purposes of access between ·
the Tidal Basin walkway and the memorial at the location of the
existing access way;

5. No memorial element shall be placed in the Tidal Basin;•
LU6

Represents substantial change trom previous submission.

.,r

(

.•

(

6. The existing visual transparency from Independence Avenue to the
Tidal Basin shall be maintained;
7. The relationship of hardscape to softscape shall be no greater than
one.third hardscape and no less than two-thirds softscape (this
does not include West Basin Drive or the Tidal Basin walkway);
8. No single ciemcnt of the memorial shall exceed a height of20 feet;
9. There shall be no museum, bookstore or other rooms ·located at this
memorial above or below grade;
10. There shall be no restroom facilities in the memorial; and

11. There shall be no vehicle parking at the memorial, however space
for no less than three buses and six disabled spaces must be
accommodated along West Basin Drive, or other location as
specified by the N@,tional Pad:: Service.
Thank you for agreeing to meet with us to discuss what we all agree will
be an extremely important and historically significant memorial to Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. We appreciate your hard work and dedication and
look forward to working with you in the future. If you have comments or
questions, please contact me or Connie M. Harshaw on 202-482-7211.

Sincerely,

J-/J" ~w. .J~
Reginald
Gri 1
Executive Director

CONCURRENCE:

.

~'~:-Regional uector
National Capital Region
National Park Service

Carter, roject Director
o behalf of the

"n Luther King, Jr.
Project Foundation, Inc.
By signing. I agree that, if the

site is approved by NCPC.
the MLK. Jr. Foundation will
not submit 10 aft)' of riJe
appruvlng bodies a proposal
for design that does not fully
comply with tM above agreed
upon ptl1'tmteters.

FileNo.

'"""""

S!.,f_'7__

l?rirnruy
Stat. _
--.~o.~..L.~~...;..
Due Date
_ _ _t_....__
_ _ __

JOHN HERBERS

copies:
CHAIRMAN~SST. EXEC. OIR. (PRGRMS) 1"'7"'"
EXEC.D!R.

ASST.EXEC.DIR(MGM't) -.JL
LONGRANGEPLNG ~
GEN COUNSEL~
PLANSREWIEW -1(,_
SECRETARIATTDASUPPORT-

7S14 Glenbrook Road
Bethesda MD 20814
t

PUB.AF.

N·OT •

30 1 1999

TG.: lfatio:nal Cap1tal~·a"Jming Com•ission

from: John Rerbera
Re :· 111. L. King Memorial
~or

many years I

~oTered

the

~1Til

rights moTement for

The l'ew York Times and. earlier for trni ted Press International

~._.._,

c:

and haTe written iD books and· magazines on topics concerning
racial justice·. Thaa I baTe bee12 following closely the

controTersy oTer placeme:at of the

r

~eel

~ing

memorial....

Tery strongly that the memorial should be on the

Jtall for reasons stated by- a nu111ber of persons: because it
would be near where X.lng deliTered his •I baTe a dream" speech,
his most 1•portant; but eTen mora· because· 1 t should be in the
11De o! Tisuall. history--Lincoln !ree·tng the slaTes and a century

later r1ng
the bonds

~reeing·tbe
o~

hearts and minds

o~

all Americans from

legal •eg.regation and discrimination.

I recently Tisited the tidal basin site and concluded that
howeTer gramdiose the monument that site would, !or man7•
~ing

to obscurity, disconnected

~rom

the line

o~

delegat~

history. regardiDg

ciTil rights. I also belieTe that Xing's legac7 belongs to all
A•ericana, not to &D7 particular groups who might claim it. And
to this I belieTe :t'1Dg himself would agree,.

SincerelJL

t/Ja--

.,

12/01/99

09:43
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NCPC

THOMAS C. BEIERLE
2028 13m STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 518-1252

FileNo. _...;;;5~q;...,.D""'7.,.._
Primary Stat. _ _.--Ao.i{$~P...~·

__

K.;:::,.,.--_
. -.oate _______
Copies:
diAIRMAN~ST. EXEC.DIR.(PRGRMS) -~

EXEC. DIR.-v ;6.-SST. EXEC. DIR. (MGM1) ~
PUB.~.-

GEN. COUNSEL____.....-

LONGRANGEPLNG.-:-/"'
PLANSREWIEW ..,_\,C

SECRETARIAT_V_

December I. 1999

TDASUPPORT ...._
ADMIN.-

Mr. Harvey Gantt
National Capital Planning Commission
801 Pennsylvania Avenue #301
Washington, DC 20576
Dear Mr. Gantt:
I understand that the National Capital Planning Commission will be voting on December
2nd on a location for the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. memorial; I would like to express
my support for a memorial adjacent ro the Lincoln Memorial. Of course, any site on or
adjacent to the national monument would be a fitting place to pay tribute to Dr. King, the
man. But only a site associated with the Lincoln memorial would pay full tribute to the
struggle for liberty that spanned the century between the two great leaders and challenge
u~ to continue to pursue Dr. King's dream.
The Lincoln Memorial is immensely powerful in its austerity. We are at once dwarfed by
the great ideals inscribed on its walls but inspired by the expansive vista across the
national mall. It challenges us to think beyond ourselves to the great experiment that is
the United States. In shon, it does in architecture what Dr. King did in life and what his
"I Have a Dream Speech" did in America's soul. There is no more fitting place to pay
tribute to Dr. King, his dream, and our nation's history.

Sincerely,

~(!-~
Thomas C. Beierle

NCPC
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Dear Mr. Carter:
\.n

At the Commission's meeting on 16 December 1999, the National Park Servici:
presented the text for the design guidelines to be included in the competition package fdP
the Martin Luther King, Jr., Memorial. At that meeting, the Commission agreed with and
approved the eleven "parameters" as stated in NCPC Executive Director Reginald Griffith's
letter ()f21 October 1999 to you that bears your signature of concurrence along with that
ofTenj Carlstron\ Regional Director of the National Capital Region of the National Park
Service (copy attached). We also asked that your Foundation workwith4:he staff to review
the text before its distribution.
As of20 December 1999 we were informed that the MLK, Jr., National Memorial
Project Foundation distributed the design competition packages to the registrants and the
press before our review was completed. As you may recall, our approval of the Tidal Basin
site was contingent upon the review of the text in the competition package before its
distribution to the public. This is of concern as it clearly violates the terms of the
Commission's approval for the Tidal Basin site as agreed upon at the Commission's 17 June
1999 meeting. Our subsequent review of the competition package text confirms that it
does not include all of the eleven stipulations stated in Mr. Griffith's letter.
In light of our findings, the Commission ofFine Arts must therefor insist that a copy
of Mr. Griffith's 21 October 1999 letter, with an appropriate cover letter of explanation,
be sent to each of the competition entrants by registered mail.
Keeping the competitors. fully informed of all the approved design parameters and
requirements will maintain the integrity and fairness ofthe competition. In the long run, this
may help avoid costly delays for redesign and potential litigation, and will avoid jeopardizing
the approval of the Tidal Basin site.

Il
The ultimate goal is for there to be the best possible design for the King Memorial,
avoiding costly mistakes encountered by other memorial competitions, in which the
guidelines were unclear, misleading or not inclusive of all the established and stipulated
design parameters as agreed to with the several Federal approving authorities. In this
endeavor, our goals are the same. Let's work together.
As always, the staff is available should question arise.

Chairman

cc:

Terry Carlstrom, NCR-NPS
Dr. Ed Jackson, Jr., MLK, Jr., Foundation
Harvey Gantt, Chairman, NCPC

Mr. John Carter
Project Director
Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Memorial Project Foundation
2313 St. Paul Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

NATJONAl CAPITAL PlANNING COMMISSION

801 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 301
Washington, DC 20576
tel 202 482-7200
fax 202 482-7272
www.ncpc.gov

Commission Members
Appointed by the

IN REPLY REFER TO:
NCPC File Nos. 5907 & 1200

President of the United States
Harvey B. Gantt, Chairman

MAR 2 0 2000

Robert A . .Gaines
Margaret G. Vanderhye
Appointed by the Mayor of the
District of Columbia
Arrington Dixon
Dr. Patricia Elwood
Secretary of Defense
The Honorable WilliamS. Cohen·
Secretary of the Interior
The Honorable Bruce Babbitt
Administrator of General Services
The Honorable David J. Barram
Chairman, Committee on
Governmental Affairs

Ms. Stephanie Fisher
Wingren Sculpture
P.O. Box 4944
Boulder, CO 80304
Dear Ms. Fisher:
We received your request for information about the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial.
The Commission last reviewed a proposal on the siting of the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial on December 2, 1999. At that time, the National Capital Planning Commission
approved a four-acre site adjacent to the Tidal Basin for the memorial. We have enclosed
a copy of the Commission report on this action along with a copy of a letter that sets forth
the parameters for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial at the Tidal Basin site.

United States Senate
The Honorable Fred Thompson
Chairman, Committee on

If you are seeking information about the design competition, you will need to contact the

Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation:

Government Reform

MLK National Memorial Project Foundation
Department 211
Washington, D.C. 20055-0211
(202) 737-5420
www.mlkmemorial.org

U .S. House of Representatives
The Honorable Dan Burton
Mayor, District of Columbia
The Honorable Anthony A. Williams
Chairman, Council of the
District of Columbia
The Honorable Linda W. Cropp

Executive Director
Reginald W. Griffith

The National Capital Planning Commission encourages public participation in the
development of commemorative works-particularly those of major national
importance-and welcomes any further comments or questions you may have.
Sincerely,

bee:

(SIGNED) WILLIAM R. LAWSON

Augustine
Lawson
Reading File
Central Files 5907 &1200

MMurphy:31!6/001Y17Yl

William R. Lawson
Acting Executive Director
Enclosures
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
NATIONAL MEMORIAL PROJECT FOUNDATION, INC.

February 29, 2000
Mr. J. Carter Brown, Chairman
The Commission of Fine Arts
National Building Museum
441 F Street NW Suite 312
Washington, DC 20001-2728
Dear Mr. Brown:
This letter is in response to your correspondence of February 3, 2000. Please forgive the
lateness of this response. Your letter was sent to the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Headquarters in Baltimore. We have, however, located our MLK, Jr. Project office in
the National Building Museum on the third floor in Washington, DC.
That aside, Mr. Brown, I would be less than candid if I did not say that I was surprised
and concerned with the tone of your letter. We all know that it is in the best interest of
this project that we all work together. At every turn we have sought to do that and we
will continue in like fashion. At no point have we sought to side step the wishes and
desires of the various commissions. It is also important to note that we have not violated
the terms of the Commission's approval for the Tidal Basin site.
Please allow me to address your issues point-for-point. As I understand it, your primary
concern involves the design criteria and parameters communicated in our design
competition package. Attached, please find a list of the eleven parameters agreed to by
our foundation, with a corresponding explanation of where these items are addressed in
the competition package. You will note that in most cases we addressed the parameter in
more than one location on more than one poster. Our full commitment is to only bring
back to the various commissions a design that conforms to the parameters outlined in our
October 21, 1999 agreement.

401 F STREET NW, SUITE 324, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20001 • (202) 737-5420 • http://www.mlkmemorial.org
License granted by Intellectual Properties Management as Manager of the Estate of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Inc.
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In regard to the concerns of your staff, we remain willing to meet with them at any time.

As we informed both the National Parks Service and your staff in writing, however, we
would like to have a written account of their concerns prior to arranging a trip to
Washington, so that we may be prepared to respond to any concerns in a meaningful way.
To date, I have received no specific written or verbal concerns.
It was clearly never our desire to shield our competitors from the October 21, 1999
agreement. After all, this agreement is a matter of public record and is attached to the
proceeding of the National Capital Planning Commission meeting. That being said, if you
still believe that it is necessary, we are willing to mail a copy of the letter enumerating the
eleven parameters to our competitors, as per your request.
I sincerely hope that the information contained within this letter addresses each of your
concerns in a satisfactory manner. It is comforting to know that we all are working
toward the common goal of memorializing a man, a movement and a message that has
shaped such an important era of history.
I look forward to working with you as we make history together.
Sincerely,

~~~~
MLK, Jr: Memorial Project Chairman
Cc: Terry Carlstrom, NCR-NPS
Harvey Gantt, Chairman NCPC
Dr. Ed Jackson, MLK, Jr. Foundation

·I

(
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Attachment# 1

LOCATION OF October 21, 1999 PARAMETERS ON
DESIGN COMPETITION POSTERS
Parameter 1:" The size of the site will be approximately 4.) acres. No less than 3 acres excluding West
Basin Drive, and no more than 4 acres including West Basin Drive, shall be devoted to the memorial"
Addressed on posters 5, 6, & 8. Specifically poster #8 item 8.1.2
Parameter 2: "The Tidal Basin side of the site will be defined by the western edge of the existing walkway
along the Tidal Basin (i.e. where pavement meets grass), thereby excluding the walkway from the site; the
northern boundary of the site shall be approximately 19 feet south ofthe curb along Independence avenue"
Addressed on posters 5,6, & 8. Specifically poster #8, item 8.3
Parameter 3: "The Martin Luther King, Jr. Foundation in collaboration with the NPS will provide a
general design for and construction of a relocated West Basin Drive"
Addressed on posters 5, 6, & 8. Specifically poster #8 at 8.2.2 and 8.1.2
Parameter 4: "All of the cherry trees along the Tidal Basin must be preserved with the understanding that
one to three trees may be removed or repositioned if absolutely necessary for purposes of access between
the Tidal Basin walkway and the memorial at the location of the existing access way"
Addresses on poster #8. Specifically 8.3
Parameter 5:" No memorial element shall be placed in the Tidal Basin"
Addresses on posters 5 & 6
Parameter 6: "The existing visual transparency from Independence avenue tot he Tidal Basin shall be
maintained"
Addressed on poster #8. Specifically 8.3
Parameter 7: "The relationship of hardscape to softscape shall be no greater than one-third hardscape and
no less than two-thirds softscape (this does not include West Basin Drive or the Tidal Basin walkway)":
Addressed on Poster #8 Specifically 8.3
Parameter 8:"No single element of the memorial shall exceed a height of 20 feet"
Addressed on poster #8. Specifically 8.3
Parameter 9: "There shall be no museum, bookstore or other rooms located at this memorial above'or
below grade"
Addressed on poster #8. Specifically 8.3
Parameter 10: 'There shall be no restroom facilities in the memorial"
Addressed on poster #8. Specifically 8.4.4
Parameter 11: "There shall be no vehicle parking at the memorial, however space for no less than three
buses and six disabled spaces must be accommodated along West Basin Drive, other location as specified
by the National P ark service"
Addressed on poster #8. Specifically 8.2.2 and 8.1.2
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Washi~gton, D. C.
Ma~tin Luther ~g,

Jr.
National Memorial Project
Foundation, Inc.
2313 St. Paul Street, Balrimore, MD 21218 • 410-554-0050

August 9, 1999
Ms. Margaret Vanderhye
SO\ Ridge Drive
McLean. VA 22101

Dear Ms. Vanderhye.

I am writing to ask for your reconsideration of the Tidal Basin site as a preferred site' for th~ Washington,
D.C. Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial. As you are aware. NCPC's July r<aecision to reject the
Tidal Basin site was both a surprise and a significant setback for our efforts. We have:t"aken your comments
and concerns very seriously and, as a result, ha·ve spent the past month reevaluating ourSpreferred site as well
as many others in and around Atea I before making any decision about how best to proceed.
So that there is no misunderstanding about our reaction to the July vote, let me be clear that this Memorial
Foundation. is confidant that we share a common goal with each and every member of the NCPC; to identify
the b~t site in Area I of our Nation •s Capital for a memorial befitting the life, movement and message of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Indeed, it is on the strength of these convictions that we base our confidence that our
two organizations can, and will, reach an agreement about the memorial's location. Furthermore, we are
prepared to work as diligently as necessary to make this common vision a reality in a timely manner. It is our
hope to present a revised tidal basin site to the NCPC for approval in September.

To that end, we are deeply committed to sitting down individually with each and every member of the NCPC
to discuss the proposed site. We want to be certain that we have provided you with all of the information you
need to evaluate our preferred site, and that we have an opportunity to address your specific concerns prior to
the September hearing. Someone from our foundation will be contacting you in the next few days to arrange a
time for us to roeet.
In the meantime, let me thank you for the commitment you have akeady shown to ensuring that this
Memorial become a complimentary addition to the fabric ofWashirigton, D.C., and let me also thank you in
advance for taking the additional time to meet with us in person.
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel ftee to contact meal (404} 349-4333.

"The Man, The Movement, The Message"
. . . . .-~ ....

,._,_ • . .._,.,... __
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801 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 301
Washington, DC 20576
tel 202 482-7200

fax 202 482-7272
www.ncpc.gov

IN REPLY REFER TO:
NCPC File No. 5907

APR I 3 2001
Mr. William VanAsselt
Executive Director
Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Memorial Project Foundation, Inc.
401 F Street NW, Suite 324
Washingtori, DC 20001

.

'

".

Dear Mr. Van Asselt:
We understand that, in the management of the design competition for the Martin Luther King,
Jr. Memorial, the MLK Foundation sent a letter dated March 22, 2000 to all competition
registrants which further clarified the design parameters for placing the memorial at its Tidal
Basin site. Attached to that letter was the October 21, 1999 letter to Mr. John Carter, which
established 11 design parameters developed by a Joint Task Fore comprised of the National
Park Service, the National Capital Planning Commission, and the MLK Foundation.

In response to your March 22, 2000 letter, several of the competition registrants have called
the Commission requesting chuification of the design para.tlleters. As you know, the
Commission will review the design of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial only after the
MLK Foundation has completed the design competition and formally submits the winning
design for Commissionreview. Until that time, any inquiries regarding the design parameters
will appropriately be referred to the MLK foundation for clarification.
We believe that a memorial to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. will be a significant addition to the
monumental fabric of Washington and look forward to reviewing the winning design. Please
let me know if we can provide you with any assistance in the completion of this process.
Sincerely,

William G. Oowd
William G. Dowd, Director
Office of Plans Review
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United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

IN REPLY Rf.Ff.R TO:

National Capital Region
1100 Ohio Drive, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20242

L3215 (NCR-LRP)

APR - 5 2001

Dr. Ed Jackson, Jr., Arch.D.
Executive Director
Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial
Project Foundation, Inc.
401 F Street, NW., Suite 324
Washington, D.C. 20001
Dear Ed:
Welcome back! I look forward to working with you and the Foundation on this very
important memorial.
In response to your letter requesting that the National Park Service (NPS) submit the design
concept to the Commission of Fine Arts (CFA), I think it would be well for me to summarize
where we feel we are with the Foundation at this point. To avoid prolonging tlie design review
process unnecessarily and to enable the Foundation's efficient preparation of a design concept, it
was jointly decided by all involved to approach this submission differently. The Foundation
would make an informational presentation of the competition-winning design to the CFA and the
National Capital Planning Commission (NCPC) to elicit comment without formal action by
either commission. After these two informational presentations, design refinements in response
to CFA, NCPC and NPS comments would be made. The resultant design concept would than be
submitted to the NPS and the formal design review would be initiated by NPS, CFA and NCPC.
During the winter the Foundation held a number of informal briefings with staff of the NPS,
CFA and NCPC. These sessions sought to identify any major issues presented by the
competition-winning design. High enthusiasm was expressed for the central element of the
design, the Stone of Hope rising from the Mountain ofDespair. However, serious concern was
expressed in the following five areas by the staff of all three approval agencies:
1. Because of its height and length, the curved berm and wall blocks the view to the Tidal Basin
from Independence Avenue.
2. The bridge is disruptive to the vertical design of the entrance portal.

(
'··

2
3. The recognition ofthe martyrs creates additional memorials not authorized by Congress and
will result in recognizing living people. This feature should be deleted in favor of quotations
from Dr. King about the movement.
4. Visitors walking on top ofthe wall is visually distracting and should be eliminated.
5. Further evaluation ofhow visitors would circulate through the memorial from its main
entrance at the northwest comer, including secondary access from either end as well as the
Tidal Basin, needs to be undertaken.
We left these sessions with the understanding that ROMA would develop verbal responses to
those issues and share them with us prior to submission of the competition-winning design to
CFA and NCPC for their information and comment. We sensed that the Foundation was willing
to respond favorably to all those concerns and this method of project development. If that is the
case, we are ready to proceed. If it is not, I believe we should discuss your responses prior to the
submission.
Sincerely,

John G. Parsons
John G. Parsons
Associate Regional Director
Lands, Resources and Planning

c
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
March 28, 2001

NATIONAL MEMORIAL PROJECT FOUNDATION, INC.

Mr. John Parsons
Associate Regional Director
National Park Service
1100 Ohio Drive, SW
Washington, DC 20242
Dear Mr. Parsons:
The Washington, DC, Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project requests the
opportunity to be placed on the agenda for the Commission of Fine Arts session scheduled for
April15, 2001. At this time, the MLK Memorial Project will present the design concept to the
corrumss10n.
We shall prepare the appropriate informational packets for the Commission of Fine Arts and
provide an overview of the design concept. We look forward to appearing before the
commission in April.
Sincerely,

Dr. Ed Jacks
Executive D

'

.
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April 5, 2001

WASHINGTON, D.C.

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
Mr. John Parsons
National Park Service
11 00 Ohio Drive, SW
Washington, DC 20242

NATIONAL MEMORIAL PROJECT FOUNDATION, INC.

Dear Mr. Parsons:
In response to yeur most recent letter dated April 5, 2001, we respectfully request that the Washington,
DC, Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation, Inc.(Foundation) be afforded the
opportunity to come before the Commission of Fine Arts on April 19, 2001 to conduct an informal public
hearing on the design winning solution for the Washington, DC, Martin Luther King, Jr. National
Memorial Project.
Our records indicate the Foundation and the National Park Service (NPS) have met on three occasions
(the first meeting was held on October 19, 2000 with key divisional heads within the NPS, the second
meeting was on December 5, 2000 with staff representatives from NPS, NCPC and CFA, and a third
meeting was defined as a scoping session held on February 5, 2001).
The minutes from that scoping session, dated February s•h, clearly states that it's purpose was to gather
the necessary information needed to prepare for the informal presentations to the commissions (NCPC
and CFA). We are now prepared to present our design award-winning solution to the Commission of
Fine Arts and the National Capital Planning Commission. Enclosed please find a copy of the information
package developed in support of our presentations to CFA and NCPC.
We have forwarded 8 copies ofthe information we are prepared to submit to the Commission of Fine Arts
as ofthe date ofthis letter.
In closing I would like to thank you, John, for your warm welcome! It is indeed a pleasure to be working
with you and the National Park Service once again.
Sincerely,

/_

~J~~J~:::YtJl
Executive Director
Enclosure
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NCPC
NATIONAl CAPITAl PLANNING COMMISSION

401 9th Street, NW

North Lobby, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20576
Tel 202 482-7200
Fax 202 482-7272
www.ncpc.gov

Commission Members
Presidential Appointees
John V. Cogbill, III, Chairman

IN REPLY REFER TO:
NCPC File No. 5907

JUL 2 3 2003

Richard L. Friedman
Jose L. Galvez, III

Mayoral Appointees
Arrington Dixon

Mr. C. W. Jacobs
Galerie Triangle
P. 0. Box 450
Brandywine, MD 20613

. ~.:....

Dr. Patricia Elwood

Dear Mr. Jacobs:
Ex Officio Members
Secretary of Defense
The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeid

Secretary of the Interior
The Honorable Gale A. Norton

Administrator
General Services Administration
The Honorable Stephen A. Perry

Chairman
Committee on Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
The Honorable Susan M. Collins

Chairman
Committee on Government Reform
U.S. House of Representatives
The Honorable Tom Davis
Mayor
Dist1·ict of Columbia
·he Honorable Anthony A. Williams

Chairman
Council of the District of Columbia
The Honorable linda W. Cropp

Executive Director
Patricia E. Gallagher, AICP

I received your letter regarding your proposal for a Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Monument Platform for the Performing Arts. Over the past few years, our
Commission has taken several actions regarding memorializing Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. that I would like to make you aware of.
At its December 2, 1999 meeting, the National Capital Planning Commission
approved a site location for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial along the Tidal
Basin in West Potomac Park, a preeminent location on national parkland.
Following an international competition, the memorial sponsors (Martin Luther
King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation, Inc.) selected a design and are
currently working with the National Park Service in preparing detailed design
plans for our Commission's review and approval in the near future. Additionally,
at its January 2, 2003 meeting, the Commission approved an inscription
commemorating Dr. King's "I Have a Dream" speech to be located on the exact
spot where Dr. King delivered this speech at the Lincoln Memorial.
When developing monuments and memorials to be located on national parkland,
sponsors must work with the National Park Service prior to submitting proposals
to our Commission for review and approval. Federal law also prescribes other
formal procedures that must also be followed for national memorials. In 2001,
our Commission· published the Memorials and Museums Master Plan that
identifies available sites for monuments or memorials and explains for memorials
approval process. I am enclosing a copy for your reference. My staff would be
happy to explain memorial processes to you.

NATIONAL

CAPITAL
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Mr. C. W. Jacobs
Page Two

If there are any questions about plans for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial or
the memorial approval process, please contact David L. Hamilton of my staff at
(202) 482-7232.
Sincerely,

. Gallagher, AICP
Executive Director
Enclosure
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July 9, 2003

Executive Director
National Capital Park Commission
401-Ninth St., N.W.
North Lobby- suite# 500
Washington, DC 20576
Dear Ms. Patricia Gallagher:
It is my intent to create a granite stand of MLK that would measure approximately 6ft.
tall(or less), 5ft. wide, and 4in. thick. King's face would be in bronze, and his speech would be
photoengraved in brass and text in black, while the screws would be in gold. There would be
speakers below this image, (left and right), which would recite the "I Have A Dream Speech."
The speech can be sold to support the financing of the MLK, Jr. Monument Platfortn for the
Performing Arts. This monument would be placed somewhere in the nation's capital or any park
which would be determined by NCPC. In order to support the cost of such a project, King's
speech on canvas would be reproduced and sold.
The MLK, Jr. Monument Platform for the Performing Arts will commemorate the legacy
of a man who stood for freedom, justice and peace for all. This awesome structure gives one a
sense of coming together and maintaining a direct focus on King's "I Have A Dream" speech,
which focuses on solidarity---the need for all races to come together as one. This monument,
which exudes a feeling of serenity and tranquility, delivers a powerful presence of spirit, strength
and commitment as it pervades time and space from every dimension. The monument can be
seen at night under streams of light, which enhances its very presence. Depending on how it will
be used, the monument can be built on a much smaller scale to suit any available national park
space. Your response, in a timely manner to this letter, will be very much appreciated.
Over 35 years ago, I produced Martin L. King's "I Have A Dream" speech on parchment
paper as a memento to his legacy. Because of MLK's courageous efforts, convictions and
leadershiJj, I felt this was a fitting tribute to a man who stood for much during his involvement in
the Civil Rights movement. The title was done in 18k gold and blue in Old English while the text
was done in script on coffee stained parchment paper. This finished work was signed, and dated
by the artist. Every effort will be made to preserve the beauty and authenticity of the finished
product. Mass production, which will be done on canvas, as was done on parchment paper for
preservation, will be sent in rolled up fashion or framed. Everything will be authenticated as the
original. I, and my wife, Averille, gave, as a gift, a copy of the produced speech on parchment to
Ms. Yolanda King, which included a silhouette of the bust of Dr. Martin L. King, Jr.
Galerie Triangle
P.O. Box450
Brandywine, MD 20613

Sincerely yours,

C.W. Jacobs
PH: (301)888-1411
E:..mail: aquacol7184@prodigy.net
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NCPC

NCPC File No. 5907

NATIONAl. CAPITAL !'LANNING COMMISSION

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. MEMORIAL
Tidal Basin
Report to the National Park Service and the
Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation, Inc.
December 2, 1999

Abstract
The National Park Service, on behalf of the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project
Foundation, Inc. has submitted a proposed four-acre site adjacent to the Tidal Basin for the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Memorial. The proposed site has been submitted with design parameters that will
be included with the design competition package for the memorial.

Authority
Public Law 104-333, Public Law 105-201, and Public Law 99-652, as amended.

Commission Action
The Commission:
•

Rescinds its March 4, 1999 action approving the East End of Constitution Gardens for the
site of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial.

•

Approves a four-acre site adjacent to the Tidal Basin for the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial, as shown on NCPC Map File No. 1.51(08.22)-40723, as well as design parameters
as indicated in the attached October 21, 1999 letter to the Martin Luther King, Jr. National
Memorial Project Foundation, Inc.

*

*

*

.NCPC File No. 5907
Page 2

BACKGROUND AND STAFF EVALUATION
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL

The National Park Service (NPS), on behalf of the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial
Project Foundation, Inc. (Foundation), has submitted a proposed site for the Martin Luther King,
Jr. Memorial (MLK Memorial). The site is on the northwestern edge of the Tidal Basin. This is
one of the few prominent memorial sites remaining in the Monumental Core (within Area I as
defined in the Commemorative Works Act).
Site:
The proposed site for the MLK Memorial is a four-acre parcel of land, including West Basin Drive,
located on the northwestern side ofthe Tidal Basin.
The Tidal Basin side of the site is defined by the western edge of the existing walkway along the
Tidal Basin.
The northern boundary of the site is approximately 19 feet south of the curb along Independence
Avenue.
Setting:
-

-

The Tidal Basin site is a prominent and symbolic location. The site is relevant to its subject
of commemoration.
From the site there are views ofthe Washington Monument and across the Tidal Basin to the
Jefferson Memorial. Views to the Lincoln Memorial are obstructed.
Placement of the MLK Memorial in this location has the potential to reinforce the formal
relationships among these memorials.
The MLK Memorial also has the potential to enhance the visitor experience through
reinforcement of the movement from the Jefferson and FDR Memorials to those on the Mall.
The most memorable aspect of the site is the expansive view across the Tidal Basin. Also,
views to the surrounding memorials provide a sense of grandeur while the inlet of the Tidal
Basin provides a sense of enclosure and intimacy.
The existing cherry trees and the other trees that line the Tidal Basin provide continuity and
unity while also reinforcing this sense of enclosl.rre.

Design Parameters:
NPS submission materials stipulate the following design parameters for the design and .
development of the MLK Memorial. These design parameters have been developed jointly by
NPS, NCPC, and the MLK Foundation:
• The size of the site will be approximately four acres. No less than three acres, excluding
West Basin Drive, and no more than four acres, including West Basin Drive, shall be devoted
to the MLK Memorial.
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•

The Tidal Basin side of the site will be defined by the western edge of the existing walkway
along the Tidal Basin (i.e. where pavement meets grass), thereby excluding the walkway
from the site; the northern boundary of the site shall be approximately 19 feet south of the
curb along Independence A venue.

•

The Foundation, in collaboration with NPS, will provide· a general design for and
construction of a relocated West Basin Drive.

•

All of the cherry trees along the Tidal Basin must be preserved with the understanding that
one to three trees may be removed or repositioned if absolutely necessary for purposes of
access between the Tidal Basin walkway and the MLK Memorial at the location of the
existing access way.

•

No MLK Memorial element shall be placed in the Tidal Basin.

•

The existing visual transparency from Independence A venue to the Tidal Basin shall be
maintained.

•

The relationship of hardscape to softscape shall be no greater than one-third hardscape and
no less than two-thirds softscape (this does not include West Basin Drive or the Tidal Basin
walkway).

•

No single element of the MLK Memorial shall exceed a height of20 feet.

•

There shall be no museum, bookstore, or other rooms located at the MLK Memorial above or
below grade.

•

There shall be no restroom facilities in the MLK Memorial.

•

There shall be no vehicle parking at the MLK Memorial; however, space for no less than
three buses and six disabled spaces must be accommodated along West Basin Drive, or other
location as specified by NPS.

Accommodation ofVisitors:
West Basin Drive currently runs through the middle of the proposed MLK Memorial site.
Recently reconstructed in association with the construction of FDR, it provides one-way
movement from Ohio Drive to Independence Avenue. West Basin Drive is required for access to
FDR and to relieve Ohio Drive oftraffic exiting West Potomac Park to Independence Avenue.
-

West Basin Drive is proposed to be relocated to the western portion of the MLK Memorial
site. The western boundary of the site has been deliberately drawn to include this road to
allow drop-off and entry to the MLK Memorial and to ensure that its design is in keeping with
the setting.

NCPC File No. 5907
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-

Primary access to the MLK Memorial will be via the Tounnobile and other alternative modes
of travel. In addition to the existing Tourmobile stop on Ohio Drive, small tour bus and taxi
drop-off areas can be incorporated on-site within the design of the relocated West Basin
Drive.

-

Access by private automobile will be limited to West Basin Drive. Vehicle drop-off and
handicapped parking can be constructed; however, no additional parking will be provided.

Impact on Existing Recreation Facilities and Infrastructure:
West Potomac Park provides both passive and active recreational open space including a polo
field, softball fields, and practice fields.
-

The northeastern-most comer of the polo field is located within the proposed MLK Memorial
site. The field has been modified to accommodate its current location and NPS has indicated
that a further modification to the field to remove this comer from the MLK Memorial site is
feasible and will allow the polo field to remain in its current location.

-

Other alternatives include reorientation of the polo field and relocation of the two associated
softball fields within this area. This could result in a larger (closer to regulation size) polo
field

NPS has provided cost estimates for the relocation of West Basin Drive, the modification and/or
reorientation of the polo field, and the required relocation of utilities. The actual costs will be
assumed by the Foundation.
PREVIOUS COMMISSION ACTION

At its July 1, 1999 meeting, the Commission did not approve a site for the MLK Memorial in the
Tidal Basin's general area.
At the Commission's March 4, 1999 meeting, a site at the East End of Constitution Gardens was
selected and approved as the site for the MLK Memorial.
CONSULTATION

Since the Commission's March 4th meeting, there have been several meetings between· the
Foundation, the staff ofNCPC, NPS, CFA, as well as a special Work Group of the Commission
to examine both the east end of Constitution Garden's site and the Tidal Basin site. It was
determined that ~e Tidal Basin site, with design parameters, would be an appropriate location
for the MLK Memorial.

NCPC File No. 5907
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EVALUATION
The Tidal Basin site is an important location deserving of a preeminent memorial. Staff believes the
MLK Memorial meets this standard. The placement of the MLK Memorial in the midst of other
commemorative works to such renowned world figures as Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Thomas
Jefferson, and George Washington-individuals who shaped or changed the course of this Nation's
history-will ensure that Dr. King's significant contributions to furthering democratic ideals and the
human experience will not be lost on future generations.
The proposed four-acre site, including West Basin Drive, can accommodate the proposed MLK
Memorial. One of the key considerations in siting any memorial is potential encroachment and
whether the work can be placed within its context without intruding on the setting of other
important activities. Staff believes that there is sufficient space within the recommended site to
achieve an appropriate setting for the MLK Memorial that is compatible with and supportive of its
surroundings. Within the MLK Memorial setting, appropriate entrances can be developed as well as
any needed buffers. Both setting and sense o{entry are of vital importance in memorial design and
each can be attained within the proposed site.
Locating the proposed MLK Memorial on the Tidal Basin site will require some adjustments in
existing features in West Potomac Park but should not dramatically alter the character of the area.
West Basin Drive, which runs between Ohio Drive and Independence Avenue, provides access to
the FDR Memorial. Vehicular access is also needed to the MLK Memorial. Given that West Basin
Drive currently bisects the proposed site, retaining it in its current alignment could encumber
possible memorial design solutions. NPS and the Foundation have agreed to relocate. the road to
address this problem. The new alignment is expected to be closer to the western edge of the site
outside the zone expected to be used for the principal memorial elements.
The proposed site will also require a minor adjustment in the adjacent polo field so that the polo
fields and other recreation activities will not intrude on the four-acre MLK Memorial site.
Reconfiguration and reorientation of the recreation facilities in West Potomac Park will allow both
activities to co-exist comfortably in the same area.
Finally, the cherry trees along the Tidal Basin are important features of West Potomac Park and the
area adjacent to the planned MLK Memorial. The Commission, NPS, and the Foundation have
agreed that the structure and arrangement of these trees must be preserved. There is also consensus.
that views to the Tidal Basin from Independence A venue should be maintained. Staff believes the
design parameters contained in its October 21, 1999 letter to the Foundation will assure that the
cherry trees, views through the site, heights of principal memorial elements, vehiclular circulation
and parking, and other items related to the future design and use of the site will be handled in a
manner consistent with the Commission's expectations for this prominent location. (see
attachment).
Given the thorougtt examination of this site and the associated design parameters, staff recommends
approval of the Tidal Basin site for the MLK Memorial. Because this site is different from the site
approved by the Commission at its March 4, 1999 meeting, it is further recommended that the
Commission rescind its March 4th action before taking action on the new submission.

.,
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COORDINATION

Coordinating Committee
The Coordinating Committee reviewed this item at its meeting on November 10, 1999, and
forwarded the proposal to the Commission with the statement that the project has been
coordinated with all agencies participating. The participating agencies were NCPC; the District
of Columbia Office of Planning; the Fire Department; the Department of Housing and
Community Development; the Department of Public Works; the National Park Service; the
General Services Administration; and the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority.
CONFORMANCE

Comprehensive Plan
Several policies contained in the Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital apply to the
proposed location for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial on the northwestern edge of the Tidal
Basin in West Potomac Park.
•

West Potomac Park is an extension of the Mall, a National Landmark. West Potomac Park is
also a designated Special Place in the Preservation and Historic Features Element of the
Comprehensive Plan. Independence A venue is a designated Special Street. Applicable policies
relating to the protection and enhancement of historic properties, Special Places and Special
Streets apply.

•

The Parks, Open Space and Natural Features Element of the Comprehensive Plan designates
the Mall and East and West Potomac Park for Monumental Park use.
-

•

Monumental and Decorative Parks ... should serve as settings to enhance public buildings~
monuments and memorials; as such, their fundamental integrity should be protected ...

Criteria for the location of Cultural, Memorial and Information Facilities contained i"n the
Federal Facilities Element also specify that:
-

Federal memorials, as authorized by the Congress, should locate within appropriate areas
throughout the National Capital. Preference should be given to sites within Special
Places, along Special Streets, at locations which provide visual prominence, gateway
entrances, vistas or overlooks or have special features that would enhance the memorial.
Only. Federal memorial facilities that are of exceptional national or international
significance, such as those associated with presidents and/or momentous national or
international events, should locate within the central monumental area 1

1

Includes the Mall, the Ellipse, the Washington Monument Grounds, East and West Potomac
Parks, Theodore Roosevelt Island, and Lady Bird Johnson Park.
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-

Memorials to persons or events having strong functional or traditional association with
specific areas of the National Capital should be given preference in locations in those
areas.

-

Memorials should be designed and sited to be sympathetic to their locations.

•

Existing Special Places should be protected, enhanced, and strengthened. New ones should be
created. Historic plans and their underlying principles should be used for guidance. Civic art
should be used to enrich such places and to establish their identity and image.

•

The distinguishing qualities or character of Historic Landscapes should be protected and
enhanced.

•

New sites with monumental potentials should be designed so as to ensure integration with
appropriate natural settings and architectural backgrounds, as well as reciprocity with other
monuments and with other features of the National Capital.

•

The Tidal Basin is located within a floodplain and is subject to periodic flooding. Applicable
policies in the Environmental Element state:
-

The site should be returned as close as possible to its natural contours.
Floodplain fill should be minimized.
Grading requirements should be minimized.
Free natural drainage should be preserved.

Historic Preservation
NPS initiated consultation with the District of Columbia State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO)
on March 4, 1999, advising the SHPO that a design to be proposed for this memorial might
potentially have an adverse effect on the landscape and National Register qualities of West Potomac
Park. NPS further stated that since there was not a design concept for the MLK Memorial, it was
impossible to completely assess adverse effects at the time. NPS stated that it was their intention to
consult with the SHPO and the Advisory Council at the appropriate time.
Environmental Impact
Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), NPS has developed a programmatic
environmental assessment for the proposed location and program of the MLK Memorial.
The proposed MLK Memorial site location is considered acceptable to advance the concept site
development and design that will incorporate further tiered environmental documentation
occurring in conjunction with this effort. At that time, impacts associated with specific proposals
for the relocation of West Basin Drive, the provision of access, and assembly will be evaluated.
•

The MLK Memorial is consistent with other land uses within West Potomac Park.

NCPC File No. 5907
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•

The proposed site requires the modification of the existing polo field. Further evaluation of
the MLK Memorial's impact on the polo field will be discussed in subsequent tiered
environmental documentation at the time of concept design.

•

Maintaining a traffic circulation route in the vicinity of Ohio Drive is important for the
Cherry Blossom Festival and the adjacent FDRMemorial.
-

•

Relocation of West Basin Drive is required. It is proposed to be relocated to the area
immediate west of the MLK Memorial.

Circulation routes for both pedestrian and vehicular traffic can be reasonably accommodated
at the proposed MLK Memorial site.
Tour bus and taxi drop-off areas can be incorporated into the relocation.
Accommodation for handicapped accessible parking will also be provided. No additional
parking spaces will be provided for the MLK Memorial.

•

The MLK Memorial site is subject to flooding.
-

As with the existing FDR Memorial, the design ofthe MLK Memorial will be developed
to withstand the impacts of flooding.

-

The proposed action will be consistent with Executive Order 11988, Flood Plain
management, pursuant to the NPS statement of findings when tiered environmental
analysis is undertaken.
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801 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 301

20576
202 482-7200
fax 202 482-7272
Washington, DC

tel

www.ncpc.gov

Commission Members

October 21, 1999

Appointed by the
President of the United States
Harvey B. Gantt, Chairman
Robert A. Gaines
Margaret G. Vanderhye
Appointed by the Mayor of the
District of Columbia
Arrington Dixon
Dr. Patricia Elwood

Mr. John Carter
Project Director
Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Memorial Project Foundation, Inc.
2313 St. Paul Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Secretary of Defense
The Honorable William S. Cohen

Dear Mr. Carter:

Secretary of the Interior
The Honorable Bruce Babbitt
Administrator of General Services
The· Honorable David

J. Barrarn

This letter sets forth the parameters for the Martin Luther King, Jr. memorial at
the proposed Tidal Basin site as discussed at the Task Force meeting on October
12, 1999.

Chairman, Committee on

1. The size ofthe site will be approximately 4.0 acres. 1 No less than
3 acres excluding West Basin Drive, and no more than 4 acres
including West Basin Drive, shall be devoted to the memorial.;

Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
The Honorable Fred Thompson
Chairman, Committee on
Government Reform

2. The Tidal Basin side of the site will be defined by the western edge
of the existing walkway along the Tidal Basin (i.e. where
pavement meets grass), thereby excluding the walkway from the
site; 2 the northern boundary of the site shall be approximately 19
feet south of the curb along Independence Avenue; 3

U.S. House of Representatives
The Honorable Dan Burton
Mayor, District of Columbia
The Honorable Anthony A. Williams
Chairman, Council of the
District of Columbia
The Honorable Linda W. Cropp

3. The Martin Luther King, Jr. Foundation in collaboration with the
NPS will provide a general design for and construction of a
relocated West Basin Drive;

Executive Director
Reginald W. Griffith

4. All of the cherry trees along the Tidal Basin must be preserved
with the understanding that one to three trees may be removed or
repositioned if absolutely necessary for purposes of access between
the Tidal Basin walkway and the memorial at the location of the
existing access way;
5. ·No memorial element shall be placed in the Tidal Basin;4
23
'- · ·'
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Represents substantial change from previous submission.
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6. The existing visual transparency from Independence A venue to the
Tidal Basin shall be maintained;
7. The relationship of hardscape to softscape shall be no greater than
one-third hardscape and no less than two-thirds softscape (this
does not include West Basin Drive or the Tidal Basin walkway);
8. No single element of the memorial shall exceed a height of 20 feet;
9. There shall be no museum, bookstore or other rooms located at this
memorial above or below grade;
I 0. There shall be no restroom facilities in the memorial; artd
11. There shall be no vehicle parking at the memorial, however space
for no less than three buses and six disabled spaces must be
accommodated along West Basin Drive, or other location as
specified by the National Park Service.
Thank you for agreeing to meet with us to discuss what we all agree will
be an extremely important and historically significant memorial to Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. We appreciate your hard work and dedication and
look forward to working with you in the future. If you have comments or
questions, please contact me or Connie M. Harshaw on 202-482-7211.
Sincerely,

~
.J~
J.

7J"'

Reginald W. Gri I
Executive Director

CONCURRENCE:

~][~~=~
Regional trector
National Capital Region
National Park Service

artin-Luther King, Jr.
Project Foundation, Inc.
By signing, I agree that, ifthe
site is approved by NCPC,
the MLK. Jr. Foundation will
not submit to any ofthe
approving bodies a proposal
for design that does not fully
comply with the above agreed
upon parameters.

J

NCPC
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North lobby, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20004
Tel: 202 482-7200
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www.ncpc.Qov

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. NATIONAL MEMORIAL
Tidal Basin, West Potomac Park
Washington, D.C.

Finding of No Significant Impact

AUG 2 9 2008
The National Park Service has submitted preliminary and final site and building plans for the Martin
Luther King, Jr. National Memorial in Washington, D.C. including a visitor support building, the
realignment of West Basin Drive, and perimeter security bollards. We are not addressing the perimeter
security bollards at this time.
Pursuant to Section 10 of the Commission's Environmental Policies and Procedures, I have evaluated the
preliminary and final site and building plans for the proposed construction of the Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Memorial in Washington, D.C., as shown on NCPC Map File No. 1.51(73.10)-42593,
including the Environmental Assessment (EA) prepared by the National Park Service in July Of 2005 and
project submission materials and comments received since that time.

I find that the Environmental

Assessment (EA) of July 2005 and the project submission materials and comments received for the project
including the visitor support building and the reaJignment of West Basin Drive but not including the
perimeter security bollards are adequate to establish that the ·project would not significantly affect the
human environment with the mitigation established in that EA and through design revisions to date that are
documented in the project submission materials.

The District of Columbia State Historic Preservation Officer has reviewed the plans in accordance wi~i"''

/

National Historic Preservation Act, Section 106 requirements including the visitor support

?/
f

/
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Memorial complete the Commission's- design review of the memorial including the Visitor
Support Building with its full layout design and finishes and the realignment of West Basin Drive.
After review of the National Park Service's July 2005 Environmental Assessment (EA), project
submission materials and comments received to date, NCPC staff finds that the preliminary and
final design of the memorial including the visitor support building and the realignment of West
Basin Drive but not including the perimeter security bollards does not constitute any appreciable
change to the potential environmental effects and related mitigation outlined in the project's July
2005 Environmental Assessment (EA) adopted by the Commission in November 2005.
The submitted design maintains mitigation actions defined by the NEPA analysis of the EA. The
concept issues of height of the berm and viewshed effects from that feature to and from the
memorial have been addressed by the preliminary design implementation and in the further
progress of the National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 Consultation process. The
evaluation by staff of the location of the Visitor Support Building fmds the 14-foot building
height and the use of large expanses of glass and exterior material fmishes maintains the EA
conclusions that the structure be small in scale and discreet. The EA specifically notes "An
attractively designed structure located in the southwest corner of the site would enhance visitor
comfort and could also be used to house ranger or interpretive functions. Such a facility should be
unobtrusive in scale, with a height similar to the memorial berm and a footprint of 1,750 square
feet (approximately 1 percent of the site area)." The final design of the visitor support building, at
2,932.5 square feet, is 1.9 percent of the memorial area and 1.6 percent of the complete project
work site area. Staff finds the variation of the preliminary and fmal design within the range of
normally seen modification and refmement of building plans, and within less than one percent
difference in overall project area. The site of the visitor support facility has changed as a result of
both consultation and the July 2008 Commission action, in part to minimize potential impacts to
the remainder of the memorial site and to the Tidal Basin. Consequently, there are no appreciable
changes to the environmental outcomes relative to the visitor support facility size and location.
The 2005 EA notes that visitors to the memorial would generate the need for a variety of on-site
services, including restroom and interpretive facilities. Given that the nearest restrooms would be
located more than 750 and 1,000 feet away at the World War II and FOR Memorials,
respectively, numerous memorial visitors would be inconvenienced and discomforted by a lack of
restroom facilities at the new memorial. Members of the public also testified in front of the
Commission that public restrooms would be needed as part of the memorial development.
Further, the EA notes that memorial visitors typically desire a bookstore or interpretive ranger to
learn more about the subject matter. The EA cites that such facilities would be inconsistent with
the design parameters established for the site under a previous NPS policy that emphasized
centralized restrooms in the Mall area and goes on to suggest that a facility with restrooms and
interpretive functions would be appropriate mitigation in the project site selection process as the
memorial would attract more than 1.2 million visitors annually. Additionally, NCPC's review of
the project in December 2005 noted that the Park Service was reconsidering that policy in regard
to this memorial.
Relative to its present location, as noted to all consulting parties under the NHPA Section 106
process, the Commission of Fine Arts (CFA) requested the Visitor Support Building be re-sited in
\April 2008. The CFA endorsed the relocation of the visitor support facility northward to be closer
o the memorial entrance. The members were critical of its earlier scale and location at the

I

.
'

.f.

/

NCPC's requirements for a FONSI are set forth in the Environmental and Historic Preservation
Policies and Procedures at Section lO(E).
The proposed action
The proposed action is the approval of the preliminary and fmal project design for the Martin Luther
King, Jr. National Memorial. The submitted preliminary and final plans complete the design direction
for the following elements of the memorial:
- The Stone of Hope, which features the relief sculpture of Dr. King, maintains its
approved elevation of 30 feet-9 inches in height, and has been completely designed as to
its method of construction and its base composition and placement within the plaza
pavement. Final elevation design of the sculpture and physical details of the image,
including its latest minor revisions in stone, are provided in the submission.
- The final building plans for the Visitor Support Building are completed with its areas for
public restrooms, a bookstore, utilities operation and storage, and Park ranger visitor
contact station.
- The memorial planting design has been slightly modified at the forecourt to introduce
three Red Maple trees at each side of the forecourt to provided more shade to the overall
forecourt area.
- The memorial final site design incorporates a curved aligrunent for West Basin Drive
that has been accepted by the District of Columbia State Historic Preservation Officer
and other review agencies as the approach for vehicle access along the west perimeter of
the memorial. The curved alignment is a feature established under the Section 106
consultation process and adheres to the stipulations of the Memorandum of Agreement.
Potential impacts
NCPC staff has found no significant or adverse environmental impacts with the proposed action
as implemented in the final design and that adheres to stipulations of the Section 106
Memorandum of Agreement. Minor temporary impacts, earlier identified by the 2005 EA, exist
that are short term construction effects addressed by mitigation through project design and
construction process actions. These are implemented in the final project plans. The short-term
mitigation provisions included in the submitted memorial project design are:
•

•

Site grading will be balanced to the extent possible to minimize the need for importing or
exporting soils during constmction, and no storage of soil will be allowed on site. Grotmd
settlement that may occur due to fill and loading would be controlled to an acceptable
level by engineering techniques such as control of compaction, subgrade modification, and
foundation design.
Erosion and sedimentation control plans and a stormwater management plan have been
prepared within the design and will be implemented by the project contractor. Additional
permit plans will be submitted to the District of Columbia Department of Consumer and
Regulatory Affairs (DCRA). The erosion and sedimentation control plan would include
measures to prevent erosion of cleared areas.
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United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
National Capiral Regio11

1100 Ohio Drive, S.W.
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Washington, D.C. 20242

JUN - 3 2008
~-~arceli\costa

Acting Executive P.~c::lc,tor ,, .
National Capital Planning Commission
401 9th Street. N.W., North Lobby Suite 500
Washington. D.C. 20576

1

'\,i

Dear Mr. Acosta:
We arc writing on behalf of the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation
(Foundation) to request that the National Capital Planning Commission (Commission) place the proposed
preliminary design for the memorial on the agenda of the Conunission's July 10, 2008 meeting.
The submission materials evidence the refinements that have been accomplished since the concept design
that was approved in April 2006. It should be noted that the drawing set dated May 30, 2008 includes
reference to a ''Donor Wall" and that the Commemorative Works Act, 40 U.S.C Chapter 89.
Section 8905(b) (7), stipulates that "donor contributions to corrimemorative works shall not be
aclmowledged in any nianner as part ofthe corom.emorative work or jts site". It should also be noted that
the Founda;tion has agreed to relocate the pump room, cUITently shown as a separate structure, into the
visitor s~pport fa9ility in order to address operational concerns of the National Park Service {NPS).

The Foundation and the NPS are currently engaged in Section 106 consultation with the Advisory
Cowcil on RistOCio Preservation, the National Coalition to Save Our Mall, and the National Trust for
Historie Preservation•. Th.e NPS has drafted a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) (copy enclosed),
which we plan to circulate in accord with 36 CFR 800.6 (3). At this time, the unresolved. aspects of the
design as lt affects West Potomac Park s.re a potential curvature of the roadway, the appearance of the
visl.tor support facility, and the refinement of the central sculptural element.. It is our: goal to t;;omplete the
environmeiltal rep~g, it1cluding comPletion of the MO.A, in June 2008, ,ap.p to. circ~te tli~. f¥1~1
drawings to the consulting parties in advance of submissi~ to the Commi~si(:,n and to the Corrimiss1on
of Fine Arts for final approval at the September and October commission meetings.
.
If additional infonoation is needed, please contact Peter May, Associate Regional Director for Lands,
Resources and Planning at (202) 619-7025.

Sincerely,

LA~-# ~Otl-~YWAA~l
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BY AND AMONG THE NAUONAL PARK SERVICE,
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA STATE IUSTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER,
AND THE ADVISORY COUNC1L ON IilSTOlUC PRESERVATION

REGARDING ESTABLISHMENT OF THE MARTIN LUTHER KlNG. JR. MEM;ORIAL
WEST POTOMAC PARK. WASHINGTON, DC

WHEREAS, Public Law 104-333, Section 5087 enacted by President William J.
Clinton on November 12, 1996, authorized the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity (Fraternity) to
establish a. memorial (undertaking) on lands under the administrative jurisdiction of the Secretary
of the Interior (Secretary} in the District of Columbia or its environs to Martin Luther King, Jr. in
compliance with standards for commemorative works, the Commemorative Works Act of 1986,
as amended; and
WHEREAS, the Fraternity has organized the Washington, DC Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Memorial Project Foundation, Inc. (Foundation) to implement the memorial project; and
WHEREAS, Congress passed H.J. Res. 113, and President William J. Clinton approved
the act as Public Law 105-201, on July 16, 1998, approving the location of the memorial within
Area I; a.Qd
WHEREAS, the NPS, in its letter of March 4, 1999 to the District of Columbia Historic
Preservation Office {DCSHPO) provided notice that selection of a site near the edge of the Tidal
Basin and West Basin Drive had been proposed and tbat its selectio11 and development bad
potential for an adverse effect on the landscape and National R,egister qualities of West Potomac
Park; and

WHEREAS, a 4-acre site within West Potomac Park was approved by the Secretary,
through the National Park Service (NPS), the Commission of Fine Arts (CFA) and the National
Capital Plamring Conunission (NCPC) in December 1999 in confozmance with the standards set
forth in the Commemorative Works Act; and
WHEREAS, the site is administered on behalf of the Secretary of the Interior, through the
NPS; and

WHEREAS, the NPS in cooperation with the Foundation released in July 2005, an
Environmental Assessment for the proposed memorial for public comment; and
WHEREAS , on Septenlber 13, 2005, the NPS advised the DCSHPO that the proposed
concept design would potentially have an adverse effect on the National Register qualities of
West Potomac Park; and
WHEREAS, on September 19,2005, the NPS conducted a Section 106 Consultation

Meeting, with representation by NPS, the National Coalition to Save Our Mall, the NCPC, the
Committee of 100, the Fotmdation, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP), and
the DCSHPO and the NPS, withou.t disagreement of these consulting parties, expressed concern

Establishment of Martin Luther lOng Memorial
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for several elements of the proposed concept design, including an upper walkway, a bridge across
the cen1ral entry portal, and niches; and

WHEREAS, the NPS and the NCPC have agreed that NPS will be the lead agency for
Section 106 purposed fortlrls Undertaking; and

WHEREAS, the NPS has determined that the Undertaking, which includes site regrading
and construction of an earthen berm; the relocation or removal of 9 cherry trees; demoHtion,
rea.ligmnent and reconstruction of a portion of West Basin Drive and its signalized intersection
with Independence Avenue; and the provision of visitor support facilities may have an adverse
effect on the Lincoln Memorial and West Potomac Park, properties included in the National
Register of Historic Places, and has consulted with the DCSHPO and the ACHP to avoid,
minimize, or mitigate those effects pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800, regulations implementing
Section 106 ofthe National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. 470f); and
WHEREAS, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the Committee of 100 on the
Federal City, the Coalition to Save the National Mall, the National Trust for Historic ·
Preservation, the NCPC, the CFA and the Foundation (Consulting Parties) have participate~ in
the Section 106 consultation for this undertaking, meeting most recently on March 3, 2008, and
on April 22, 2008; and
·WliEREAS, the NPS has considered recommendations proPosed by the sigruitories and
consulting parties as alternatives to the design of the Undertaking as originally proposed, and has
addressed them through design modification; and

NOW, THEREFORE, the NPS, on behalfofthe FouncW.tion, the SHPO, and the ACHP agree that
the undertaking shall be implemented in accordance with the following stipulations in order to
take into account the effects of the related undertaking on historic properties.
STIPULATIONS

The NPS, on behalf of the Foundation will ensure that the following measures are impleille_1)ted:
1.

To the extent possible, the Undertaking is compatible witb the historic and architec~
.qualitie~, ofWest Potomac Park in tenns of scale, massing, materials, and be . .
accomplished with the least possible disruption to features and facilities of the park.

2.

The parties agree that the Undertaking involws physical alte~tion to features stich as
street paving, sidewalks, lawn areas, and tree plantings.

3.

NPS shall ensure that any significant change to the Undertaking proposed subsequent to
the execution of this Agreement and not covered by this agreement will be developed in
consultation with the SHPO, the ACHP, and any interested consulting parties, and all
such changes will be submitted to the SHPO and the ACHP for review and cormnent.
NPS will take into account SHPO and ACHP comments filed within a 30-day period,
and will make modifications to the unde.rta.king as it deems appropriate.

4.

Should the SHPO or the AC:HP object witbln 30 calendar days to any plans,
specifications, change orders, or construction documents provided for review
pursuant to the tenns of this agreement, NPS shall consult with the objecting party.

.Bs1ablislunimt o:fMarti:n Luther King Memorial
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IfNPS determines that the objection cannot be resolved, NPS shall forward a~
documentation relevant to the dispute to the ACHP. Within 45 days after rece1pt of
all pertinent documentation, the ACHP will either:
a. provide the NPS with reconunendations, which the NPS will take into
account in reaching a final decision regarding the dispute; 01'
b.

5.

notify the NPS that it will coi111Mllt pursuant to 36 CFR §800.7(c), and proceed to
comment .Any ACHP comment provided in xespOllSe to such a request shall be taken
into account by NPS in accordance with 36 CFR §800.7(c)(4) witb refetalce to the
, subject of the dispute. Any rcconnnendation or co.mrnent provjdcd by the ACHP
· will' be understood to perta:in only to the subject of the dispute; the NPS •s
responsibility to carry out all actions under 1his agreement that are not subjects of the
dispute will remain unchanged.

This agreement will be valid for a period of five years from the date of its execution.
Should any signatory to this Agreement determine that the terms of the Agreement
cannot be, or are not being met within the five yeu period, or believes that a change
is necessary, the signatories shall consult to consider e~ecuting an amendment to
this Agreement. Such an amendment shall be executed jn the same manner as the
original. Agreement. If the Agreement is not amended, any signatory may terminate
it. If the Agreement is terminated, the NPS shall either e~ecute a new agreement
with the signatories pursuant to 36 CFR Section 800.6, or request the comments of
the ACHP pursuant to 36 CFR Section 800.7.

EXECUTION OF THIS MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENl' and implementation of its terms
evidences that NPS has afforded the ACHP an opportunity to comment on the Undertaking and
its effects on historic properties, and that NPS has taken into.account the effect of the
Undertaking on historic properties.

Regional DiTector, National Capital Region

Date

District of Columbia State Historic Preservation Officer

Date

Executi-ve Director, Advisory Council on Historic Preservation Date
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IIi~ Commission

401 9th Street. NW

North Lobby. Su1te 500

Washmgton. DC 20004

Tel 202.482.7200

Fax 202.482.7272

www.ncpc gov

January 13, 2011

You received a letter from the National Capital Planning Commission "NCPC" dated January 6,
20 II providing information in response to your Freedom of Information Act request dated
December 26, 2010. We are writing to provide additional information that is responsive to your
December 26, 20 10 request.
In your request you requested a copy of any written or emailed complaints or criticism or
concern received at NCPC concerning the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial. These
documents were inadvertently not included in the original response to you. The attached
documents and the documents that you received with the January 6 letter are all of the documents
that are responsive to your request. We are not refusing to release any responsive documents or
invoking any exemptions.
This determination may be appealed administratively within sixty days of the date of this letter
by writing the Chairman, National Capital Planning Commission, 401 9 th Street, NW, North
Lobby 51h Floor, Washington, D.C. 20004. You should clearly mark your envelope and letter:
"Freedom oflnformation Appeal." NCPC's Freedom of Information Act regulations are
available at 1 Code ofFederal Regulations (CFR) Section 546. A copy may be accessed
electronically at http://www.access.gpo.gov.
If you need any further assistance, please contact me at the above address, or you may reach me
at (202) 482-7228.
Sincerely,

e FOIA Officer
Enclosures

Young, Deborah B.

Levy, David W.
Tuesday, January 11, 201111:14AM
Young, Deborah B.
FW: Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David W. Levy I RA I AICP
Director I Urban Design and Plan Review
National Capital Planning Commission
4el 9th Street~ N.W. I Suite see
Washington~ D.C.~ 2eee4 I 2e2-482-7247
www.ncpc.gov
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail
-----Original Message----From: Judy Scott Feldman [mailto:jfeldman@savethemall.org]
Sent: Wednesday~ September 3e~ 2eeg 9:23 AM
To: Glenn_DeMarr@nps.gov
Cc: andrew.lewis@dc.gov; betsy_merritt@nthp.org; Saum~ Christine L.; Levy~ David W.;
david.maloney@dc.gov; Jacobs~ Doug; ejackson@archd.com; Lindstrom~ Frederick;
Gary_Scott@nps.gov; Keller~ Eugene A.; goberland@verizon.net; Maureen_Joseph@nps.gov;
mcatlin@achp.gov; MPreston@mlkmemorial.org; Witherell~ Nancy; Nell_Ziehl@nthp.org;
Perry_Wheelock@nps.gov; May~ Peter; rebecca@dcpreservation.org; Steve_Lorenzetti@nps.gov;
tluebke@cfa.gov
Subject: Re: Martin Luther King~ Jr. Memorial
Glenn~

Thanks for the notes. In just a quick review~ I do not see mention of the comment I made
noting that the Coalition had written the Park Service in December 2ee8~ and twice in 2eeg of
our concern that the bookstore component may violate the Commemorative Works Act provisions
including the ban on visitor centers . .
Thanks~

Judy Feldman
On Sep

25~

2eeg~

at 2:44

PM~

Glenn_DeMarr@nps.gov wrote:

> I have drafted the attached minutes of the August
> consultation
> meeting and offer them for comment or correction.
>
> {See attached file: Meeting Minutes825e9.docx)
>
> Respectfully~
>
> Glenn DeMarr
> Project Manager
>
1

25~

2ee9

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Glenn
DeMarr/NCR/NPS
To
07/28/2009 08:50

Glenn DeMarr/NCR/NPS@NPS

>~

cc

andrew.lewis@dc.gov,
>
betsy_merritt@nthp.org,
>
christine.saum@ncpc.gov,
>
david.levy@ncpc.gov,
>
>
david.maloney@dc.gov, Doug
Jacobs/NCR/NPS@NPS,
>
ejackson@archd.com,
>
flindstrom@cfa.gov, Gary
>
Scott/NCR/NPS@NPS,
>
gene.keller@ncpc.gov,
>
goberland@verizon.net,
>
jfeldman@savethemall.org,
>
> Maureen
Joseph/NCR/NPS@NPS,
>
mcatlin@achp.gov,
>
MPreston@mlkmemorial.org,
>
nancy.witherell@ncpc.gov,
>
Nell_Ziehl@nthp.org, Perry
>
Wheelock/NACC/NPS@NPS, Peter
>
May/NCR/NPS@NPS,
>
rebecca@dcpreservation.org,
>
> Steve
Lorenzetti/NACC/NPS@NPS,
>
tluebke@cfa.gov
>
>
> Subject
Re: Martin Luther King, Jr.
>
>
Memorial(Document link: Glenn
·
DeMarr)
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Consulting Parties:
>
> Re: Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial - Section 106 Consultation
>
> Thanks to all who responded to the invitations and your
> consideration of
> the alternate dates and times that were offered.
>
August 25, 2009 between
> The date that has been selected is:
> 1:00
2

> and 3:00 PM.
>
>
> National Park Service
>
> Capital Region Headquarters
>
>
> Drive, SW
>
> Washington, DC
> 20242
>
>
> Thanks for your participation,
>
> Glenn DeMarr
> Project Manager
> National Park Service
> National Capital Region
> 202-619-7027
>
>
>
>
Glenn
>
DeMarr/NCR/NPS
>
>
07/24/2009 04:07
>
PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Maureen
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Steve
>
>
>
> Subject
>

Location:
National
Classroom B
1100 Ohio

To
Glenn DeMarr/NCR/NPS@NPS,
ejackson@archd.com,
MPreston@mlkmemorial.org
cc
andrew.lewis@dc.gov,
betsy_merritt@nthp.org,
christine.saum@ncpc.gov,
david.levy@ncpc.gov,
david.maloney@dc.govt, Doug
Jacobs/NCR/NPS@NPS,
flindstrom@cfa.gov, Gary
Scott/NCR/NPS@NPS,
gene.keller@ncpc.gov,
goberland@verizon.net,
jfeldman@savethemall.org,
Joseph/NCR/NPS@NPS,
mcatlin@achp.gov,
nancy.witherell@ncpc.gov,
Nell_Ziehl@nthp.org, Perry
Wheelock/NACC/NPS@NPS, Peter
May/NCR/NPS@NPS,
rebecca@dcpreservation.org,
Lorenzetti/NACC/NPS@NPS,
tluebke@cfa.gov
Re: Martin Luther King, Jr.
3

>
Memorial(Document link: Glenn
>
DeMarr)
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Consulting Parties:
>
> Thanks to those who responded to the potential dates that I had
> offered on
> July 9J 2889 so that the NPS could update our Section 186 Consultating
> parties on the progress of the design for the Martin Luther KingJ
> M~morial.
>
> Conflicting schedules determined that alternative meeting dates were
> needed.
>
> The new dates that are available for consideration are August 18J
> 25J or
The time on either of these dates would be 18:88 > the 26th.
> 12:88J or
> from 1:88 - 3:88. So that a consensus date might be achievedJ please
> respond to this invitation by July 27 at 3:88.
>
> As the parties are awareJ the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) was
> completed
> on August 25J 2888.
The National Park Service and the Washington}
> D.C.
> Martin Luther KingJ Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation} Inc.J
> to the
> extent possibleJ have prepared the design as similar as possible to
> the
> June 24J 2888 plans so that the Undertaking will be compatible with
> the
> historic and architectural qualities of West Potomac Park. Three
> design
> ideas were to be refined: 1. the roadway alignment of west Basin
> DriveJ 2.
> barrier securityJ and 3. the visitor support facility. Please know
> that
> the design approved by the Commission of Fine Arts and the National
> Capital
> Planning Commission} responsive to the June 24J 2888 plans
> referenced in
> the MOAJ includes a slightly curved alignment in West Basin Drive
> that was
> developed in the consultation.
>
> With regard to the security barrier conceptsJ these were informally
> viewed
> by several of our consulting parties on June 18J 2889 when the
> Commission
4

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

of Fine Arts provided encouragement to further refinement.
The
Commission
of Fine Arts, and one of our consulting parties stated that one
concept
represented a positive return to the concept of the competition
winning
design.
We look forward to sharing these design updates with you as well as
the
detailing of the visitor support facility.
Glenn DeMarr
Project Manager
282-619-7827

glenn_demarr@nps.gov

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Subject
>
>
>

Glenn
DeMarr/NCR/NPS
To
87/89/2889 82:38

PM

andrew.lewis@dc.gov,
bets¥_merritt@nthp.org,
christine.saum@ncpc.gov,
david.levy@ncpc.gov,
david.maloney@dc.govt, Doug
Jacobs/NCR/NPS@NPS,
flindstrom@cfa.gov, Gary
Scott/NCR/NPS@NPS,
gene.keller@ncpc.gov,
goberland@verizon.net,
jfeldman@savethemall.org,
mcatlin@achp.gov,
nancy.witherell@ncpc.gov,
Nell_Ziehl@nthp.org, Perry
Wheelock/NACC/NPS@NPS, Peter
May/NCR/NPS@NPS, Steve
Lorenzetti/NACC/NPS@NPS,
tluebke@cfa.gov,
betsy_merritt@nthp.org,
rebecca@dcpreservation.org
cc
Maureen Joseph/NCR/NPS@NPS
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial

>

>
>
>
>
>
>
5

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dear Consulting Party Representatives:
The National Park Service (NPS) seeks to establish a date and time
to meet
with the consulting parties to share the most recent concept for the
security barriers within the approved design of the memorial.
The
Memorandum of Agreement} dated August 25J 2888J recognized that three
issues in the design were had been introduced but not resolved with
regard
to the June 24J 2888 plans.

>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The Commission of Fine Arts reviewed and approved the overall site
plan and
landscape design and the design of the visitor support facility for
the
memorial at their September 18J 2888 meeting but the proposed
design for
visitor protection barrier security was not approved. The
Commission of
Fine Arts suggested if the devices could not be removedJ that
alternative
design treatments be considered.
Similarly} the National Capital
Planning
Commission approved the final design of the memorialJ but also
provided
that security barrier designs would be subject of future review and
consideration.
The potential dates that are under consideration are July 27J 28J or

> 29

> between 1 and 3:88.
>
> The Commission of Fine Arts viewed the sketched alternatives on June
> 18J
> 2889 and encouraged further refinement of one alternative. Ms.
> FeldmanJ
> Witherell and Catlin were present in the audience for the
> presentation;
> where the Commissioners viewed the design response (with some
> modification)
> as representing an improvement to the designJ providing a better
> entryJ
> creating a wonderful forecourt.
>
> Respectfully}
>
> Glenn DeMarr
>
> <Meeting Minutes82589.docx>
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Young, Deborah B.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Levy, David W.
Tuesday, January 11, 201111:14AM
Young, Deborah B.
FW: MLK Memorial EA comments
MLK EA2009- Coalition to Save Our Mall101909.pdf; ATT00001.htm

----------------------·---------~-------~--------·

David W. levy I RA I AICP

Director I Urban Design and Plan Review
National Capita! Planning Commission
401 9th Street, N. W. 1 Suite 500
Washington, D.C., 20004 1 202-482-7247
www.ncoc.gov
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

From: Judy Scott Feldman [mailto:jfeldman@savethemall.orgl
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 6:45 PM
To: Glenn DeMarr@nps.gov
Cc: andrew lewis; Betsy Merritt; Saum, Christine L.; Levy, David W.; David Maloney; Jacobs, Doug; ejackson; Lindstrom,
Frederick; Gary Scott; Keller, Eugene A.; George Oberlander; Maureen Joseph; Martha catlin; MPreston; Witherell, Nancy;
Nell Ziehl; Perry Wheelock@nps.gov; May, Peter; Rebecca Miller; Steve Lorenzetti@nps.gov; Tom Luebke; Kent Cooper
Subject: MLK Memorial EA comments

Glenn,
The National Coalition to Save Our Mall submitted comments on the 2009 EA for the MLK Memorial on-line.
However, that did not allow us to submit the illustration that accompanies our letter.
I attach here the full letter with the illustration. We hope that the entire letter with illustration can be submitted
into the record.

Thanks,
Judy

1

N~ Coaltioa to

Save ()ur \'lall
an OYfJailized-voicejiw tfieyufillc an .'MaiTmatters

October 19, 2009
Mr. Joel Gorder
National Park Service, National Capital Region
1100 Ohio Drive, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20242
RE: September 2009 Environmental Assessment for the MLK Jr. Memorial
Dear Mr. Gorder:
On behalf of the National Coalition to Save Our Mall, the following comments are submitted
regarding the September 2009 Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Martin Luther King Jr.
Memorial. The Coalition strongly supports construction of the Memorial itself. Previously, we
commented on the 2005 EA for this project. In addition, in 2008 and earlier this year, the
Coalition submitted letters to the National Park Service stating our view that the visitor
services/bookstore/restroom structure, which was added to the Memorial project in 2005, does
not comply with the Commemorative Works Act (CWA), including the 2003 moratorium on
visitors centers.
This new Environmental Assessment (p. 7) asserts that the project is in compliance with the
CWA. To the extent the EA does so, it is plainly incorrect with respect to the bookstore/visitors'
center aspect for the following reasons:
•

The Commemorative Works Act ("CWA") provides that: "After the date of enactment of
the Commemorative Works Clarification and Revision Act of 2003, no commemorative
work or visitor center shall be located within the Reserve." 40 U.S.C. 8908.

•

The notes to the CWA elaborate on this prohibition "Except for the provision in the
amendment made by Sec. 202 (b) of Pub. Law 108-126 (adding subsection (c) to this
section) prohibiting a visitor center from being located in the Reserve, nothing in Title II
of Pub. Law 108-126 to apply to a commemorative work for which a site was approved
in accordance with chapter 89 of this title prior to Nov. 17, 2003 ... "

•

0

These notes explicitly distinguish between a visitor center and a previously
approved commemorative work. They make clear that although building a new
commemorative work in the Reserve is allowable when its site was approved
prior to November 17, 2003, locating a new visitor center in the Reserve is
strictly prohibited, whether or not its site was previously approved.
[Emphasis added]

0

Unless the Park Service contends that the 3,000 sq. ft. facility in connection with
the MLK Memorial, and which the EA specifically calls a "visitor center" is not a
visitor center, the CWA prohibits its construction.

Prior to the passage of the CWA moratorium and the bill authorizing the construction of
the visitor center for the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, P. Daniel Smith, Special Assistant

to the Director of the National Park Service, testified that the National Park Service, the
National Capital Planning Commission and the Commission of Fine Arts, and the
National Capital Memorial Commission were all opposed to one of the proposed designs
which would involve constructing a 1,200-square-foot above ground facility adjacent to
the Memorial. He also testified that the three commissions were concerned about the
precedent this visitor center would set: "Structures similar to that [1 ,200-square-foot
facility] proposed by H.R. 1442 have been disapproved or precluded at the Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, World War II, and Martin Luther King, Jr. Memonals because they
would detract from the visitor experience."

0

Those same arguments apply here, as the proposed 3,000-square-foot visitor
center for the MLK Memorial would not only detract from the memorials located
in the Reserve, but would also set the undesirable precedent that, notwithstanding
a law passed by Congress directly prohibiting their construction, it is acceptable
to build new visitor centers in the Reserve.

Additionally regarding the visitors' center structure, while one stated purpose of this new EA is
to evaluate the "placement and footprint of the visitor services facility" and "design revisions"
(p. 5), the EA does not adequately identify or evaluate potentially serious impacts by this new
facility, including visual impacts, pedestrian safety/traffic, and flooding:
•

The EA provides no elevations, views, or view simulations that demonstrate any visual
impact of the structure and its design on views to and from the Memorial or on the
visitor's experience of this part of the Mall. Without such visual data, evaluating potential
impacts is impossible.

•

On page 8, mention is made of the visitor facility being consistent with the Memorials &
Museums Master Plan. In fact, NCPC advises that these type of facilities "be limited to
only small information kiosks and restrooms facilities and should not contain
buildings or interior spaces housing exhibits, displays collections or other
interpretive products and programs normally found in museums, visitor centers or
education centers." (Design policy 7, page 32)

•

Pedestrian safety will be impacted by locating the visitors' center structure across West
Basin Drive- the main roadway leading from the FDR and the MLK Memorial, as well
as the ball fields on East Potomac Park, to Independence Avenue-- from the Memorial,
but the EA does not adequately identify or evaluate these impacts.

•

The EA (p. 26) mentions Executive Order, Flood Plain Management, and states that the
site is in the 100-year flood plain and also is influenced by Potomac River tides at the
Tidal Basin but does not adequately evaluate the impacts of potential flooding on the
visitors center structure which, unlike the open-air Memorial itself, is an enclosed
structure susceptible to damage during flooding events.

Finally, there is a matter that is not directly related to the MLK Memorial but that needs to be
addressed. This is a long-standing problem in which the National Park Service, in identifying the
National Mall in Mall planning documents, including this one, confusingly mixes its own NPS
administrative definitions with historically accurate descriptions of the National Mall. Without
properly and accurate identifying the historic property affected by the proposed project, it is

impossible to accurately and fully evaluate the impacts of the project on that historic property.
This needs to be corrected.

• For example, in identifying the location of the Memorial on page 2, there is no mention
that the MLK Memorial site is located on the
-------- ···
National Mall, nor of the L'Enfant and McMillan
Plans that are the historic blueprints for the
National Mall. Instead, there is reference to, on p.
,,~
5 bottom, "National Mall & Memorial Parks." But
··National Mall & Memorial Parks is an
administrative area of the Park Service (until2006
called "National Capital Parks Central") that
includes federal lands throughout the central
Washington area including Dupont Circle, as
outlined in red in this NPS map at right. Thus,
NPS is confusing the historic resource with its own
administrative jurisdiction. But these are two
separate designations . This practice of identifying
NPS jurisdiction in planning documents, instead of
properly identifying the historic property itself, is a
long-standing problem we have pointed out in
numerous NPS planning documents that needs
serious attention . Regarding this EA, properly
identifying the National Mall context and historic plans is critical to adequately identify
and address the areas of potential adverse impacts, and also to evaluate compliance with
provisions of the Commemorative Works Act intended to protect the historic L'Enfant
and McMillan Plans.

0

Elsewhere in the EA, NPS identifies the historic resources in terms of a variety of
"cultural landscapes," none of which, however, includes the National Mall area
set out by the historic L'Enfant and McMillan Plans. These include the "Mall"
(which ends at 141h St, and does not include West Potomac Park) , and on p. 16
"National Mall" which, however, is defined as ending at Constitution Avenue,
and not including the White House which is integral to the McMillan Plan (on
previous occasions, NCPC has agreed that the White House and Lafayette Park
are part of the National Mall) .

For the National Coalition to Save Our Mall,

Judy Scott Feldman, PhD
Chair
9507 Overlea Drive
Rockville, MD 20850
301-340-3938 I jfeldman@savethemall.org
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Young, Deborah B.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Levy, David W.
Tuesday, January 11, 201111:14AM
Young, Deborah B.
FW: Coalition letter re MLK
NPS- MLK MOA FINAL pdf 102209.pdf; ATT00001.htm

David W. levy I RA I A.ICP
Director 1 Urban Design and Plan Review
National Capital Planning ComrrHss!on
401 9th Street; N.W. I Suite 500
Washington, D.C., 20004 ! 202"4327
www.ncpc.gov
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

From: Judy Scott Feldman [mailto:jfeldman@savethemall.org)

Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2009 5:44 PM
To: May, Peter; Levy, David W.
Cc: Kent Cooper; George Oberlander; Joe West; Judy Feldman
Subject: Coalition letter re MLK

Peter and David,
As promised, here's the Coalition's response to the Park Service MLK letter.
Let me know if you have questions.
Please confirm that you got it. Thanks.
Best,
Judy

1

~Codfoftto

BOARD OF DJRl':CTORS

Save ()t,l'

Officers:

Mall

(]>reserving Our :Monument to (Democra'y

,Judy Scott Feldman, Ph.D.

an organizec( voice for tlie yu6{ic on .'Ma{{matters

Chai•·
W. Kent Cooper, FAJA
Vice Chair

October 22,2009

George H. F. Oherl:mder, AJCP
Vice Chair

Charles I. Cassell, FAIA
Director

Margaret O'Dell
Regional Director
National Park Service
National Capital Region
1100 Ohio Drive, S.W.
Washington, DC 20242

George lddson
l)ir·ector

Re: Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Section 106

Thomas C. ,Je-nsen, Esq.
Director

Dear Ms. O'Dell:

Joseph D. West, Esq.

We strongly support the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial and do not want to do
anything to hold it up, but we were not provided the plan review materials until late
Tuesday, October 20th, although they were sent on October 2"d to other parties
participating in the Section 106 public consultation process. Therefore, we were not
able to respond within the 14-day review period, which ended October 16th, as
stipulated in the Memorandum of Agreement for this project. However, we are
willing to provide our comments immediately so that the consultation process
outlined in the MOA can move forward.

Lisa Benton-Short, Ph.D.
Secretaryrrreasure.r

Director

THiRD CENTURY
COM1\11TTEE ADVISORS
Gordon Blnder
Senior l~"'ell<)w

Wol'ld Wildlife Fund
;'v\..J. ".lay" Brodie, FJ\11\, AlCP
Baltimore Redevelopment Corp.

Louis Kriser
Kriser .l<:nterprisc,s, LLP

Frank l'v\ankiewicz ·
Hill & Knowlton
i\mv IVlever
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Forme!' Administrator, EPA

Robert E. Simon ...Jr.
Founder, R.eston, Va.

The National Coalition to Save Our Mall, a nonprofit citizens organization
dedicated to long-range visionary planning for the National Mall, has been actively
participating in the Historic Preservation Act Section 106 public consultation
process for the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial since it began. The Memorial is
located at the Tidal Basin in West Potomac Park on the National Mall. We
commented on the 2005 Environmental Assessment. On October 19, 2009 we
submitted comments on the new, September 2009 Environmental Assessment for
this project. In our latest comments on the 2009 EA, as well as in letters to the
National Park Service in 2008 and earlier this year, the Coalition has repeatedly
stated our view that the visitors services/bookstore/restroom structure, which was
added by the Park Service to the Memorial project in 2005, is an intrusion on the
Memorial and the open character of the National Mall and does not comply with the
Commemorative Works Act (CWA), including the 2003 moratorium on new
visitors centers on the "Reserve" portion of the National Mall. The 2009 EA is
plainly incorrect in stating that the project, including what the EA calls the "visitors
center," is in compliance with the CWA.
In your letter of October 2, 2009, you seek concurrence with the National Park
Service determination that the MLK Memorial project, and in particular the new
proposed security barrier components, "present no new adverse effects and that no
previously identifed [sic] adverse effects will be intensified."

We disagree with both assertions. First, while the security planter is, in our view,
a more attractive solution to security than the plain bollards proposed in 2008 (at the
time the MOA was prepared), it clearly adds significantly more wall components
into the landscape and, additionally, has the adverse effect of channeling people
exiting the Memorial toward the visitor services/bookstore/restroom structure
located across West Basin Drive from the Memorial and closing off their views of
the open space of the surrounding Mall. Second, this channeling of visitors around
the security planter intensifies the adverse effects of the 3,000-square-foot visitor
services/bookstore/restroom structure which blocks views to and from the Memorial
from various locations on the Mall. This adverse effect on views and pedestrian
circulation has not yet, to our knowledge, been taken into account. Furthermore,
there are no views and elevations in the 2009 EA or the material provided with the
October 2, 2009 letter to illustrate the conditions so as to be able to evaluate these
adverse effects. In addition, what is the visual impact of the bookstore on the mood
of visitors as they leave the contemplative environment of the Memorial itself? This
has not been examined in the EA.
Regarding any introduction of security, which we understand is a necessary safety
feature at this Memorial, we note that the National Capital Planning Commission in
2008, while giving final approval to the Memorial design, disapproved the proposed
security bollards in part because that design "presented unacceptable impacts on
public space and on the intent of the Memorial" (EDR, October 20, 2009). We
agree. The security island, with walls as high as 3 ~feet in some portions, becomes
even more of an intrusion and alters pedestrian circulation by focusing major exit
traffic toward the face of the visitor services buildings. These problems of adverse
effects can no doubt be resolved. We look forward to the opportunity to discuss this
further.

Another aspect of this project is a procedural one. This concerns the new 2009
Environmental Assessment (EA). We do not understand why the National Park
Service is asking the National Capital Planning Commission only to review the
security component of the MLK Memorial design. We believe NPS should ask
NCPC to put aside its 2008 final approval for the MLK Memorial, which was based
on an earlier, now-obsolete EA and retake the vote based on the new information
and analysis provided in the 2009 EA. That earlier approval was based on data and
analysis that is now no longer final. One reason for the new EA was to respond to
questions raised by our Coalition about the visitors center's compliance with the
Commemorative Works Act. This EA is the first time NPS formally evaluated and
made a determination about compliance - and concluded that the Memorial is in
compliance. In our view, the EA is incorrect. Has NCPC determined one way or
another?

We do not understand why we, as well as other nonprofit participants in the Section
106 process, were left out of this final, crucial phase of the public consultation.

Nevertheless, we are willing to act expeditiously to help resolve the differences
between NPS determinations and our views. Clearly the question of the adverse
effects of channeling visitors with the security planter needs further study. In order
for the Memorial to go forward, the visitors services/bookstore/restroom component
needs to be separated out from the rest of the project. It should be evaluated
separately not only through the Section 106 process but also for its compliance with
the Commemorative Works Act.
We look forward to the potential action of separating out the visitors
services/bookstore/restroom structure so that the new security components and the
Memorial itself can proceed through final approval and towards construction. We
are prepared to discuss this further at your convenience.
Sincerely,

Judy Scott Feldman, PhD
Chair

Young, Deborah B.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Levy, David W.
Tuesday, January 11, 2011 11:12 AM
Young, Deborah B.
FW: Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial

David W. Levy I RA I AICP
Director I Urban Design and Plan Review
National Capital Planning Commission
4el 9th Street, N.W. I Suite see
Washington, D.C., 2eee4 I 2e2-482-7247
www.ncpc.gov
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail
-----Original Message----From: Judy Scott Feldman [mailto:jfeldman@savethemall.org]
Sent: Wednesday, September 3e, 2ee9 9:23 AM
To: Glenn_DeMarr@nps.gov
Cc: andrew.lewis@dc.gov; betsy_merritt@nthp.org; Saum, Christine L.; Levy, David W.;
david.maloney@dc.gov; Jacobs, Doug; ejackson@archd.com; Lindstrom, Frederick;
Gary_Scott@nps.gov; Keller, Eugene A.; goberland@verizon.net; Maureen_Joseph@nps.gov;
mcatlin@achp.gov; MPreston@mlkmemorial.org; Witherell, Nancy; Nell_Ziehl@nthp.org;
Perry_Wheelock@nps.gov; May, Peter; rebecca@dcpreservation.org; Steve_Lorenzetti@nps.gov;
tluebke@cfa.gov
Subject: Re: Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial
Glenn,
Thanks for the notes. In just a quick review, I do not see mention of the comment I made
noting that the Coalition had written the Park Service in December 2ee8, and twice in 2ee9 of
our concern that the bookstore component may violate the Commemorative Works Act provisions
including the ban on visitor centers . .
Thanks,
Judy Feldman
On Sep 25, 2009, at 2:44 PM, Glenn_DeMarr@nps.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have drafted the attached minutes of the August 25, 2009
consultation
meeting and offer them for comment or correction.
(See attached file: Meeting Minutes825e9.docx)
Respectfully,
Glenn DeMarr
Project Manager
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Maureen
>
>
>
>
>

Glenn
DeMarr/NCR/NPS
To
87/28/2889 88:58

>
>
>
> Steve
>
>
>
> Subject
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Glenn DeMarr/NCR/NPS@NPS
cc
andrew.lewis@dc.gov,
betsy_merritt@nthp.org,
christine.saum@ncpc.gov,
david.levy@ncpc.gov,
david.maloney@dc.gov, Doug
Jacobs/NCR/NPS@NPS,
ejackson@archd.com,
flindstrom@cfa.gov, Gary
Scott/NCR/NPS@NPS,
gene.keller@ncpc.gov,
goberland@verizon.net,
jfeldman@savethemall.org,
Joseph/NCR/NPS@NPS,
mcatlin@achp.gov,
MPreston@mlkmemorial.org,
nancy.witherell@ncpc.gov,
Nell_Ziehl@nthp.org, Perry
Wheelock/NACC/NPS@NPS, Peter
May/NCR/NPS@NPS,
rebecca@dcpreservation.org,
Lorenzetti/NACC/NPS@NPS,
tluebke@cfa.gov
Re: Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial(Document link: Glenn
DeMarr)

Consulting Parties:
Re: Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial - Section 186 Consultation
Thanks to all who responded to the invitations and your
consideration of
the alternate dates and times that were offered.
The date that has been selected is:
1:88

August 25, 2889 between
2

> and 3:88 PM.
>
>
> National Park Service
>
> Capital Region Headquarters
>
>
> Drive, SW
>
> Washington, DC
> 28242
>
>
> Thanks for your participation,
>
> Glenn DeMarr
> Project Manager
> National Park Service
> National Capital Region
> 282-619-7827
>
>
>
>
Glenn
>
DeMarr/NCR/NPS
>
>
87/24/2889 84:87
>
PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Maureen
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Steve
>
>
>
> Subject
>

Location:
National
Classroom B
1188 Ohio

To
Glenn DeMarr/NCR/NPS@NPS,
ejackson@archd.com,
MPreston@mlkmemorial.org
cc
andrew.lewis@dc.gov,
betsy_merritt@nthp.org,
christine.saum@ncpc.gov,
david.levy@ncpc.gov,
david.maloney@dc.govt, Doug
Jacobs/NCR/NPS@NPS,
flindstrom@cfa.gov, Gary
Scott/NCR/NPS@NPS,
gene.keller@ncpc.gov,
goberland@verizon.net,
jfeldman@savethemall.org,
Joseph/NCR/NPS@NPS,
mcatlin@achp.gov,
nancy.witherell@ncpc.gov,
Nell_Ziehl@nthp.org, Perry
Wheelock/NACC/NPS@NPS, Peter
May/NCR/NPS@NPS,
rebecca@dcpreservation.org,
Lorenzetti/NACC/NPS@NPS,
tluebke@cfa.gov
Re: Martin Luther King, Jr.
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>
>
>
>

Memorial(Document link: Glenn
DeMarr)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Consulting Parties:
>
> Thanks to those who responded to the potential dates that I had
> offered on
> July 9J 2009 so that the NPS could update our Section 106 Consultating
> parties on the progress of the design for the Martin Luther KingJ
> Memorial.
>
> Conflicting schedules determined that alternative meeting dates were
> needed.
>
> The new dates that are available for consideration are August 18J
> 25J or
> the 26th.
The time on either of these dates would be 10:00 > 12:00J or
> from 1:00 - 3:00. So that a consensus date might be achievedJ please
> respond to this invitation by July 27 at 3:00.
>
> As the parties are awareJ the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) was
> completed
The National Park Service and the WashingtonJ
> on August 25J 2008.
> D.C.
>Martin Luther KingJ Jr. National Memorial Project FoundationJ Inc.J
> to the
> extent possibleJ have prepared the design as similar as possible to
> the
> June 24J 20es plans so that the Undertaking will be compatible with
> the
> historic and architectural qualities of West Potomac Park. Three
> design
> ideas were to be refined: 1. the roadway alignment of West Basin
> DriveJ 2.
> barrier securityJ and 3. the visitor support facility. Please know
> that
> the design approved by the Commission of Fine Arts and the National
> Capital
> Planning CommissionJ responsive to the June 24J 2008 plans
> referenced in
> the MOAJ includes a slightly curved alignment in West Basin Drive
> that was
> developed in the consultation.
>

>
>
>
>

With regard to the security barrier conceptsJ these were informally
viewed
by several of our consulting parties on June 18J 2009 when the
Commission
4

> of Fine Arts provided encouragement to further refinement.
The
> Commission
> of Fine Arts, and one of our consulting parties stated that one
> concept
> represented a positive return to the concept of the competition
> winning
> design.
>
> We look forward to sharing these design updates with you as well as
> the
> detailing of the visitor support facility.
>
> Glenn DeMarr
> Project Manager
> 2e2-619-7e27
> glenn_demarr@nps.gov
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Subject
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Glenn
DeMarr/NCR/NPS
To
e7/e9/2eeg e2:3e

PM

andrew.lewis@dc.gov,
betsy_merritt@nthp.org,
christine.saum@ncpc.gov,
david.levy@ncpc.gov,
david.maloney@dc.govt, Doug
Jacobs/NCR/NPS@NPS,
flindstrom@cfa.gov, Gary
Scott/NCR/NPS@NPS,
gene.keller@ncpc.gov,
goberland@verizon.net,
jfeldman@savethemall.org,
mcatlin@achp.gov,
nancy.witherell@ncpc.gov,
Nell_Ziehl@nthp.org, Perry
Wheelock/NACC/NPS@NPS, Peter
May/NCR/NPS@NPS, Steve
Lorenzetti/NACC/NPS@NPS,
tluebke@cfa.gov,
betsy_merritt@nthp.org,
rebecca@dcpreservation.org
cc
Maureen Joseph/NCR/NPS@NPS
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial
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> Dear Consulting Party Representatives:
>
> The National Park Service (NPS) seeks to establish a date and time
> to meet
> with the consulting parties to share the most recent concept for the
> security barriers within the approved design of the memorial.
The
> Memorandum of Agreement, dated August 25, 2888, recognized that three
> issues in the design were had been introduced but not resolved with
> regard
> to the June 24, 2888 plans.
>
> The Commission of Fine Arts reviewed and approved the overall site
> plan and
> landscape design and the design of the visitor support facility for
> the
> memorial at their September 18, 2888 meeting but the proposed
> design for
> visitor protection barrier security was not approved. The
> Commission of
> Fine Arts suggested if the devices could not be removed, that
> alternative
> design treatments be considered.
Similarly, the National Capital
> Planning
> Commission approved the final design of the memorial, but also
> provided
> that security barrier designs would be subject of future review and
> consideration.
>
> The potential dates that are under consideration are July 27, 28, or
> 29
> between 1 and 3:88.
>
> The Commission of Fine Arts viewed the sketched alternatives on June
> 18,
> 2889 and encouraged further refinement of one alternative. Ms.
> Feldman,
> Witherell and Catlin were present in the audience for the
> presentation,
> where the Commissioners viewed the design response (with some
> modification)
> as representing an improvement to the design, providing a better
> entry,
> creating a wonderful forecourt.
>
> Respectfully,
>
> Glenn DeMarr
>
> <Meeting Minutes82589.docx>
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